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GERMANY AWAKE!
La v4rit6 est en mniche

If there were in Prussian Gertuanv a system of Minis

^^ Sijfp'? ^"^' '' '^''''' ^^ ^" other cln'ries"u.th effective Parhamentary Government, and such a.has been held out with many other fai; promises tohe Prussian people for more than sixty-four yeTs the

cZ'fj^^r'Zr' "^^^^^^"^ «' X Prussian

condemned.
It might be allowed in his favour, as an extenuating.

war, but that he was driven to it-driven from above

alh Ziof r- \"' ' ^'""''''^ "^° y'^'^^ ^--Tf

who are irrSr t° """f*^ ^"^' ^^° «°^^^« ^^osewno are irresponsible wth his responsibility who

and to all the world as a war of defence the
offensive war which was prepared long in advancewho by this falsehood unchains the most fearful disaste;which has ever fallen upon our globe, and whTch Ismflicting on his Fatherland, whether victorious ordefeated, wounds which will be incurable for genera'ions to come, who delivers over to death and to mutl a-tion hundreds of thousands of his countrymen Tn heflower o their age, annihilates at a stroke the arduouslabour cf half a century, suddenly wrenches asunder the

'nmnmim
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bonds of culture between civilised nations, and trans-

forms prosperous regions of Europe into ruinous wastes

—such a man must bear the punishment which is due to

his crime.

H
;

In gathering together in the following pages the
various points in the indictment which reveal the exclu-
sive guilt of Germany an<' her ally, Austria-Hungary,
in provoking the universal war, I am well aware of the
fact that I will expose myself to the disapproving
criticism of a large section of the German public, which
proclaims it to be a patriotic duty to shut one's eyes to
the truth, or if the truth be recognised, to conceal i;

in silence for the duration of the war.
Only by bearing in mind these two points of view

is it possible to understand the present frame of mind
of such a highly intelligent people as the German nation.
The "State of War" (Kriegszustand), proclaimed on
the 31st July, which placed the intellectual life of
Germany under the supervision of Generals, and which
even to-day, after more than six months have elapsed,
carefully keeps watch on the frontiers lest there should
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penetrate into the country so much as a suggestion of
the i .tellectual hfe or of the views of foreign countries
which n-ight disturb the unity of Germany, or of
foreign information or evidence which might illumine
the German p. )ple—this "state of war*' has produced
the result that nine-tenths of the whole German people
have blindly followed the dexterously coined phrases
about the "state of defence ^ ' ich is forced upon us,"
about "the struggle for our freedom and culture against
aggression and oppression." "The French and the
Russians have alrepjy pr ^eu over our frontiers";
•• The Fatherland is in danger " ; " They mean to humi-
liate us"; "In the midst of peace the enemy falls
upon us"; "The existence of our Eronire is
at stake"; "We are called upon to deiend our holiest
possessions, our Fatherlaad, our very hearths against
an unscrupulous attack"; "We are hgLliiig for the
fruits of our works of peace, tvr the inheritance of
a great past and for our future." These and similar
phrases (all taken from officiel documents) have been
used with the conscious intention of deceiving the
German people, of inflamini^ its patriotism, and of
inspiring it to nnutterable and incalculable sacrifices in
wealth and in life.

"The few, who here have aught of Truth divined,
ioi foohshly revealed their inner heart,
Vi. no show id the mob their feeling and their mind—
The cross, the stake have always been their part." '

The few who, after the first da< >f intoxicaf.on,
gradually returned to then senses, t who were able
to procure foreign documents and representations behind

' ["Die wenigeu, die was davon erkannt.
Die toricht g'nug ihr voiles Herz nicht walirtenDem Pobel ihr Gefiihl, ihr Schauen offenbarten'
Hat man von je gekreuzigt und verbrannt."—Fa'usi.)

B 3
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the backs of the military censors, and by careful study

and comparison of hese slowly arrived at the truth,

—

these had to shut the truth within them, since it was
and is considered unpatriotic to give expression to it,

since every utterance in word or in writing would
be suppressed by the military authorities, and the

offender wouh' expose hini.««!f to the risk of punishment.

It is to escape this fate that those who know the facts

have kept, and still keep, silence. Those however who
do not know the truth, or do not wish to know it,

cry out all the more loudly, and as a work of illumina-

tion scatter broadcast the foolish products of their

rainds throughout the world, where no one believes

them, even if they were to repeat the German lies a

million times. What are we to say when Germans of

the highest eminence, from Bode to Dehmel,' from

Haeckel to Hauptmann,' from Liszt to Sudermann,

from Laband to Liebermann - (in all nearly a hundred of

them), distribute in foreign countries au appeal, which

immediately after the opening words contains the follow-

ing sentence ?

'
i

II

"Germany on the other haud made every eSort to avoid

* Decorated on tlie Emperor's birthday, 1915, Fourth
Class of the Ked Eagle.

" [Wilbelm von Bode, General Director of the lioyal

Museums, Berlin, a leading authority on art; Bichard
Dehtuel, a distiuguished poet; Ernst Haeckel, the celebrated
Professor at Jena; Gerhardt Hauptmann, perhaps the most
(.iiiinout of coiiteui[)orary poets; Franz von Liszt, Professor
of Jurisprudence at Berlin, a leading criminologist; Her-
inaun Sudermann, the novelist; Paul Laband, Professor
of Jurisprudence at Strassburg ; Max Liebemiann, a distin-

guished painter.]
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ri":
The incontestabie evidence in support of this fact is

r.«,^f ftl'^'
"''''\-

i
-.9°^^ when the overwhelm ng

Zn ^1? l 'P
'"*° ""'•.^^""t'-y from three side8( I), onlythen did the German people rise like one man."

^

And with such robber-stories as these about the enemy
lurking m ambush-one thinks involuntarily of Leder-
strumpf and Ali Baba-they dare to humbug such
highly educated, cultured nations as, for instance, the
Italians (among whom r.ven a street-porter has to-day a
better knowledge of the historical uth about the
war than a Harnack has among us), a people whose
Covernment, with the approval of the whole country,
declared that the war was an offensive war on the part
of Germany and Austria, and rightly and of necessity
so declared unless it wished to charge itself with faith-
lessness and the breacli of its own word.

It is to these men a self-evident fact that we are the
eadin,. culture-people of the world, and consequently
(such IS the logic of these gentlemen !) we are called
upon to impose cjr culture forcibly on the other inferior
races and even on neutrals by means of bombs nd
shells, by fire and devastation. This -is the mission
which Providence has pointed out to us, as it called
upon the Crusaders to fight against the Crescent (whichnow we have gained a. an ally in the struggle against
Christian nations), and as it instigated the Catholics in
the Thirty iears' War to cast out of the Protestants by
hre and sword their new-won faith. In the view of our
leading spirits, in place of the wars of religion there has
suddenly arisen since the 1st August. 19)1, a culture-
war, m which the nations are fighting for the equal
privileges or the supremacy of the various "hostile
cultures Has ever a greater mud.xess than this beenconcervedf In 1870 when France was defeated and
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rnished, did we suppress, did we so much as touch,

the culture of that country ? Did the foreign domina-

tion of Napoleon wipe out even a trace of our German
spiritual culture, which just then had reached an

incomparable height ? When the Romans conquered

Greece did they at the same time overthrow Greek

culture ? Precisely the opposite took place. The
captor was made captive. The mind of Greece, the

art of Greece subdued Rome. And we find the same
thing in the history of Christianity. In the end was
it not the small province of Galilee that imposed its

spirit on the world-empire of Rome ? How indeed is it

possible for anyone to speak of the present struggle as

a struggle of cultures when what we really have before

us is merely a struggle of anti-cultures, of barbar-

isms, against each other,—a strnjjgle which from day to

day becomes more bitter, more cruel, and more
murderous,—a struggle in which all the principles of

international law and of humanity are more and more
forgotten, if indeed it is still possible to speak of

humanity in face of this inhuman massacre ? What
has all this got to do with culture ? Do we intend

in any way to suppress the culture of England and
France, of Russia and Belgium ? Do we mean to

renounce Shakespeare, Darwin, Newton, and Spencer,

Tolstoy and Dostoiewsky, Voltaire, Rousseau,

Zola, Goncourt, Rubens, Van Eyck, Meunier, and
Maeterlinck, or do we mean to rid the world of their

achievements ? With what right, then, do we impute
to the ethers intenlions against us which we do not

have against them, and to which we could not give

effect even if we entertained them ? If we had not ^ead
it daily in print, we would not have believed that the

intellectuals of Germany could have persuaded them-
selves and the German people that German culture is in
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danger, and that it must be defended with Zeppelins
and with 42-centimetre artillery.

The " neurosis of war " has indeed become epidemic,
like St. Vitus's dance or flagellantism in the Middle
Ages. As the Dervishes in the East for hours at a time
utter the same formula? of prayer and go through the
same contortions with their arms and legs and their
bodies until at last they fall down foaming at the mouth
and overpowered, so now we have seen the learned men
of Germany repeating for months past the same
patriotic litanies, the same unproved assertions (asser-
tions indeed of which the contrary is proved); at all
times reaching upwards with their arms and their legs
and indeed their whole body, until in their opinion they
and their people surpass all other nations of the earth,
and if they do not become like to God, they at least
become the chosen people of God. They overpower
themselves with their own phrases, until they foam at
the mouth from sheer patriotism and fall down in adora-
tion of themselves. ... But they will in time awake
from their stupefaction, and the wild intoxication will be
followed by the terrible discomfort of returning sobriety.

The purpose of this book is to hasten this awakening.
This / regard as a patriotic duty; for the longer the
intoxication lasts, the worse will be the consequences
for the German people, and the process of awakening
will be more difficult and more terrible. It is only a
better knowledge of the origins and objects of this war,
i! recognition of the guilt and responsibility for this
war, that can bring about a change for the better.
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CAN THE VICTORY OF GERMANY AND AUSTRIA BE EXPECTED?

The Economic Position of Bellictirent Countries.

Tn-day it is vn longer permissible to imagine the
pnssihilitif of the victory of the Allied Empires. The
financial and military superiority of the countries allied
against them is so prcat that they cannot be counter-
balanced by military efiicitricy on the part of Germany,
nor even by the greatest sacrifices in life and well-
bcin;,'. \o derlamalory stHfrmciits about "holding out
till the last breath," no f.iisc and dazzling promises
about the economic resisting power of Germany can in
any way alter this fact. The balance of gold in the
imperial bank is no proof that the economical position
is still tolerable; for indeed nearly all the gold in circu-
lation has flowed to the bank, and the notes for the
hundred and fifty million pounds sterling issued by
the loan fund have been covered not by gold but by
unrealisable goods and effects. Manufactures find
employment only in so far as they are engaged for the
internal needs of the country and for military purposes.
The money required for the supply of military stores
is, however, raised from the (;orman taxpayer, and as it

represents an unproductive investment it must be
entered in the books as a pure loss. One class at least
has nothing to complain of ; I mean the agrarian class.
It is they who have sounded the call to the battle, who
have stirred up war, the imperialists and the chauvinists,
whom the German peop^ have to thank Tor this hideous
war. From their ranks come the colonels and the
generals, the Bernhardis and the Frobeniuses, who
prescribe to the German Empire its historical mission,
*' world-power or downfall," and who announce to it its
"hour of destiny." These are the men who possess
the ear of the highest in the country, and who instil

b.%-
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into them the poison of their selfish ideas. These are
the men who at the same time are makin^r the best
profit out of the war. They and their comrades must
of course also bleed, but what they lose in blood flows
ha.k to tht.n in gold, pold in the f,.rni of gold-lace andm glittering coins. They are also making a career for
themselves, and the more officers fall, so much the bctlcr
for the younger men. They arc. too, succeeding in
business more brilliantly than they could ever have
done in time of peace. The prires of their produce,
grain, potatoes, and cattle, would have risen irnmeasur-
'it>ly If the (Jovcrnnicnt had not in the end seen the
necessity of fixing maximum prices. }5ut even these
maximum prices are already enormously above the
prices ever paid in times of peace.'
The workmen and th middle classes however perish

and decay. The longer the war lasts, the more surelv
will German trade, the German system of finance and
(.erman manufactures, be deprived of fluir connections
with foreign countries. The seas of the world are open
to our enemies, England and France, as well as to
neutral States, and it would be a surprising fact if they
did not gradually usurp our place in markets abroad.
The exports and imports of Italy and of Holland must
necessarily show an upward tendency after Germany
IS ruled oat of account. The longer the war lasts, the
more successful will be the efforts of England to drive
our trade out of America, Asia, and Africa, and in any
case decades will pass before we again reach the position
we occupied before the war. And while the economic
life of Germany is thus advancing to a stage at which
.t will slowly bleed to death, this process can only

Bread hua meanwhile beconit- constantly 8curc, r acdthe monopo y of grain and the distribution o'f br.ad by thebtate has already been mtroduced.
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l)C ncroleratod by the riocessity of produring the

enormous stores of materials required for the mninten-
ance of our armies of millions, and for the ronduct of

the war. It has been estimated by an expert that the

rost of maintenance per man per day may be reekoned
at 10 marks, and this estimate takes no aceount of the
wear and tear of materials, the ammunition used up
(a single shot from our 42-cenfimetre jjuns is said to cost

thousands of marks), or the loss «)f all kinds of instru-

ments of war. If we maintain five million soldiers under
arms, the war will cost us in ready money paid out of

our pockets two and a half million poimds sterling a day ;

it will cost monthly 7') million pounds, it will cost in a

year 900 million pounds sterling. If we include in our
estimate the sums iiiJii.ited above, for ordinary wear
and tear, for material used up -,i lost, it will be impos-
sible to estimate the yearly cost of the war at anything
less than l.'i.'jO million pounds sterling, that is to say
250 millions more than the sum-total of the debts of

the (ierman Empire and of the individual States in

1912.

Further, the justice of this calculation is more or less

confirmed by the war-credits which so far have been
asked and approved in the (J.riiian Empire, amounting
to 500 million pounds, to which the war contribution
of 1913 amounting to 50 milJons must be added. These
war loans were intended to react\ until somewhere about
the end of the financial year, that is to say until about
31st March, 1915, but doid)Li .s they are not intended,
and are not suHlcient to pro\ ide for a complete current
renewal of the material of the war which has been lost

or used up. If wc add tlie simis necessary for this

purpose we will arrive more or less at the sum estimated
above, as tliat required for the conduct of the wai for a
year, that is to say 1,250 million pounds sterling.

'^"^mmism^^m^
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The countless millions of pounds wjiirli the war is

<o.stinR and has nlrcady cost our economic life surpasses
Mil estimation. The Exchanges au closed. No one
knows to-day what he possesses. In any case nearly
all effects are as good as unrenlisable ; and without the
. tinningly devised system of hmn-funrls, a svstem in
essence stipported on feet of clay, without the protective
laws of the 4th Auytisl and all the other conceivable
..loasures which were passed, intenr!.,! partly to stave
off the malady and partly to conceal it, the collaps
our German economic life would within a sbo-
btcome an accomplished fact.

At the same time England is abused in evei key
because she avails herself of the advantages conferred
on her by her geographical and economic position.
Had we been in England's place would we have behaved
otherwise ? " A la guerre comme A la guerre." Every-
one defeiuls himself to the best of his abilitv, and if the
English, apart from their land forces and' their navy,
can make use of their economic superiority to defeat us,'
who has any rirrht to reproach them with the fact ^

Are we not spc Jating on ine possibility of Mohamme-
dan risings in English colonies, behind which we
stand as spiritus rector? Are we not lewing from
wretched and desolate Belgium, the prey of penury and
soon to be the prey of famine,--a country which after
all IS only defending its independence and freedom (a
war of liberation m the true sense !)—are we not levying
from this exhausted country and from its wholly or
partly devastated cities many hundreds of millions of
marks as a so-called "war contribution"? From my
own point of view the economic war which .' -^}
is vvaging against ns is far preferable to the .^.k^-^c c

blood which we have brought upon the world Iht- vvar
blood invokes the loss both of huma ]• ivi

of
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of economic values; the war of trade demands only
economic sacrifices, hut spares that which in the end
has the greater value, the life of men. In this it to n
certain extent approaches the conditions of peace which
exist Iictwccn coiinfrios whose relations are not regu-
hited by treaties of commerce; in this case also we find
economic strufjglc without loss of life. Here there is

indeed opened to our vision a prospect of the form
uliich struggles will assume in the future configuration
of human society. Il will no longer he a struggle
with weapons forged of steel and of iron, but a struggle
of the nerves and of the brain, a more refined struggle
between civilised men, who will become more and more
removed from the brutal bodily struggle of wild beasts
and of barbaric nations, among whom Europe to-day
assmnes the first Tjlace.

It is of course a feeble consolation that the other belli-
gerent countries are also exhausting themselves. A
country so economically undeveloped as Russia, whose
exports and imports, in spite of her 180 million inhabi-
tants, amounted in 1912 only to 300 million pounds
sterhng, need scarcely he considered in such a compari-
son. The more developed the economic life of a
country is, the more extensive its trade and its indus-
tries, the more sensible is it to the effects of war. So
far as England and France are concerned, these coun-
tries are in the first place much more wealthy than
Germany, and in the second place, as we have already
observed, after the disappearance of the few German
commerce raiders all fhe seas of the world are open to
them, so that they can export their produce and bring
hack again from foreign countries the necessary raw
materinl, the means of subsistence and any other
Hifidfs that ttiay he reqmred. It is at once foolish and
pernicious when the German Press and the public
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opinion of Germany seek to deceive themselves and
others on this point.

^
The credit of the countries at war with us, so far as

France and England are concerned, has so far scarcely
suffered in any way. In foreign countries French and
English notes have maintained their rate of exchange
almost unaltered, whereas German notes are constantly
sinkmg in value. A 100-mark note can already be
purchased abroad for 112 francs (instead of nominally
125 fr.), whereas English £l notes cost at the same time
26 francs (instead of nominally 25 fr.).

The German 5 per cent, war-loan was issued at
97i per cent, whereas the English 3i per cent, war-loan
was issued at 95 per cent. If the wealth and credit of
the German Empire were equal to that of England, the
German 5 per cent, imperial loan would have been
about 40 per cent, more valuable than the English
3^ per cent., and instead of being issued at 97^ per cent,
it could have been issued somewhere about 135 per cent.
In this enormous difference there is clearly revealed

the comparative economic strength and the power of
resistance possessed by the two countries. No patriotic
talk, no stifling of the truth wUl help us here. Hard
facts are the best arguments. The more we ignore the
facts, the worse will it be for us. We do not succeed in
throwing sand into the eyes of others, but in lying
to ourselves we lull ourselves in hopes impossible of
fulfilment, we become ever more stiff-necked in the
pursuit of the unlioly struggle, and in the end we will
accomplish our own destruction.

The Political and Military Position of the
Belligerent Countries.

The political and military aspect of affairs is precisely
similar to the economic aspect.
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Tlie whole of our Colonies, built up by the expendi-
ture of many hundred ^ .)f millions of marks, and tended
with somcthinj,' of a mother's love, have been lost.

Austria has lost Galicia and part of Bukovina, and
Hungary is in danger of being overrun by the Russians.
On the other side, Belgium and the eastern corner of
France are occupied by the Germans and a small part of
eastern Poland is occupied by the allied German and
Austrfan forces. But we must not forget that French
troops are still in Upper Alsace and that until a few
days ago Russian troops were still in East Prussia.'
Thus we see that both sides have in th-ir possession

a number of objects of barter which at the end of the
war should be mutually returned as is done in the case
of prisoners. The longer the war lasts and the more
extensive it becomes, the more other countries unite
themselves to the belligerent parties, the more will the
number of these objects of barter increase. While the
Turks are pressing forward towards the Suez Canal, the
English are making progress in Persia, Mesopotamia,
and Arabia

; here also it may be presumed that territory
will be seized on both sides, which on the conclusion of
peace will have to be exchanged.
The world-war, notwithstanding the fearful daily

impacts and loss of blood, is, as it were, being conducted
in such a way that the opponents pass each other by,
and it would be the best, because the most humane
solution, if the impacts were to become constantly
less, and, on the other hand, the possession of
;erri^ory belonging to the other side were to become
t'.nstp.ntly more extensive. The result would be
Ihe same as now, only with less loss of blood. For

' This book was coniplutud in February, and cannot there-
fore take account of later events; these, however, cannot
uHect the nnal result of the war.
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from the military, just as little as from the economic
pomt of view no one can still entertain the illusion that
the war may end with a victory of the allied empu-es.
To-day the possibility of such an issue must already

be regarded as completely excluded. The battles in the
East are essentially no more than a defensive, unsuc-
cessfully conducted so far as Austria is concerned, but
hitherto maintained with success by Germany after the
first blows fell. What does the occupation of Lodz,
and even, so far as I am concerned, the conquest of
Warsaw mean against such a Colossus as the Russian
Empire ? Will Russia be defeated when we get posses-
sion of the half or the whole of Poland? It will be
nothing but a new object of barter given into our hands

;

but will It mean the conquest of Russia ? Not in the
slightest.

And what about the situation in France? What
difficulties have we to overcome to gain possession of
even the small north-western corner of Belgium ! What
unspeakable sacrifices does that involve ! How many
thousands of poor, deluded, heroic soldiers have miser-
ably perished in snow and in ice, m the trenches and in
the canals, ,. mud and in mire, on their hps a last
whisper of farewell to wife and child and mother, in
their hearts a last thought of peace and home!
And why ? To gain possession of a few square metres
of inundated and impoveriohed country with ruined
towns and villages, and then on to the pursuit of the
great illusion : on to Calais ! on to England ! All this
reminds me of a picture by Spangenberg entitled " The
Purfuit of Happiness," which thirty yea.s ago was
rightly the subject of much admiration in the Berlin
Art Exhibition. A beautiful naked woman was repre-
sented hovering over a shining iridescent ball of glass
before a troop of wild horsemen who, with gestures of
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passion, are seeking to reach the crown of laurels which
she holds aloft in her right hand. She entices them
on with her ensnaring eyes; her golden-yellow hair
flutters in the wind, almost reaching the horsemen who
are nearest to her. But the crown, the object of
their passionate desires, ever eludes their longing
grasp. An abyss yawns in front, crossed only by a
narrow bridge, just broad enough to ensure a passage
for the Ball of happiness and the goddess who hovers
above it, but which means inevitable death for the
warriors in pursuit. The first is already tottering into
the chasm, the others will follow, and the vision of
happiness dissolves, never to be seen again.
So will it be, I fear, maa the invasion of England

which since the beginning ,1 the war has been held out
to the German people as a seductive magic picture.
Near as the other side may appear, we shall not succeed
m getting over, "the water is much too deep." Hun-
dreds of thousands of men might perish in the efforL,
were the venture risked, and even if we were over
there, a war of the people would be let loose, and our
troops, deprived of their connections with the home
country, would be crushed by the enemy. What every
German for months back has been whispering to his
neighbour in desire and in hope appears to me to be
nothing but a daring flight of the imagination, which
will break miserably on England's unbroken sea power.
Notwithstanding all the admiration we may feel for

the achievements of our heroic navy, it would be foolish
to close our eyes to the fact that the gigantic superiority
of the English fleet cannot be equalised by means of
Zeppelins and submarines—of which latter, be it

observed, England possesses a greater number than we
do (in 1912, 85, to which must be added 90 French).
And in all this we have to bear in mind the
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fuel that the English fleet would be the assailant,
the German fleet would be the fleet assailed, in so far
as it managed to press forward to the Channel. The
German fleet would, however, have to protect not only
itself, but also clumsy cargo-boats, incapable of self-

defence, on which there would have to be transported to
England a number of army corps, with the appropriate
light and heavy artillery, cavalry, trains, pioneer troops,
automobiles, and air-craft material. Is such an attempt
at all conceivable ? Is it possible that there are human
beings who are prepared to expose to destruction at a
blow, on such a scale as this, hundreds of thousands of
their fellow men,

It should be enough for us to have those mountains of
corpses and of mutilated bodies which to-day already
cover the battle-fields of Europe, Asia and Africa, and
whicli for centuries, in virtue of their fertilising proper-
ties, will be an advantage to agriculture. Must even
the bottom of the sea also be covered with human
bodies ? Are the thousands of brave mariners who have
already found death in a watery grave not sufficient?
Must whole army-corps at one stroke be swallowed up
in the waves ?

And even assuming that we were on the other side,
would the wp then in any sense be won, would England
thereby be uofeated ? Will the English nation allow
terms of peace to be dictated to them by the Germans
in London, as one can daily hear from every babbler

C
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and every seer o{ vision'^ in Germany r Will the English

colonies then fall into our possession ? Nothing of the

sort will happen. I should like to see how Canada,

India, Australia, and New Zealand would acclaim the

German conqueror, who, as the Chancellor has so

beautifully expressed it to an American journalist, is

destined to bring freedom to the world. Charity begins

at home. He who imposes bondage in his own house

cannot bring freedom to the world. What country

politically is so undeveloped and so gagged as Prussian

Germany, if we except Russia and our illustrious ally

Austria-Hungary ? What country has as little under-

standing as Germany of the art of assimilating to itself

foreign nationalities, of allowing them to live according

to their own habits and customs, according to their own
culture and language, of making them happy and there-

fore making them faithful ? Our policy towards the

Poles and the Danes, and towards Alsace-Lorraine,

speaks volumes on this point. All opposition to this

species of Germanisation has exhausted itself 'vithout

fruitful result. Zabem is the illuminating zenith of this

policy in the west. The Polish laws with their compul-

sory expropriation of land possessed by inlieritance,

laws which have uselessly cost us hundreds of millions

of marks, and which have only produced the opposite

effect of that intended, will remain a perpetual memorial

of this policy in the East. In the North, against

Denmark, things are no better. At present, of course,

in the necessity of war, this vexatious policy is being

mitigated. The Poles have now suddenly become the

good child of the family. If formerly they protested

that they had no sympathy with efforts hostile to

Prussia, and that they were only urged to join the

opposition in defence of their speech and of their

nationality, their protests were constantly answered by
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new cwrcionary measures, and by an extension of the
Polish laws. Since there cannot 1^ a Parliamentary
opposition in the miserable Junker-Parliament of
Prussia all warnings of the left wing were constantly
scattered to the wind, and a courageous advance wa^
made along the false and the costly path of Germanisa-
tion.

And is it supposed that this Germany, conducted on
Prussian principles, is endowed with the gifts necessary
to assume England's position as a world-Power the
position of England which owes its world power not
merely to the cold pursuit of her interests in the course
of the centuries, but above all to her genius in under-
standing how to link foreign nations to her world
empire, without oppressing them, without even wishing
to assimilate themF
The English langu -je does not know the word

"Anghcisation," because the idea is absent in English
po itics, as indeed language, at least in politics, ever
halts behind the " thing,'' and only gives expression to
what already is. Here the saying of Goethe does not
hold

:

"For where the understanding falters
A word steps in to take its place."'

In politics the reverse is the case. The word is
discovered, when the idea exists. The word culture-
struggle (Kulturkampf) arose only when this struwle
had already broken out.
And so the English colonies will fly to us and hail us

as liberators, should we ever succeed in penetrating to
England? Far from it. They also wiU defend them-
selves to the last ship and the last man, before they
' ["Denn ebeu wo Begrifle fehlen,

Da stellt eiu Wort zur rechten 'Zeit aich ein."~Fau8t.]

C 2
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ii'wr ii|) English frcpdoin nnd indcpriidence, and surren-

(ler to Ccrinan boiidagr and oppression.

Thk Situation in France.

So far as can be foreseen, the war in Franre also will

lead to no result which could be regarded as a victory

for Germany. A war of offence which ends in the

trenches has in advance failed in its purpose—in trenches

whose amenities have been enjoyed by our brave trr

for more than five months, in wind and weather, in

and in snow, in a monotony destructive of the body
of the soul, a monotony, however, agreeably inter-

rupted from time to time by bombs, shells, and
airmen's darts. On the eastern frontier of France the
line of fortifications Verdun, Toul, Nancy, Epina], and
Belfort still stands almost unshaken, so little affected

by the besieging German armies that the French
Ministers and the President can undertake continuous
tours of inspection from one fortress to the other. For-
tunately for a long time nothing has l)een heard of the
victor of Longwy, the "heroic son," as the Emperor
Francis Joseph called him in his telegram to the
Emperor William. The famous saying of Count
Haseler, passed from mouth to mouth in Berlin, that he
intended to breakfast on Sedan day in the Cafe de la

Paix in the Place de I'Opera, has not proved true.

Perhaps the Field Marshal has postponed his breakfast

until next Sedan day, unless indeed, as I fear, he has
had to postpone it ad calendas teutnnicas. The French
Government and the entire diplomatic circle are back
again in Paris, and it does not look as if they had any
intention of making a speedy return to Bordeaux. As
every honest observer of the situation must admit, the
war with France has come to a standstill, and here, if

anywhere, a standstill amounts to a withdrawal.

'*ii'li'J*»X'i- !.«»«.. !• iZLfcl «»i-

.
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The plans of our Gencrai Staff, weighed and matured
or years in advance, contained as the cardinal point of

VrVZ^'Tu i f""""P"*" "^^ '^^ ^*P'd overthrow of
Prance, followed l.y a violent attack on the Russian
Colossus, with our liberated forces united with those of
Austria. Providence-almost involuntarily one falls.no the jargon of the German despatch-Providence has
ruled otherwise. After seven months of fearful conflict
Prance is not overthrown. Our victorious career has
been unexpectedly checked by the brilliant strategv- of
Joffre the French Moltke-(the uncle, be it observed,
not the nephew who at present is being medically
treated at Homburg for biliousness)- and our conquer-
ing army has been forced to a fortification war in the
trenches. The fluctuations of this fortification war,
which for the most part oscillate over advances or with-

ficar tV
*^'^7^.*^«« °^ half-kilometres, are so insigni-

hcant that a decisive turn of events is scarcely to be
expected, unless our leaders resolve to throw aside every
consideration for human life, unless they call our braveGerman soldiers from the trenches and expose them in
frontal attacks to the devastating fire of the hostile
rifles, machine-guns, and artillery. In a few places thishas already happened,' and to judge from the viewsand sentiments of those in our leading circles (has notthe telegram of the German Crown Prince to Colonel

' Just before this book went to cresB T tpaH ih^ o«; •
1

there? And how many wounded on both sides'^ Tjf!Gennans as the attacking party will certainly have suffered

To STe/d" To^hri''^'^"•
'^ «'t?gether 'there wo^d'bc

be-Z|1t Ja-st'te^ Sr^s-mtythunder%ltwould thus be 40,000 soldiers sacrificed in one batUe

!
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Reuter, so full of wit and taste, "hammer away,"

become the catchword and the watchword of the nation

of poets and thinkers ?) the generals w.ll soon lose all

patience
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And if these further incalculable hecatombs in human
blood and human happiness are sacrificed, shall we then

have gained the victory ? In no way. Even if we should

succeed with all these sacrifices in making a consider-

able advance, we shall only have gained what in the

war of 1870 we had achieved in four weeks. Without
doubt the French have made use of the five months'
standstill to increase still more the strength of their

fortifications and their possible lines of retreat. Con-
stant reinforcements of En.n;lish and French Colonial

troops, of which the end cannot be foreseen, fill up the

gaps and increase the number of the troops in the field.

With every week which passes in the indecisive trench
warfare, the difficulties of our victorious advance are

increased. Even in the Boer war the English showed
how many troops they could raise in the event of war,
in spite of their small standing army. Then they carried

out the long-distance trar port of troops to South
Africa ; to-day they have only to cross the narrow
Channel. Our opponents continue to increase, and to-day
we have with luck already got as far as the second levy

of the Landsturm.

Partie Remise.

Ilim- is il U> rii(] ? In tlie most fav^irable circum-
stances as partie rt;/ijse,—with a conclusion of hostili-

tm-A
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ties which for both sides will mean a complete exhaus-
tion in men and in wealth, but which will mean for
neither side a victory.

According to my sure anv^ earnest conviction that is

the most favourable result which Germany can still

expect. The possibility of an issue which could more or
less be designated as a victory, I regard as wholly
excluded. And the longer the war lasts the less chance
will there be of this relatively favourable issue, the
greater will be the probability of a development, which
if not a decisive defeat of Germany, would yet represent
an overwhelming exhaustion of her resources in com-
parison with those of her opponents, and which would
therefore inevitably lead to the conditions of peace
being framed on less favourable lines than would now
be granted.

Austria has already reached the limits of her strength.
In the case of Germany it is not yet possible to speak
of any decisive weakening. We still stand "rect; we
can still offer everywhere a bold forehead to f e enemy.
Our resources in men and in money are not yet
exhausted. But this condition of **not yet" cannot
now endure for long. It is foolish to pursue an ostrich
policy. No matter how dexterously, following the
watchword that has been issued, we hide our head in
the sand, the enemy still sees the weaknesses which
shake the body of our people, they still see the seeds
of that malady which must lead to our destruction.
We can still ask for an honourable peace. If we

from our side freely ask it we shall atone for a small part
of the wrong wVuch we have committed by conjuring
up this world catastrophe, the wrong which has drawn
upon us the hatred and the loathing of the whole
civilised world, not of our enemies merely, but also of
neutral nations.
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THE QUESTION OP GUILT.

That we have forfeited the sympathies of the world is

not due to malevolence, envy, and lies ; our own actions

must l)ear the responsibility for this. Foreign countries,

and al)ove all those which are neutral, know l)etter than

the German nation the development of events, they

know who bears the guilt of the world catastrophe.

Foreign neut»'al countries know well enough our political

conditions. They know that under a mask of constitu-

tionalism we are in fact ruled absolutely. Recently

they observed how an Imperial Chancellor of Germany,
against whom Parliament by a three-fifths majority

passed a vote expressive of its lack of confidence, could

yet continue to hold office unshaken, secure in the

support of the Court and the military circles,—an occur-

rence which, apart from Russia, is no longer possible in

any other civilised country. They know that the Prus-
sian people are politically without rights, and that they
are governed by a small clique of Junkers who have
take, in It^ ail th;; high jtTices in the Government and
in the army.

Above all neutral countries know—and now I come
to the cardinal points in what I have to say

—

that the plans and the preparations for this war
have lonjf been made by Qermany and Austria not only
from a military but also from a poiitical point of view

;

that for Ions: it had been resolved to represent
this offensive war to the German people as a war
of liberation, because it was knov/n that only
thus couid the necessary popular enthusiasm be
awakened

,

that the object of this war is an attempt to establish
a hegemony on the continent and, as a later sequel,
the acquisition of England's position of power in the

^ I

\ I
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-tol de Ik que Je
world according to the principle "dt
m'y mette."

For these facts and endeavours there is in existence
evidence of so convincing a character jrritten by our-
selves in the German language, that it is a task as
infatuated as it is hopeless to try to combat the oonvic-
tion of the wnole world by the untenable publications of
those who take it upon themselves to "enlighten" the
world about Germany.
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HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS OF THE CRIME

Our Imperialists : Bernhardi and Co.

The writings of Bernhardi, Germany and the Next
War, of Frobeniiis, The German Empire's Hour of
Destiny, the books of Treitschke, German History and
Politics, are as well known abroad as in Germany, and
they have in part been translated into foreign lan-

guages. The imperialistic tendencies of a political

clique have never been more distinctly expressed than
in these writings, and, in the view of their originators,

justified.

A few quotations from Bernhardi may suflfice. This
man is a Prussian Cavalry General, and, if I am lot

mistaken, has been entrusted with a command iri the
East, and he has already been decorated with the Iron
Cross of the First Class. That he is competent and
authorised to give expression to the views of authorita-
tive German circles can scarcely be disputed.

On page 255 of his book we find '

:

" The Government will never be able to count upon a well-
armed and self-sacrificing people in the hour of danger or
necessity, if it calmly looks on while the war-like spirit is
being systematically undermined by the Press and a feeble
peace policy preached, still less if it allows its own organs to
join in with the same note, and continually to emphasise the
maintenance of peace as the object of all policy. It must
rather do everything to foster a military spirit, and to make
the nation comprehend the duties and aims of an imperial
policy.

' [References are adapted to the English translation
(ixjpular edition). Edward Arnold, London.]
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"It must continually point to the significance and the
neces8tty of war as an indispensable agent in policy and
"mhaation together with the duty of self-sacrifice and
ievotion to State and country."

Page 257 :

"The soul of our nation is not reflected in that part of
the Press with its contimial dwelling on the necessity of up-
lioldmg peace, and its denunciatiou of any bold and com-
proher^sive political measure as a policy of recklessness
"On the contrary, an intense longing for a foremost place

among the Powers and for manly action fills our nation
bvery vigorous utterance, every Ix -I political step of the
(jovernmeut, finds in the soul of she people a deeply felt
echo, and loosens the Bonds which fetter all their forces
In a great jiart of the national Press this feeling has again
nnd again found noble expression. But tli • statesman who
could satisfy this yearning, which slumbers in the heart of
our people undisturbed by the clamour of parties and the
party Press, would carry all si)irits with him."

Page 258 :

"Such a policy (i.e., a military policy) is also the best
school in which to educate a nation to great miUtary achieve-
ments. When their spirits are turned towards high aims
they feel themselves compelled to contemplate war bravely
and to prepare their minds to it

:

' The man grows up, with manhood's nobler aims.' "...
... "We Germans have a far greater and more urgent

duty towards civilisation to perform than the Great Asiati
Power. We, hke the Japanese, can only fulfil it by the
sword. ^ ' I a

"Shall we, then, decline to adopt a bold and active policy,
the most effective means with which we can prepare our
people for its military duty?"

On page 275 :

"A successful policy, therefore, cannot be followed without
taking chances end facing risks. It m,ist be consciouB of
Its goal and keep this goal steadily in view. It must press
•ivery change of ciretmi^Jtances and all unforeseen occurrences
into the service of its own ideas. Above ail things, it must
be ready to seize the psychological moment, and take bold
action if the general position of affairs in.licates the possibility

mmm piw ^f"
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of realising political ambitions or of waging a iicccdsnry u<it
under favourable conditions."

Pages 273-6

:

' Oil! Fritz ' must he our niod(>l in this respect (i.e., in
disregarding historical rights), and must teach us with're-
morselesf? lealisni so to guide our policy that the position of
the political world may l)e favourable for us, and that we do
n(^i miss the golden opporiunitij.

"It is nn abuse of lanf:;ua<,'e if our unentcrprisinj:; age tries
to sHgmatiso that energetic policy which pursued positive
aims as an adventurist j)olicy."

On page 277 the author points out that the military
and political preparation for war must go hand in hand
in order to make it possible to strike at the moment
which from the viiUtanj point of view is the mont
favourable.

"The obligation imi)08ed on the General to stand aloof
from politics in fieace as well as in war only holds good In a
(united sense. The War Minister and the Head of the
(ienera! Staff must be kept au courant with the all-fluctuating
I'hases of i)olicy; indeed, they must be allowed a certain
influence over policy, in order to adapt their measures to i ^

needs, and are entitled to call upon the statefman to act if
the militai.j situation is peculiarly favourable."

Page 280 :

"The disadvantages of such a situation (i.e., the war nn
tivo fronts) can only be avoided by a policy which makes it

feasible to act on the offensive, and, if possible, to overthrow
the one antagonist before the other can actively interfere.
On this initiative our safety now depends just as it did in the
days of Frederick the Great. We must look this truth boldly
in the face."

On the same page our diplomacy is entrusted with
the task of so " shuffling the cards that we may be
attacked by France." The author then continues:

"This view undoubtedly deserves attention, but we must
not hope to bring about this attack by waiting passively.
Neither France nor Russia nor England need to attack in
order to further their interests. So long as we shrink from
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attutk they can force lis t/i RiibtnK to their will l.y diplotimcv
HH the upshot, of the Morocco negotiations hHowh. and as thf^
iss.je of the Balkan crisis will prohal.ly also demonstrate

If we wish to bring about an attack by our opponents, wemust tmtiate an active policy, which, without attacking
iTance, wii so prejudice her interests or those of England
that both these States would feel themselves compelled to
attack us. Opportunities for such procedure are offered both
111 Africa and in Europe."

That is plain enough, is it not? Not only the ten-
dencies of German policy are revealed without any
disguise, but the manner in which these tendencies are
to be realised is prescribed with the minutest detail. The
Chancellor, it must be admitted, has been an apt pupil
of the General and has fulfilled in a masterly fashion
his task of so shuffling the cards that out of the offen-
sive war there has been created a war of liberation. At
least that is how it appears in the eyes of the simple
Michael,' for the rest of the world has long ago seen
through the gigantic fraud.

But let us hear furllier how Herr Bernliardi chatters
out of school.

Page 286

:

1 'k?1i''Tu*
""^^"'^

"i"''"
Morocco poLcy is, however, un-doubtedly the deep nfi which has been formed in conse-quence between the Govern.ment and the mass of the

nationalist party, the loss of confidence among large sections
of the natinns. extending even to classes of society which in
jtpite of their regular opposition to the Government, had
lie.rtily supported it as the representative of the Empire
abroad. In this weakening of public confidence, which isund.sgu.sedly shown both in the Press and in the Reichsta"
lies in my opinion the great disadvantage of the FrancS*German understanding."

i«»iiwj

' [Michael a name commonly given to the Germanpeople, somewhat analogous to - hn Bull. The chief featui^s
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nernharcJi would naturally hiive preferred that we
should even tlieii havi' tillovvrd a Eurnpfaii war to break
out on juTouiif of th' Morocco tiispuie, Imt he consoles

himself with the thou^jht that all chances are not yet
past.

Page 285

:

"We lucd not, therefore, regard this c'onvention us defini-
tive. It is as liable to revision as the Algeeiras treaty, and in-
deed offers, in this respect, the advantage that it creates new
opportunities of friction iritli France."

That is the Record : an International treaty which
has prevented a world-war, meets with the conditional
approval of the author, only because it offers new
sources of friction, and so, it may be hoped, will soon
lead to the world-war which he desires.

Particularly instructive is his discussion of our
relations to England and of the negotiations then being
conducted in Rcilin l)y Lord Haldane. These negotia-
tions along with the previous and subsequent English
proposals with a view to arriving at a political and
naval understanding with Germany deserve a special
chapter, in which it will be clearly shown that England
constantly and in the most earnest manner took the
initiative in these negotiations, but that these were
always wrecked on the refusal of Germany or on the
inipossible conditions which she sought to impose.
Perhaps on this point also they were following the
prescription of Bemhardi, which runs :

Page 287 :

"Even Enijlish attempts at a rapprochement must not
blind lis as to the real situation. We may ut most use them
to delay the necesmry inevitable war, until we may
fairly imagine we have some prospect of success."

In the concluding apostrophe of his b«)ok the author
emphatically exclaims

:

If
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Pages 287-8 :

"If the Imperial Government was of the opmiou thnt ,.

II T^^^y '° '*'" P^«««°^ circumstances to avoid w\rstill the situutiou in the world PPn^r-.IK, i 7.
^^'

or renounce such position once aid for aT Z Vust noffnany case u-nii ti,„ i-i- • •.
niuat not m

which an energetic and L.ufV.^^^'' "''' "'^ conditLns

our State «f .T
'°^"'^^/*'« ^"tu^e of our country and

the S^but we may wi h's.^'r M^'V^^"/"! P"^''-" ^
hands to heaven anTcJy ^ God *

^^""*' ^™'^'' "'«« °"^

• From the height of the starry .kvAlay thy ringing sword flai,h briglit •

Ijet every craven cry
'

Be silenced by thy might 1
* "

In conclusion I should further like merely to draw

book :h*H *«' 'r'"^^ ^* *^^ ^^«p*-« of B-nW^"book, which afford so clear an insight into the tendendes

to ieidts^rr " ™* ^^'^-^ ^'-^* -p-«-;
Chapter 1. The right to make war.

The duty to make war.
A brief survey of Germany's historical

Chapter

Chapter 3.

development

Chapter 4
TK *

Germany's historical mission.
Chapter 5. World power or Downfall.
Chapter 6. The character of our next war.
Chapter 7. The next naval war, &c
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I wish uni-c more in as cnii)h(itic a manner as possible

to <lraw Httention li» tlu^ fact that Rernhardi expressly

excludes an offensive war on the part of the Triple

Entente, and he indicates that the only method of

itiTivinij at the desired world-war, and at the same time

at world-dominion, is that Germany must act as an

ii<ient j)ioi-ocateur and ynust so shuffle the cards that

the other side will he compelled to attack.

This of course does not prevent Bernhardi and his

comrades in the faith, especially Frobenius, from speak-

ing elsewhere of the aggressive intentions of the Triple

Entente, and from depicting the dangers to which

Germany is exposed, unless she anticipates these inten-

tions.

lis

h

I i

Have we been Attacked or were we Going
TO be Attacked ?

This is the same logic as we hear to-day in every

corner of Germany, if indeed what is heard in Germany
can still be designated as logic. The official version

states that the Triple Entente has attacked us. '* We
have to protect our holiest possessions, the Fatherland

and our own hearths against a sudden ruthless attack."

(The appeal of the Emperor on the 6th August to the

German army.) " The sword must then decide. In the

midst of peace the enemy falls upon us, therefore to

arms ! Every hesitation, every delay, would be

treachery to the Fatherland. The existence of our

empire is at stake—the existence of German power and

German character."

Such is the official version which crops up in a

thousand various forms from the Chancellor down to

the last street-sweeper.

Semi-offi'.'ially however and in the confidence of
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•secrecy many Germans can be heard asserting that weu^^rc not. jt .s true, attacked, but that we would hZlhcen attacked later, if we had not now beg^n the warat a moment favourable for us. Should ^ then Isk

those":!"" " ^"PP°^* ^^ '""'^ ^yP°*hesis. most o'hose who mamtam this view have nothing o say orelse they declare that the intention of the enemy to

Ce'fluous'^VH fIT. *'^* ^"^ P-°' --I'i ^

And What about o^r^: IL^sl Tpl^.Swere certamly greater and more eomprehensfve'th'ntany other country in the world. Did\ver any counti^n time of peace act as we did in 1913 when we sudden

W

HO 000 men. that is to say. from 720.000 to 860 000

150.000,000 ? What was the meaning of the Ententehe celebrated policy of ' eneirelement^' (Ei^kfZnf)'
if they did not mean to attack us? " is J.hJ^*l .
say. And what. I reply, was th'LaLTolttS
th 'Entente T^^^^.^- «*-*- obligatioL tTanthe Entente, and m spite of this, according to our

Treitschke and Bernhardi, in any way bettpTn, i

:s»t: toT r ^-^^-^ ^^s: .'.^ait: r
hnli .

^"""'^ "* ^" countries. They areharmless, so long as they do not advance to actionThe decisive act was however taken by our Pan'

w 7esL V'^" f"^^ "^ '°*° '"^^ hoiibrwJ-awar desired and openly proclaimed by them.
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The Head of tiik Wa t Party.

And they had and still have fr.ends and patrons in

high places. They have gradually acquired more influ-

ence in our authoritative circles than ever the Pan-Slavs

exercised at the Russian Court. I need not mention by

name the person who for years has been the influential

head and the batterin<,'-r!iin of this movement against

the originally peace-loving mind of the Emperor.

Everyone knows to wliom 1 refer. The Zabern telegram,

the message of farewell to the Danzig Hussars, the open

demonstration from the tribune of the Reichstag against

our Morocco policy, which was at the time still peaceful

in nitention—these and countless other occurrences and

suggestions leave not the slightest room for doubt as to

the quarter and the camp from which the inciters to

war have discharged their destructive missiles over

Germany. One has but to wander along the streets of

Berlin to see in all bookshops the work of Frobenius

entitled The German Empire's Hour of Destiny, with

the commendatory telegram of the exa.^ed gentle-

man on the outside. In his recommei. lation he

expresses the desire that this "distinguished book"

which he has ''read with the greatest interest" will

find the widest circulation among the German people.

And this Frobenius is a comrade in thought of Bern-

hardi, and the whole purport of his book is that we

should strike before it is too late ; since the others mean

to attack us, we must anticipate them and attack them.

Of course no proof, not the shadow of a proof, is

advanced in support of this premise, which in reality

is but a pretext, and which is denied by Bemhardi

himself in the passage quoted above (page 280).

But that does not inconvenience fhese great minds;

they do not recognise the defects of their logic. They

do not see that of the two assertions only one can be
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true. Either wc havr. been attacked, in which case we
are conducting a defensive war, or else we were going to
hi- attacked, and in that case we are conducting a
preventive war. If the second statement is true the
hrst must be untrue

; and in that case all official utter-
ances from the Imperial speech from the Palace on the
•Jlst July down to the speech of the Chancellor on the
•-'nd December are branded as lies.

If the assertion that it is a defensive war is true, the
Klea of a preventive war is at once put completely aside,
and it is superfluous to discuss further whether the
presuppositions of a preventive war in fact existed, or
whether such a preventive war politically and morally
can be defended. Bismarck, who after all knew some-
thing about poUtics, emphatically answered this latter
question in the negative, in stating that "even victori-
ous wars cannot be justified unless they are forced upon
one, and that one cannot see the cards of Providence
far enough ahead to anticipate historical development
according to one's own calculation.'"
This dictum of the great man of the past appears to

have fallen into oblivion. While monument after
monument has been erected to his memory, this
sentence might have been inscribed in brass and in
marble in the walls of the palaces of kings and of
Governments, in places where it would at all times have
been visible

; then perhaps the German people and the
world might have been spared this most terrible of
evils. Bismarck also after 1870 was repeatedly urged
by Generals and by the instigators of war to undertake
a new campaign against France in order to crush once
for all and to make harmless for all time the country
that was again raising its head. AU such efforts he

1 Bismarck Gedankcn und Ertnnerungen [Vol II p 102
"f the Luglish irauslatiou. Smith, Elder aud Co.J

D 2
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constantly rejeoted with unyielding energy, and the idea

of initiating a war because it must come sooner or later

he declared to be "criminal" and "insane."

The saying is apposite, and those whom it fits will

not be able to escape its application.

THE IMPERIAL WAR.

The Place in the Sln.

It will be obvious from all that I have so far said

that 1 regard the present war neither as a defensive nor

as a preventive war. Thia tear is purely a war of

conquest, born of imperialist idean and serving

imperialist ends. It is nothing else.

It is a war for the celebrated " Place in the sun,"

which it is supposed is being refused us, and which we

must take forcibly with the sword in our hand.

What is the meaning of the "Place in the sun"?

No one says clearly what it is, and everyone under-

stands the phrase in a different sense.

The idea is so alien to the people that it may be

presumed that they would not have allowed themselves

to have been sacrificed, if it had been said to them

:

"You must gain for us a place in the sun."

For the initiated however it is the magif spell which

unites their imperialistic desires. "Only thus relying

on the sword, can we gain the place in the sun, which

is our due, but which is not voluntarily accorded to us "

(Crown Prince Wilhelm). With this inscription, and

with the motto "pro patria et gloria," the photograph

of the German Crown Prince is sold in German book-

shops.

The Chosen People.

The place in the sun is the world-power which is due

to us, as to the chonen people of God. From the point
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of view of the psychology of the nation it is remark-
able how the old Jewish idea has mastered the good.
Christian, Protestant, anti-semitic Empire, and how it

has ousted the true teaching of Christ, that all men are
brothers.

We change our religious ideas, like our uniforms,
according to our needs and our circumstances.

The God, whom in war we mvoke every day, whom
we entreat to grant that we may destroy as many of the
enemy as possible, and to whom we give thanks when
he fulfils our prayers, is the old Jewish God, Jehovah,
the God of battles and of vengeance, to whom no sacri-
fice appears too great, if it is to serve the power and
the dominion of His chosen people. The Christian God,
however, and His " only-begotten Son," who wandered
about on earth preaching love and sacrifice, whose king-
dom is not of this world—they have nothing to do with
this shedding of blood, which is entirely contradictory
to the doctrine they taught.

The observations of Kant in his essay on Perpetual
Peace are entirely in the spirit of the Christian
religion.

"On the conclusion of peace at the end of the war it
might not be unseemly for a nation to appoint a day of
humiliation, after the festival of thanksgiving, on which
to invoke the mercy of Heaven for the terrible sin which
the human race are guilty of, in their continued unwillingness
to submit (in their relations with other States) to a lnw-
govemed eofi^ititution, preferring rather in the pride of their
indupendencp to uf,.^ the l)arbarous method of war which
after all does not really settle what is wanted namely
the right of each State in a quarrel. The feasts of thanks-
giving during a war for a victorious battle, the hymns which
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nre sunff—to urb the Jewish exprension— ' to tho Ix^)rd "f

FTosts,' an not in Ipsp strong contraflt to tho ethical idea of

a father of mankind ; for, apart from the indifTf^rence those
customs show to tho way in which nations seek to estiiblish

their rights—sad enough as it is—these rejoicini^s hrinc; in an
element of exultation that n «reat number of lives, or at least

tho happinoss of mnny, lins hocn lif s^troyed." '

That is true Christianity, and at the same time it is

the true crown of German riiltnre. Those same people,

however, who profess that they arc flrawinp the sword
on behalf of this culture trample its finest products in

the dust, and rattle over it with their cannons.

If it were known in certain places in Ormniiy how
educated men and religious people throuf:;hout the whole
world judge these continual blasphemous appeals to

God,

*;

' '.Pfrp>-tiiiil Hfaci Rn^ii^h translation i y Miss Camp-
bfli Smith (Oeori^'f Ailcii .-iml rnwinV \^\<.

'

\'M'' ".
\ .-aU-t

references to Kant's •»Rsay ore aNo :id;ipt' d to thi^- oditi' n.]
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Luigi Luzzatti, one of the most distinguished politi-

cians and most important thinkers in Italy, who, as is

well known, has more thnn once been Prime Minister
(be it observed a strict Jew—this I mention as an
example to Germany whose mission is to " bring free-

dom," although in time of peace it does not go so far
as to promote a Jew to be a S«cond Lieutenant), Luigi
Luzzatti has recently published in the Corriere della
Sera a remarkable article bearing the title " The abuse
of the name ot (Jod," from which I quote some
sentences

:

"Frovi the day on which this fi-arfiil war broke out Princes
(not tl .

• I.e, it must be said) have borod everyone by the
use anu of tlu- name ot Clod. In the teiegrums which
were recently exchanged between the Austrian Emperor and
tile Sultan the Almighty makes His appearance. The matter
would take on an ironical tinge if up in Heaven the con-
querors and the defeated of Lepanto and the soul of John
Sobieski w^re to hear of it. One could have wished that at
least on this ocoaaion they might have felt enough shame to
induce them to leave heaven in peace out of the question

!

. . . Fortunately God has not yet appeared in the telegrams
exchanged between the monarchs of England and Japan.
And indeed it would have been a difficult matter to recon-
cile in the same fearful uproar of war Jesus and Buddha, a
religion without God and a religion which rests on a personal
God and Saviour. We are reminded of a bitterly ironical
saying of Voltaire, who observed ' Since God created man in
His own imaj,'e. how often has man eadeavoured to render a
similar service to God.' . . . Let us save God from such pro-
fanation ! Let us leave in peace the Father of all mankind
who punishes guilt and rewards virtue, and who gives no one
the right to represent Him on earth, and to claim for himself
His omnipotence in this tragedy of war."

Such is the judgment of serious men abroad on certain

German peculiarities and on the presumption of

Germany to be the chosen people of God.
The place in the sun which is due to us as the chosen
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people, thus represents the true object of this war, even
if it is not admitted to the nation that this is the object.

Germany's Brillunt Development.

If anyone seeks a place in the sun, and seeks it sword
in hand, it must be assumed that hitherto he has stoodm the shadow. Is this so in the case of Germany ? I
maintain that the opposite is the case, and in support
of this assertion I rely on those very people, who have
pressed the sword into our hand to enable us to seek
a place in the sun. In the chapter entitled " Financial
and Political Preparation for War" (p. 260 et seq.)
Bernhardi gives a comprehensive view of the brilliant
and unprecedented economic development of Germany
since the Franco-Prussian war. He points out, and
supports his assertion freely with statistics, that the
mcrease of wealth continues on an ascending scale, and
that the advance in trade and industry since the founda-
tion of the Empire has been extraordinary. He quotes
a lecture delivered by Professor Dade before a general
meeting of the Finance and Tax-Reformers held on the
22nd February, 1910, from which we gather that the
value of German imports and exports in the last years
before 1910 had increased from 300 million pounds
sterUng to between 725 million pounds and 800 million
pounds. In 1912 German imports and exports reached
a value of approximately 1,200 million pounds sterling.
The value of the import of raw material for industrial
purposes rose from 75 million pounds in 1879 to 223
million pounds

; the import of manufactured goods rose
from 80 million pounds in 1879 to 02| million pounds in
1908, and the export of manufactured goods during the
same period rt-se from 50 million pounds to over 200
million. The amount of coal raised in 1879 was only
42 million tons

; in 1908 it was 148^ million tons, and the
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value of the coal raised increased from 5 million pounds
to 75 millions. The production of iron ore rose from
6 million to 27 million tons, and in value it rose from
£1.350,000 to £5,950,000. From 1888 to 1908 the
amount of coal raised in Germany increased by 127 per
cent., as against only 59 per cent, in England. The
production of pig iron in Germany in the twentv years
mentioned above rose 172 per cent., as again;t only
27 per cent m England. Similar figures, according toDade and Bernhardi, can be adduced in all other
spheres.

At the same time there took place a continued growthm revenue and a progressive capitalisation. From 1892
to 1905 an mcrease in national wealth of about 100 mil-
lion pounds sterling has taken place annually in Prussia
alone. In the grades of the Property Tax ranging
from £800 to £5,000 the number of those taxed and the
number of properties on which taxes are paid has
increased in these fourteen years by 29 per cent
whereas from 1905 to 1908 the increase was 11 per cent"
that IS to say, in the first period the yearly increase
was 2 per cent., but in recent years 8 per cent.
An even greater increase has taken place in the case

of the large fortunes. In the grades of the property
tax ranging from £5,000 to £25,000 the increase in the
numbers paymg, and the properties on which payment
IS made, has been about 44 per cent., that is, on an
average of the fourteen years, 8 per cent, annually; in
the last three years however it has been 4 6 per cent
The higher the grades of the tax, the greater is the
increase; in the grades from £300 to £5,000 the increase
per head of the population has Iwen £82 10s. • in the
grades from £5,000 to £25,000 there was an increase per
head of £820, and in the grades above £25,000 there
was an mcrease of £8,522j per head per year.
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Emphasis is further laid on the increase of wages, on

the decrease of unemployment and of emigration as

signs of our economic prosperity, and statistics are

adduced in support of these contentions. In 1908 only

20,000 emigrants left our country, whereas in the same

year 386,000 persons emigrated from Great Britain.

The investment of capital in State railways amounted
at the end of March, 1908, in Prussia to £191,400,000

and at the end of 1911 to £552,500,000.

This brilliant picture of our industrial development,

which could be supported by a series of other figures, is

naturally of use to General Bernhardi, only in so far as

it enables him to represent as tolerable a further

increase of military burdens. He forgets, however, that

in thus demonstrating our continuous increase of

national wealth, and in particular in emphasising our

increasing advantage over England, he cuts from under

his own feet the ground on which there should be

erected the edifice of his Imperialism. If we already

have such a sunny comer in the sun, what is still

lacking? What more do we wantf

If in many respects we, the most recent industrial

State in the world, the growth of scarcely more than

two generations, are already placing England, the

oldest industrial State, in the shadow, we certainly

cannot complain of any deficiency of sunshine.

What about extension of territory? What about

Colonics? Does the happiness of nations depend on the

number of square miles which they possess, or does it

depend on their Colonies ? If that were the case, small

countries like Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Den-

mark, Sweden, and Norway would necessarily be poor

in comparison with Great States, whereas as a matter

of fact the opposite is the case. The highest figures for

imports and exports per head of the population is
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shown by Holland, followed by Belgium. Switzerland,
and Denmark, and then only after these come the great
Powers. The Belgian 8 per cents, stood at 96 when
the German stood at 88 per cent. The Norwegian
3^ per cents, stood at 102. when the Russian could be
had at 81. Similar figures may be adduced in
every sphere of economic life. Tkr greatvess of a
country, and tn particular the extent of its Colonial
possessions, has no relation to the prosperity of a
rovntry. ' '

The best proof for this fact is found in Germany
Itself. No one, not even the most fanatical nationalist,
will or can dispute the fact that the increase in pros-
perity of Germany in the last forty vears. and in parti-
cular in the .wenty-six years which have elapsed since
the present Emperor ascended the throne, has been
without precedent in the history of the world. On the
occasion of the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the accession of William II. a compilation
appeared under the title, Social Culture and the Well-
hetng of the People during the first 25 Years of the
Retgn of William II. This work describes, and supports
with statistics, the prosperity of Germany in all branches
of human culture during this period. It is superfluous
to reproduce here these well-known figures. Only a few
need here be cited. The population has increased from
forty-eight millions in 1888 to sixty-seven millions in
1914. The yearly increase due to births amounted in
1911 to 11 8 per thousand inhabitants, and was only
exceeded by Russia with 17 per thousand. The produc-
tion of pig-iron (estimated in thousands of tons) rose
from 4,024 in 1887 to 17,858 in 1912, that is to say, by
348-6 per cent., whilst the production of Great Britain
m the same time only iiicreased hv 176 i>er cent.,
namely, from 7,681 to 9.081. The production of
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America in pig-iron increased in the same time by
363-2 per cent., that is, from 6,520 to 30,208, and thus
America still takes the first place in this field of produc-
tion, while Germany has advanced from the third place
in 1887 to the second place in 1912, thereby outstripping

England and attaining a percentage of increase twenty
times as great.

A development on exactly similar lines is shown in

the production of steel, which (also estimated in

thousands of tons) has risen from 1,168'9 in 1887 to

17,302 in 1912. Here also we have advanced froir^ the

third place to the second in the production of the world,
and have considerably outstripped England, whose
production has only increased from 8,1968 in 1887 to

6,5683 in 1911. Estimating the increase by percent-

ages, Germany here takes the first place, and leaves far

behind both of her competitors America and England.
The increase in percentage amounted in the twenty-five

years mentioned in Germany to no less than 1,877 per
cent., in America 885 per cent., and in England only
105 per cent.

The net tonnage of our German mercantile fleet has
increased from 1,240,182 in 1888 to 3,158,724 m 1918,

and at the same time it is specially to -e noted that the

commercial value of the individual vessels has been
enormously increased by the transformation from sail-

ing <^hips into steamships. The net tonnage of steam-
ships alone has almost increased six-fold in the period

mentioned ; it has risen from 470,864 in 1888 to 2,655,496

in 1918.

The increase of the national income and the national

wealth correspond to the commercial and industrial

development of Germany, Dr. Karl Helfferich, Director

ol the German Bank,' in his contrib''.tion to the compila-
' Now Feoretary of the Treasury.
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tion mentioned above summarises his conclusions in the
following words

:

"The German national income amounts tr. day to 2,150
million pounds annually as against from i.lSr) to 1,250
million pounds in 1895.
"Of these 2,150 millions about 350 millions, that is to say

a bare sixth, are applied annually for public purposes; from
1,350 to 1,450 million pounds are used privately, and about
400 to 425 millions, which may be raised by the auiomatic
increase in value of wealth now in existence to 500 million
pounds, grow as an increase of the wealth of the nation as
against a sum of from 225 to 250 millions 15 years ago.

" The wealth of the German people amounts to-day to more
than 15,000 million pounds, as against about 10,000 million
pounds about the middle of tfie nineties of last century.
"These solid figures summarise, expressed in money, the

result of the enormous economic labour, which Germany
has achieved under the government of our Emperor."

That is the place in the sun which we occupy, which
no one has disputed, can dispute, or means to dispute,
a place in the sun for which we are indebted to the
spirit of enterprise, the pertinacity and the skilful

methods of our merchants and our manufacturers, but
not to the braggart company of our nationalists, and
just as little to the sword of our Generals or the plans
of campaign of our General Staff.

It is exclusively the work of the German merchant
and his motto "My field is the world," exclusively the
result of the long-enduring condition of peace, which,
to judge from the experience of the past, the longer it

lasted would have more and more promoted the pros-

perity of the German people.

Increase of Population and the Colonies.

The objection is advanced that it is indeed pr' 'isely

the increase of the German people, the yearly accemion
to our population of about 800,000 souls, which neces-

sarily demands such an extension of territory. Where,
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It is asked, art all these new people to lind sustenance
and a home? The objection is as insecurely founded
as all the others. If Germany were too small to support
its increasing population, the emigration statistics would
show a constant rise. The opposite, however, is the case.
The number of emigrants from 1881 to 1890 amounted
yearly to 134,200, from 1891 to 1910 to only 52,800
yearly, and in 1912 only 18,500 people emigrated from
Germany.
On the other hand, the number of immigrants has

increased. Whereas, formerly, immigrants were con-
siderably fewer than emigrants, in the last fifteen years
or so they have exceeded the latter so that the stream
of emigration is on the point of flowing towards instead
of away from Germany.'
From these figures it may be deduced that Germany,

so far from not being fn a position to give employment
and nourishment to its increasing population, offers, on
the contrary, increasing opportunities of employment
and nourishment, not only for its own population, but
also for those persons who stream to it from abroad.
At the same time wages show a constant, although by
no means a sufficient, rise.

And this fabulous development took place at a time
when other countries, and particularly France, were
substantially extending their Colonial possessions, while
our Colonial possessions remained limited to the few
places in Africa, East Asia, and in the Pacific which
could still be acquired by a Germany which arrived too
late on the scene. What has the importance of these
Colonies been in connection with our economic develop-
ment in the last forty years ? In this they have played
no part, not the slightest. If we add together the sums
which our Colonies have rost us directly and indirectly

' See Helfferich, p. 17.
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(in the indirect cost we must allow for the increase of
the fleet abroad rendered necessary for their protection),
and if on the other side we reckon the financial advan-
tages obtained from these Colonies, we shall find as the
result that we have made a miserable bargain.

In this respect also Bismarck saw much further than
his successors. He resolved on the first steps towards
a colonial policy, only when suhjecled to strong pressure
and almost against his will, and he constantly remained
aware of the fact that this policy is one that cuts both
ways

; he realised that it would afford our enemies new
points of attack, while furnishing us with no correspond-
ing advantages.

The present occurrences have proved the justice of his

foresight. Our Colonies have delivered into our
enemies' hands objects of exchange, which are indeed
materially of no value to us, but in our imagination,
seeing that we have once possessed them, they have for
us a certain worth, which our enemies will make us pay
dear for on the conclusion of peace.

Materially they have no value for us. Will anyone
venture to assert that our economical prosperity (which
I have supported with figures quoted above) would have
been diminished by one iota if we had never possessed
either South West or East Africa, Kiao-chau, or
Samoa ? The total white population of our Colonies
amounted in 1913 to something over 27,000, that is to
say, about 8 5 per cent, of the annual increase of the
population of Germany. Would there have arisen in our
country any question of over-population or of a scarcity

of food if these 27,000 people had remained in Germany ?

Would this increase, or rather this non-withdrawal,
have exercised the slightest effect on our economic life,

on the life of 67 million people ?

Further, the entire commercial intercourse of Ger-
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many with her Colonies in imports and exports amounts
to-day to somcthiii^T over £5,000,000. The total imports
and exports of Ccrmany in 1912 amounted in round
figures to £1,000,000,000. The trade with the Colonies
thus amounts to 5 per cent, of our total foreign trade.
If this 05 per cent, fell away, would Germany economi-
cally so much as feel the effect .? But indeed this per-
centage would not fall away, if we did not possess these
Colonies. If the Colonies need our products they would
buy them just as much if they were not our possessions,
but were either independent, or were subject to the rule
of another people. We have indeed no monopoly of
trade with our Colonies, but they belong to the territory
of the German Empire, and are bound to the commercial
treaties concluded by Germany. In spite of the fact
that we possess our Colonies, we meet within them the
competition of all industrial countries, regulated by
commercial treaties ; it follows tuat even if we were not
the owners, they would still buy from us those of our
wares which we could deliver better and at a cheaper
rate than others could.

I''

Our true Colonies.

Our best customers are in fact precisely those countries
which we have never possessed, and which we never can
possess: England, Russia, France, Italy, America,
Brazil, the Argentine—these are our true Colonies;
these are the countries which, in the enormous develop-
ments of exchange in the modem world of trade, make
us rich by the purchase of our manufactures, while we
draw from them as an equivalent the raw material which
we need, as well as manufactures of foreign origin.

These are the countries which open to the German
merchant inexhaustible fields of activity, where in free

competition with the trading nations of the world he
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ran spread his pinions and can make his efficiency felt
These are the gigantic sponges which absorb millions
in the form of German produce transferred thither byGerman merchants settled abroad, and there distributed
through all the industrial channels. Throughout the
whole world huge German trading firms, either enjoying
a position of independence or acting as the branches of
the central house, may be seen flourishing and develop-
ing their strength in the struggle with English and
American competitfon. That is the biological struggle
for existence which to-day rules the world, not the
armed struggle of barbaric times. That is the struggle
that will always remain, the struggle of efficiency against
inefficiency, the struggle of skUl against stupidity, the
struggle of endurance against slackness, above all the
struggle which in reality produces the flower of the
higher modern type of humanity, the spiritually higher
which on the firm basis of a wellbeing embracing all
circles of the people can rise even to higher levels of
morality and of culture.

Those who speak for our imperialist party naturally
know nothing of this struggle; for them the merchant
will always remain a term of contempt, no matter how
glad they may be to take home in marriage to their
noble castles the daughters of wealthy merchants. The
officers and the junkers still remain the highest castem the country. They remain the props of the throne
and of the altar, of discipline and of morals. They would
not care a brass button if, as a consequence of their
militant undertakings, all that the merchant has through
long generations built up as a result of arduous daily
labour should perish at a stroke. For them the economic
prosperity of a country exists only in so far as it pre-
pares the means for military- undertakings : these are the
true aims of national existence, and its prosperity is of

maenP" ^Rfmi
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use only in so far as it assists in the fultilmcnt of this

end.

VVuAT Advantage has France Dbawn from her
Colonies ?

Let us however come hack to the question of colonies.

We have seen that the lack of important colonies has
not injured Germany; it has not hindered our enormous
boom of prosperity. What is the position in the cage oj

France? Has the acquisition of her North African
Colonial Empire, of her East Asian possession, of Mada-
gascar yielded her any profit or furnished her with any
advantage over the German Empire ? None whatever

;

the reverse is indeed the case. The economic develop-
ment of France lias in some branches remained at a
complete standstill ; on others it has shown a progress
which is out of all proportion less than in the case of

Germany. The entire foreign trade of France amounted
in 1912 to only 580 million pounds sterling, although her
foreign possessions contain mt -• than four times the
superficial area of those of the German Empire. Her
population of about forty millions has, as is well known,
remained almost stationary. Above all we should
expect, according to the theory of our imperialists, that
the establishment of a great Colonial Empire would
result in an enormous increase in the mercaiitile navy.
Nothing of all this has taken place. The tonnage of
French commercial vessels has indeed fallen (expressed
in thousands of tons) from 1,492 tons in 1885 to 1,462-6

in 1911, whereas in the same period, as shown above,
the tonnage of German vessels has risen from 1,2755 to
8,0237.

The production of pig-iron which, as shown above,
rose in Germany in twenty-five years by StSG per cent.,

rose in France in the same period only 210 7 per cent.
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The production of steel ,„ the same twenty-five vears-se .n (.ermany by l,;iT7 per .-ent. on 17.Ho/(estin.at^n thousands of tns), whereas the French productionrose^by only 727 per cent, on 4.078 4 (in thousands o^

Similar figures can be adduced in nearly ail branchesof economic hfe. yvhere, then, I ask, i, the advZZlwnch France has drarvn from her Colorrial EmmrefShe would probably have done better if she had leftthe ye, ow and the black and the brown inhabitants ofher Colonial possessions to themselves, and if she hadkept in her own pocket the enormous expenditure
involved m the military acquisition and the civU
administration of these wide territories. Above all shewou .1 then have had no Morocco dispute, no Aga Ur•nciden

,
and m consequence no foaming of the

mperialistic beast in Germany, and very probably nowar to-day. After all. the dead Archduke has onlyhad to wipe out the " discomfiture " of Agadir
The French people were instinctively right when theycons antly moved their Colonial conquerors on a stenand threw them into the lumber-room. So it happened

to Jules Ferrj' the man of Tonkin, so it happened to
Joseph CaiUaux the man of Morocco. This is indeed a
peculiar irony of history! The French drive away in
disgrace those who have gained for them their Colonies
and m our country the national part , spits out fire and
destruction because France has snapped up these won-
derful Colonies from under her nose. In this the French
gentlemen have at least the excuse that they have
accomplished their extension of territory without draw-mg the sword in Europe (the modern man scarcely
speaks of the lives of the natives), whereas we consider
these same seductive corners of the world of sufficient
value to pour out on their account oceans of the best

E 2
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liloorl of Europe and to pile lU' for tlieir sake h« ornl-s

of corpses.

Trulv. we i»Hy cxriaim with Ulrich voii Hutien, "T
is a pleasure to lie alive ' i r better still with Nunne ii

fZ/fc' "Nowhere do thi ^r- happen so funnih as in this

NTorld."

The Germans Abuo\d : Franc. I^nolanu Amer ».

When on the on n )f Ilie Ajjadir u^ident hhi. me
ouserved to a witt Parisian: "'Have on hear<^ t nt

(lie Germans are a Aga' ?' lie replit--? quit< cool
,

"I don't care; the, ar > m the heart of I'aris, tt i e

Champs Elysecs; that is what matters.''

And in fact. Mui is what matters. N t ir

"ountr: s bey ud le ocean, but above evtu
European i< ntrios, in those now nentral j veil

those which are now at w ir with us evervvvher itit

Germans sa* in the heart trad, and mmer( miti

the outbreak jf this fe.irful war in Gem y it is lilwj

tli '•Davvi. of the Great Time." E\ rywl tli.

com icted itnportant undertaking--; of :-. ir n. oi

rept' rented ^.erman firms, or 'hey u ini ^ed ban
i manufactories, or trading <oiice -<s which belonged
foreigners. The Paris Hiursctl nigh i jiancr of Ps
is fnll of German name
Pori.' -. Schickler and ali

French ni'iiey-mai net. (

a revolut jn in the rcstas

their surr ituous beer-pi-

more t! fine iii^ima'y

honour f wrn n we ^Id'

many a tr of joyful-sorr*

holds I od of co» ntless

hsr...id. Fs-me, S igmain.

man
.nt i

''s iiavt

thf Fr
people

thi ' hem CO' !

en- aVi ?fect«d

Frai % .. vith

ivf'i oi more lari

it. u-h»'i r

flt iea.st

btilme

'ul remcmtjianic. Thes h

iCi fields of activit} in

nuir n ,8 paper piiblii?lied bv tlie

I ii-
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France, in which (;ermans play an authoritative
role.

This holds, however, with even greater truth m the
case of Lngland. It is well known how great a section
of t.,e tn.dc .d e industry of Manchester, Liverpool,
"•rmingham and .ther industrial centres is in (;errnan

r.' v' r"u i""""
^'^'"'*"*' o'^^^Py « leading position

u. En,d,sh fin-ns as ell. Anyone who is ignorant
this should read reports of the Parhamentary
•nm.

->
of Enqu. vhich was appointed to devise
against th- threatened dispossess on of

r. in their own coun'ry, not forcible n.casures,
)r thf Enffhshman is f»r too much a practical
smess not >o know that any forcible measure

vould en into lus o i flesh. M, .sures were a^med atwhereby the young Englishmen would acquire German

iSUI

is tri,

'nan >f i

education. Germain
qualities which i!

with<>tand the co
own country.

t >ds, Germar: idaptability—
u! posed uould ,«ble them to

i of oung t.^rrnans in their

If IS scarcely -e. . sp.ak of sorth or South
An..nca. Th^ differe. rween the two /^mericas con-
sists chiefly ui the fact that the Germans in the UnitedMates t a large extent . sume a new nationality, whereas
those m i,outh America lor the most part hold firm to
heir German nationality. Both are of use to the Father-

la., t, and It ,s one of the many r .nventional lies to assert
as IS repeatedly done, that the Jerman who assumes anew nationality is a loss for the German FatherlandThe opposite is nearer the truth. The German who is

lose his German .aracter. He remains German mblood m language, n culture, and in liought. Who
will dispute this fart? Ar» n^* H« —..-^ •/

- -- '• tne =r--;5i5. ^Titers,
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and learned men of Germany who tour the American

towns received everywhere with enthusiasm by millions

of German colonists—indeed, often with most exagger-

ated and unjustifiable enthusiasm ? Even the minorea

gevtes, who in Germany have fallen more or less out

of the running, endeavour to rehabilitate themselves

by the naive undistinguishing national enthusiasm

(which of course they promptly telegraph home).

The Germans in North America, whether naturalised

or not, are politically and economically an enormous

gain for our Fatherland. The intimate political relations

between the two countries rest in no small degree on the

strong percentage of naturalised Germans included in

the American population. The whole American culture

may be designated as a German-Anglo-Saxon mixture.

A section of the American newspapers, which is not

without influence on public opinion, appears in the

German language. The export of German hooks to

America is enormous. As in democratically-governed

countries the representatives in Parliament and the

Government must consider the views of the electors more

than in our country, a policy directed in principle against

Germany would over there be impossible.

We are ourselves to blame for the fact that we have

destroyed the favourable attitude of the American

people by this war, the blame for which is rightly put

upon us by all Americans, almost without exception,

from Roosevelt down to the last newspaper scribbler;

and this fact represents a new and important entry in

the negative side of our books, in balancing the results

of the war.

The economical ndvuntnges which Gf'rmanism in

America creates for iis is so obvious and so iinivirsally

known that a more detailed discussion may be regarded

as superfluo\is. In the high finance of New York, as in

-•^ ' '^
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that of Paris, naturalised Germans play a distinguished
part. We need btit mention the names of Ladenburg,
Thalmann, Warburp, Speyer Ellissen, Kuhn, Loeb and
Co., Schiff, &c. The enormous imports and exports of
the two countries, which in union with England occupy
the leading place in the trade of the world, is to a large
extent conducted over there by German merchants who
almost without exception have assumed American
nationality—presumably because the political condi-
tions there suit them better than those in our country,
a fact which indeed is not to be wondered at. The
greatest American breweries are in the possession of
Germans, for example, the brewery of Pabst in Mil-
waukee, and of Peter Dolger in New York. In connec-
tion with the brewery of Pabst there are benevolent
institutions on a large scale as well as schools in which
the children of the employees receive, along with the
children of the proprietors, instruction in the German
and English languages. The greatest toyshops, for
example, those of Schwarz in New York, are in German
hands and they naturally obtain their goods from
Germany. A very considerable section of American
doctors are German by birth, and thus they not merely
spread German science in America, but also obtain
from Germany their instruments and their medicinal
supplies.

The greatest warehouses in New York, the American
Gorringe or Peter Hobinson, are in German hands. They
bear such names as Altmann, Strauss, Gimbel, Blumen-
daal, &c. It is natural that all these German " captains
of industr\'" should make use of their knowledge of
fJerman sojirces of supply which they took over with
them, and should thus take their wares from the
German contractor, so long as he is in a position to
compete with the foreigner. The German contractor
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thus learns, in his turn, to know the requirements of

the market there, he adapts himself to the circum-
stances, and thus there naturally arises from the German
origin of the American firm a lasting connection between
the German producers and the German-American
consumer.

Whether the latter remains a German or becomes an
American is naturally a matter of complete indifference.

It is part of the complete ignorance of our nationalist

brawlers that they constantly repeat the foolish asser-

tion—false assertions as is known do not become more
true by frequent repetition—that Germans who are
naturalised abroad are lost to the Fatherland.
The exact opposite may be maintained and proved by

reference to the example of South America. Whereas in

North America the transition to foreign nationality re-

presents the rule, it is in South America the exception.
The Germans in Brazil, in the Argentine, in Chile only
in exceptional cases become Brazilians, Argentiners,
Chilians; in most cases they remain Germans, They
are thus subject even in times of peace to the disadvan-
tage that they must return to Germany for military

training—many of them are officers of the reserve and
of the Landwehr—and thus they are obliged to interrupt

their mercantile activities. When however a war breaks
out as has now occurred, and suddenly calls them with-
out any preparation to the home country, they have
frequently to pay for their adherence to German
nationality by the complete ruin of their business, even
if they should return alive and unmutilated. T' s ruin

is accelerated by the fact that, as is well .'•
: , : , the

South American people, like the rest of t. vutral

world, brand us as the disturbers of the peace, and
rightly hold us responsible for the severe blow sustained

by their economic life, and thus they are without excep-

jggm
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tion sympathetic to the other side. Owing to the

excitable temperament of the Spanish population of

South America this attitude against Germany mani-

fested itself so strongly against Germans living there,

that frequently even those who were not called to arms

packed up their knapsacks and returned to Europe.

This judgment is based not on new? paper reports but

on my personal observations. About the end of August

while travelling from America o Germany I had an

opportunity of speaking to rumy Germans returning by

Genoa from Brazil, the Ar-Tcntine and Chile. They

painted to me the condition »f affairs in these countries

as I have indicated above ; they were naturally glowing

with patriotic enthusiasm (they could not be expected,

in South America in the month uf Aujiust, to cruess at

the gigantic lie about the war, which to-day professors

in Germany have as yet failed to recognise), yet they all

admitted that everything which they had laboriously

built up in the course of many years, in many cases in

the course of decades, had been destroyed at a blow

by the outbreak of war. Young men, who had crossed

at an early age, and who had slowly worked their way
up by industry and cfTiciency in the great German
export-houses, had been obliged to leave their situations

to defend their Fatherland " threatened " by Russians

and Frenchmen, to defend the freedom and existence of

the German people.

Rut even without the order of recall they would

probably have lost taeir situations, since their firms

under the effects of the war, which in these countries

has produced an almost universal condition of bank-

ruptcy, would have had cither to close their doors, or at

least to restrict their business as far as possible. Older

people who through many trials and difficulties had

acquired a position of independence were obliged to
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fSrwaVandT.'"'.'' *'?' ''"^'""'' '" consequence ofthe war and the antipathy felt towards them bv thepopulation, ard had to .struggle back to the homelandwith wife and child. These also were the innocent

On the long fifty-two-hours' railway journey from aLto Munich ,t was moving to listen to all these Iriesof broken existences, of shattered hopes, and to obse^ethe quiet spirit of surrender with which all these activepioneers of Germanism abroad, yielding thems^lvesTothe mevitable, laid down on the altar of'the FatherTandthe. ^success and their hopes, built up with so much

people
" n thev b '^K '7u

'^''"^"^ *^"^ ^^d' *-»«ng

C« «;.;!• ^'^^ ''"°^' ""'l '/ fhey only kneu,how httle there was of the inevitable in all this' Ifthey only knew that they were but the marionettesdirected by invisible wire-pullers, to pay with the

;

lives and fortunes for the selfish interests and The insanedreams of world-power and Pan-Gennanism which tfesemen entertain
;

if they had but known that all this wisarranged and prepared by criminal and ignorant mTn

devastation what can only be obtained bv the patientpeaceful labour continued through generations'oth;merchant and the manufacturer, the man of sc ence

bu?know""nlK'r"'''^^-^'
*^"« -««-- ™en hadbut known all that-men who even across the sea hadnot forgotten German dreams and German idealismand who had not lost the confidence that the causfo;which the German draws the sword must necessarUyhe a just cause had they but known the truth, they

hav l^rir'' '^r^^™''^'^
'"^^ «->• ^^ey would nothave left the soil which had given to them and theirfmnihes a second home.
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They were all agreed that the thought of rebuilding

their existence in South America could not be enter-

tained, and that the years and decades laboriously

spent by them there were merely thrown away
Which German then is of most use to the Fatherland ?

He who assunus a foreign nationality, as in North

America, or he wlu) remains by nationality a German, as

in South America ? The former, in my opinion. If we

survey the collapse into which our business relations

with South America have fallen, and if we transfer this

phenomenon to the gigantic proportions of North

America, we may congratulate ourselves on the fact that

the Germans of North America have for the most part not

remained Germans, but have become Americans. What
would have been tlie result if the effects of the war had

revealed themselves in North America in a way similar to

that in which they have been manifested in South

America, if nearly all Germans, those subject to mili-

tary service as well as those exempt from service, had

had to leave North America, their adopted Fatherland,

their positions and their business ? An irreparable

economic disaster for Germany would have resulted. As
we shall in any case gradually bleed to death if the war

endures for any length of time, in consequence of the

brea'^n in our business relations with belligerent coim-

tries which must remain for many years, such a blow

from the neutral country of North America might well

have been for us the finishing stroke. Thank God that

our German-Americans have always been more sober

and more reasonable in their thoughts than our Pan-

Germans. By giving up their German nationality they

have rendered Germany the best service.

This again disposes of one of the theories on which

territorial expansion is supported, one of the theories

productive of constant friction between civilised peoples.
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*"'^ ^^'^'y' '" ^<>^^ «"d Sou hAfrica, in Canada, and Australia.'

toaLt°ir^m*'
intercourse with England amount,

m m^nIn i'°"
^?"^' '*"''"^' ^'th France about

about 262* m.ll.on pounds steriinj,, that is to s^y, tomore .n a quarter of our total foreign trade At thesame .me we sell more to these countries than we buy

ernt'onr,2rm%r"
'^
''T ^" ^^"•^'^ fi^-To'thl

1^ M ^ ""'" ^''""^'' ^"^J ^^ buy from them100 million pounds. The value of our L^rts th,^

IboT.V'
"°" *'^" '' P^^ -"*• above ou'rrmportT

.^av ab^ut':;;:;!;,'^' ''"^r
'^^^'^^^ *^'^^^' *»»-*'^^«.ay about 425 million pounds, is accounted for by all

ficancT7.H""'«""
'''^" ^^^''^^^^ ^a* - the JgS -ficance of these figures when we contrast them with «^^miseraWe scraps of country-in part wild and unfertUe

Trlnl :a r
'' ^"^P—ver which dtloma^sSwrangle, nations are incited against each other, money

wh^h H^

squandered in gigantic armaments, a^d for

later the b ood.est of all wars has been conjured up >

he^tH A^'
P'^P^"" "' '^' "^-'^^ at last compre-hend the madness of this situation ? When at lasTl^lhey call aloud to their rulers, and above all whTn Zhe Germans exclaim to the rulers of Germany: "'^W ^ndeed already ,ot the place in the sul OnTyleave us alone m peace and quietness to warm ourselvelm the sunshine and to do our work. Do not for everoppress us with burdens too grievous to be borne. F^

Undo")'
""' ' '""™"° •'"^^" ^^""*'» HeiZani!
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yourselves at last from the geographical mouomania,
whose ambition is to devour square miles, but which
has already almost devoured as poor nations"?

The Place in the Sun Us—ttif. Place in the
Shadow fi r '^ Others.

In reality our imperialists are seeking to achieve
something quite different. They also know, even if they
do not say it to the stupid people (and Bemhardi's book
proves that this is so) that we have indeed the place
in the sun, that no one seeks to dispute it, and that if

anyone were to seek to do so, he would necessarily fail.

But it is something else that they want. They want
the exclusive place in the sun; they are striving for
the world-dominiori of Germany, and that at any rate
is what the others are not prepared to yield to them.
The German Wehr-Verein, in a meetmg held in the

House of Representatives, has quite recently expressed
this with all the lucidity that can be desired. In this

manifesto we find the following words

:

"We need room and air for the further developm. at of
our German nationality. The time for moderation is past,
iielentlessly thinking only of our interests, we must and we
will dictate peace. Only one peace can be thought of, a
peane which assures the permanent leading world-position of
Germany. . . . The criminal breaiiers of the peace . . .

England, France and Russia, must be bo weakened that in
future they will cease to be a danger to the peace of the
world."

Thus we find, on the one side, breakers of the peace,
and on the other a permanent leading world-position

!

Explain this to me. Count Oerindur! Here we find

truth and falsehood mingled in a most dexterous
manner. On the one side the true aims of the war-party
are openly proclaimed, and yet on the other the pretence
that the peace was broken by the other part;; is boldly
maintained. Nevertheless, these gentlemen do not sue-
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ceed m the.r .somersault over logic. If to extend our
i.ational.ty we must obtain for Cermany the permanent
leadtng position in the world, that is equivalent tosaymp in other words that we must compel the others
to subject themselves to our leadership, since to-day
we already enjoy equal privilej,a's with others, hut not a
eadersh.p. If, however, we do this, it is wc who an-
the breakers of the peace, and not the others.

In reality that is the position of affairs, as I shall
point out in the second section of this book It is
none the less of great value that these genth^men, even
while they attempt to denv this, yet admit it against
their will.

''

The Fear of Germany.
It is leadership that we .seek, .u.t nurelv equal

privileges with others. It would be nonsense^ to say
that we seek the latter, since we already possess in the
fullest measure such equal privileges, if we are not
as a German profes.sor has expressed it, " morally and
intellectually beyond all comparison superior to all
other nations,'" there is at least one .superiorilv which
has wilhngly been granted to our Prussian Germany
by the rest of the world for a century and a half I
refer to our military superiority. While we need only
fear God, but nothing else in the world, Germany has
been feared by ail-almost more than God Himself
t -n Tacitus long ago pointed out that the defective-
ness of the German frontiers was made g<Kd by fear
of the Teutons

: " A Sarmatia Dacisque mutuo metu
aut montibus .separeljv " The fear of Germany pro-
duces the effect that o • word weighs heavily in the
councd of the nations despite all "encirclement." and
de.spite the wretchedness of our diplomacy.

' (ProlesBor J^asson.]
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On t. certain occasion recently the most mportant
conditions of peace were beinp discussed in a lively
conversation. Frenchmen, Germans, and Englishmen
living abroad were taking part in the discussion seated
round the common table, and in the end they ahnost
arrived at an agreement as to the terms of peace. Then
however, the German observed in jest, "One more con-
dition

; you French must take over en bloc our German
diplomatists." The Frenchman sprang up in indigna-
tion and broke off the peace negotiations, exclaiming.
Ah 9a, non

!
Qa c'est trop. Nous continuerons k

oombattrc- And with these words he left the
restaurant.

Diplomatic Success of the Triple Alliance.
The lack of dexterity shown bv our diplomacy -

where eouid all the high-born Borussen and Saxo-
Borussen' l)e expected to learn skill in business !-the
defects of our diplomacy are constantly made good by
the weight of the army, standing in the background.
J- or long the Triple Alliance was indeed onlv a sham
but It looked quite well from the outside, ardit worked
almost like a being of flesh and blood.
Thus in all the conflicts of recent years Germany, in

union with Austria and Italy, has come out quiti- well
in the end, and her allies, relying on the power of
Germany, have been able to bear home spoil, with
which It would scarcely be proper to compare the
acquisitions of the Triple Alliance. Was Austria not
able in 1908 to bag Bosnia and Herzegovina, a fat
morsel of more importance than twenty oroccos?
Was Italy not able to appropriate without a European
conflict Tripoli and the ^gean islands-acquisitions

word for Prussians frequeutlj used in the nomenclature ofthe more aristocratic students' societies
]
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winch II run scHrcely l»c expected t<. disgorge again ?
In addition to the open d<.or in Morocco, which is of
more value than any costly rights of possession demand-
ing the expenditure of blood, have we not got into the
bargam a considerable piece of the French Congo-an
exchange which cost Cuilluux, the Minister responsible
for It, his prestige and his position, and which almost
cost his wife her life ? Did we not, acting with our ally
Austria, achieve in her interests the great feat of grace-
fully turning the Montenegrins out of Scutari, which
they had purchased with streams of blood, and of intro-
ducing there an international garrison? Was not
the creation of that mannikin-kingdom of Albania, that
"vile abortion of filth and fire,'" accomplished exclu-
sively in the interests of our allies Austria and Italy?
Were we not able to complete with England and Turkey
an agreement that was favourable to us in connection
with Asm Minor and the Bagdad line ?

This list of successes could be considerably lengthened
I need not emphasise the fact that, from my point of
view, many -indeed nearlv all- of these diplomatic
bickerings, these alterations and annexations of terri-
tory have not the slightest connection with the ri-aJ
interests of the nations. When we reflect that a Euro-
pean war, like that raging to-day, almost broke out in
1912 on the question whether Serbia should receive her
celebrated ' window on the Adriatic "—when we
reflect that nearly every one of the questions mentioned
above brought Europe for the time being to the verge
of an armed conflict, while these so-called " vital ques-
tions " frequently had not in any way decisive import-
ance for the well-being, in the true sense of the word,
of the States immediately concerned, we are constantly
constrained to admire anew the lamb-like patience of

' [Spottgeburt aus Dreck und Feuer—Faust.]

smSSim
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the nations and the craziness of the diplomatista, and
to concur in the saying of the good Oxenstjerna in
consoUng his son who professed himself unfit for the
post of Swedish Ambassador, "An nescis, mi fili.

quantilla prudentia muridus regatur?"

Austria's Balkan Policy.

What advantage has Austria derived from her annexa-
tion of Bosnia nnd Herzegovina ?—One more worry
added to the many by which she was already plagued.
Would it not have been better for Austria and for the
whole world if the Empire had remained content with
an occupation such as had existed since 1878 on the
basis of the Treaty of Berlin ? The Great-Serbian move-
ment was fanned into more vigorous life than ever before
by the formal annexation in 1908, and notwithstand-
ing the propitiatory declaration of Serbia in March,
1909, it continued to take its course. National
movements in fact cannot be suppressed. The practical
politician must deal with them as facts, and if he
hopes to conduct them in the desired direction, he must
endeavour as far as possible to satisfy their demands,
which rest on community of race, of language, and often
<f religion, demands which are thus healthy and justi-
tied. Therein lies the skill of the English, and the
true basis of the colonial greatness of this people. They
subdued the South African republics, but almost imme-
diately after their subjection they gave them self-
government within the framework of the great South
African Union, and placed at the head of the Union
General Botha, then- most distinguished military leader.
They have acted in the same way towards all their other
colonies throughout the world as soon as these were
sufficiently far developed for self-government. Under
the flexible suzerainty of Britain, Canada and Australia

F
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arc independent States enjoying merely tl , advantages
winch spring from their connection with the world-
empire, while suffering no disadvantage from this
connection. This is the source of the attachment shown
by all these colonies to the Mother Countrv , even hy the
one most recently acquired by force of arms. This
explains the complete failure of Germany's speculations
on rebellions or secessions, which might create difficul-
ties for the EngPish, and drive their colonies into the
arms of the Germans,—these same Germans who even
to-day, before they have yet annexed Belgium, can find
nothuig better to do than banish the Frenc h language
from the streets of Brussels and Antwerp and 'rom
public life by command of tlie military authorities.

If Austria, instead of annexing Bosnia and Herze-
govina to the accompaniment of the rattling sabre of
her German ally, had accepted the Serbian national
movement as a natural fact, and had made reasonable
concessions to it on the pruKif)le "naturu expellas
furca, tamen usque recurret." w( would to- ly—this
can be definitely asserted—we would to-day have had
no world-war. But clearly the Austriai.s understand
these things better. They consider it right to treat all
Iheir foreign nationalities, Italians, ( roats, Slavonians,
Humanians, Serbians, according to the principle

:

" A brother's love, sir, ere too late

!

Or with this stick I'll break your pate. " >

How far they have got with this we see to-day, not
only on the Serbian, but also on the Italian side, and
how long will it be until we see, on the Rumanian
frontier as well, the effects of this extreme react onary
policy of oppression

!

' L"Und willst du nicht mein Bruder sein
3o schlag' ich dir den Scbadel ein."J
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But the worse Austn n policy has been, the more
astonishing are the diploi.atic successes which in recent
years she has everywhere been able to gain, relying on
the armed force of Germany. Germany and Austria
have indeed no reason to complain that European
dii.loinatists have constantly trodden on their corns.
Apart from the Morocco question, the questions which
have cropped up in recent years were all what are called
" vital questions " for Austria, if indeed it is possible
to speak of vital questions in the case of a corpse. With
this corpse the dexterity of German diplomacy has
linked for weal or for woe (unfortunatelv more for woe
than for weal) the Germen national organism, in itself
healthy and vigorous. This is in the interest of the
(.ermanic races in central Europe," to use the beauti-

ful expression of our White Book. Does anyone feel
inclined to laugh at this? Austria, as is well known
consists only so far as a fourth part is concerned o'f
•ih loitants of the Germanic race, yet with this idea of

. -protection ' we havt fortunately advanced so far
/ icse Eastern questions. « hich to a Bismarck were

-a orth the bones of Ponieranian grenadier, are
likely to cost us *>, .. -„, ^f many hundreds of
thousands of our count u in the prime of their life,
and rob us of the labour of many generation^.
This is indeed a sorry transaction, yet it h me which

woi ' « iiave succcvued bruhuntly, if it had oeen left in
th': !d of diplomacy, hke all similar transactions in
recenc years, and if it had not been transplanted to the
battlefield. The diplomatic success which was at iined
on the ev. ling of the 25th July in the Serbian answer
to the Austr rin Note was one of the most brilliant in
the whole dip jinatic history of Europe. Austria had
gamed everything of importance which she had
demanded apart from a few points, and these not

H 2
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decisive, on which Serbia expressed her readiness to
negotiate further; moreover, what she had won
exceeded anything that ever one State had obtained
from another independent State by diplomatic means
in time of peace. Further, the humiliation of Serbia
was at the same time a humUiation of Russia, and the
prestige of Austria at the moment when she insolently
and without any grounds recalled her ambassador from
Belgrade, stood higher in the Balkans than it had ever
done before, and certainly higher than it wiU ever stand
hereafter. This success she owed entirely to the un-
flinching support of her German ally.

VVliy, notwithstanding this, the situation was allowed
to lead to war, or rather why war was intentionally
produced, can only be explained by reference to German
policy and the tendencies in Berlin, as I will demon-
strate by documentary evidence in the second section of
this work. For the present discussion it is enough to
establish the fact that the assertion constantly repeatedm Germany that the Triple Alliance was always leftm the cold or beaten over the ears by the diplomacy
of the Entente, rests on a falsehood, and that on the
contrary the policy of the Triple Alliance on all occa-
sions-€ven at the very last in July, 1914-was
brilliantly victorious.

The Crown Prince and the War Party.

^

Everyone in Germany constantly speaks about the
policy of encirclement" (Einkreisungspolitik), to

which
1 le present catastrophe is attributed. Here also

we naturally meet with the same phenomenon as in the
whole campaign of justification, which seeks to repre-
sent Germany as the innocent Umb and England as
the ravening wolf. Those who are initiated, however,
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know quite well how the matter standa, and if the
Crown Prince were to meet Bemhardi or Frobenius in
the field, these comrades in the faith would smile to each
other like Roman augurs. They know quite well that
it is no foreign policy hut our own will—or rather their
will—that has urged us into this war, and if they were
to deny it, now that they see the fearful consequences,
their own writings would rise up against them as bloody
witnesses.

What do we find in the introduction to the Crown
Prince's book, Germany in Arma ?

"To-day indeed, we live in a time which points with
special satisfaction to the proud height of its culture which
1^ only too willing to boast of ita international 'cosmo-
pohtanism, and flatters itself with visionary dreams of the
poaaibUity of an everlaiting peace throughout the world
ihia view of life t» un-Uerman and does not $uit u$ TheQcrman who lovei his people, who believes in the greatness
and the future of our homeland, and who is unwilling to see
Its position diminished, dare not close his eyes in the indul-
gence of dreams sucli as tliese, he dare not allow himself to
be lulled into indolent sleep by the lullabies of peace sung
by the Utopians. . . . Germany has behind her since the
last great war a period of economic proBperity, which has
:u It something almost disconcerting. Comfort has bo in-
creased in all circles of our people, that luxury and claims to
a certain style of hfe have undergone a rank developmentNow certainly we must not thanklessly deny that a wave ofeconomic prosperity brings with it much that ia good But
the shady side of this too rapid development often mani-
fests Itself in a painful and threatening manner. Already
the appreciation of wealth has gained in our country an
importance which we can only observe with anxiety
Tho old ideals, oven the position and the honour of the nationmay be sympathetically affected; for pcice. peace at any
prtc 18 ncce^mTu for the undintuvbed aequisitton of money
But the study of history teaches us that all those Statei
which in the dfcisivf. hour have been guided by purely com-
mercial consid.rntinn« havf miserably come to grief The
^Hmpathtc, of aviUncd nations are t<vday. bh m the battlen
of MntH,n:tv. at.li with the aturd,^ and the bold fighting
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w3t Liv. i!\"^
""**• '^« ^"^« combatants who, in thewords wh.ch Lessing puts in the moutk of Tellheim are

h.lr'f^^/r
*^'"" 5°""^*;:^. «"d out of the love wEh'the^bear to the cause for which they are fightinR Certainlydiplomatic dexterity c. n. and sLuid. post tke cuS

tll'v all'tL"'''^-
''

'Ir'/^-'"'"'''^^'
">« difficulties Cer-tainly all those m authority must and will be fully consciousof their enormous rt'sponsibiiity in the grave hour of decTsionIhey must make it clear to their own minds that the gTRaSoonflagration, once enkindled, cannnt be so easily or soqSwextmguisned As, however, lightning is an adjustment o^the tension between two differently char^.-d stiata of the

hL"Z 'r;h'° ^^^«r'"^.'"i" "'^"^« ^'^ »"d remain untilthe end of the wor a the decisive factor And therefore

great future for our nation, must joyfully do his imrt in th«Hsk o seeing that the old militaV spiJlt of our' fathers ^:

though
• ''MX '* '' ";^ r^^''^

''''' ^'t'' *he pale cast otthought, for the sword alone is not decisive, but the armsteeled in exercise which bears the sword. Each of us mustkeep hinisei fit for arms and also prepared in his m nTfo

hMttol.:; F ^u'"^ '"^'\T ?;' l^"^'"-
^'^'^"^ *« ourselves,

tc the Fatherland with all the forces of our mind andour body; for all these faculties must be brought to thehighest exertion, to that 'will to victory' which has neverbeen without .success in history."

That should be sufficient, but there is something better
to come. The royal author describes a regimental
manoeuvre of the guards on the field at Doberitz

:

"The steel hoimets glitti-r in the sunshine; in the gallonincexerc.Beo every individual horseman endeav;.urs toC onto the man in .ont. and to keep the right dircc-tion-no easjmatter when there is dust, and the ground is mugh. MS
nders. What does it matter! When you plane wLd8hav.n.s must fall. ... And there the call reiounds^e;
the field, clear and quivering »rni,l the uproar of the gnllon-ing mass. 'Front- The reins whirl round, and as " bva stroke of magic, the lino is formed again, with a fmnt o^
hv^^n,,„.tno,is^.pH,drnns ,.f tho guanls^-und then come'

' This has now been shown to be true.

m^'-''^
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the signal 'Charge.' Then the last ouncs is taken
out of the lioraea, and with bodies strained forward and with
lances in rest, with a ' hurrah ' we ride to the attack. . . .

For anyon,' who has taken part in such attacks, there is

nothing fairer in the world t . . . \nd yet to the true horse-
trian there is one thing which appears more beautiful: if

all that were the sa'- e, but if only at the end of the rapid
charge, the enemy were to ride out against us, and the
struggle for which we have been drilled and trained, the
gtriigglr fur life and daiih, were to begin. How often during
such attacks have I heard the yearning call of a comrade
riding behind: 'Dunnrrnciter! if that wer' imly the real
thing!' . . . () liorHiiuan's spirit' Ali who are tnie
soldiers must kiinw and feel :

' Dulce et decorum est pro
I'lttriii rrv^ri, '

"

The same spirit of the attack fin.Is expression in the

message of farewell to the Danzig Hussars. The young
war-hero becomes sentimental, because he can no longer

ride through life at the head of his Hussars. Already
he is "bepring his youth to its grave," but he is

consoled by the thought

:

"It IS indeed possible for uie to be separated from you;
liiit my heart and my spirit remain yours. If some day the
King calls, and the bugle sounds the signal 'Charge,'
then I nsk yoi; to think on him ivhone most ardent vith it

hiiH nlivaya hem to be alloued to ahare at your aide thi

thr supreme moment of a soldier's happiness."

This moment has now come. It is now, donnerwetter !

the real thinjx. The dcathhead-hu.ssars have charged
into death ; they have been mown down like stalks of

corn. Rut where at this moment was the gallant colonel

of cavalry ? Why did he, who still to-day wears the

effective uniform of his hussars, not put himself at their

head with a " hurrah" against the enemy? Why did

he allow to pass ungarnered the supreme moment of a

soldier's happiness ?

*• What are tlie real merits of thi.s young gentleman ?
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asked Bebel m the Reichstag on the occasion of a discus-
s.on on the Crown Prince's demonstration, and thisyoung gentleman might be lei ,aietly to himself, to his
conscience, and to his further self-education, had he not
unfortunately been advanced to the position of a
national hero in the course of this war for which he and
ins friends bear the chief load of guilt.
For long he has; been the undisputed head of theGerman nationalist party and of the chauvinists, and his

views give the key to the German National Orchestra.
Great .s the Crown Prince, and Liman is his prophet.'
nhghting against him we are fighting against the
tendency which w.thout any provocation, without any
practical attainable end. has dragged Germany into this
un ortunate war, and which, if ,ve do not repent in time,
will irredeemably lead to our destruction.

It IS the misfortune of kings that they are unwilling
to hear the truth. But Truth is stronger than they
V\ith stern fanger it knocks at their doors. With rever-
berating sound it pierces their ears, and if Germany
as the Chancellor says, cannot be crushed, still less is
Truth capable of being thus dealt with. It tears
asunder the veil, with which it is sought to shroud it
and in triumphant nakedness it advances to meet the
light of day.

Tin: Policy op ENCinciJiMENT (Einkremingapolitik).

The policy of encirclement is one of the veils with
which It IS sought to shnmd the truth What do wemean by the phrase

: a policy of mcirclement ? Every-
one uses the expression, and no one connects with 'tany clear idea. If it is supposed to have any meaning.

' '[/''' 7"'"^
''^'I'Sf:

Thouyhf, on aennan,/. Future b^
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it can only mean a policy which seeks to enclose
Germany and Austria, the central Powers, by an oppos-
ing alliance of the peripheral Powers. That is to say it
IS a geographical idea.

What specially aggressive tendency is to be found in
the fortuitous geographical situation of the Powers of
the Entente? Are aggressive intentions in any way
determmed or proved by geographical situation?
Would It not have been equally dangerous, or perhaps
even more dangerous, for Germany and Austria, if Italy
in place of one or other of the Entente Powers had
belonged to the opposing alliance? Or perhaps even
America might have been a member. In the case of
Italy or America could we have spoken of an " intention
to encircle ? At the most we could have done so in the
sense m which Fusilier Kutschke maintained that "he
had alone and without assistance surrounded a whole
company of the enemy."

It is clear that geography has nothing to do with th
danger of uar or with the intention to make war. Just
as the Inple Entente is called an encirclement, the
Triple Alliance could be called an " excirclement

"

(AuBkretsung), since indeed Germany, Austria, and Italy
form a sort of central block, from which the Powers of
the Entente are excluded. The one is just as much
defensive or aggrc sive us the other. The geographical
constellation is a mere fortuitous consequence of the
chronological development of the alliances. Had Italy
still been free when King Edward transformed the
A ictorian policy of splendid isolation into a policy of
alhances, he would probably have introduced Italy
rather than Russia into his system of alliances. Without
doubt he would have preferred the democratic Italy
with which he had no conflietinj? interest, but merely
interests in common, to an ally whose political back-
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wardness as well as her conflicting interests in Asia must
necessarily make her a very unwelcome friend for
England, The grouping of the six Powers in Europe has
arisen from historical circumstances and from communi-
ties of interest. Their geographical position is purely
accidental, and has nothing to do with the character and
the tendency of these two groups.

It is thus as false as it is superficial to regard the
circumferential situation of the Powers of the Entente
as merely in itself a danger for the Empires. He who
asserts that aggressive intentions exist is under an
obligation to prove their existence, and further to do
so on grounds other than the geographical situation of
the Powers concerned. These other grounds, however,
are completely lacking. In Germany no matter how
much we inquiie, no one is in a position to give a definite
answer. England is said to have been envious of our
commercial development. Envy is an attitude of mind,
but not an action. Just as I can compel no one to love,
so I cannot forcibly drive envy and hatred out of any-
one. I must rest content if he does not transform his
evil thoughts into actions, just as I also on my side
would not submit to be called to account by my neigh-
bour merely on account of my disposition. Thoughts
indeed are duty-free, and even in reactionary Prussia
every citizen, according to the constitution, has the right
not only to think as he will, but to give expression to his
thoughts "in word, writing or printing." Criminal law
punishes not the mere will to do the act, but (with f«w
exceptions) only the attempt to do the art, which it

defines as the *• first step in the commission of it."

Where, how avd when has England ever attempted to

transform her envy of Germany into action f In other
words, when has she sought to attack Cermany ? Never
at any time. Not one action of England can be pointed

^fc^
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out, from which the intention to make a military attack,m common with her Allies, on Germany could be
deduced. You may say that she gave diplomatic
support to France on the occasion of the Morocco
dispute. But England had a right to do so and indeed
a duty, based on the Anglo-French agreement with
regard to Egypt and Morocco. And did our ally Austria
not adhere to us in this conflict ? Have we not adhered
to Austria in all Eastern questions ? Why should diplo-
matic support extended to a friendly or an allied Power
in the one case be defensive, in the other aggressive ?
Is England not free in diplomatic negotiations to judge
of her own interests and obligations according to her own
standard, as we ourselves do with regard to our interests
and obligations ? Again I ask : where i$ the proof of
aggressive intentions on the part of England against
us?

Objection will be taken to what I have said on the
ground of the military and naval agreements which
England had concluded with France, and which she was
on the point of concluding with Russia. Have we then
concluded no military agreements with Austria regulat-
ing the support to be given on either side in a European
war down to the last cannon and company > Have not
visits and conferences constantly been taking place
between the two General Staffs ? If our much stricter
military agreement with Austria had no aggressive
character, why should there be an aggressive
character in the much looser adjustments between
English and French experts, which scarcely extended
beyond the scope of a discussion ? > These discussions
were, as is documentarily established, entirely of a non-
<ommittal character, because they did not rest on any

3rd
^19/4'"*'^ * ^^^''""^ '" ^^^ ^"""'^ "^ Commons of August
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obligation imposed by the terms of an alliance to afford

to each other mutual military support. The Anglo-
French Entente did not contain such obligations, but

left it to each party in any given case to decide freely

according to her own judgment whether she should or

should not afford military support to the other.' Even
in the event of an unprovoked attack by a third Power
this freedom remained, and it was only in the case

where both Powers freely decided to co-operate that the

discussions of the military experts were intended to have
practical consequences.

The relations between England and Russia were, so

fiir as general European politics are concerned, much
looser even than those between England and France.

The adjustments between Russia and England were
concerned exclusively with territorial interests in Asia,

and contained no obligations with regard to Europe.
England had so little concern in the Franco-Russian
Alliance that it was not even acquainted with the word-
ing of the terms of the Alliance.^

Apart from any obligation or intention to attack us

there was also, so far as England was concerned, a <:om-

plete absence of any inducement to .!o so. What advan-
tage could England hope tu gain from a xvar against

us ? We who constantly have on our lips " the English

shopkeeper-spirit," and contrast the cold calculating

business-sense of the Englishman with our patriotic

enthusiasm, should really not attribute to this nation of

shopkeepers the insanity of desiring tu kill their b^st cus-

tomer in order to improve their business. Such * hare-

brained course of action is indeed possible in nation

in which cavalry-colonels and generals and the opponents

' He.- Orcy's lott.r tn (^itnhon, Novi'rnher 22nd, 1912.
lvii,'iisli blue nook, Nci. !().').

^ See (jrcy's H|>e»'('li August Hrd, liU-l.
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of the trading classes have the decisive word, but not in

a nation of merchantmen in which even the leading

politicians in part have their origins in the world of

trade, and in any case are without exception fully

acquainted with the ideas of the modem commercial

spirit.

The fact is that England has never had aggrcMsive

intentions against us ; she hbs never concluded an

alliance with aggressive intentions against us, and she

has never done anything whatever to urge on others to

attack us.

Anyone who maintains the contrary is obliged, accord-

ing to general rules of procedure, to prove it. I have

hitherto looked in vain in German speeches and wrjl* gs

for the submission of this evidence. Everywhere there

is the empty assertion, without the shadow of a proof.

So far, however, ns this assertion is advanced in our

country by official quarters, that is by people who are

acquainted with the tUplomatic history of the last fifteen

years, the assertion is made against their better know-

ledge, that is to say it is a lie.

These last fifteen years, since the first Hague Confer-

ence of 1899, are nothing but a continuous series of

attempts on the part of England to arrive at a political

entente loith Germany, and on the basis of this to effect

a limitation of naval armaments on both sides—attempts

which on every occasion have been wrecked on the lack

of judgment or on the evil will of the German Govern-

ment.

It is well knowD, and does not here require any

detailed demonstration, that England on the occa'^ion

of the Fashoda incident, when her relations to Frnnce

were becoming ever more strained and were alruost

impelling her to a conflict of arms, endeavoured to give

up her '* splendid isolation," and to conclude an enterk:
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with us. Our far-seeing "Oiticians, as so often happens,

did not seize the opportunity. They allowed to slip past

then the favourable mcment in which, without ruinous

preparations, without drawing the sword, and in the

enjoyment of a lasting security, they might have pro-

mou-d uur further prosperity in industry and in culture,

and gained for the world an enduring peace.

ENGLAND AND GLRHANY.

The First Hague Conference.

On the 28th of August, 1898, there appeared in the

Petrograd Official Journal the celebrated Peace Mani-
festo of the Tsar. On tlv nieiition of this manifesto our

war-brawlers smile and pomi in contempt to the "Tsar
of blood " who has now let loose the second fearful

war since that message of peace.

We shall see later how far Russia is concerned in

letting loose the present war. How far Russia was to

blame for the Japanese war is a chapter by itself, which
should scarcely be allowed to end with the condemna-
tion of Russia alone. The intention of the manifesto was
in any case correct and honourable, and the a.ins pro-

posed to the nations of Europe : true and enduring

peace, and the limitation of armaments which even in

peace slowly lead nations to their economic destruction,

—these aims will be, and must continue to be, the un-

alterable ruie of conduct governing the efforts of all who
guide the dcbtinies of European States. Even the present

war, unless it is to be nothing but an insane and purpose-

less shedd'ng of blood, can have no other aim than

this.

IVhat was thr I'titude of England towards this mani-

festof Wha wai the attitude of Germanyf While in
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England public opinion in harmony with the Govern-
ment hailed the manifesto with the greatest sympathy,
and the EngUsh Foreign Minister could report to Pctro-
grad this unanimous approval, there developed in
Germany also a popular movement in favour of the ideas
expresstd by the Tsar. But the Government main-
tained a frigid attitude, and only the social democratic
party recognised the epoch-making significance of these
ideas-ideas which they had constantly advocated, but
which now for the first time received expression in high
places. That the idea was Utopian, that it was but a
chimara— these were the least reproaches thrown at the
originator of the manifesto. In -nformity with the
customary tactics which have s Seen constantly
followed, many rose to the crazy . ,yhts of asserting
that Russia only desired to entice other States to a
limitation of armaments in order that she herst if might
he able to pile up in secret still greater armaments and
thus with greater security pursue her Pan-Slav efforts.

The record in malicious attacks was naturally achieved
even then by a German professor, Stengel, the lecturer
in international law at Munich, who prophesied in

advance the most dismal results of the Conference which
at the time had not yet assembled. In recognition of
this, he was straightway sent by the Foreign OflBce to
the Hague Conference as one of Germany's rept.senta-
tives.

After the ep< < h-making memorials of the Russian
Councillor von Bloch, the Conference owed its origin
chiefl\ lo English influences. As early as 1891 the
English Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury, had had a state-
ment of the cost of European military preparations
compiled, and had transmitted this confidential docu-
ment to the German Emperor without, it is true,
achieving any success. The efforts of Lord Salisbury
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met with success only when they were emphasised by
the inter-parliamentary conference of 1896. On that

occasion Lord Salisbury in a remarkable speech in the

Guildhall regretted the ruinousness of constantly increas-

ing armaments, and in the end, through the instrumen-

tality of Count Lambsdorf , laid the whole of the material

bearing on the question before th? Tsar.*

The preludes played by Germany and by England
were in harmony with the performances given by these

two States at the Conference itself, which in spite of

all hostility assembled at the Hague on May 18th,

1899, under the participation of twenty-six States.

Throughout the whole proceedings of the Conference we
find the same picture, that, namely, of England leading

in all efforts the aim of which was to diminish the intoler-

able burdens of armaments and, in an ever-widening

degree, to place the differences arising between civilised

nations on a legal basis. On the side of England there

were France, Russia, America, and naturally all the

smaller States. On the other side, however, there con-

stantly stood Germany with her true ally, Austria-Hun-

gary. The opposition of Germany to all progressive

efforts was at times so pronounced that if the others had

not repressed their desires, the whole Conference would

have broken up. So it was on the question of arma-

ments; so also on that of arbitration.

By way of introduction to the discussion on arma-

ments the German Emperor delivered a speech in

Wiesbaden in which he declared that the best pledge

of peace was the "sharp, gleaming sword." In the

course of this discussion we shall have occasion to

observe that it is a part of the German system to furnish

on every occasion an introduction to the concert of the

1 See Fried. Handbuch der Friedensbewegung, Vol. I,

p. 204.
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European pipes of peace by blowing a war-fanfare on
the Prussian bugle.

The Russian proposal was to the effect that the
strength of the Army on a peace basis and the military
estimates should not be increased in the next five years,
and that in the case of the navy this respite should be
fixed for three years. This proposal, which was
brilliantly defended by the Russian military pleni-
potentiary—(he emphasised above all the incontestable
fact that the competition in armaments was futile, since
the relative strength between the various States still

remained constant)—was energetically opposed by the
German military plenipotentiary General Gross von
Schwarzhof. If the French plenipotentiary Leon Bour-
geois, who represented the restriction of armaments as
a requirement of civilisation and a duty imposed on all

States, had not succeeded in uniting the votes of the
commission in support of a resolution formulated by
him (a resolution, it is true, wholly without effect in

practice) the negotiations of the Conference on this point
would have been completely wrecked.
The resolution ran :

" The Conference is of opinion
that the restriction of military charges, which are at
present a heavy burden on the world, is extremely
desirable for the increase of the material and moral
welfare of mankind."
The recognition of this fact has not prevented Euro-

pean Governments, under the leadership of the German
Empire, from inflating their armaments to such an
extent that in the end the balloon, distended to the
bursting-point, was bound to explode and set the whole
world in flames.

Even worse was the fate of the Russian proposal for
the establishment of international arbitration. This
proposal, indeed, was modest enough in what it con-

G
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templated; obligatory arbitration on principle was, it

is true, to be introduced, but this was to be excluded

in all cases affecting vital interests or the honour of a

State. As each State was to remain its own judge as

to what it should regard as a question of honour or of

vital interests, the Russian proposal cannot be said to

have had a re^^olutionary character, a matter to be

regretted, for the most important steps forward in the

history of mankind are achieved by revolutions and

not by warfare as is maintained by those who pay

homage to war. The proposal, then, secured the

approval of almost all taking part in the Conference;

on this point also Germany alone raised objection on the

ground that subjection to a court of arbitration was not,

as Professor Zorn maintained, " in conformity with the

traditions of the Bismarckian policy."

The opposition of Germany was so violent that

negotiations came to a dead stop, and they had to be

postponed for a period of fourteen days to enable

Professor Zorn to receive new instructions from Berlin.

The Conference very nearly proceeded without the co-

operation of Germany. But here again, rather than

allow the whole proposal to be wrecked, it was resolved

in the end to yield to the will of Germany and in all

cases to allow optional in place of compulsory juris-

diction.

Here again Germany had the undisputed merit of

having barred the way to a decisive step forward in the

peaceful organisation of the nations.

The establishment of a perpetual court of arbitration

at the Hague was simUarly refused by Germany from

the outset, and it was admitted only when it was made

optional and not compulsory to summon this court.

Thus the first Hague conference ended, in spite of

Germany and Austria, and owmg to the active exertions

wm
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of France and England in suppori of the efforts of
Russia for peace, with a final result which after all
represented a first important step towards the aim i ,n
organisation of States based on law and of a gradual
liberation of the nations from the intolerable oppres-
sion of their armaments.

Between the Fikst and Second Hague Confekences :

The Enoush Liberal Government.

Between the first and the second Hague Conferences
—the second was held from July to October, 1907—
the development of events in the different European
countries was highly characteristic of the attitude of
these countries and of their Governments towards the
problems of the Hague, and the occurrences during this
period serve to emphasise in the sharpest manner the
difference between England and Germany.
Even before the first Conference was held, Goschen,

the First Lord of the Admiralty, speaking on behalf of
the English Conservative Government, made a definite
declaration on March 9th, 1899, in favour of a regulation
by treaty of the system of armaments. This declaration
was confirmed in July, 1908, by Mr. Chamberlain, a
member of the Government, with the observation that
it was still regarded as binding on the English Cabmet.»
When in 1905 the Liberal party came into power and

Campbell-Bannerman, a convinced pacifist, became
leader of the Ministry, the English Government at once
began to display an energetic and untiring activity on
the same lines as the efforts which at the first Hague
Conference had, chiefly in consequence of the opposition
of Germany, produced only very modest results.
This activity of the English Liberal Government was
' See Fried. Handbuch der Friedenabewegung, II, p. 767.

G 2
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on so large a scale and was so comprehensive that it

is impossible within the limits of this work to emphasise

all their individual acts. In Parliament, at inter-

Parliamentary Conferences, in speeches at clubs and

at the Guildhall, in diplomatic negotiations with other

Powers, in newspaper and magazine articles, English

Ministers never grew weary of laying stress on the

pemiciousness for all nations of the competition in

armaments by land and by sea, and never flagged

in their efforts to devise remedial measures for this

ruinous situation. These same men who are to-day

represented to the deluded and 'nfatuated German

people as men refined in the preparation and instiga-

tion of war, whose personal honour German historians

dare to deny, men like Grey, Haldane, Lloyd George,

Campbell-Bannerman, Asquith, and the others, these

men devoted themselves with the utmost zeal to these

problems, which, as they well saw, affected the vital

nerve not only of England, but of all European States.

"A policy of huge armaments," exclaimed Campbell-

Bannerman in his programme, " keeps alive and stimu-

lates and feeds the belief that force is the best, if not

the only, solution of international differences."*

" I wish," Haldane, then Minister for War, declared

in the House of Commons on Mtrch 8th, 1906, " we were

near the time when the nations would consider together

the reduction of armaments . . . only by united action

can we get rid of the burden which is pressing so heavily

on all civilised nations."*

On the occasion of a banquet on September 26th in

the same year the Prime Minister expressed the hope

that the understanding then reached with regard to

Morocco (the Algeciras Convention had been completed

' [Albert Hall speech December 21sfc, 1905.]
2 IHanaard. 1906, Vol. 153, 674.]
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on April 7th) would lead to a possibUity of reducing the
oppressive military expenditure, and 'le declared that
England would put itself at the head m this matter.
To this intention the English Government gave

effect The outline of the Russian programme for the
second Hague Conference, published in spring, 1906.
contained nothing on the problem of armaments, pre-
sumably because the Russian Government had gathered
from the attitude of Germany at the first Conference

I,
* a"y, discussion of this question would be useless.

Tlie English Liberal Government now made the most
determmed efforts to secure the mclusion in the pro-
gramme of the Conference of the question of arma-
ments as well as the question of arbitration. A pro-
posal on this point, put forward in the House of Com-
mons by the Labour member, Mr. Vivian, was accepted
unanimously amid applause, and the Foreign Secretary,
Sir Edward Grey, associated himself with the resolution
on behalf of the Government.
"I do not believe," said Grey, "that at any time

has the conscious public opinion in the various countries
of Europe set more strongly m the direction of peace
than at the present time, and yet the burden of military
and naval expenditure goes on increasing. ... No
greater service could it (the Hague Conference) do, than
to make the conditions of peace less expensive than they
are at the present time. ... It is said we i.re waitmg
upon foreign nations in order to reduce our expenditure.
As a matter of fact, we are all waiting on each other.
Some day or other somebody must take the first step.
... I do, on behalf of the Government, not only accept,
but welcome such a resolution as this as a wholesome
and beneficial expression of opinion."'

» [Hansard, 1906, Vol. 156, 1414-6.]

flr^
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When in July, 1906, the Interparliamentary Union,

including 620 representatives from twenty-three coun-

tries, met in London, the Prime Minister, Campbell-

Bannerman, made a memorable speech in opening the

proceedings :
" Urge your Governments," he exclaimed

to the members, " in the name of humanity to go into

the Hague Conference, as we ourselves hope to go,

pledged to diminished charges in respect of arma-

ments."

The American politician, Bryan, now Foreign Secre-

tary, wo also was present, expressed himself in the

same sense. A resolution, corresponding to the views

then expressed, was carried unanimously.

In the following year, some months before the opening

of the Conference, Campbell-Bannerman spoke even

more strongly in a meeting of the House of Commons

on March 5th, 1907, in support of the idea of a

common restriction of armaments. He declared

that it was the r'uty of England to bring this matter

forward for discussion before the second Hague Con-

ference, "ho' - * '6 opinion that there is a great

movement ot mong thinking people in all the

nations of the j in favour of . . . some restraint

on the enornv^us expenditure involved in the present

system so long as it exists. . . . We have desired and

still desire to place ourselves in the very front rank of

those who think that the warlike attitude of Powers as

displayed by the excessive growth of armaments is a

curse to Europe, and that the sooner it is checked, in

however moderate a degree, the better."*

The leading men in the other countries of Europe and

of America also gave expression to views similar to

those of the English Ministers. Leon Bourgeois in Paris,

Tittoni, then Foreign Minister in Rome, Roosevelt in

1 [Hansard, 1907, Vol. 170, 675.]
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his message to Congress, all expressed themselves in
favou' uf an agreement with regard to armaments,
and a discussion of this question at the Hague
Conference.

Only Austria and Germany made once again a
glorious exception. In reply to an inquiry on the sub-
ject Count Gulochowski gave in the Austrian Delega-
tions only an evasive answer. In Germany the mere idea
of an international discussion of these questions was at
once enough to let loose the devil of nationalism. Behind
the efforts of the other Powers they scented, as usual,

a cunning trick to deprive Germany of her defences, and
they processed to see the danger of war threatening
them in the inclusion of such a point in the Hague
programme. "The nearer the Peace Conference
approaches," so wrote the Tdgliche Rundschau in a
leading article on April 9th, 1907, "the clearer it

becomes that it is expressly characterised by tendencies

inimical to peace." Herr Bassermann, a representative

in the Reichstag, did not venture to hope for a more
peaceful situation until after the Hague Conference had
been safely got over. The Prussian Minister of War os-

tentatiously emphasised Germany's readiness for war.

Liebermann von Sonnenberg, a representative in the
House, concluded a patriotic Pan-German speech in the

Reichstag with the courageous words :
" Let them

come." And last, but not least. Prince Bulow did not
allow himself to hope for any results from the discussion

of the problem at the Hague, and publicly expressed

his intention of " leaving the discussion to be conducted
by those Powers alone who hoped that any success

might result from it."

That was the answer which Germany gave to the

English proposal for an international agreement on
armaments.
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Second Hague Conference : England and Germany.

The negotiations which took place at the Conference

corresponded to the very promising way In which it

began. Matters took pretty much the same course as

at the first Conference. England wanted a discussion

of the problem of armaments; Germany, however,

declined it. To avoid a conflict a way out was sought

and found. The first representative of England, the

Lord Justice Sir Edward Fry, delivered a speech in

which he elucidated the problem from every point of

view, and proposed a resolution which declared that it

was eminently desirable that Governments should

resume their study of the question. This resolution was
unanimously adopted, since according to the arrange-

ment made no discussion could take place.

Once more we see that Germany scored a brilliant

success; once again a pathway to progress was barri-

caded !

When a member of the House, Bebel, interpellated

Prince Biilow in the sitting of the Reichstag of Novem-
ber 21st, 1907, with regard to the attitude of the German
delegates, the Imperial Chdncellor could truthfully reply

that the German delegates had taken no part in a dis-

cussion on the question of armaments, because such a

discussion had not taken place. But he forgot to add
that this exclusion of t. debate had been dictated by
Germany.

In England there was naturally universal disappoint-

ment over the failure of the noble-minded efforts of

leading Liberal Ministers. A few months before his

death Campbcll-Bannerman gave expression to this dis-

appointment in the words :
" We had hoped . , . that

some great advance might be made towards a common
consent to arrest the wasteful and growing competition

rli
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We were disap-in naval and military armaments,
poiii- J."'

They were disappointed but not eartened. After
this failure to arrive at the desired en«. along the path of
international agreen.ent the method of private negotia-
tions with Germany was adopted. We shall see '..ter

with what success.

Apart from the problem of armaments the question
which chiefly engaged the attention of the second
Hague Conference was naturally that of international
arbitration. The problem before them was to give to
the torso of 1889 a firmer and more harmonious form.
It was intended thpt the compulsory element, which had
miscarried owing to Germany, should be inserted in the
earlier resolutions. In order not to encounter once
more the opposition of Germany a very complicated
proposal had been prepared, which, it is true, made it

compulsory for the contracting Powers to submit to
arbitration, but only subject to the exclusion of all

questions which affected important interests or the
independence of the parties t • the dispute.
Even this limited element u: compulsion encountered

the determined resista e of Ormany The propora,
was remodeller' in e -ry din .ion

Germany; but not even this water;,

the approval of Germany, which
with Austria, while the great ni.ijof

eluding England, France, and Rnssm
posal by 82 votes to 9.

But even then tne path of tribulatio.

arbitration was not ended. The proi

forward that the agreement accepted f

majority should be binding at least on
which had concurred in it. But the Germai

,rde- to meet
ropo-sal gained

igainst * along
if Slu -s, in-

' the pro-

ernational

al was put

^o great a

se Powers

>res' 'a-

' [Guildhall Banquet, Nov. 9th, 190

1
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tive, Freiherr von Marschall, protested against this as

a violation of the principle )f unanimity, and no other
course was open to the Conference than to be content
on this question also with a declaration which, indeed,

expressed the platonic inclination of the Powers to the
principle of compulsory arbitration, but, in practice,

"preserved for each of the P-/Wers represented the

maintenance of its own standp "nt."

Thus the number of Germany's successes increases

!

Our title of glory, that of being everywhere a drag on
the peaceful understanding between "^he nations, will

remain undisputed, but it can scarcely contribute to

making us loved throughout the world.

^8

i ,

!r.-

English Proposals for a Political Understanding
AND fob a Naval Agreement with Germany.

Scarcely had the sound of the peaceful concludii^g

words of the President of the Conference died away in

the Rittersaal at the Hague when the English Ministers

began to turn their attention to devising new ways
whereby they could attain the object that hovered

before them—an end equally advantageous to all tlie

nations. After all outstanding questions between

England and France had been disposed of by '> Con-

vention of April, 1904, and the conflicts of interest

between England and Russia had likewise been over-

come by the Agreement of 1907, the Liberal Government,

which, after the death of Campbell-Bannerman, was
now under the leadership of Asquith, regarded it as the

most important task of its foreign policy to establish

its relations with Germany on a basis calculated to

exclude, as far as possible, the occurrence of conflicts.

There were no real conflicting interests or occasions of

I
".
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friction between England and Gernmny, or at most these
only existed to a very small extent. The difficulties in

East Africa had been regulated by the treaty concluded
in 1890 by Salisbury and Caprivi whereby Heligoland
was handed over to Germany, and in return concessions
were made to England in East Africa. Questions arising

in A.' -''nor scarcely offered enough material for a
seri'-.

. .diet, and the treaty concluded in the early

sum. of 1914, notwithstanding the tension in the
political situation, shows that the peaceful demarcation
of spheres of interest between England and Germany
nvolved no particular difficulty where there was mutual
good will.

" What, then, is the object of this competition in

naval armaments, which constantly grows more fatal for

both sides?"—this was the question which the English
Government and English public opinion was bound to

ask. If both countries desired peace, why should they
ruin each other in armaments ? If, however, one side

proposes limitation of armament by treaty, as England
did at the Hague in 1889 and 1907, and the other

side constantly declines any such limitation, is it not,

in these circumstances, a justifiable suspicion that

the paity which declines entertains unconfessed inten-

tions against the party which makes the proposal ?

The English public were logically bound to propound
such questions to themselves, and they might quite

rightly put the further question : What u-jvil Germany,
what would the whole of Europe say, if England the

leading Power on sea, were suddenly to begin to ( ^ate

a force by land, which sooner or later might become
equal to the German in strength ? Would not this

rightly be regarded as a threat against the Power com-
peting against her on tiie Continent ? The German naval

law and the constant increases in naval strength effected
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at short intervals of time, whereby Germany, in the
course of twenty years, has become the second naval
Power ill the world, was bound to place the English
Government before the alternative of either answering
Germany's naval armaments by a corresponding mcrease
in their own or embarking on the attempt to make
good, by a private agreement between Germany and
England, the general arrangements which had been
wrecked at the Hague. Mr. Asquith's Government
chose in the first place the latter way, which was thorny
enough in view of Germany's opposition in principle to
restrictions of armaments of any kind, imposed by way
of a treaty.

This disinclination must, indeed, remain entirely
incomprehensible to the ordinary man. It is probably
a part of the superior insight of those who govern by
the grace of God to be in a position to dispute the
correctness of the following simple calculations. The
English say to the Germans: "We consider that the
present relation in strength of our two fleets, sixteen to
ten, is a suitable one, and in any case, since we do not
possess an army of any importance, we consider our-
selves under an obligation to stick to this proportion
for the maintenance of our power and for the protection
of our trade and of our over-sea possessions. If you,
Germany, agree to this proportion being fixed, so much
the better for both of us ; further construction will then
be useless, for the relative strength of the one compared
to the other will always remain the same. If, however,
you do not agree, so much the worse for you. We on
our side will then lay down two ships for every ship
which you lay down ; the relation of sixteen to ten will

thus be at once changed to your disadvantage,
absolutely as well as relatively. When you have built

ten new ships, that is to say, when you have got as far
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as twenty, we will have built twenty new ships, and will
have reached thirty-six, etc. The absolute distance
between our two fleets will thus constantly increase,
and the relative position will constantly become more
unfavourable for you. In the end we will ruin each
other, and will be like the Kilkenny cats which ate
each other up until only the tails were left. It is for
you to choose. If you decide on our first proposal, in
ten years' time you will be in as safe a position as you
are to-day, and you will have spared your money and
your people. If you choose the second proposal your
security will be diminished every year, and at the same
time you will be gradually ruining yourself; and it will
be but a small consolation to you that you are at the
same time bringing us to the verge of ruin also."
One would have thought that a ragged schoolboy, who

had just learned the first elements of the multiplication
table, would have understood this calculation, and would
have been overjoyed to accept the first proposal. The
German Imperial Government could not rise to this
height, and so the wearisome negotiations constantly
renewed from the side of England—they might be called
the seven years' armaments war of 1907-14—collapsed
without result. Indeed, it may be asserted that the
failure of the negotiations, the constant increase of
armaments caused thereby, and the increasing tension
in the political situation due to the increased armaments,
are to a considerable extent responsible for the fact that
a real war has at last grown out of the war of arma-
ments.

The responsibility for this is exclusively Germany's,
as a short account of the relevant events will reveal.
At the seventeenth World Peace Congress, which metm London in July and August, 1908, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, Mr. Lloyd George, advocated with
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passionate words an understanding between England
and Germany, and lamented " that it should be necessary

in the twentieth century of the Christian era to hold

a meeting in a civilised country to protest against the

expenditure by Christian communities of 400 millions a
year upon preparing one nation to kill another." Mr.
Asquith, the Prime Minister, on the occasion of the Lord
Mayor's banquet in 1908, gave the assurance that

England would " not be reluctant to grasp any hand
that is extended to us in good will and in good faith."

On March 16th in the following year Mr. Asquith stated

to the House of Commons that the question of a mutual
reduction of expenditure for naval purposes had more
than once formed the subject of communications between
the two Governments, but unfortunately without result.'

This utterance of the English Prime Minister led, in the

last days of Marca, to a discussion in the German Reichs-

tag, in the course of which various speakers urgently
besought the Government to grasp somewhat more
energetically the hand offered by England. Bassermann,
a member of the House, felt, of course, all kinds of

scruples, and prepared the way for Prince Billow, who
in the first place denied that any definite proposal had
been made by England, and on the general question
" held out no hope of any effective results from negotia-

tions with reference to the limitation of naval con-

struction."

These utterances of Biilow occasioned a new discussion

in the English House of Commons, in the course of which
the Foreign Secretary, Sir E. Grey, delivered a highly

important speech on the naval competition between
England and Germany. For England, declared the

Foreign Secretary, the Navy was what the Army was
to Germany. The superiority of the English Navy must

> [Hansard, 1909. Vol. 2, 1,459.]
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be maintained, but on the basis of this superiority an
understanding might very well be arranged between thetwo countries. Grey let it be seen that England mightbe prepared to alter her attitude with regard to the
question of the capture of an enemy's private property
at sea, if this would be accepted as a starting-poinVfor
a diminution of naval expenditure.'
In introducing the Navy Estimates in 1909 MrMcKenna, then First Lord of the Admiralty, speaking

Zl^^^^u^^
Commons on July 26th, declared thai

the British Government - ^t only expressed its desire,but by something much stronger than words showed iU
detennination to give the lead in restricting armaments,and for three successive years the British Government
did Its utmost to convince the world of the futility of
Its race m armaments, and of the desirability of cur-
tailing construction."^ After enumerating all theprevious endeavours of England, which unfortunately

even r"1. "/'"'' ^'- ^^^"'*^ ^^^^ ^^'^'^'^^ thiteven then the door was still open and that they wereanxious and even eager to come to some arrangementwith other Powers.3 Every indication that the GermanGovernment desired to enter into such an agreementwould meet with the heartiest reception from thfEngllsh
Government. In answer to a question of a memberMr. Asquith answered shortly and definitely : « We havetaken the initiative."

The more the English Ministers revealed their en-deavour o arrive at an understanding with Germany onthe question of naval armaments, the more did [heybecome an object of attack and suspicion to the Germanchauvimst Press. On July 14th. 1910, Mr. AsquTthTas
' [Hansard, 1909.
^ [Hacsard, 1909.
' [Hansard, 1909.

Vol. 8, 61.]
Vol. 8. 859.

J

Vol. 8, 879.]
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obliged to declare that the German Government h'-d

evaded further inquiries, stating that they were bound

by a law, and that a modification of this law would not

have the support of public opinion in Germany.' On
the following day Mr. Lloyd George, speaking at a ban-

quet, denounced in passionate words " the epidemic of

prodigality which seems to be sweeping over the world

and sweeping to destruction."

In r<rily to these earnest and uninterrupted efforts of

the English Ministry the Imperial Chancello \ Bethmann-

HoUweg, offered in December, 1910, a few platonic

observations which must have acted like a stream of

cold water : England, he said, had indeed made sugges-

tions, but had submitted no positive proposals ; Germany

in the pourparlers had constantly started from the idea

that an open and unrestrained discussion leading to an

understanding with regard to their interests on bott

sides was the surest means of overcoming any distrust

due to their relative strength by land and by water.

"The mere continuance of a free and unrestrained ex-

change of thought on all questions connected with these

matters is a guarantee for the friendly intention . . .

&c.

As Thoas says in " Iphigenie " :

"A flood of wordi^ is useless in refusing;

The other hears in all ^.he one word :
' No. " 2

This " No !
" resounds again with full distinctness in

the following year. In the House of Commons on

March 18th, 1911, Grey had once more emphasised the

necessity of arriving at an agreement with Germany and

of restricting the continuing increase of the expenditure

on armaments. He foresaw that if this tremendous

1 [Hansard, 1910. Vol. 10, 015.]
" ["Man spricht vergebens viol, um zu versagen;

Der andere hort in alien nur das Nein."]
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expenditure on. and rivalry of, armaments continued.
It must m the long run break civilisation down. Theburden of armaments was a greater danger than war
Itself smce it involved a bleeding to death in time of
peace.*

•
"^5;" T^'? °' ^'^y ^^'"'"^^ *^« ^"bject of the debate

" .he Reichstag on March 30th, 1911, in which the
Ii^perial Chancellor-now quite plainly and without any
concealment-declared that the question of an agrees
Jcat as to armaments was insoluble so long as men weremen and States were States.
Thus the decisive word was now spoken, and in view

of Parliamentary conditions in Germany little signi-
ficance could be attached to the fact that the Reichstag
passed a resolution calling upon the Chancellor to entermto negotiation, with other Powers with regard to the
limit.Uion of armaments should the occasion arise.
Accordmg to German political law of the Bismarckiar
trr.Jition the Imperial ChanceUor is, as is well known,
merely the servant of his lord, and is not obliged to L>ay
any attention to Pariiamentary resolutions
But the English did not yet relax their efforts. Events

in Morocco had led to the dispatch of a German v/arship
to Agadir, and to negotiations arising out of this between
the Powers affected-negotiations which put a severe
stram on the peace of Europe. In the autumn of 1911.
the negotiations at last arrived, through many perils, at
the goa. -Tjth the re-ult that the disputes between
* ranee a Germany with regard to Morocco were finally
composed, and as an equivalent for France's freedom of
action in Morocco a portion of French Congo was ceded
to ti.e German Empire. Scarcely had this cloud passedaway from the political horizon when Sh- Edward Grey
emphasised anew, in the English Parliament on Novem-

• [Hansard, 1911. Vol. 22. 1,985-6.]

H
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^r 27th, 1911, England's urgent dopire for the
establishment of better relations with Germany. The
existing friendships of England die not constitute a
hindrance to the conclusion of new friendship;;. England
had co-operated in securing a peaf'fful solution of the
Morocco crisis, the air was now purified, and he would
gladly .velcome any wish on the part of Germany for

better relations with England.'

In the beginning of February, 1912, the English
Government sent Lord Haldane to Berlin, not as an
official plenipotentiary, but with the task of sounding
the ground in conversations with the Chancellor and the
Emperor, with whom Haldane was a persona gratissima,

and if possible of preparing the way for the political and
naval agreement which had been so long sought. The
prelude to Lord Haldane 's activity was not exactly
encouragmg; two days before his arrival in Berlin the
Emperor, in opening the Reichstag, had annoimced
great increases both in the Army and in the Navy. The
increase in the Navy was to extend to no less than three
capital ships, many submarines, and fifteen hundred
men. On this Lord Haldane put to the Chancellor and
to Admiral von Tirpitz the very proper question : What
would be the use of negotiations aiming at friendly

relations between the two Powers, if Germany was going
at the same moment to increase her battle fleet as a
precaution against England, and thereby compel
England to a corresponding increase on her side ?

Negotiations with a view to friendly relations accom-
panied by increases in the Navy would provoke world-
wide derision. The German representatives indicated

that a naval agreement without a simultaneous poli-

tical Entente was purposeless, but they also at once
emphasised that even in the event of a political under-

» [Hansard. 1911. Vol. 32, 43-65.]
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standing, there could be no question of a reduction in
the naval prograiiime, hut that at the most a certain
retardation in carrying it out might be approved.' The
promise of a possible retardation in naval construction
was even further limited in that it was to be an " under-
standing and not a written agreement."
Thus, while on the one hand the aim pursued with

untirmg zeal by the Liberal English Government for
seven years, the aim of arriving at a cessation of naval
armaments on both sides, remained unaehieved-since
the r-* osed retardation, which was not even of abmdmg nature, would result neither in such a cessation
nor m a saving of expenc^iture-Germany, on the other
hand, demanded, as an equivalent for thes- so-called
concessions, political conditions which it • .» simplv
impossible for England to fulfil. .ne attitude
assumed by the German Government in connection with
an Anglo-German negotiations is in itself sufficiently
remarkable, namely, that an equivalent could justifiably
be demanded m return for a concession, which, after all
did not represent a sacrifice on one side, but was a duty
implicit m the vital in erests of both. With just as much
right an equivalent could have been demanded by
JS-ngland, who was equally ready to bind herself.
But, to pursue the question, what was the equivalent

demanded by Germany? Germany demanded neither
more nor less-and here it revived a demand already
formulated in previous years by the Chancellor, Beth-
mann-IIollweg-than the obligation for Britain of un-
condtttonal neutrality in the event of any European con-
nict^m whic. Germany might be involved. England was

CrL^'^"^^
*° uw^ following facts are taken from Sir EdwardCook a pan^phlet entitled: Ho^. Britain Strove for p7ace

trnt^u °f. j''9lo-German Negotiations 1898-1914. Toldfrom^authontattve sourcea. (MacmiUan and Co., London

H 2
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thus to free herself from her engagements to the Entente
and was to withhold herself from every co-operation in
European (luestions. In view of the close alliance with
Austria it was scarcely possible to conceive a conflict
in which Germany might not be involved, either on
account of her own interests or un account of those of
Austria, yet everywhere England was expected to
remain an inactivf spectator, and to allow Germany and
her ally full freedom to rule the roast on the Continent.
Even treaty-obligations to protect neutrals would
have been abolished had England concurred in the
German proposal of an unconditional neutrality in all

disputes affecting Germany.
It is, therefore, not surprising that this suggestion,

which had already been rejected bet veen 1909 and 1911,
should again have been rejected in 1912 after Haldane's
visit

; indeed, it amounted t^ no more t'mn a demand
that England should simply renounce her position as a
Etiropean great Potser. This demand would in any case
have been monstrous, even if its fulfilment had been
sought to be purchased at a high price. But what was
the price offered by Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg ? An
unbinding, unwritten, temporary retardation, which in-
volved no reduction in naval construction on the basis
of the most recent iicrease of the fleet in 1912.

This suggestion was really rather strong, and postu-
lated a high degree of simplicity on the part of the shrewd
Epglish men of business. What, indeed, would German
diplomacy have said if it had been suggested that
Germany should sell the birthright of her position as a
great Power in Europe in exchange for the mess
of pottage of an English retardation in naval con-
struction ?

Sir Edward Grey was obliged to decline the German
proposal; he did not, however, content himself with
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merely declining it, but lie repeatt ! again on this
occasicn what he haiJ said in previous years in
public as well as in diplomatic negotiatioiis ; that is

to say

:

1. That England could not agree to an unconditional
ohiifjation to observe neutrality, such as Germany
demanded, but, on the other hand, she would always
be ready, as she had hitherto been, to work in common
with Germany in the interests of the peace of Europe

;

2. That the Triple Entente was not based on general
political formulae, but on a settlement of specific ques-
tions affecting the interests of the Entente Powers, and
that only indirectly by the settlement of these questions
and by the removal of causes of friction had relations
of friendship resulted

;

8. That these relations had neither an exclusive nor
an offensive character against Germany and that there
was no reason whv Germany should not enter into
similar relations with England.

In order to give as precise a form as possible to these
ideas the English Cabinet resolved to express them in
a short formula, which was handed by Sir Edward Grey
to the German Ambassador, Count Mettemich, and
which was intended to serve as a basis for further naval
negotiations. The formula ran as follows :—
" The two Powers being naturally desirous of securing

peace and friendship between them, England declares
that she will neither make, nor join in, any unprovoked
attack upon Germany. Aggiession upon Germany is
not the subject, and forms no part, of any treaty, under-
standing, or combination to which England is now a
party, nor will she become a party to anything that has
such an object."

England thus promised that she would, for herself,
make no unprovoked attack upon Germany and that she
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would not share in any uch venture; she further
declared thp' an attack upon Germany was neither con-
templated nor permitted • y any treaty or convention to
which she was a party. Lastly, England promised that
she would never he a f)arty in any such treaty or agree-
ment. This was thus a jmnyiisc nf non-afifiression in the
widest sense of the word. What more could Germany
reasonably ask ? Germany was secured against every
attack on the part of Encrland, and with this security
any reason or pretence for naval competition collapsed,
unless—and there's the nih ! imless Germany herself
had aggressive intentions against her neighbours,
England's friends in the Enfontc, and thus indirectly
against England. Here we have the salient point,
on which the year-long negotiations between the
two countries constantly and necessarily came to
grief.

England offered the assurance that she would not
attack. Germany, however, asked for security to be
able to attack undisturbed. The English offer had little
value for Germany, since the German Government knew
quite well from the attitude of the English Liberal
Cabinet since 1905 that there was no ground to fear an
attack from the side of England. The only point that
mattered to Germany was that she should be able to
count on English neutrality, under all circumstances, in
all Continental conflicts, even if they were provoked by
Germany or her ally, and even if they affected the
independence of neutral countries, and thereby directly
or indirectly affected English interests. By isolating
England, Germany desired to make her path secure, in
the first place, to a hegemony on the Continent, in order
later on to rise from this advantageous position to the
pernetual leadership of the world at the cost of England.
This idea also dominates, as we shall see, Germany's
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diplomatic preparations for the war in the last days of

July, 1914.

"Tlie thought is clever—devilishly sot

Apart from that, it miRht be cnlled damned silly." >

Neither at an earlier nor at a later date did the English
allow themselves to be entrapped by this 'im

The negotiations of 1912 failed, like all other nf
ions before and after this, on Germany's demai
neutrality.

But one last English attempt, again along dif

lines, was still to be made. After the new (

navy increase of 1912, after Haldane's visit

passed v/ithout results, and after the last iiegoti is

between Grey and Metternich, the British Gover nt
resumed an attempt—already undertaken under p-

bell-Bannerman in 1906- to induce in the other iv

better insight into the interests of both parties t ugh
the measures actually adopted by them in con o

with the Navy, without having recourse to an dip!-

matic negotiations. Although in spring, 19Co, th ern^s

navy programme of 1900 had again been incre. i by
large cruisers, the Enqlish Government ann< jnced

July of the same year that the programme laid bef<

Parliament in March for the construction of s»u,

would be reduced by 23 per cent, in the case atth -

ships, by 60 per cent, in the case of destroyers, ^nd by
83 per cent, in the case of submarines. The reason for

this one-sided voluntary reduction was, as the Govern-
ment expressly declared, on the one hand, to announce
to the whole world, before the meeting of the second
Hague Conference, England's firm intention to reduce
the burden of armaments, and, on the other, to induce

' ["War" der Gedank' uicht 8o verwiinscht gescheit,
Man war' versucht, ihn herzlich dumm zu nennen."]
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other Powers to follow the same procedure. This second
object was of course not realised in the case of Germany

;

rather the contrary effect was produced. On three
different occasions—to the English Ambassador, Sir F.
Lascelles, to the English Under Secretary of State,
Sir Charles Hardinge, who accompanied King Edward
to Germany, and to the English Minister of War,
Mr. Haldane—the Kaiser in the late summer and in the
autumn of the same year personally expressed stron**
disapprobation of any attempt to bring the question
of armaments before the Hague Conference, and
declined to allow the German delegates to take any
part in this superfluous and futile discussion. Theie
could, as a matter of course, be no question of the
English example being followed on the part of
Germany.

In spite of this failure a similar attempt was made iji

1912-1918 by Mr. Churchill, the First Lord of the
Admiralty. New negotiations with Germany after
recent experiences appeared futile, but as an alternative
method Churchill declared, in introducing the estimates
in the two years mentioned, that he pledged himself
that any retardation or reduction in German congtruction
should be followed by this country in full proportion.
If Germany decided to take a naval holiday and build
no stiips in any given year, England would at once
follow su.t lud drop her programme for the year like-
wise. In this way " wilh-ut negotiations, bargain-
ings, or the slightest restriction upon the sovereign
freedom of either Power " relief might be obtained for
both nations.

This declaration of Churchill, which as we have
observed was ofTicialiy repeated on two different occa-
sions, remained unanswered and unreciprocated by
Germany, presumably because here also she was await-

r biS^K^jr^^m^^ ft. isa% "tr ,Sr».''i3»'J")E3'.'.IIr: .iV.r" i„ 1-< -yS***':* j;-!-'- -A"-
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ing "poBitive proposals," which would then of

course have been answered or reciprocated to no
greater purpose than had been done on previous
occasions.

This is the history of tlie Anfjlo-German negotiations
extendmcT over many years, of the vain wooing of
England for Germany's favour—a wooing which was
unattended by success, since the loy beauty would
sel! her favour only at a price v.hich the wooer could
not pay unless he were » > ed to sacrifice himself.
Once more it appear*"' m this case also circum-
stances were stronger . . the will of man. The work
of peace pursued in cl -non through*; ut the Balkan
crisis, the success achieved in maintaining peace,
attributable exclusively to the co-operation of the two
Empires, had quite automatically given a more friendly
form to the relations of the two countries to each other.
The delimitation of the spheres of interest in Asia Minor
held out the promi-^e of a further favourable develop-
ment of these relations, but unfortunately this did not
touch the kernel of the question ; the constantly increas-
uig danger involved in the competition in naval arma-
ments, occasioned by Germany's infatuated refusal of
every agreement.

What would the world have looked like to-day if

Germany had accepted the last proposal put foncard by
Grey in 1912 ? The security from every attack on the
part of England and her Allies would not indeed have
diverted Germany from her imperialistic ambitions,
which in their nature were bound to be aggressive, but
it would have deprived the German Government of the
pretext which has e V J >?»m to represent their war
of prestige and exp? ^n, , ar - of defence, and with-
out this pretext it \ (uid havt K^ impossible to have
urged into so fear' - /^r <h/» German people, the
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great majority of whom are attached to peace. The
truce in naval armaments would in addition have
created a more friendly atmosphere between Germany
and England, and as a consequence between the Triple
Alliance and the Triple Entente. It may be presumed
that in Germany the last enormous increase in the army
and the measure providing for the raising of millions of
pounds would not have come into being. France would
not have introduced her system of three-years' service,
and the Austro-Serbian dispute—which, as n-e shall see
later, any child could have solved—would not have led
to the universal war.

j:i

WHAT ARE WE FIGHTING FOR?

If Germany really had no other objects than those
constantly advanced in all Imperial and princely
speeches and in all speeches by the Chancellor,
" Security from attack, free development for her forces,
unhampered attention to her culture," how could all

these possessions have been obtained more surely or
more cheaply than by accepting the English pro-
posals ?

" We will persevere until we have the assurance that
no one will again disturb our peace, a peace in which
we mean as a free nation to tend and develop our
German character and our German strength,"—with
these words the Imperial Chancellor concluded his speech
on the 2nd of December. A few days later the Emperor
delivered an address on the Eastern scene of war to
the delegates of the German and Austrian divisions

:

" We are fighting," he exclaimed " for a just cause, for
freedom, for the right of our nation to exist, for a long
future peace." His Majesty might have been respect-
fully answered in these words, "May it please your

mmim
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Majesty, what we are supposed to be fighting for we
had before the war began. We had our freedom, the
right to our national existence, which no one disputed,

and we had had a long undisturbed peace. Why then,

your Majesty, are we fighting ? " And one might have
added : If Germany believed herself to be imperilled

—

which is not proved, and which cannot be proved—why
then did she not pain for herself the greater security

offered by England ? The security, which was then
offered in peace, can never ajjain be achieved by victory

on the battlefield. It could not only have been obtained
at less expense—for then it would have cost neither life

nor treasure—it would also have been more enduring
and more tenable. According to the dictum of Sallust,

Kingdoms can only be maintained by the means by
which they were created, and in the same way an
international treaty, which is intended to regulate the

relations of nations in peace is more surely cemented
by peaceful than by military means. Treaties of Peace
after war always contain the tacit clause, rebus sic

stantibus, which Kant, in his first preliminary article

of his work On Perpetual Peace, regards as a hindrance

to an enduring condition of peace. Treaties of peace,

however, established in time of peace, which arise out

of common interests and which do not bear on their

forehead the remembrance of death and destruction,

of hatred and vengeance, like the mark of Cain, such

treaties hold acre perenniiis, and like a.i good things

carry in them the seeds of further good.

So I again say that what we are supposed to be

fighting for, we already possessed. We possessed it

more securely than we shall possess it for generations

even after a victorious war, and anything that we
lacked we could have obtained without war by a treaty

in peace.
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THE FREEDOM WHICH TUEY MEAN.

But as we have said the questions at stake are quite
different from security, freedom, and the right to exist.
The word " freedom " is to-day very often heard in the
mouths of men who formerly crossed themselves thrice
on hearing the forbidden word from any other quarter.
We have all, without exception, become lovers of
freedom overnight,—above all those who previously
extolled the "state of dependence willed by God." We
have become so eiamoured of freedom that we mean to
bring it not only to our nation, but also to all the other
nations in the world. (See the explanation of the
Imperial Chancellor to the American people.) We
simply no longer know how far the impulse to freedom
will carry us. . . .

"Be embraced, ye countless niilUonsI
With the wide world's ardent kis3."«

Social democrats, clericals, progressives, Poles, Danes,
Alsatians—all who were formerly enemies of the Empire
are now pressed by the Prussian Junker to his sensitive
heart—that is, on the assumption that they keep the
"peace within "» which, as is known, consists in think-
ing, speaking, and writing as the Junkers think, speak,
and write. The transaction, however, is not a mutual
one, it is a societas leotiina in the worst sense of the
word. Anyone who allows himself to think, or write, or
speak otherwise than is pleasing to the governing class

• [The title of this section is an adaptation of Max von
Schenkendorf'f, song: "P>eiheit, die ich meine."]

^ ["Seid umschiungen, Millionen!
Diesen Kuss der ganzen Welt !"

—Schiller. An die Fieude.]
[BurgfTieden. The jurisdiction of a castle, the peace

within tLe castle, hence almost equivalent to the "civil
truce."]
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is suppressed, punished, or if need be, shot dead. That
is the freedom which they mean.
The German people will in time realise to what bondage

these apostles of freedom are leading them. After every

period of exaltation of the German people a period of

bitterest bondage has always followed. It was so after

1818, after 1848, and after 1870, when the first years of

the intoxication of victory had passed away. It will be

precisely the same after 1914. The soldiers and the

Junkers, who in essential matters form one class, feel

themselves entirely in their element in war ! It is quite

to their liking to suppress the freedom of the Press, to

suppress the right of free assembly, to throttle trade and
industry—the representatives of which had already

taken up too much room at the Imperial Court.

"Certain barriers of Court etiquette "—we find in Liman,
the apostle of the Crown Prince—" still make inacces-

sible to wealth certain pathways which are only open

to the sons of the old agnati of the kingdom and to

officers; otherwise the millionaire has carried off the

victory, and the society of the Court jostles in the salons

of lucky speculators or their heirs. The nobility of

wealth grows up, a new Junkerdom, which never saw a

battlefield; it is even spreading to the country, and

already the capital of the Empire is surrounded with a

golden girdle of luxurious estates. The list of guests

invited to accompany the Emperor on his northern

tours shows the names of numerous financial magnates.

The new aristocracy carries instead of the sword the

dividend warrar'., instead of the shield the company
prospectus, and it bears as its weapon the bill of ex-

change. The nobility of the sword, however, Mrithdraws

into the background ; the sons of those men who once

won the battles of the Hohi izollerns sit embarrassed

on their fathers' acres. And capital increases in the
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hands of a few until it assumes gigantic proportions,
and with it respect for money whether it has been
inherited or graspingly acquired."
These are the thoughts of authoritative circles in

Prussia and in Germany on the subject of trade and in-
dustry. The dividend warrant and the bill of exchange
are for them the contemptible emblems of these ranks
of the nation on which Germany's greatness and her
position in the world are built, and which in the end
must provide the means of satisfying the military
megalomania of her "nobility of the sword." And is

it likely that those who entertain these thoughts unit
bra-; to the German people freedom and equal prixji-

legc3 ? When the Moor has done his duty, he will be
allowed to go,» just as after 1813, 1848, and 1870. Even
to-day, during the war, the smelling-out of demagogues
has begun. Everywhere good Prussians are ferreting
about for suspicious people v,Lo do not thmk like good
Prussians or good Germans. This can be seen at home,
and even more among Germans abroad. A military
and a Junker reaction will set in after the war such as
the present generation has never seen. And that is

called fighting for freedom, for German culture I

I

i:

\A'. ;

The End of Peace : Secubity ?

The trend of thought of these circles will be notice-
able and will make itself felt on the conclusion of peace.
While German professors are bending over their maps
at their study-tables and are elaborating international
plans for the future formation of Europe, these men of
action are laughing at the crazy ideas of the Utopians,
just as they described the negotiations of the Hague

' ["The Moor has done his work,—the Moor may go."
— Schillftf, Fiesco.]
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Conference as "chatter about everlasting peace"
(General-Major von Deimling) and the English pro-

posals for agreement as lies and deception. For them
there is only one end of peace : oppression and security

—security, with the same brilliant success as has beer.

secured lor us by the annexation of Alsace-Lorraine

;

that annexation which, so far, has brought us only

difficulties and no advantages either of a political or

of an economical nature, which has, indeed, from a
military point of view, been directly injurious to us,

since it led to the creation of that new, and apparently

impregnable, line of fortresses, before which we have
now been sitting for more than five months. Security

of our frontiers : beyond this the train of thought of our
authoritative circles does not go, but with security

they include, of course, expansion in and outside

Europe. They mean security at any cost, without

respect to the rights of nationalities, the free destinies

of nations, which after all we pretend that we are

defending, and without respect to the fact, revealed by
experience, that such a brutal policy of security con-

stantly bears within itself the germs of new wars.

This security we could have had at a cheaper rate

and with a better prospect of permanence by an agree-

ment with England. France and Russia were as far

from entertaining aggressive intentions against Germany
as England was. He who maintains that such inten-

tions existed is bound to produce evidence to prove
their existence. He who denies their existence is not

,

obliged to prove the contrary.

Did France Mean to Attack Us?

So far as England is concerned I have been able to

produce conclusive rebutting evidence. With regard to

France I may be allowed to deal with the matter briefly.
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since there is scarcely anyone in Germany—apart, of

course, from the Government—who seriously maintains
the assertion that France intended to attack us. That
France is not abused, but that, on the contrary, regret is

expressed that she was drawn into the war, innocently

and against her will, is one of the few remaining sympa-
thetic traits in the public life of Germany of to-day. As
a matter of fact, anyone who should advance the asser-

tion that the French Republic of 1914 entertained even
the remotest idea of reconquering Alsace-Lorraine by
force of arms, would merely prove that he knows nothing
of the history or of the tendency of thought of modern
France, and that his judgment is based on impressions,

which may have been correct forty-four years ago, per-
haps even thirty-four or twenty-four years ago, but
which in the last twenty years have more and more
faded into a phantom.

In framing this judgment I do not rely on newspaper
articles, but on personal impressions gained in France
during many periods of residence there, extending over
many years. Until about the middle of the 'nineties

the wound of Alsace-Lorraine still ached; from that
time it healed more and more, and about the beginning
of the new century scarcely a trace of the old wound
remained. The end of Boulangism rang in the end of

the revanche idea; the worst of the noisy patriots,

D6roulede at their head, were condemned or banished
from France. The result of the Dreyfus affair, with
the victory of the party of illumination, purified the
atmosphere from the powers of darkness, from the forces

of political and clerical reaction, which in France were
favourable to a policy of war, as they are to-day in
Germany. Convinced friends of peace like Jules Simon,
Frederick Passy, the Senator Baron d'Estournelles de
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Constant, and, above all, Jaur^s, gained more and more

influence on serious public opinion, and pressed into the

background the noisy patriots of the Boulevard. The

intellectual relations between France and Germany con-

stantly became more intimate. Politicians, writers,

actors and actresses of distinction, learned men and

artists, brought alwut this exchange in matters of the

mind on this side and on that, and by the reciprocation

of visits succeeded in establishing personal relations

between the countries. Coquelin and Sarah Bernhardt

were honoured in Germany and were received by the

Emperor with marks of distinction. In the sunamer of

1901 two French officers of high rank paid an official

visit to Berlin, and were invited by the Emperor to a

military banquet at which one of these officers, General

Bonnal, proposed the toast of the German Army and

their soldier-Emperor. Innumerable other phenomena

could be cited to show the increasing understanding and

friendship between the two nations. The speech of

Jaures in the French Chamber of Deputies, in June,

1902, was, however, epoch-making ; in this speech ex-

pression was, for the first time, given, in clear words

and from a responsible quarter, to the thought that it

was at last time to forget the ideas of revanche, to

become reconciled with history, and to free the nations

of Europe from the intolerable burden of armaments.

The speech of Jaures found almost unanimous approval

in the French Chamber and in the whole of the serious-

minded Press. Certain chauvinistic rags, of course,

which, like similar papers in our country, earn their

daily bread by stirring up passion, expressed their dis-

content with Jaures, but they could not alter the fact

that the Socialist leader had given expression to the

views of the overwhelming majority of the indus-

I
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trious and thrifty French nation. In a speech in
November, 1904, Jaur^s developed his train of thought
'nd held up an alliance with Germany based on a
renunciation of all retaliation by force as an end worthy
of pursuit. A few months later the Morocco dispute
began, when, in March, 1905, the Emperor William
landed m Tangier, and m an address to the Envoys of
the Sultan ran counter to French policy in Morocco.
Was France to blame for the ' -sion which now arose?
Must France be held respoi for the fact that this
challengmg action on the pi .. Germany produced—
as m the case of the Kruger telegram previously, and
the ship sent to Agadir later—the opposite effect from
what was intended ? These theatrical coups are indeed
no proper instrument for use m foreign policy. They
are irritating rather than impressive, and since it is
more difficult to effect an understanding between peoplem a state of irritation than between people who are not
so irritated, it would be advisable to discontinue such
theatrical coups and to convey our wishes to foreign
Governments in a normal, business-like way. The
atmosphere of irritation which since then has ahnost
contmuously governed our diplomatic relations with
France must accordingly be attributed to us and not
to France.

Notwithstanding all this it was, as is known, possible
to arrive at a definite settlement of the Morocco con-
fusion by means of three treaties in 1905, 1909, and 1911.
France, again, is not to blame if we came out of this
worse than France did. Success in diplomatic negotia-
tions depends not solely on military strength, but even
more on the diplomatic dexterity of the Governments
negotiating. There can be no doubt that, from a
military point of view, we are stronger than France.
There can be equally littlr doubt that we are diplomatic-
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ally the weaker. And this, indeed, need cause i. »

surprise when we consider the manner in which we

recruit and train the scions of our diplomacy. In the

list of French representatives at European Courts the

names which occur are those of middle-class families

only; in the list of German representatives there are

exclusiv'My Barons, Counts, and Princes. This, of

course, does not imply that a nobleman may not be as

competent in business as an ordinary citizen. Since,

however, the percentage of the nobility among the

German people is quite insignificant, whereas the mem-
bers of the nobility claim 100 per cent, of the diplomatic

representatives, the suspicion is justified that it is not

their competence in business, but their title of nobility

which is the decisive consideration in filling appoint-

ments in our diplomatic service. Diplomacy is a busi-

ness, Uke any other ; if it differs from others, it differs

only in the exceptional responsibilities involved, and in

the most stupendous consequences which may be en-

tailed by errors committed. If even a merchant chooses

a clerk without regard to whether he is of high birth or

an otticer in a cavalry regiment, how much more is the

State in filling these responsible offices under obligation

to ignore these qualities, which may be decoratively beau-

tiful, but which are practically worthless. If the German
Empire had acted from this point of view, the Morocco

negotiations, which, indeed, in the view of our opponents,

were not entirely unfavourable to us, might have borne

even richer fruit. Those who are not satisfied with the

result should seek for the cause where it really is to

be found, not in England or in France, or in anyone

beyond the German frontier. They may beat breast

and cry aloud "Mea culpa, mea maxima culpa 1
' In

any case, however, the German people does not appear

to me to be under any obligation to pay for the failures

I 2
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of its diplomatists by the sacriBce of its blood and its

well-being. Here there appears to me to be clearly a

lack of proportion between the offence and the expia-

tion, especially since it is not the guilty but the innocent

who is called upon to bear the punishment. Let

us make betttr (Uplottidtists, voila tout! That is the

only practical conclusion which a reasonable nation can

draw from any diplomatic checks which it may have

suffered. There is. however, not the slightest occasion

for patriotic anguish and for bellicose shrieks for

revenge.

Where, then, is the evidence for the assertion that

France was evilly disposed towards us f What evidence

is there for supposing that, apart from the alleged

diplomatic defeats, she intended to inflict on us military

defeats as well? I seek, but I find none.

t

li

Did Russia Mean to Attack Us ?

The position is similar in the case of Russia. For a

century and a half there have been no conflicts of

interests between Germany and Russia, and such con-

flicts could, indeed, scarcely arise, since the pressure

exercised by the two countries follows quite different

lines which nowhere intersect. As we have no ambi-

tions, or at least have hitherto had none, on the

Russian Baltic Provinces—a Prussian Irredentism for-

tunately does not exist—so Russia never thought of

appropriating East Prussia, West Prussia, or Posen.

Russia is large enough to be able to do without our

provinces. The pressure of her expansion follows a

direction which touches neither our property nor our

interests.

The tension . tween Russia and Austria I here leave

intentionally out of the question. It was ice who
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(loriared war against Russia while she was still living

in full peace with Austria, and was, indeed, still

conducting negotiations which held out a rich

prospect of success. The war between Austria and

Russia only broke out on August 6th, whereas we

delivered the declaration of war at Petrograd on

August 1st. We began the war asserting that Russia

meant to attack us, and we have succeeded in per-

suading the German people that she had already

attacked us.

I am, then, jusMfiod in asking : Why did Russia attack

us f What end did she have in view ? What did she

want from us ? It is no sufficitnt answer to this ques-

tion to refer to Pan-Slav efforts. Did Russia wish to

make us Slavonic? Did she wish to suppress German

culture in favour of Slavonic culture ? No one will

seriously maintain such a foolish assertion. Russian

culture in the last generations has, quite apart from

this, exercised a s' )ng influence on our German spiritual

life; it would be aifficult to mention a German poet of

the last fifty years who has given an impulse to the

literature and to the intellectual tendencies of Germany

similar to that received from Tolstoi. On the other

hand, not merely the intellectual but also the political

and military life of Russia was everywhere permeated

by German elements, and everywhere in Russia men

of German name occupied leading positions. This,

moreover, need cause no astonishment, for the Rom-

anovs are themselves of German blood and their wives

have nearly always been of German stock. It may,

indeed, be asserted that there were scarcely any other

two European countries which were more intimately

connected than Gennany and Russia by means of

peaceful penetration on both sides, thus constituting

a league of peace which was crowned by the tradi-

^F "OF ^n^^w ^p^pfp
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tional friendship of the two ruling houses, and sealed

by the comradeship in arms of a hundred years
ago.

WTiat, then, is the source from which there has
suddenly sprung "the hatred of Germany nourished on
Pan-Slav nmhitioris,'' of which the Chancellor spoke on
December 2nd ? Do we suffer from Russophobia ? Had
this hatred of Germany not to be expressly constructed

in order to pive a psychological basis for the alleged

Russian attaric ? What facts are adduced in support
of this hatred of Germany ? Out with them ! I fear

we may have long to wait before these facts are

produced.

In any case, the hatred of Germany entertained in

Russia does not appear to be insuperable. Already we
begin to hear the views of well-meaning people who
speak of peace at an early date with Russia, and who
are anxious to gather all our forces against the chief

enemy, England. On the other hand, there are those

wiio declare that MuscoviMsm and the absnhitism of the

Tsar are our chief enemies, and who emphasise our com-
munity of culture with Western Nations. Where » the

truth to be found? What are we really aiming atf
Against whom, and for what are we fighting f These
are all questions which are answered differently by
different people, producing a gigantic confusion of the

mind, an ocean of lies and of perversions, an ocean,

unfortunately, dyed in blood, which threatens com-
pletely to sweep away German happiness and well-

being.

This confusion is to be attributed to the fact that

there is, among those who know, a tacit conspiracy not

to speak the truth, but that they have overlooked the

necessity of arriving at a complete agreement as to

what is to be established in the place of truth. So every-
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one tells lies on his own, and the lies impinge on each
other in space like wireless messages from two stations
which are differently tuned; one saying cancels the
other; on^ lie drives another out of the field. Old
Swift was indeed right when he said :

" As universal
a practice as lying is, and as easy a one as it seems,
it is astonishing that it has been brought to so little

perfection even by those who are most celebrated in
that faculty."

The Triple Entente a Defensive Allunce.

Not only is there thus a complete absence of evidence
in support of the assertion that the Triple Entente in-
tended to attack Germany, but the exact opposite has
been proved in the preceding discussion. The leading
spirit in the Entente was undeniably England. We
hear this asserted daily in every possible key, and quite
recently it was emphatically advanced by the Chancellor
in the meeting of the Reichstag on December 2nd ; the
statement, moreover, rests on the truth. If, however,
this leading spirit has for almost a decade striven only
for peace and an understanding with Germany, if the
other two Entente Powers have never in the slightest
degree shown, by word or by action, their intention to
hamper or suppress the initiative taken by their political
friend in the direction of peace, if, on the contrary, they
also have given unmistakable expression to their desire
for peace by conciliatory behaviour on great and small
diplomatic conflicts (Morocco, the Balkan War, the
Potsdam Agreements of 1911, etc.), it would not be a
bold conclusion to infer that the Triple Entente has been
a defensive alliance, and that it has in no way whatever
had aggressive intentions. He who asserts the contrary
must submit proofs in support of his statement. These
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proofs the Chancellor himself wa-

his two speeches in the Reichsta. .

are reproached on account of t^i sr evi." ('isposition

towards Germany, but no actio) are instar ced which

have proceeded from such a disposition. \'''e celebrate

in our enemies such beautiful qualities of the heart as

envy, hatred, race antipathy, the lust of vengeance,

but they cannot be reproached with a single action in

which they have endeavoured to translate these dis-

positions into deeds. So long as Germany is not recog-

nised as the educator of the world—something after the

style of " Rembrandt as the educator " of the Germans
—we must be content to leave other people in pos-

session of their dispositions, as, indeed, they on their

side have neither the wish nor the power to suppress

ours.

We must rest satisfied with combating their dis-

positions only when these minifcst themselves as

actions. We are not the rectors of foreign nations as

Ahlwardt was the i-ector of all the Germans. We are

scarcely called upon to give moral instruction to others

so long as we ourselves need such instruction more than

they do. The hatred, the envy, and rage for revenge

which has been produced in our country—formerly by a

small section of the people of no intellectual standing,

but since the beginning of the war by the greatest and

best part of the German nation—surpass in volume and

intensity all that has been produced in the three oth».r

countries taken together.

But if there were no aggressive intentions, what was

tt that brought the Entente together and cemented them
more and more closely to each other? It was the fear

of Germany and the distrust of Germany's imperialistic

efforts. It was this fear that united them and gave

increasing compactness to their alliance. The more
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they saw Gennany increasing—not our trade nor our

well being, which indeed benefited their trade and

prosperity also, but our military power and our warlike

disposition—the more they saw the danger of German
nationalism raising her head and appearing above

the steps of the throne, the more distrustful and

apprehensive they became, and the more closely

did they draw together for the purpose of common
defence.

Ev rything combined in recent years to increase their

apprehensions : the enormous naval armaments which,

in spite of English proposals for agreement, were piled

up with constantly increasing acceleration, the sudden

increase of our land army, quite unprecedented in

military history, the policy of the mailed fist, which in

all international questions affecting the interest of

Germany or Austria struck on the table and compelled

the others to give way, above all, however, certain facts,

which did not take place in public, but which were well

known to European Governments. These facts have

only recently received publicity, but must, at an earlier

date, already have received from the Entente Powers

the attention they merited.

GiOLiTTi's Revelations.

It is known that, soon after the annexation of Bosnia

and Herzegovina, the Austrian Government proposed

to take military measures against the growing Great-

Serbian movement, which had been produced as a result

of the annexation. This was an act of criminal insanity

on the part of Austria ; it was a crime, because here the

violator intended to punish the violated because he re-

sisted violation; it was insane, because national ten-

dencies cannot be suppressed by force of arms. But the
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wise men of Austria thought otherwise. Serbia was
thr. atened with war, and only throtah the suomission of
Russia and the mediation of Englanu and Germany was
It possible to prevent, by means of a propitiatory declara-
tion on the part of Serbia, the European war which even
then threatened to break out. That was in March,
1909, and is known to everyone. What, however, was
not known, and has only become known by the revela-
tions of Giolitti on December 5th, 1914, in the Italian
Chamber, is the fact that Austria entertained in August,
1918, the same intentions as in 1909, and was prevented
from giving effect to these intentions only by the
opposition of Italy.

These revelations of Giolitti have rightly been
regarded in the whole of the foreign Press as epoch-
making, because they revealed in an incontestable
manner the aggressive intentions of Austria. But pre-
cisely for these reasons the German and Austrian
Governments have preservei!, with regard to these
revelations, a silence as of death. There is therefore
all the more reason why I should in this place once
more awaken the dead to life.

In midsummer, 1913, after the second Balkan War,
the relations in the Balkans between those States
immediately concerned were regulated by the Treaty of
Bucharest. Austria-Hungary was not satisfied with the
arrangement to which effect was given, since in her view
Serbia had got too much and Bulgaria too little. She
aimed at accomplishing a revision of the Treaty and
in view of Serbia's opposition resolved to give effect to
her desires by arms. For this purpose she naturally
required the support of the Powers of the Triple
Alliance and above all of Italy, who had always
claimed the right to make her influence felt in the
settlement of the Balkan question. The concurrence

P9R HWH« fBvmi
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of the allied Powers in military action against Serbia

was, however, regarded as necessary by Austria chiefly,

because the Austrian Government was even then fully

aware of the fact that a war with Serbia must lead to

a European struggle. Austria consequently addressed

inquiries to Italy with a view to ascertaining what her

attitude would be in view of her duties under the Triple

Alliance in the event of a Serbian, and, should it arise,

a European war. As a result of the Austrian inquiry

the following exchange of telegrams took place between

the Foreign Minister, Di San ^iuliano, and the Prime

Minister, Giolitti, who was then absent :
" Austria has

communicated to us and to Germany her intention of

taking action against Serbia, and defines such action

as defensive, hoping to bring into operation the casus

foederis of the Triple Alliance, which, on the contrary,

I believe to he inapplicable. I am endeavouring to

arrange for a combined effort with Germany to prevent

such action on the part of Austria, but it may become

necessary to state clearly that we do not consider such

action, if it should be taken, as defensive, and that,

therefore, we do not consider that the casus foederis

arises. Please telegraph to me at Rome if you

approve."

Giolitti replied to this :
" If Austria intervenes against

Serbia it is clear that a casus foederis cannot be

established. It is a step which she is taking on her own

account since there is no question of defence inasmuch

as no one is thinking of attacking her. It is necessary

that a declaration to this effect should be made to

Austria in the most formal manner, and we must hope

for action on the part of Germany to dissuade Austria

Tom this most perilous adventure (pericolosissima

cxrventura).**

On this occasion success, in fact, attended the task of

Ksm rws
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restraining Austria from a war against Serbia, but
whether this was due to Germany's efforts or to Italy's

opposition is not known. What, however, is to-day of

the highest interest is the fact that, even a year before

the outbreak of the present war, Austria was firmly

resolved to initiate, without any urgent reason, a
military conflict with Serbia, for there was then no
question of the death of an Archduke, nor had a
specially dangerous Serbian propaganda been developed
against Austria, since Serbia had been sufficiently en-

grossed by the war against the Turks, and later against

her own ally, Bulgaria.

This fact is of the greatest importance in Judging the

question of guilt in the present war. But there is one
other point which may be learned from the events of

1913; firstly, that the danger of a European war as a

consequence of an Austro-Serbian war was even at thai

time clear to the minds of the politicians of the Triple

Alliance, and, secondly, that it was possible to exorcise

this danger by dissuading Austria from the perilous

adventure, and by refusing to furnish her with assist-

ance. If these lessons of the past had been observed
a year later the present war would not have broken
out. Italy has observed these lessons, and her attitude

is morally and legally incontestable. Germany, how-
ever, did not desire to do so, and she cannot, therefore,

object if her attitude is described in terms which are

exactly opposite to those applied to Italy. The fact that

Germany in July, 1914, neglected to exercise on Austria

the moderating influence which she had successfully

brought to bear on her a year before is capable of a

simple explanation. Germany at that time did not

desire a European war, or more correctly expressed, she

did not yet desire it, whereas in 1914 she did desire

this war.
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The Chanoe of Front in Berlin. The War Party.

The tendencies in Berlin which led to this change of

front are placed in a most interesting light by the

French Yellow Book.'

If these French Reports were t*.e only sources of

information available for this period of contemporary

history they might be regarded with distrust. As, how-

ever, they are in accordance with all the facts, which

have been distinctly manifested in the political life and

in the politico-military literature of Germany,* these

French Reports on the state of opinion in Germany

must be recognised as entirely accurate, and, indeed,

the clear analysis of German conditions contained in

them can only evoke admiration.

1 have already in an earlier passage dealt with the

dangers involved in the efforts of the war party whose

exercising ground was exclusively in North Germany and

whose headquarters were situated at the ' '^rt of Berlin.

The leaders of this party were for the most part Generals

who devoted the pensioned leisure of their retirement

to the creation of something approaching a military

organisation of their forces, and both by the spoken and

the written word prepared the German people for the

' Report of the Fronch Ambassador, Cambon, dated the

17th March, 1913, enclosing two reports of the Military and

Naval Attaches; further, a report of Etienne, the Minister of

War, to Jonnard, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, dated the

2nd April, 1913, with enclosure; a report of Cambon to

Pichon, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, dated 6th May, 1913,

a report to the same Minister dated 30th July, and a report

of Cambon dated '22nd November, 1913.
2 After this book was finished a very interesting disaerta-

tion came to my notice, entitled " Der deutache Chau-

viniamua," by Professor Dr. O. Nippold, Stuttgart, 1918.

The book contains a survey of the chauvinistic hterature of

recent years, and earnestly points out the dangers of this

movement.
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war, which they, because they wished it, declared to
be inevitable. In addition to the existing naval league
they founded, in 1912, a " Wehrverein," the object of
which was to combat the tendencies in favour of peace
to be found in the German nation, to create a public
opinion in favour of an increase in the land forces, and
gradually to accustom the nation to the thought of a
European war. The natural auxiliary forces of these
gentlemen were their social and professional com-
panions, the territorial and the military nobility who
from remote times have controlled the Prussian State,
and have regarded the King of Prussia as their supreme
head. The increasing democratisation of Germany, which
had already advanced so far as to pass a vote of no con-
fidence in an Imperial Chancellor and a Prussian First
Minister, and to extend protection to the civil powers
in Alsace against the military authorities, the constant
increase in the vote of the social democratic party, and
of their representatives in Parliament, the increasing
industrialisation of Germany, which threatened more and
more to repress the economic and the social importance
of the territorial nobility—all these phenomena were an
abomination to the Prussian Junkers, and had produced
in the circles which they frequented a state of mind
which can be expressed in the thought :

" Things cannot
go on like this in Germany, and since an amelioration
in the sense we desire cannot be achieved in peace, we
must be assisted in our need by a lively and jolly war "

{ein frischer, frohlicher Krieg).

At all times the Junkers have formed the kernel of
the Prussian war-party. More recently, however, they
have been joined by various auxiliary forces, colonial

enthusiasts who pursued the foolish madness of terri-

torial expansion as an outlet for our economic and
human surplus, ideologists in whose narrow outlook
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Germany marches at the head of civilisation and who
therefore consider that German culture has a claim to
rule the world, diplomatists still grieving over their own
failures and calling aloud for revenge for Algeciras and
Agadir, but chiefly, as a matter of course, the cannon
kings and the manufacturers of armour plate, who with
the wealth at their disposal can support the venomous
Press not only at home but abroad. All these elements,
some of them interested and some deluded, the deceivers
and the deceived, formed a compact force which, under
military leadership, fell into line with true Prussian
discipline on the word of command, and steadfastly
advanced to the end in view. The war-party formed
only a minority of the German people. The great
majority was distinctly devoted to peace. The great
mass of the labouring population, the industrious middle
classes, the banking and manufacturing circles, the
national groups of Poles, Alsatians, etc., the South of
Germany not yet entirely Prussianised, all these sections
of the German people without doubt desired peace and
quiet progress along the path by which Germany had
arrived at her present height. But these, the forces of
peace, were not organised. They were merely indi-
viduals

; they did not form a compact body. They did
not consider it necessary to organise themselves as a
peace-party to oppose the war-party, because until mid-
summer of this year the latter were regarded as a
quantity nigligeable ; a European war with all its horrors
was regarded as an impossibility; no one realised how
far the instigators of war with their powerful patronage
had already undermined the ground of peace. In the
middle of July any one who had asserted in Germany
that on August 1st we would be face to face with a
European war would have been in danger of being shut
up in an asylum. The people of rabid views were known,
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but their outpourings were looked upon as harmless,

and any counter-organisation for the protection of peace

was regarded as a superfluity.

It is true that disappointment over the Morocco
agreement had affected even wider circles. The supposed
diplomatic defeat was regretted but this was not

regarded as a reason for crying alcud for vengeance in

bluod. The diplomatists were criticised, but Generals

were not demanded. Criticism was naturally directed

in the first place against the Imperial Chancellor, Herr
von Bethmann-Hollweg, who bore the pole responsi-

bility ; it did not, however, stop there, but ascended
as far as the Emperor himself. The policy of peace,

which the Emperor William had taken as the guiding

line of his conduct after the first stormy days of his

youth, had for long ceased to find favour in certain

circles. He was not merely criticised, but the attempt
was made—not without success—to procure for him
what was nothing short of unpopularity.

A zealous and well-organised Pres nraised the son at

the expense of the father and increased the dissensions

between the two which had fouiid open expression in a

number of well-known serious disputes. With diabolic

dexterity they succeeded in playing upon the most sensi-

tive chords in the Emperor's soul, his personal vanity, his

thirst for popularity, his ambition to be the first amongst
his people, living in no man's shadow, the conscious-

ness he had of his authority, which had led him to adopt
as his motto the dictum auprema lex regis voluntas.

Like the poison poured into the ear of Hamlet's father

the poisonous thought was instilled into him that the

times demanded deeds, not words, that only a purifying

m wm
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war could drive away the sultry heat and restore to
the German Empire and to its Emperor the old prestige
within and without.

In the end a continual dropping will wear out a stone.
It IS mteresting to observe the gradual change in the
Emperor's views during the last three years, from 1911
to 1914. In 1910 the EmF)eror William could still
discuss with the French Minister, Pichon, the idea of
a union of all civilised States and express his approval
of the idea. In the previous year, in 1909, speaking
at Cuxhaven he emphasised that peace \. as needed in
equal measure by all civilised nations " to enable them
to discharge undisturbed the great tasks of culture
involved in their economic and commercial develop-
ment.'" In 1911 he emphasised, in a speech deliveredm Hamburg, that economic competition between nations
could not be fought out by one party striking at the
other, but only by each nation straining their capacity
to the highest point. On New Year's Day, 1911, in an
address to the diplomatists, he still eulogised the peace-
ful understanding existing between the nations, which
was more in accordance with their interests than the
conduct of dangerous wars. But in his speech at
Hamburg on June 18th, 1912, a different note is already
sounded: "Not inconsiderately must we raise the
standard where we are not sure that we shaU be able
to defend it." This speech was delivered six months
after the Morocco Convention, and anyone who can read
between the hnes may already detect the influence which
the criticism of the Emperor's peaceful policy had oegun
to exercise on the thoughts of the Emperor; he no
longer rejects war under all circumstances, but if war
must come, it is to be, accordmg to the saying of
Clausewitz, a continuation of policy by other means-

' Fried: Der Kaifer und der Weltfriede, Berlin, 1910.
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that is, of course, on the assumption that the standard

can be defended, in other words, that we are ..cronger

tlian the other side. In the next year, at the boisterous

banquets in comrnenioration of the War of Liberation

of 1813, this military note more and more suppressed

the notes of peace. An intoxication appeared to have

seized the whole of Germany-—a new intoxication of

freedom—from wliat bondage no one knew. This

drunkenness was artificially produced by the fiery

beverages which an unscrupulous patriotic Press had

for many a year and day poured out to the German

nation. Even those occupying the highest positions

were unable to escape this condition of intoxication. A
true epidemic of patriotism broke out, setting high and

low, young and old, in a fever of ecstasy. No one any

longer inquired as to the grounds or the object of this

popular movement prepared long in advance and skil-

fully staged by the Nationalist wire-pullers, a move-

ment in which the Emperor and the Chancellor were at

first victims carried away by the stream, a movement

in which later they were voluntary participators, and of

which in the end they became the conscious directing

leaders.

Ilerr von Bethnann certainly made a long resist-

ance before capitulating to the war-party. But in

the end he was obliged to yield, that he might not

fall a victim to the Camarilla of the Crown Prince and

to the company of Generals. Even in 1910 and 1911

he vigorously defended himself against his opponents,

who more and more were digging the ground from under

his feet. When he was accused in the Mannesmann

affair of showing excessive pliability towards foreign

countries he exclaimed to his critics in the Reichstag

:

"I will never make myself a party to a policy of

breaking treaties." When the great debate took place

r^ar i-i.--i»w^-., „t,- =5<3tKrM^ iv
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in the Reichstag on March 80th. 1911, on the question
of armaments, Bethmann turned almost in supplication
to the representatives of the (ierman people and urged
them to protect the German people against irresponsible
Press agitations, to which, unfortunately, it often
weakly succumbed. " A counterpoise against all these
and similar influences," exclaimed the Chancellor,
"cannot be otherwise than desirable, and if inter-
national labour succeeds in creating such a counter-
poise, I will be the first to extend it a hearty welcoTie."
But, as we have said, the elements which might have
formed such a counterpoise against the war-movement
were too few. The opposition of the Chancellor, as
previously that of the Emperor, was soon borne
down, and the great military law of 1913 was the first
beacon-signal of the victory of the enemy aloni? the
whole line.

That war was not, in accordance with Austria's
desires, brought about as early as the summer of 1918,
rested no longer on grounds of principle, but merely
on motives of opportunism. The occasion for striking
the blow which Austria believed, or professed, that shehad-a regulation of the frontier between Bulgaria and
Serbia, and similar matters—was too threadbare to
justify to the German people a murder of the European
nations, and too little designed to enkindle patriotic
enthusiasm. " Wars which are not supported by popular
sentiment are no longer possible in our time "-to this
extent the political thought even of these reactionaries
had already advanced. The question whether this or
that place with an unpronounceable name situated
somewhere m the south-east of Europe should be
governed by Serbian or Bulgarian officials was of too
little importance for the German people to permit of it
being stamped as a war for the holiest possession of the

K 'J
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nation. Thus the word went from Berlin to Vienna

:

" Not yet."
, , , • •

Moreover, miUtary considerations were clearly decisive

in favour of this "Not yet." We were not yet sufh-

cientlv prepared. We were, it is true, considerably

superior to all others, but this superiority had to be

inoreused still further by bringiuf,' into fore, the new

luw of defence, which had just received i.rtliniumry

approval from the Reichstuy. The extension of the

Kaiser Wilholm Canal, which was intended to provide

unhampered movement from the North Sea to the Baltic

for even the largest ships of war, n.:s not -.et ready

The newest instruments of death were probably still

Hwaituig the hour of their birth. Zeppelins and sub-

marines had still to be built, and in many other ways

our military preparations had still to be carried to the

stage of perfection. In a word, we were not yet ripe

for striking the blow, which in principle had even then

been decided upon. We were only waiting for the next

favourable opportunity, and for a condition of periect

preparedness, to be able to make use of this opportunity

with success. Meanwhile, the change in the views of

the Emperor made further progress ; his entourage, with

von Moltke, the head of the General Staff, as their

leader, the Minister of War, the Crown Prince, and his

influential adherents, all laboured- although still to a

certain extent in opposition to the Chancellor, who had,

it is true, taken part in the whole development, and

covered it with his responsibility, but who was now stUl

shrinking from the decisive step—all laboured for the

one end-that of bringing about the "inevitable" war

as speedily as possible, and of gaining the entire sup-

port of the Emperor for their efforts. " We must put on

one side," said General von Moltke on one occasion, ' all

commonplaces as to the responsibility of the aggressor.
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When war has become necessary it is essenHal to carry
It on m such a way as to place all the chances in one's
favour. Success alone justifies war.">

VVliat success had attciultd the activity of the War
Party is seen in Carnhon's report of November 22nd
ISMa, to the Minister, Pichon. Camhon tells of a con-
versation which the Emperor William had in the
presence of the Chief of the General Staff with King
Albert, an account of which was communicated to
the French Ambassador "from an absolutely reliable
s,.urce," King Albert found a complete change in the
Emperor, whom he had formerly known as an honour-
able lover of peace. He had given up his pacific
tendencies, and had made the ideas of the war-party his
own. War now appeared to him inevitable, and he
agreed with his Chief of the Staff when the latter
declared that this time the matter must be settled, and
that the Emperor could be sure that his people would
follow him with irresistible enthusiasm. The thoughts
of the Emperor were directed chiefly against France,
and King Albert made fruitless efforts to convince him
of the peaceful intentions of the French Government
and of the French people. Cambon also confirmed from
his own observation the altered train of thought of the
Emperor, which he attributed to th^ increasing impa-
tience of the soldiers, to the influence of the Pan-
Germanists, and to a certain extent to jealousy at the
popularity acquired by his son in these circles. "The
Emperor 15 becoming used to an order of ideas which
were formerly foreign to him"; with these wordsCambon concludes his report. It is impos.ihlc <o deny
that tne slirewd Frenchman was a careful observer
Scarcely eight months later the consequences of the
change m the views of the Emperor were revealed. But

' French Yellow Book. Mo, 8.
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even in the critical days which p. ceded the outbreak

of the European War, the forces of good and of evil, of

Ormuzd and Ahriman, still struggled with each other

in the soul of the Emperor. Now that the portentous

decision had to be taken which was to set the world in

flames and bring upon mankind unprecedented evils,

now that the project which bad been so long prepared

and resolved upon was at last to be transformed into

act, the Imperial hand shrank from the decisive
an

stroke of the pen, and as in a mist the old ideals of

peace and of the happiness of nations once more arose

in the soul of the monarch. To this must be attributed

the oscillations of the last days, the continual change in

the actions of the Emperor, fluctuating to and fro

between the desire for peace and the threat of war,

between intimidation and sincerity, pursuing so long

the policy of the mailed fist, until gradually all policy

disappeared and only the mailed fist was left.
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THE CRIME.

The detailed discussion in the previous chapter of the
antecedents of the war was necessary in order to under-
stand the rapid development of events which in the ten
short days from July 28rd to August 1st, 1914, led to
the greatest war in the history of the world.
The whole attitude of Germany from the first Hague

Conference onwards, her consistent refusal of all restric-
tions of naval or military armaments, her opposition to
the formation of a court of compulsory arbitration, her
constantly renewed efforts to secure for herself the
neutrality of England, without on her part giving up in
any way her o^vn freedom of action, the gigantic
increase in her land and naval forces, the toleration
shown for years to a criminal chauvinist movement, and
the approval extended to this movement at a later date
—these all indicate that for long Germany had reckoned
on the European war as a matter of fact, and that she
had resolved to bring about the "inevitable" in the
moment most favourable for her.

The antecedents of the war down to 1914 thus give
rise to what in criminal proceedings would be called a
prima facie case, that Germany, in common with her
ally Austria, desired a European war sooner or later-
Germany, in order to give effect to her plans of world
power

; Austria, in order to improve her position in the
Balkans.

7m> -:*'atiM
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Such a prima facie case, however, does not amount

to a certainty. The probabiUty which may be inferred

from the antecedents of the war is not in itself a proof

of guilt. This proof of guilt can only be deduced from

the circum'sTances ot-ther-cas^ -tl»fttr^»-tO'say, from the

diplomatic documents which place before us the histori-

cal origins of the war.

The indictment to be brought against the Empires of

Germany and Austria is that in the summer of 1914

they intentionally brought about the war which they

had long prepared and desired, because they thought

that the moment was specially favourable for striking

the blow. This time the occasion of the dispute was

not, as in previous years, a ^altry territorial question

in the Balkans, a squabble about a harbour or a stretch

of sea-shore, questions which could neither arouse public

interest nor kindle the enthusiasm of nations. The
|

issue raised on this occasion related to the murder
j

of an Arch-Duke and his Consort, a tragic event which
j

was bound to awaken the indignation of the whole
j

world, and, so they calculated, could not fail to enlist
j

universal sympathy on behalf of the Powers who
j

appeared as the avengers of such a crime.

Thus, in the first place, the moral advantage was on

their side. But they believed that they could also rely

on a similar nnlitaiv advantage Certain matters just

about this time had come to light which were regarded

as proving the disorganisation of the French and the

defective preparation of the Russian army. The revela-

tions of Senator Humbert had just made public the

existence of serious defects in the French Army, and it

was believed that the Russian Army, quite apart from

its defective equipment, was still required to cope with

internal unrest and weakened by civil dissensions.

England's neutrality was still hoped for, in spite of
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previous failures in this direction, and the Italians were

thought to be foolish enough to draw the chestnuts out

of the fire in the Balkans for the hated Austrian, and to

risk their whole national existence "pour le roi de

Prusse."

All this was a complete miscalculation. But as the

art of calculation was not understood in Berlin and

Vienna, it was thought that the moment was favour-

able for striking—and they struck.

This is the accusation which is now to be proved.

~1

I r-

The events connected with the assassination of the

Arch-Duke Franz Ferdinand and his Consort are in their

main features universally known, and do not here

require any detailed discussion. For my purpose it will

be sufficient to examine critically the diplomatic trans-

actions, and to emphasise those points which are of

decisive importance in considering the question of the

guilt and the responsibility for this war. The demon-
stration which I will submit will rest only on official

documents, and reference will chiefly be made to the

five volumes of diplomatic correspondence which have

been published in white, blue, yellow, orange, and grey

by Germany, England, France, Russia, and Belgium

respectively. A book in red has not yet appeared ; it is

left to the nations to write this volume in blood.

Other diplomatic documents which have appeared

apai-t from these books will also be considered.

At the very outset surprise is occasioned by the

meagre contents of the German White Book and by
the fact that Austria, unlike all the other belligerent

countries, has not considered it advisable to publish a

volume of cHplomatic correspondence. The telegrams

exchanged between the German and the Austrian
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Governments are, further, almost completely absent

from the German White Book, whereas those between

the Entente Powers are reproduced in their publications

with the utmost detail. The German White Book

contains only 36 documents ; the English Blue Book, on

the contrary, contains 161 ; the Russian Orange Book,

79 ; the French Yellow Book, 161 ; and the Belgian Grey

Book, 79. The statements of our opponents are thus

far more detailed than those of the two allied Empires,

one of which has until to-day maintained a complete

silence. Thi.^. fact is in itself very illuminating.'

The historical investijjator is frequently obliged to

complete the gaps revealed in the German White

Book by reference to the comprehensive accounts of the

Entente Governments. There is, however, general

agreement between the various publications in their

reports as to fact, and it is only from the spirit of the

narrator that they asr.ume varying complexions. In my
critical discussion I will completely ignore these different

complexions. It will be sufficient if I restrict myself to

the bare facts reported by all parties alike, facts which

indeed are in themselves eloquent enough. One cannot,

of course, as ert that of the various publications some

are more deserving of credence than others. Diplomatic

documents are merely documents, and they are all

equally credible. Moreover, they are mutually sup-

ported by each other, and taken together they form so

complete a chain, each link so fits into the other, that

the truth appears clear and incontestable.

I will deal in succession with the various points which

are decisive on the question of guilt, and I will take

* All Austrian book h;is just iippeared in the beginning of

February hen this work was in the press, that is to say,

aix months after the ber^inninjj of the war. I will discuss

chis VKX)k in a separate appendix.
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each State separately. Each State will receive its own

debit and credit account, and each account will be

closed with a balance which will show the guilt or the

innocence of the State in question.

A.

AUSTRIA.

At 6 o'clock on the evening of July 23rd the Austro-

Hungarian Government handed to the Serbian Govern-

ment a Note, in which the Government presented a

series of demands, with reference to the Great Serbian

propaganda which it was suggested had reached its

highest point in the assassination of the Grand Ducal

couple ; these demands were intended to bring about the

suppression of these efforts which, as was alleged, were

tolerated by the Serbian Government. There were con-

tained among the ten demands made by Austria

some (and, indeed, a considerable number) of a

character such as had never before been presented

to an independent State, and such as hitherto

had only been imposed on subject nationalities.

The Serbian Government were required to publish

on a certain day on the first page of their oflBcial

journal a declaration the wording of which was

prescribed. This declaration had in view the most

rigorous suppression of every form of Great Serbian

propaganda, and threatened with severe punishment the

whole population, but more particularly those officers

and officials who should i*^ future take part in this move-

ment. This threat was simultaneously to be communi-

cated by the King to the Army as an order of the day,

and published in the official bulletin of the Army. A
series of detailed demands followed : the suppression of
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publications ; dissolution of societies and the prevention

of the formation of similar societies; elimination from

school-books of all statements hostile to Austria;

removal of all officers and functionaries guilty of the

propaganda mentioned ; arrest of certain persons com-

promised by the inquiry into the assassination; preven-

tion of illicit traffic in arms across the frontier; explana-

tion regarding unfriendly utterances of high Serbian

officials, &c. Under numbers 5 and 6 of the Austrian

demands it was exacted of the Serbian Government that

they should " accept the collaboration in Serbia of

representatives of the Austro-Hungarian Government for

the suppression of tiic subversive movement directed

against the territorial integrity of the Monarchy," and

further, that they should "take judicial proceedings

against accessories to the pk)t of June 28th who are

on Serbian territory." "Delegates of the Austro-

Hungarian Government," it is further stated, "will

take part in the investigation relating thereto."

A memorandum on certain conclusions of the inquiry

at Serajevo on points 7 antl 8 was added to the Note,

and an answer was required within forty-eight hours,

that is to say, before 6 o'clock in the evening of July 25th.

The Note was commimicated to the European Powers

on July 24tli—without the addition of the evidence in

support of the accusations - and on July 25th it was

published in the European Press. It is well known that

the unusual contents and the abrupt form of the Note

created excitement everywhere, not only in Govern-

mental circles, but also among the general public.

Everyone expected an abrupt refusal on the part of

Serbia, followed by a war between Austria and her

neighbouring kingdom, the intervention of Russia in the

conflict, and in further sequence a European war. Ever

since a Balkan question had existed the close relations
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between Russia and Serbia were known to everyone.

From time immemorial community of race and religion,

political traditions and interests, had united the two

countries, and had created a kind of relationship extend-

ing far beyond the framework of the usual " spheres of

interest." Russia had during and after the Balkan War
officially declared that any attack by Austria on Serbia

would lead to her intervention.' On this occasion also

it was announced in the official journal that Russia

could not remain indifferent to military action on the

part of Austria."

At the same time, however, Russia, England, and

France made the most urgent endeavours

:

(1) To induce Serbia to go as far as iJossibVe in meet-

ing the demands of Austria.'

(2) To obtain an extepsion of the time limit from

Austria, which would enable the Powers to study the

documentary material promised by Austria, and thus to

exercise a moderating influence in Belgrade.*

The extension of the time limit was sharply refused

by Austria,* although England and Russia rightly

pointed out that the communication of the Note to the

Powers was purposeless and contradictory to inter-

national usages if they were not allowed time and oppor-

tunity to study the documents, and to intervene at_

Belgrade. Herr von Jagow had from the beginning

expressed '' doubts " as to whether Austria could concur

in the extension of the time-limit.® Count Berchtold

1 Blue Book, Kd. KW, and p. v, [popular edition]. Subse- -

quent references in Roman figures are to the introduction to

this edition.
- Orange Book, No. 10.

» Blue Book. Nos. 12, 15, 22, 30. Orange Book, Nos. 4,

25, 40, 92. Yellow Book, No. 26.

« Blue Book, Nos. 13, 17, 20. Orange Book, Nos. 4, IG

' Orange Book, No. 12.
"i Orange Book, No. 14. Blue Book, No IS.
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was at Ischl. No gronnds were given for the

reiiiMolt

Nevertheless, Anglo-Russian influence in Belgrade

succeeded in obtaining from the Serbian Government

an answer which caused throughout Europe even

greater astonishment than the Austrian Note itself.

Serbia concurred in nearly all the demands of the neigh-

bouring monarchy. She declared herself ready to hand

over for trial, without regard to his situation or rank,

anyone whose complicity in the assassination should be

proved. She pledged herself to publish the desired

declarations in the official journal and to the Army, to

introduce new criminal laws and an amendment of the

Constitution to facilitate the prosecution and confiscation

of hostile utterances in the Press. She promised to dis-

solve hostile societies, to revise the instruction in schools

in the sense desired by Austria, to punish guilty officers

and officials, to prevent the illicit traffic of arms, &c.

Only on two points did the Serbian Government

permit itself in all submissiveness—the tone of the whole

Note is, in fact, that of a subject to his over-lord, not

that of one independent State to another—only on two

points (5 and 6 of the Austrian Note) did the Serbian

Government permit itself to raise a few modest objec-

tions. In reply to point 5 it observed :

"The Royal Government must confess that

they do not clearly grasp the meaning of the scope

of the demand made by the Imperial and Royal

Government that Serbia shall undertake to accept

the collaboration of the organs of the Imperial and

Royal Government upon their Territory, but they

declare that they will admit such collaboration as

agrees with the principle of international law, with

criminal procedure, and with good neighbourly

relations."

""^
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In reply to point 6

:

" It goes without saying that the Royal
Government consider it their duty to open an
inquiry against all such persons as are, or eventually
may be, implicated in the plot of the 15/28 June,
and who happen to be within the territory of the
kingdom. As regards the participation in this

inquiry of Austro-Hungarian agents or authorities

appointed for this purpose by the Imperial and
Royal Government, the Royal Government cannot
accept such an arrangement, as it would be a viola-

tion of the Constitution and of the law of criminal
procedure; nevertheless, in concrete cases, com-
municationa at to the results of the investigation in

question might be given to the Austro-Hungarian
agents."

The conclusion of the Serbian Note runs as follows :—
" If the Imperial and Royal Government are not

satisfied with this reply, the Serbian Government,
considering that it is not to the common interest

to precipitate the solution of this question, are
ready, as always, to accept a pacific understanding,
either by referring this question to the decision
of the International Tribunal of The Hague, or to
the Great Powers which took part in the drawing
up of the declaration made by the Serbian Govern-
ment on the 18th (81st) March, 1909."

The Serbian Note was handed to the Austrian Ambas-
sador at Belgrade on the afternoon of July 25th. Thirty-
two minutes later the Ambassador with his staff had left

the Serbian capital. The Serbian answer appeared to
the Austrian Government to be insufficient. Diplomatic
relations with the neighbouring country were broken ofl

by Austria.

Why? European diplomacy—apart, of course, from
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that of Germany-was confronted with a riddle for

Ihich only one solutun was possible, the assumption

That AustHa. under all circumstances, des.rcd war with
,

Serbia. And as the Austrian Note was unique m its

exorbi ant demands, b.th in form and substance, so
^

the Serbian Note also was unique in its essential and

orma submissiveness. Sever in lime of peace had an

Zdependent State allowed it.eli ^^
^J ^^^<^'f\'l

this way; never had an independent State submttedto

ZZ^'intrusious in its internal life^ ^^ducation the

army, administration, justice, the Press, the right of

a sodation-all were to be trimmed to meet the w.h s

of Austria, and even where it was not possible to comply

with these wishes to the last iota without bemg debased

To the position of a vassal State-even then Serbia did

not resolve on a bare refusal, but humbly asked for

urther explanations, and professed herself ready to go

to the limit, permitted by international aw and in

the e few pomts still in dispute she submitted herself

to the decision of the International Tr^hunal at the

Ilaiiuc or of the Great Powers.

What more could Austria desire ? Why did she refuse

to givetl explanations asked for? Why did she not

accept decision by arbitration in questions which ac-

cord ng to the transactions and the resolutions of the

nlgue Conference, were in a peculiar sense suitab e for

reference to the Court of Arbitration-questions,

namely, of law and of interpretation ?

On July 27th the Austrian Government , .b ished the

Serbian answer with observations in such a form that

th ext of the Serbian Note is throughout broken up

b" the Austrian observations. Even the Norddeutsehe

%cmeine Zcituu, only published ^. text broken up

fn this -ax. The intention of Tais mutilation was

Obviously to preclude an appreciation of the submissive
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form and the extremely conciliatory contents j1

Serbian answer by the insertion of the Austrian obsci va-

tions. The pedantic nature of these observations was
described by the Italian Minister, Di San Giuliano, as

"quite childish."' The expression is indeed much too

mild, when one reflects that the fate of Europe, and
indeed of the world, depended on these discussions. A
hedge-lawyer would be ashamed to produce in the

paltriest case quibbles such as those to which Austria

descended in order to find grounds to justify her dissatis-

faction with the Serbian answer. It is not worth while
to discuss the details of this composition, which is

miserable even in style. In part, the Austrian observa-
tions amount to an assertion that misunderstandings,
more or less intentional, existed on the side of Serbia.

Point 5, for example, was said to have nothing to do
with international law or criminal procedure; it was
rather " purely a matter of State police which must be
settled by way of a separate agreement." Point 6, it

was stated, was concerned only with the collaboration
of Austrian officials at the preliminary police investiga-

tions, not in the judicial proceedings. In these two
points then, the only ones in which Serbia had made
any reservations—all the other points were in essence
agreed to—in these, the only points still at issue, there
were, according to the assertion of the Austrian Govern-
ment itself, misunderstandings (due to the want of
clearness in the Austrian Note), but these misunder-
standings were of such a nature that they could have
been removed in half-an-hour's discussion between
experts, or, at the worst, they could have been sub-
mitted to the decision of a court of arbitration. Why did
Austria nut take steps to brin^ about such a discuision
or such a decision? Why did she at once have recourse

' Blue Book, No. 04.

'Ali("
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under all circumstances de8ir»>d war. Her intention to

p. voice a war is manifest in the f st three acts of the
tragedy

: in the Austrian Note, in the refusal to extend
the time-limit, and in the recall of the Ambassador.
The compliance of Serbia which the whole world

longed and hoped for, and which the diplomacy of

Europe—again, of course, with the exception of Ger-
ni iny—had endeavoured to bring about by all possible

us, was for Austria tht- greatest of disappointments.
i V ieiuia they had desired and hoped for a flat refusal,
wiiich would have justifiefl a breach of diplomatic
frlations ?vnd a declaration f war. It was precisely for
this reason th.tt thr Note had been couched in such
iharp terms, in order t it it mij^lii provoke a refusal.
•"hese expectations were disappointed because the love

I peace on ti.e part of St . bia and Russia was greater
t ui the desire fo' war on the part of Austria. The

hu ities in Vici thus found themselves m straits,

ce the "xpeeted ,.; .und for war had failed, and they
leniselves obiisied to construct artificially u ground
r by seeking to transform the patent submission

u efusal by r eans of pettifogging and sophistical

,s.

Lintil the Serbian Note was known to the public,
ev<'r>'one believed in a Serbian refusal, which was
universally regarded as the only possible answer to
the veiled declaration of war made by Austria. When,
howev'T. the European chancelleries and the general
public fjec me a< quainted with the Serbian Note on the
26th and 27th (jt July everyone was amazed nt 'he atti-

tude of Austria, for which no other explan ' ^ he
found than that she intended unc nditioi^

a war, and everyone l(M)kcH with horro»

ing danger of a European war.

Sir Edward (Jre-, wu 'he lirst who
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this danger. He proposed a conference of the ambassa-

dors of Germany, France, and Italy under his presi-

dency in London with the object of devising ways and

means of arriving at a settlement of the differences

between Austria and Serbia. France and Italy at once

accepted the proposal of Grey with great alacrity, and

Russia also declared without hesitation that she regarded

a conference of the ambassadors of the four Powers not

directly concerned as the best method of maintaining

peace, and that she herself would accept the decision

of this conference.' In fact, the composition of a con-

ference consisting of two representatives of the Alliance

and two of the Entente guaranteed an impartial exam-

ination of the questions at issue, vhich, in view of the

Serbian answer, were reduced to a minimum, and were

easily capable of solution in the shortest possible space

of time. If it is borne in mind how incomparably more

difficult problems had been successfully solved by the

Conference of Ambassadors at London during the Balkan

crisis, it must be admitted that a settlement between

the Austrian demands and the Serbian concessions in

July, 1914, was child's play compared with the previous

achievements of the London conference, which, apart

from arriving at a decision on many other questions

affecting land and sea, race and nationality, had to

undertake the task of bringing into the world nothing

less than a whole kingdom.

But the idea of a conference of ambassadors encoun-

tered the opposition of Germany and Austria, precisely

because it would have been such an easy matter to

arrive in this way at a solution of the questions at issue.

H the representatives of the four Powers not directly

» Blue Book. Xos. 17. 24, 35, 3«, 42. 51, 53 (Hu^^sia would

be quite roa.ly to stand aside and leave the question lu the

hands of Engiand, France, Germany, and Italy).
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affected had sat down round a table in London to
compare the verbal differences of the two Notes and to
explain the misunderstandings, it was absolutely certain
that they would have been successful in arriving at a
solution, and Austiia could not then have withdrawn
from the proposals decided on by the ambassadors
when Russia, speaking both for herself and on behalf of
Serbia, had in advance expressed her readiness to
accept these suggestions. Such a course would have
frustrated the war, and for this reason it was unaccept-
able to Austria. For this reason Germany was in the~
first place entrusted with the task of stepping forward
with the objection that they "could not call Austria
before a European tribunal." ' And when this objection -«

was reduced by Grey to an absurdity with the observa-
tion that " it would not be an arbitration, but a private
and informal discussion to ascertain what suggestion
could be made for a settlement,"" Austria came out
with the flat declaration that she must decline the
English proposal.*

This was the fourth action within five days whereby
Austria, with the support of Germany, had brought to
faihire the efforts of the other Powers to preserve peace.
The Austrian refusal was all the more glaring inasmuch
as it was expressly intended that the conference should
only discuss those points which affected Serbian
sovereignty and independence, and since Austria had
from the very beginning given assurances that she
did not desire to touch the sovereignty or the
independence of Serbia. The proposal thus, in fact,

» White Book. p. 40!> (The references to the WTiite Book
are adapted to the reprint iti the CdUcled Diplomatic Docu-
ments relating to the outbreak nf the European War^

» Blue Book. No. (i7.

=• White Book, p. 409.
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related only to an investigation from the point of

view of public law into the question of the extent to

u^hich the Austrian demands, especially those m

Articles 5 and 6 of the Note, were compatible with the

sovereignty of the neighbouring State. The voluntary

acceptance of the result of such an inquiry-which was

not in any way an arbitration-could have done as little

damage to the prestige of Austria as is done to the

honour of a private citizen when in a civd action he

accepts a compromise on expert advice. But Austria

did not desire any settlement, and thus the idea of a

conference failed.

Simultaneously with her objections to the conference

of ambassadors," Germany had proposed direct discus-

sions between Austria and Russia as the best method of

preventing the Serbian question from developmg to a

European conflict. Tl.i proposal was readily concurred

in by England, Russia, and France, and Grey was at

once prepared to withdraw his proposal for a con.er-

ence of the four Powers until the direct discussions

between Vienna and Petrograd had led to a result,

whether positive or negative.^ If the result were posi-

tive, the conference would then be superfluous. If it

were negative, the conference could still seek to attain

what direct discussions had been unable to achieve.

So here again there was a new ray of hope
!

But

unfortunately here again they reckoned without

Atistria. It is scarcely crediHe, yet it is true-the docu-

ments incontrovertihlv rove it-Au»tria declined the

direct diHcnssious u . ussia, proposed by her ally

Germany, and Count -titold declared to the Russian

ambassador Schebeko, who had impressed upon him

in the most friendly manner the desirability of a free

» IMtie Bonk, No. 4!?. White Book, p. 409.

« Hliie Book, No. 45.
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discussion in Petrograd, that Austria couhi i.cither

"recede nor enter into any discussion about the terms

of the Austro-Hungarian Note.'"

Here there is either a lack of harmony between BerHn

and Vienna, or else we have an instance of preconcerted

collusion. Since a lack of harmony, for the existence of

which there is no evidence, cannot lie accepted, there

only remains the other alternative, that of preconcerted

coUuginn. The matter is all the more suspicious because,

as alrcuciy observed, the correspondence between Berlin

and Vi«:nna has not so far been published, and may
thereforL be presumed to contain things which it is

•lesired to keep silent. Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg,

who every day of his life publishes all possible kinds of

unofficial documents- extracts from the archives of

Brussels, intercepted letters, and so on -would certainly

have publishe<l lonjr ere now his correspondence with

Vienna if it had contained any conlirmation of the truth

of his ever-repeated but ever-unproved assertions, that

he earnestly pressed for moderation in Vienna and

earned this labour to the "utmost point."

In any case the fact remains that the direct under-

standing between Austria and Russia, proposed by

Germany, came to nothing in consequence of Austria's

refusal. On July 28th, the same day as that on which

the decisive conversation between Hcrchtold and

• Schebeko took place, Austria declared war against

Serbia, and on the next day the bombardment of

Belgrade began.

This dcclaratiov of u-nr made the European situation

abnost desperate. Austria's intention to crush under all

circumstances the inconvenient neighbouring State,

regardless of the European conflagration which must

1 Blue Bonk. Nns. 61, 74, 75. 7^. 81, 93. Orange Book,

Nos. 4r>, m. White Book, p. 409.
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result, had now revealed itself in action, and it appeared

that all further attempts to quench the fire or to prevent

its extension would be void of any prospect of success.

Austria had mobilised, not only against Serbia, which

could he regarded as a matter of course, but against

Russia as well. The views vary as to the extent of her

mobilisation towards the north and north-east. The

Russian reports maintain that more than half of the Aus-

trian army ha 1 been mobilised,' whereas the Chancellor,

von Bethmann-Hollweg, in his speech of August 4th

admits the iDobilisatinn of only two army corps " against

the north.'''- In any case it is clear that on July 28th

Austria was the only great Power which had mobilised,

and that its mobilisation was directed, not only against

her small neighbour, but also against the great Russian

Empire.

This fact was bound to compel Russia to take counter-

measures, the necessity for which was based not merely

on the military measures taken by Austria, but even

more on her systematic frustration of all attempts to

bring about an understanding. The Russian Govern-

ment on the 29th of July officially communicated to

foreign Governments that they had ordered mobilisation

in the army districts ci Odessa, Kieff, Moscow, and

Kasan, and that this was designed as a protec-

tive measure against Austria's mobilisation and with-

out any aggressive intentions against Austria or

Germany.*
Simultaneously with these events, renewed efforts

were being made by Russia and England to find a

formula whereby a settlement could be arrived at

' Oratij^c Book, No. -10.

- The Collected Documents, p. 937.

3 White Book, p. 409 Orange Book. No. 51 Blue Book,

No. 78.

i
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between the conflict in;? interests of Austria on the one
hand and of Russia on the other. War had now broken
out. The question to be discussed was no longer that

of inducing Austria to withdraw, but only that of bring-

ing about a cessation of military operations, of leaving

to Aiistria as a pledge any Serbian territory which she

had meanwhile occupied, and of making an attempt on
this basis to satisfy as far as possible the demands of

Austria.

In this direction Grey and Sazonof showed indefatig-

able activity, and were most energetically supported by
Viviani, the French Prime Minister. The first formula
in this sense was proposed on July 29th by Grey to the
German Ambassador, Prince Lichnowsky, It amounted
to the suggestion that Austria should express herself as

satisfied with the occupation of Belgrade and the neigh-

bouring Serbian territory as a pledge for a satisfactory

settlement of her demands, and should allow the other
Powers time and opportunity to mediate between
Austria and Russia.'

This proposal of Grey was insistently urged on the

Emperor in the telegram despatched on July 80th by
King George to Prince Henry of Prussia, and the hope
was expressed that the Emperor would apply :

—

"his great influence in order to induce Austria to
accept this proposal. In this way he will prove that
Germany and England are working together to
prevent what would be an international catastrophe.
Please assure William that I am doing all I can, and

m my power, towill continue to do all that lies

maintain the peace of Europe."
The Secretary of State, Sir E. (irey, exerted himself

with the same zeal as the King to move the Powers to
the acceptance of his proposal, which, in fact, offered

> Blue Book. Nos. 76. 88, 00, 98. White Book, 410.

an. J'
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safisfuction to nil, and a way of escape from the

dan<Teroiis confusion which had resulted.

Meanwhile the Russian Minister, Sazonof, had also

dictated to the (Jernmn Ambassador, Count Pourtal^s, a

formula as the basis of a settlement, which was directed

to the s;une objects us Grey's proposal. The formula

runs :

—

•' If Austria, recognising that the Austro-Serbian

question has assumed the character of a question of

European interest, declares herself ready to elimin-

ate from her ultimatum points which violate the

sovereign righis of Serbia, Russia engage* to stop

lur rnilitdrij pz-r/xin/tions.'"

This proposal of Sazonof dates from July 30th, that

is to say, two days after the Austrian declaration of war

against Serbia, and after the bombardment of Belgrade

and the invasion of Serbian territory had already begun.

The proposal contained no nbli<iation on the part of

Aualria to caned the military action taken by her; it

merely imposed on Austria the requirement that she

sliould leave untouched the sovereign rights of Serbia,

that is to say, an obligation which could well be accepted

by Austria, it she desired honourably to observe the

declaration given by her at the beginning of the crisis.

What, however, took place? The Russian Ambassa-

fiur at H( rlin, Swerbeiev, on July 80th handed to von

Jagow, the Foreign Secretary, the proposal made by

Sazonof, which had simultaneously been telegraphed to

t'le Foreign Othee through the German Ambassador,

I'liuut Pourtales. The ajiswer of Jagow was a flat

rejusul : "it was iiupossil)le for Austria to accept the

proposal."' This refusal, be it noted, was given at

once, without any previous inquiry in Vienna, Herr

' (i.utiL'c I'x.ok. No. r.n.

-' Or.uiL".' liook. No f»;>.

an
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von Jagow obviously regarded himself as the guardian

or man of business of the Austrian Government, which,

since ' ieclaration of war against Serbia and her

refusr vny kind of discussion, no longer stood in any
direct n- .ion with Petrograd.

One more aitempt thus ended in failure! But even
this further failure did not deter the English and Rus-
sian Governments from making renewed attempts to

bring about an understanding. There were two formulae

in the field, that of Grey of July '29th and that of

Sazonof of July 30th. The latter had been refused

by Jagow without any reasons being given, whereas the

former was still awaiting an answer. The English

Ambassador in Berlin constantly pressed for an answer,

and was repeatedly put off with empty phrases. Owing
to the Austrian refusal of all direct discus.sions, diplo-

matic intercourse was rendered extraordinarily difficult.

All inquiries had to go via Berlin, and Berlin was never
able to give a positive answer, since, as was professed,

an answer had not been receivr I from V^ienna. Whether
the agent in this case was honest or dishonest cannot be

proved with full certainty. But in any case the suspi-

cion in favour of the second alternative is overwhelming
—a point with which we shall deal in greater detail

later in stating the grounds for the indicinicnt against

Germany. The peacemakers were put rff from day to

day. On oue occasion Jagow had receivc'l no answer
from Vienna ; on another. Bethmann regret . that he had
pressed the button so vigorously in Vienna that he had
perhaps gone too far and produced the opposite effect

from what was intended. On a third occasion, when
Goschen was still urging that an answer should be given
and was recon'mendinp that an even more violent pres-

sure should be applied \n the button in Vienna, the only
answer which he got from Bethmann was that Count
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Berehtold would take the wishes of the Emperor Francis

Joseph in the matter next morning.'

Thus three complete days, from the 29th to the 81st

of July, glided unprontahly into the past xvitliout any
answer hrin^ received from Austria in reply to Grey^s

propositi which tlio Enj»lish King had so fervently urged

on the Emperor William. Throe days glided unprofltably

into the past while Europe in suspense and in horror

watched the approach of the dreaded catastrophe. The
diplomatists of (Icrmanv miuI Austria were in no haste. ^

They kri'jw what they wanted, and with complete com-/ i^^
;^<

posure they prepared the (irama behind the scenes,;*^ '

while in front everyone was running to and fro in agita-i

tion, calling aloud in terror for the fire brigade.

(Jrey, Sazonof, and Viviani persevered, notwithstand-

ing all their failures, in the earnest endeavour to prevent

the outbreak of the conflagration. Scores of telegrams

flew backwards and forwards between London, Paris,

and Petrograd. Night and day men laboured in the

Chancelleries of the Eiit'ii'c Powers to preserve peace.

Since Sazonof's proposal had been declined, and no
answer had been sent in reply to Grey's proposal

—

even
to-day no ansiver has been received—an attempt was
made to devise a third formula which would represent

a middle way between the first two formulae. This third

formula—the result of the zealous action taken by
Viv'ani in the cause (! mediation-—went even further

to meet the wishes of Austria than the first proposal of

Sazonof, and thus appeared to offer every prospect
oi favourable result. It was communicated by
Sazcnof to the Great Powers of Europe on July 81st,

and runs as follows :
—

*• If Austria consents to stay the march of her

' iJhie Book, Xos (W, 103, 107, 112.
' Yellow Book. \.. 112.
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troopf on Serbian territory, and if, recocrusing that

the Austro-Serbian conflict has assumed the char-

acter of a question of European interest, she admits

that the Great Powers may examine the satisfac-

tion which Serbia can accord to the Austro-

Hungarian Guvernment without injury- to her

rights as a sovertign State or her independence,

Russia undertakes to maintain her waiting

attitude.'" •

This formula, which now represented the utmost

extent to which it was possible to go in meeting

Austria's wishes, and could only have been sug-

gested by Russia's decisive desire for peace, haa

never received en ansxcer from Austria or Germany.
While Sazonof m a despatch to London still expressed

the hope that a peaceful issue to the situation had been

found.- while Grey in his despatches to Berlin most
urgently recommended the acceptance of the second

formula of Sazonof,^ Germany and Austria maintained

an unbroken silence. In place of the Serbian question,

which iCGs m d':n<:er of being amicably settled, another

question was put forward, which was bound to lead

inevitably to war—the question of the Russian mobilisa-

tion. Germany appeared no longer as Austria's man of

business, but took her place as a party to the case in

her own name. The understudy assumed the leading

role. Austria's book of guilt was closed, and a new
book of guilt for Germany was opened.

The Russian general mobilisation undoubtedly took

place on July 81st, On s all the diplomatic publica-

tions agree.* It vcas, havcrvtr, ')Cca»iontd hy the previout

' <'>rango I>x>k, .No. 07.
' Oranj/'; {i<K,k-, -No". C/.t. "1

' Filiif fVK,k. S'.- Ill 12<) 121, ni, i:{2.
' Wu.U: fVK.k, p 412.
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Austrian genrral mohiliiatiDn. This (act requires to he
decisivi ly eniph.isisc(i, since in Ciermany an intcntiunal

silence has hcfn preserved on this point officially and
unoflicially. 'i'his silence is only natural, for the puilt

of Russiii would hopelessly collapse like a house of

cards if it were proved that the Russian iiiuhilisation

not only followid the Austrian in point of t,/ne. but was
also its necessary consecpience ; not merely hecause of

the iiiiiitary measures of Austria, hut equally because
of the whole (liplomatir attitude of the tw:* Empires in

the days between July '_'3rd and JUst.

I have already shown that the hrst of all the mobilisa-
tions was the Austrian partial luolulisation against
Serbia and against the Russian frontier. This mobihsa-
lion, according to Russian and French reports, com-
prised against Russia more than a half of the entire

Austrian arniv, and according to Bethmnnn's admission
at least two army corps. The preci v time of the com-
plete mobilisation of Austria is differently <.'iven ; accord-
ing 1<) th. report of the Russian Ambassador in Vienna
it had already taken place on July 28th.' Accord-
ing to French and English reports it took place at

1 o'clock in the morning on July aist.- To be on the
safe side, I will assume that the latter date only is

pr»)ved. Of the correctness of this date there can !.e no
iloubt in view of the reports of Uumaine, the I cnch
Ambassador in Vienna, of de Bunsen, the English
Amliassador in Vienna, and Bertie, the English Ambas-
sador in Paris.

The Russian general mobilisation was ordered, at the
earliest, towards midday on July .Mist, that is to say,

tifttr the Austrian mobilisation.

' Oraiiire Bonk, Nos. 44. 47.
- V<How Hook, No. I If). Blue Jiook, Nos. 11.3 |18 V^Q

i;;i. * "
'
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On the same day- the exact hour is unknown- the

"threatening danger of war" (droheiule Krieg»gejahr)

was profluimcd in (iermany. In the evening about
7 o'clock the ultimatum to France was dehvered in

Pans, and alM)Ut nndnight tht- ul*iniatum to Russia
was dehverfd in I'etrograd.

An eventful day ! But the most remarkal)le occur-

rence was contributed by Austria, when, in the course of

the same <lay, unperturbed by general mol)ilisation,

the state of war {Knegszusiaiul), and ultimata, she
suddenly gave simultaneous expression in Paris and
Petrograd to her readimss to enter into iiegutiatious

with Russia and the other Powers with regard to the

contents of her ultimatum to Serhia. Austria thus at

last declared herself ready at the eleventh hour to do
something which up till then she had most energetically

refused to do, that is to say, " to discuss the grounds of

hti grievances against Serbia with the other Powers.'"
In Paris, London, and Petrograd this final apparent
conversion of Austria was received with feelings of

intensely pleasant surprise. Everyone hailed what was
regarded as a new ray of hope. Grey and Sazonof at

once seized the opportunity of guiding the apparent
goodwill of Austria into paths which held out the

guarantee of a happy issue.

As a shopkeeper sprea<ls out before a fastidious

customer all his available wans in the hope that she
will in the end find something to suit her taste, so Grey
uiid ^ /.onof submitted to Austria, even at the eleventh
lioui, every possible

;
roposal in the hope that at least

one would gain the approvsl of this fastidious customer.
Grey promised to support in the capitals of the other
Powers any reasonable proposal of peace put forward
by (iermany and Austria. He offered to support in

' Yellow Book, No. 12(». OmiiL'f I'.i nk. Xo. 7:{
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Petrograd a proposal which would satisfy all Austrian

demands without exception, in so far as the sovereignty

and integrity of Serbia were not thereby impaired.' In

answer to tlie Austrian overture, Sazonof not only

declared himself ready to discuss with Austria the

substance of tlw Austrian ultimatum, but made the

further proposal - in order to guarantee as far as possible

that the discussion would have a chance of sue '-ess—that

the proceedings should take place in Ix)ndon under the

" participation " of the Great Powers. H<' added that

it would Iw t'criy import' t if Austria, during the nego-

tiations in London, were to p a stop provisionally to

her militury action on Serbian territory.- "It would

be very important," be it observed; it was not made a

conditio sine qua von. Ihis represents a further sub-

stantial concession to Austria as compared with previous

j)roposals which had rnride the cessation L-i military,

action a coiidition.

But a'' the*- proposal made in the last

remained without success. They were bound t' •
•':

fruitless, bt cause the assumption underlying th- ,

namely, that Au«;tria was honestly pre| ircd to come vo

an understandiii , was illusory. Why did Austria in

the critical days between the 28rd and 81st of July

refuse all discussions on the facts of the Serbian dispute ?

Why did she with unyielding obstinacy constantly

declare only what she did not intend agamst Serbia, but

never furnish any explanation as to what she really did

intend ? She did not intend ti touch the integrity and

independence of Serbia. This negative declaration

she constantly repeated. iiut what did she mean
lo do positively ? Even to-day we have no infor-

mation on this point. The German Emperor himself

' Blue Book, No. 111.

= Blue Book, .\o. lUS. Oianj.n i;< h, No. np
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did n«! know when he telegraphed to the Tsar on
July 2<j h:—

** According to my opinion the action of Austria-
Hungary is to be considered as an attempt to
receive full guaranty that the promises of Serbia
are effectively translated into deeds."

Herr von Schoen also, the German Ambassador at
Paris, knew just as little as his Imperial Master how to
furnish Viviani with a positive answer to the question
as to what Austria really did want.'

What precisely was the nature of the guarantiet uf
which the Emperor William speaks, and of which the
German White Book is constantly making mention?
Were they contained in the Austrian Note, or did they
go beyond the Austrian Note ? If they were contained
m it, then they were conceded, apart from the demands
contained in Articles 5 and 6, with regard to which
Serbia was prepared to negotiate. If, however, they
were not contained in the Note, then they extend still

further the scope of the Austrian demands, which apart
from this wt , .» in ah conscience sufficiently far-reaching.
If this ( xttnsion of the Austrian demands were to be
imrl A iil.ject of negotiations, it should clearly have
been . .1 in precise language; but until the evening
of July 31st this had not been done, and even to-day
V I are no further forward

How Jun, I ask ugair , are we to explain this Judden
change on the part cf Austria? I can find no other
explanation than this, thas the readiness of Austria to
negotiate, which if expressed an earlier date would
without doubt have led to a peaceful settlement, was, in
the moment wiien it was finally expressed, completely
harmless. A peaceful solution was no longer to be
dreaded; by the independent lead assumed by the

* Orange Book, No. 66.

M
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Cabinet of Berlin war was already completely

assured.

Here, again, the question arises whether there was a

divergence between Berlin and Vienna, or whether

the events which took pl<*ce are to be attributed to

preconcerted duplicity. The paths followed by the two

Cabinets apparently led in opposite directions on the

evening of July 81st. Austria, in virtue of her readi-

ness to negotiate, was moving in the direction of peace.

Germany with her " threatening danger of war," with

her Imperial speeches, and the speeches of the Chan-

cellor to the people of Berlin, advanced consciously and

intentionally in the direction of war. It is impossible

to believe that there was any divergence l)etween the

two Cabinets. Had such a divergence existed it must

have revealed itself at an earlier date than the 81st of

July. The coineulence in time between the two ap-

parently opposed actions, the sudden overnight conver-

sion of Austria as though by an illumination—in indi-

viduals as in States such sudden illuminations are highly

suspicious, and only slow conversions inspire confidence

— the conversion of Austria calculated to take effect at

the moment when it could no longer lead to salvation

—

111! these circumstances raise to a certainty the suspicion

that heie there was preconccrttil dupliciiy between the

two liovernuiv'nts intended to shift the guilt of the war

fnini themselves to Russia.

it must and had to come to war. The further discus-

sion of the question will completely convince anyone

who has so far been able to entertain doubts of the truth

i)f this assertioi'.. All diplomatic negotiations were thus

hound to remain fruitless even if they resulted in the

•vliole of Europe being forced to her knees before

CJermany and Austria. It was not enough to achieve a

>liplomatic victory ; a miUtary victory had to be added
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in order to assure the supremacy of Austria in the
Balkans and to pave for Germany a path to the stars
where she dreamed that her destiny was written.
The indictment which I bring against Austria may be

summarised in the following sentences

:

(1) Austria, after having already planned an attack
on Serbia in August, 1918, presented to Serbia in July,
1914, a Note containing demands of such an exorbitant
nature that a war with Serbia, and as a further conse-
quence a European war. wus to be expected.

(2) She refused the prolongation of the forty-eight
hours' time-limit which was sought for by the Entente
Powers.

(8) She recalled her Ambassador, and declared war
against Serbia, although the Serbian Government had
submissively conceded nearly all the Austrian demands,
and so far as the others were concerned declared herself
ready to negotiate and to submit the outstanding points
to arbitration.

(4) She flatly refused every discussion with Russia
and with the other Powers on the contents of the
Serbian Note, and only expressed her readiness to take
part in such discussions on July 81st when it was too
late.

(5) She refused the proposal of Grey to accept media-
tion, or at least advice, from the four Powers not
directly concerned, although Russia had agreed to this
proposal.

(«) Notwithstanding repeated urgent requests from
England, she left unanswered the formula of agreement
proposed by Grey.

(7) She declined, through Herr von Jagow, the first

formula of agreement proposed by Sazonof.

(8) She gave no answer to the second formula of
agreement proposed by Sazonof.

U 2
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(9) The last proposals for an agreement made by

Grey and Sazonof were alst) not considered worthy of

an answer by Austria.

(10) In so fat as sliL- furnislied any explanations, she

restricted herself to saving what she did not wish, but

she never said what she did wish.

(11) She was the first of all the (Jr« ut Powers to begin

mobilisation and military operations; she preceded all

the other Powers, first with her partial and then with

her general mobilisation.

These points in the indictment are proved, and

justify the judgment

:

"Austria is guilty, either alone or in common with

others, of having provoked the European war. "

We sliall now see who the others are.

B.

GERMANY

The guilt of Germany is even easier to prove than that

of Austria, since Germany lias composed her own bill

of indictment. Properly read, the German White Book

contains almost the whole of the accusations which can

be Ijrought against Germany, and I will undertake to

produce overwhelming proof of guilt by means of the

contents of the German White Book taken along with

the complementary official documents, so that it will be

unnecessary for me to do more than emphasise her self-

accusations.

These confessions are, of course, unintentional. They

do not have the purifying intention and the force of

self-accusations as known to Christianity, and as

represented on the stage by the most Ciiristian of all
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modern poets, Tolstoi. They are confessions arising

from imprudence; he who is confessing believv>8 that

he is justifyinf; himself, whereas he is really accusing

liimself. He believes that he is defending himself, and
lie delivers into the hands of his accuser priceless

nif .erial for his condemnation.

Let us l)egin at the very opening passage in the

Wliite Hook. After depicting the position of the

Austrian Government towards the Serbian agitation

nnd the impossibility of ** viewing any longer this agita-

tion across the border," the White Book continues :—
" With all our heart we were able to agree with

our ally's estimate of the situation, and assure him
that any action considered necessarv- to end the

movement in Serbia directed against tht- conserva-

tion of the monarchy would meet with our

approval. We ufre perfectly aware that a possible

warlike attitud of Austria-Hun fiary against Serbia

juif<ht bnnfi Russia upon the field, and that it might

therefore involve us in a war, in accor<lance with

our duty as allies. We could not, however, in the.se

vital interests of Austria-Hungary which were at

stake, advise our ally to take a > lelding attitude

not compatible with his dignity, nor deny him our

assistance in these trying days. . . . We, therefore,

permitted Austria a completely free hand in her

action towards Serbia, but have not participated in

her preparations."

What does this amount to ? It means ;

(1) That the German Government gave the Austrian

Government a completely free hand to take against

Serbia whatever action might appear to her to be iuit-

able in the circumstantes, whether the means adopted

were diplomatic or military in their natur«*.

(2) That Germany iiitt ntionally trfrauied from parti-
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cipating in the preparations for action in either of these

ways; that is '^ iay, she was prepared, in cunsequence

of hf?r duty as an ally, to follow blindly the lead taken

by Austria.

(3) That Gernmny was jtrrfccthf well nicnrc that mili-

iiiTv action on the part of Austria ajjainst Serbia might

briup Russifi into tho field, and miqht therefore involve

Germany also in the war, which, in consequence of the

oblipations imposed by alliances on both sides, was

bound to assume the character of a European war.

7V/»/,\ the (ifrnum (invrr)}tnnif arknmvlffljies that it

hearn thr rrgpi)vsil>ilitif (dolus) for the Eyirnpenn War,

the ultin'.ite ri'sponsil)ility (dnlnn evcntualis) which,

acconiing io jurniicai and moral idea;^, is placed on the

same footing as the direct responsiV)ility (dolus purus).

At the same time she further admits that she herself

from the becrinninir recardcd her effort (o localise the

military eonflict between Austrin ana Serbia as having

had no pronprct cf sticrrss. it follows that, in

rejectinp the promising proposals for arriving at an

understanding put forward by the other Powers an«l in

seekuig to substitute for them one for localisation,

(iermany vas proposing an expedient which, in her own
view, *ould not lead to a successful issue. In other words,

her desire was to produce the appcarmirc that she was

• nxioii- t(» prevent the European conflict, but she

refused t-very met hot! caleiilated e(]c(tii>ply to prevent

it, and in their plae<' proposed a method which in her

own opmion was cu/nplctely unfitted to achieve this

end.

The view that Hussiu would be t)rought into the field

by an Austro-Serlnan war, to which free expression is

given in the White Hook, was but ttx) well founded.

One can only be ama/ed that Germ>iny did not credit,

or pretended not to (redil, thr nth( r Powers with the
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foresight with which she was herself endowed. Had it

not become a commonplace in European diplomacy,

and indeed a commonplace to everyone in Europe who

thought about politics, that Russia, in view of the

intimate bonds of blood and of faith and of the two

hundred years of history by which she was linked with

Serbia, could never be a silent witness of the establish-

ment of an Austrian hegemony over that country, that

she could never consent to it being crushed by arms,

but would come to the assistance of her weaker

brother ? ' Rtjssia's interest in the nalkans was known

to all, and had been eonfirnicd by the Russian

Government in countless declarations and actions.

After the first and the second Balkan War the opposi-

tion between the interests of Austria and Russia had

once more, as on so many previous occasions, stood out

in full relief. Russia's interest on behalf of Serbia and

Austria's interest iiiiuwsf Serbia had come into such

violent collision that even then they linost occasioned

a European war. The same dan-jer t .asted in August,

101:j, when Austria planned the attack on Serbia which

has been disclosed by Giolitti. Even at that time the

intervention of Russia was looked upon as a matter of

course; otherwise the inquiry addresse.l by Austria to

her ally Italy would have had no meaning. As late as

May, 1914, the Russian F.>reign Minister, Sazonof, in a

speech in the Duma, professed his adhesion to a policy of

" the Balkans for the Balkan people," that is to say, to a

policy which opposed any intention on the part of

Austria to establish a hegemony, and which prornised

the support of Russia in the maintenance of the inde-

pendence of the Balkan peoples. The question here was

» See Hliie Book, p. v. (irev ralk-1 this " a eommonpiace

in European dipluinacy ' m a sjK'ecli ui I'arhament in

March. 1913

h
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not a political one pure and simple; it was rather a

question of national sentiment and of blood-relation-

ship. This link betwen Russia and Serbia was an

ancient historical fact, with which European diplomacy

was bound to reckon, and with which it always had

reckoned.' Germany and Austria also reckoned with it,

as the White Book testifies.

And ivas it vmv sitppoiiid that these bonds were

suddevhi to he wrcnrhid asunder f Was it expected

that Kuspja would be a placid spectator while Austria

crushed the small State connected with Russia by blood ?

Was Russia baldly to renounce hen- interests in the

Balkans and lier pre,sti<rc among the Balkan nations in

favour of Austria? Tills was a strong suggestion to

make, if it were seriously meant. But the suggestion

was indeed so strong that it cannot have been seriously

meant.

Germany herself never believed, and never could

have believed, in the possibility of localisation from the

moment the conflict assiuned a military aspect. My
little brother annoys a strong man, who is on the point

of striking him (load. I int'^rvene to protect the little

one against the superior strength of the big man. A
third, who is even i>igger, l>ars my way, saying that ilie

conflict between the small boy and the big man must

remain localised. Would I therefore restrain myself

from protecting my brother? This was Russia's

position.

Certainly it would have been a iiood thing if the

conflict could have remained localised, nr. ! this would

also have been (]uile jKn^.-ihlf if it had remained on a

diplomatic basis. On this basis the great man had

already ohfauied i <oinplt le victory over the small.

Hut it was real.y tuo nuich to ask that the little "ue

' S<e IMuf iiook, p. V.
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sliould be crushed after he had tendered copious apolo-

gies, and had humbly promised to behave better in

future. It was impossible to ask this of Russia, and if

such a demand were made it was known from the outset

that it could not be satisfied.

Thus the only title to glory which Germany claims

for herself in this diplomatic tragi-comedy falls to the

ground. Nn one bclii'i'ed in the possibility of localisa-

linti, least o/ all (icrmany herself.

After this, the only proposal made by Germany, a

|)roposal advanced by her in the full knowledge that it

had no prospect of success, had, as a matter of course,

failed, Germany's whole attitude during the critical days

was one of perpetual passivity ; if in any way she aban-

doned this attitude, she restricted herself to the frus-

tration of all attempts to arrive at an understanding.

The more the German Government assures us that it

earnestly laboured " shoulder to shoulder with Eng-

land " in the interests of mediation, the less support

do these assurances find in the facts. The impartial

inquirer sees only the one shoulder, that of England,

pressing in the direction of peace, while the German
shoulder, butting against the English, is seen pushing

in the opposite direction.

IVhy did the German Government allow the Austrian

Si)tc to be despatched without being acquainted toith

its contents, without previously submitting these to ex-

amination ? Among foreign Governments the suspicion

had made itself manifest that (Germany had already

had a hand in the game when the Note was

drafted. In particular, the Italian Government

adduced as one of the grounds for her resolution to

remain neutral that she had not been informed of

Austria's intentions and of the contents of the Note

—

in contrast to Germany, the other member of the Triple
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Alliance. The German Government promptly denied

this. It assured foreign Governments that it had

received no information with regard to the Note before

the time of ifs dehvery, and this assurance is repeated

in the White Rook.' It is open to anyone to believe or

disbelieve this assurance. If it is true, it reveals nn

unprecedented levity, for which there is no adjective in

the (Jernian iangunjic sulliciently severe. Here we have

a Note which in its'lf almost amounted to a declaration

of war, which would nlmost certainly lead to a Serbian,

and in the sequel to a European war ; are we to

suppose that the German Government did not require

such a Note as this to l)e laid before it previous to its

dehvery that it might have the opportunity of examin-

inp it, and of abating any excessive harshness which it

might contain? If. however, Ilerr von Bethmann had

knowledge of the Note, and notwithstanding allowed it

to be delivered without demur, this affords proof that

he saw clearly the possibility of war, and intentionally

did n«)thing to prevent it. Thus Inntrj, irresponsihlr

livity, or the cnwmtHsioit of a ciimr, are the alternatives

which must be placed before Ilerr vo.i Bethmann. It

may be left to him to make the choice.

At the other stages of the negotiations the same

alternatives have to be placed before him.

Why did th( (Jerrnan (lovernnient rv.t support the

request of England .-ind Hussia for an extension of the

time-limit? Why did Ilerr von Jagow content himself

here, ns on so iriany othc occasions, with the

platonic promise that he woul'' rnnsmit this request to

Vienna, without being able to jpport it ? Why did he

at (>ncc express doubt whether Austria would be able

to meet this request r - Was it not entirely reasonable

' Wl.iio liuuk, p. 4()6.

» lihio linok. No. Is.
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that the Powers concerned in the cause of peace, who
only received knowledge of the Austrian Note on July

24th, should have sought for a somewhat longer time-

limit in order that they might be able successfully to

exercise their influence on Serbia in the direction of

securing compliance ? Was it not reasonable that they

should first of all desire to become acquainted with the

Austrian documentary evidence, which was not annexed

to the copy of the Note communicated to them, and

uliich was only made aroessible to the English Govern-

ment on August 7th, that is to say, long after the out-

break of war?' VV.iat objection could Germnuy raise

against the extension of the time-limit a course which

could only be serviceable to the intere. iy of r lOf , if like

the others she also desired peace ?

If the Serbian answer, as up to the cv»-j!>.t» of July

'25th th»*re was reason to fear, had amounted to a refusal,

would not Germany have had to reproach herself with

the fact that her failure to support the request for an

extension of the time-limit had in part to bear the

responsibility for the unfavourable answer ?

The Serbian answer became known, and the whole

world breathed more freely. No one had expected that

Serbia would have so humiliated herself. Whereas the

Austrian Note is rightly characteris«?d in the English

Hlue Book in the statement that " No independent

nation had ever been called upon to accept a greater

humiliation,"^ the Serbian answer is accorded the well-

merited testimony thnt *' The reply wont, far beyond

anything which any Power, Germany not excepted, had

ever thought probable."" Russia ar.'l France wtre

equally satisfied with the attitude as$;;mcd hy Serbia.

1 Hlue Hook, p. v.

' Bhic Hook, p. vi.

» Blue Book, p. vii.
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In a cii liar telegram of July 27th Sazonof describes

fhp Serbian answer as follows:—
"It exceeds all our expectations in its modera-

tion and in its desire to afford the fullest satisfac-

tion ff) A'lstria. VVc do not see what further

deniaiuN )iiid l>e made by Austria, unlets the

I'icnnn (Hhint is sicking for a pretiAt for war

with Serbia."^

All were agn i-d tliiit just as the Aiistrian Note hail

surpassed the limits of vhnt was permissible and had

violated ail i)recedents, so the Serbian answer surpassed

in its spirit of compliance and submissiveness everything,'

of which there was previous record. Germany alone

was of a different opinion. The Austrian demantK

appearcu her nioilcrate and justitiable; the Serbian

answer, on the contrary, aiipeared insufficient, as it

"showed in all essentials the endeavour through pro-

crastination and new ncijotiations to escape from the

just demands of the Monarchy," - The (Jeririan Govern-

ment undertook to '" pass on " to Vienna the request of

Grey that Geiinany would use her influence in Vienn;i

in support of a favourable reception of the Serbian

Note, but they did not sec their way to identify them-

selves with the request.'

IVhy ivas it inijxisyiJiIc to support this rrqucstf Why
was it not possible for (Jermany to exert her whole influ-

ence in Vienna in onler to secure that negotiations on the

basis of the Serbian answer would at least take place?

Were the few reservations made, in the most conciliatory

form, by Serbia of so great importance that on their

account the whole answer had to be rejected, diplomatic

relations broken off, and a war declared, the further

> Oruiigc I'KK.k, X'). :V.i

- While Book, p 406.
^ Blue Book, p. vui and No. "M.
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consequences of which were distinctly foreseen by (Jer-

nuuiy ? Did the Serbian answer really have the appear-

ance of (jiiibbling and procrastination ? Was it not full of

positive promises, the non-fulfilnicnt of which had first

to be waited for Iwfore the answer could be rejected as

insufficient ? What el»e cnuld Serbia do within forty-

cijlht hours than promise evcrythivg—everything with a

few exceptions -asked of her? The intention to procras-

tinate could only manifest itself later, in the event of there

being an undue delay in giving effect to the promises.

Why, then, dil (iermanji tolerate the recall of the

Austrian Ambassador, and later the Declaration of Warf

If the objection raised that Germany could not

have prevented it, 1 r that she could, but that she

was unwilling to do si,. That she was unwilling to do

this, or indeed anything else, in the service of peace

may already be inferred from the preceding events, and

IS confirined by all that follows. To assert, however,

that she was unable to exercise a decisive influence on

Austria's action is so ridiculous an evasion that it does

not need to be seriously contradicted. With regard to

Austria, Germany was in a position to give effect f'<

her every wish. Austria was a cipher in the European

international concert, in which Germany played the irst

fiddle. Only if Germany stood behind her could Austria

run the risk of a conflict with Ru- ia, which was bound

to arise out of the Serbian conflict. A nod from Ger-

luany would have been enough, and Austria would have

left her Ambassador in Belgrade, and continued to

discuss the Serbian Note. It was unnecessary for Beth-

mann to say a word. A frown would have been enough

to restrain Austria from declaring war against Serbia,

an action which no Austrian statesman could have taken

unless he had had in his pocket the previous concurrence

of Germany.

Ill
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All that England might have prevented by a timely
declaration of neutrality in Petrograd and in Paris is

constantly emphasised in the German Press, as also

in the Chancellor's speech of December 2nd. This
question I will deal with later in discussing the attitude

of England. The other question, which lies nearer
hoiiie, is, however, never raised : What might not
Germany have prevented if at the right time she had
checked the impetuosity of her Austrian ally, if she had
moderated the terms of the Note, required that nego-
tiations should take place on the basi, of the Serbian
answer, and had thus prevented the declaration of war ?

This is the crucial point in the whole question. Here
lies the germ of the whole tragedy. Austria, blindly
and without so much as the quiver of an eyelash, did
whatever Germany wished. All the sugary phrases
used by Bethmann and Jagow, that they could not
ask this or that of Austria ; that they feared that they
had already gone too far in their suggestions; that
they had pressed the button too violently, and that in
so doing the opposite from what was intended might be
produced; that they had gone to the utmost limit in
Vienna, and so on, all these statements are but empty
falsehood and deceit. I repeat, a frown would have
been enough to restrain Vienna from measures not
desired in Berlin. The question again reduces itself

simply to this : What was and what was not desired in

Berlin ? I have already given the answer to this ques-
tion.

Thus with Berlin's concurrence matters advanced to
a declaration of war for which, as has been shown
above, not the slightest ground could be advanced;
with Berlin's concurrence, also, all the further develop-
ments took place. The attitude of Germany in the days
between July 28111 and August 1st was in conforiiity
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with that during the preceding days. The English
proposal for a conference of Ambassadors in London
was, as we have already seen, rejected by Germany on
formal grounds without any inquiry being addressed to
Austria.' The direct negotiations between Austria and
Russia, proposed by Gemi .ny, in which Sazonof was
ready to participate, were rejected by Austria with the
observation that the suggestion, "after the opening of
hostilities by Serbia and the subsequent declaration of
war . . . appears belated."" Here, again, is another
charming expression :

" Serbia had opened hostilities,"

and not Austria. The declaration of war against Serbia
which had wantonly proceeded from Austria prevents
this same Austria from negotiating with Russia in the
interests of the maintenance of European peace ! All
this Germany passively endures, except in so far as she
herself abandons her passivity in favour of an attitude
of active rejection, as in the case of the conference of
the four Powers. In essential matters Germany contents
herself with the rdle of a postman, merely handing on
the English proposals to Vienna, and with the muteness
I)roper to a postman takes no further interest in the
fate of these proposals. " We further declared ourselves
ready ... to transmit a second proposal of Sir Edward
Grey's to Vienna."* "We even as late as July 80th
forwarded the English proposal to Vienna " *—such are
the expressions we find everywhere in the White Book.
It is indeed in general maintained that the proposals
which were handed on received support, but nothing is

adduced to prove the assertion. The correspondence
between Berlin and Vienna on which the proof of this

1 White Book, p. 409.
* White Book, p. 409 and Exhibit 1ft
3 White Book, p. 409.
* WhiK- Book, p. 410.
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rests is lacking. The lukewarm observations uttered by
Messrs. von Bethmann and von Jagow to Goschen, the

EngUsh Ambassador, on the reception of each new
English proposal do not indicate that they felt any very

lively interest in these proposals. The negative results

achieved in Vienna, however, incontrovertibly prove

that they not only did not support the English pro-

posals, but that in all probability they thwarted them.

Any course which they earnestly supported in Vienna
was bound to have been accepted there. If it was not
accepted, this affords proof that they did not earnestly

support it.

The evil intention of the German Government is

clearly shown by the following occurrence. When on
July 27th Sir Edward Goschen laid before von Jagow,
the Foreign Secretary, Grey's proposal of the confer-

ence of the four Powers, Herr von Jagow, as is well

known, at once declined this "court of arbitration,"

and persisted in his refusal, even when Goschen
explained to him that the question was not one of

•'arbitration," but that the object was merely "to
discuss and suggest means for avoiding a dangerous
situation."' But Grey refused to be discouraged. He
inferred from Jagow's answer and from a declaration

made by Lichnowsky that German^ did not in prin-

ciple refuse his proposal, but that difficulties we-e being
advanced only against the form of a Conference. He
therefore commissioned his Ambassador to request Herr
von Jagow himself to suggest the form which would be
agreeable to the German Government.^ Viviani made
the same suggestion to Baron von Schoen, and Sazonof
to Count Pourtales. All three Governments expressed

1 Blue Book, No. 43.
2 Blue Book, Nos. 4C, GO, 68. Yellow Book, No. 81.

Orange Book, No. 64.
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themselves as ready to accept any form of mediation

which Germany might prop' % and Viviani, as well as

Grey, emphatically added t;...t, the European situation

had now become so serious that they dared not allow

formalities or quibbles to wreck the peace of Europe.'

To-day Europe is still waiting in vain for Jagoxe'a

answer. Grey did not desist; he reminded Herr von

Jagow of the matter, and returned to it again and

again, urging on lum the desirability of at length

suggesting the form agreeable to him, which had already

been accepted by all in advance. It was all in vain. No
answer came from the Wilhelmstrasse. The White Book
expressly confirms the fact that the idea of Grey's

proposal was approved.- It intentionally passes over in

silence the fact that this idea could have been realised

in any form desired by Germany, if Germany had put

forward any proposals on the subject. These proposals

were never made. Is not this an overwhelming proof of

guilt? The fact is that the diplomatists of Germany,
as I have already pointed out, had no wish to sit roimd

a table in London with the diplomatists of other coun-

tries. It was known how easy it would be to find a

solution of the Serbian question, and how much more
difficult questions had been solved in London in 1912

and 1913. It was feared that a peaceful solution might

again be arrived at in London, and for this reason,

whatever might happen, the London Conference had to

be prevented.

We now come to the history of the various formulae

proposed by Grey and Sazonof which aimed at bringing

about a peaceful understanding between Russia and

Austria with or without the participation of the Powers.

I have already dealt with the fate of these proposals

* Blue Book, No. 78. Orange Book, No. 56.
» White Book, p. 409.

N
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in the previous section relating to Austria, and I have
also pointed out the rdle played by Germany in these

negotiations. In the German White Book only one of

all these proposals and negotiations, that of Grey, is

mentioned, and this is done in such a superficial and
ambiguous manner that without reference to the

telegram from the English King to Prince Henry of

Prussia one could scarcely realise how far-reaching and
how rich in prospect was the peace proposal in question.

Here, agair , Germany restricted herself to the discharge

of a postman's duties. She handed on the English pro-

posal to Vionna. The White Book contains not a word
of recommendation, nor even of criticism.' It contents

itself with adding, " we had to assume that Russia would
accept this basis," and in another place it speaks of a
proposal of mediation "whose tendencies and basis

must have been known in Petrograd."* That is all

that is said. Nothing is told us with regard to the fate

of the proposal, and it is only from the English Blue
Booj*. that we learn that Grey's proposal, like so much
else that was calculated to serve the cause of peace, was
simply buried in silence. In this case also events took
exactly the same course as had previously been followed

with regard to the question of the form of the confer-

ence o» the four Powers, the only difference being that

on that occasion Germany alone was responsible for

1 White Book, p. 410. [The translation of the White
Book used in the text is that oflficiaily published by the
German Government, reproduced in the Collected Diplomatic
Documents. There is, however, a slight difference in the
meaning between the official translation of this passage :

" We ihought that Russia would 8^;cept this basis," and the
original German which has here been followed in the text

:

" Wir mussten annehmen dass Russland diese Basis akzeptiren
wiirde."]

2 White Book, p. 411,
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the failure to give an answer whereas here the responsi-

bility for the absence of an answer was pushed on to

Vienna. "He has up till now received no reply";

" they had not had time to send an answer yet " ;
" no

answer had yet been returned." ^ Such were the answers

given by Jagow to Goschen in the criticai days in which

the fate of Europe depended on hours, and indeed on

minutes.

The sentence in the White Book which speaks of the

consent of Russia to Grey's proposal as an indefinite

assumption only, and which is thereby designed to

make it appear as if th_ fate of this proposal was

uncertain on the other side also—this sentence can only

rest on mala fides. The German Government knew

quite well that Sazonof also, as well as Grey, had

energetically sought for a formula to serve as the basis

of agreement, that a first formula of this kind, as I have

already stated, had been dictated by Sazonof himself

to Count Pourtales on July 80th ,2 that Germany had

refused this proposal on the ground that it was " impos-

sible for Austria to accept it,"* and that Sazonof, at

Grey's suggestion, had forwarded to the German Govern-

ment an even more conciliatory formula.* All this was,

and is, known to the German Government. It is, how-

ever, hidden in silence from the German public. It

may be said generally that the German Government

has, consciously and intentionally, maintained silence

with regard to all t le efforis for peace made by Russia

and France, because these do not suit their case and

would lead to the collapse of the whole of the labori-

ously constructed edifice of the Russian-French attack.

» Blue Book, Nos. 28, 107

^ Orange Book, No. 60.

=* Orange Book, No. 63.

Orange Book, No. 67.

112.

N 2
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I

The second formula of Sazonof experienced the same

fate as Grey's proposal. No answer has in fact been

given. And the last desperate efforts of Russia and

England on 81st July and August 1st have also not been

considered worthy of any kind of an answer from

Germany.*

Germany acted according to the principle

:

" Words, words, enough have now been bandied
At last the time has come for deeds." *

The decision to act had already been taken on July

29th, on the third day after the return of the Emperor
from his tour in the north. To judge from the tele-

grams exchanged between the Emperor and the Tsar

there appears to me to be no doubt—justice requires

that this should be placed on record—that the Emperor
at the moment of his return had not yet personally re-

solved on war. His first telegrams to the Tsar despatched

on July 28th and 29th,^ and especially the former, strike

a tone of friendship and of an inclination to peace which

scarcely leaves room for doubt that they were honour-

ably intended. I have already shown that a large and
powerful party at the Court and in the country had

for long striven for war. I have also endeavoured to

prove that the Emperor had in principle been won over

to these efforts. But there is a long step between enter-

taining a conviction on principle and ranslating this

conviction into action. The step is greater the more
responsibility attaches to the act, the more serious the

consequences to which it may give rise. It need, there-

fore, cause no surprise that days of inner and of outer

1 Blue Book. Nos. Ill, 120, 121, 131, 132, 135, 137, 138,

139. Orange Book, Nos. 69, 71, 73.
- [Der Woite sind genug gewechselt.
Nun lasst uns endlich Taten sehen.

—

Fautt.]
' \ATiite Book, Exhibits 20 and 22.
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struggle had to pass before the resolution to act came

to fruition. The inner struggles are reflected, easily

recognisable by the psychologist, in the telegrams which

were" sent by the Emperor between July 28th and

August 1st to the Tsar and the King of England.*

At the outset the Emperor recognises the difficulties

for the Tsar and his Government of " stemming the tide

of public opinion in Russia." On the other hand, he

defends the action taken by Austria against Serbia, and

promises to use all his influence in bringing about a

direct understanding between Austria and Russia. As

the exchange of telegrams advances we see more and

more the original subject of negotiation—the substantial

difference between Austria and Russia—disappear, and

the formal question of the menace involved in military

preparations takes its place. In the telegram sent by

the Emperor on the afternoon of July 29th there can be

heard the first ominous notes of the menace of military

preparations.^ References to this question constantly

1 White Book, pp. 412. 413, pp. 431,432; CoUected Docu-

ments, pp. 539, 540.
« It is surprising that in the German White Book theio

is no answer from the Tsar to this telegram. The White

Book inserts immediately after the Emperor Wilbam s

teleeram of July 29th (Exhibit 22), a further telegram

of the Emperor of July 30th (Exhibit 23). This gap has

now been filled bv an official publication of the Russian

Government. The^T-ar, in fact, answered on July 29th, in

reply to the Emperor's telegram of the same day, m the

following words :—" Thanks for your telegram which is

conciliatory and friendly whereas the official message pre-

sented to-day by your Ambassador to my Minister was con-

veyed in a very different tone. I beg you to explain this

divergency. It would be rigU to give over tM Auetro-Serbian

problem to the Hague triburuil, I trust in your wisdom and

friendship." This telegram of the Tsar was omitted by the

German Government, obviously because it contams the sim-

plest and most natural proposal in the world—aheady made
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increase until in the end the only subject of discu8sior< is

that of military preparations. On July 80th all discus-

sion of Lwe substantial issue had already completely

ceased, and everythirifj turned on the question as to

which of the three Emperors had been compelled to mobi-
lisation by the others. On July 80th the Emperor Wil-
liam maintains tliat Austria had only mobilised against

Serbia—in opposition to the Chancellor, who admits
that there had also been a mobilisation against Russia.

The Emperor Nicholas, on the other hand, maintains
thai the partial mobilisation of Russia which took place

on July 29th was only decided upon '" for the reason
of defence against the preparations of Austiia." He
promises to send "" Tatisheff with instructions to-night

to Berlin."' In his telegram of July 81st the Tsar
announces that the disconliauance of military prepara-

by Serbia in her reply—namely, that the question at issue
.should be submitted to the Hague tribunal. The excuse
put forward by the Norddcutsche Allgemeine Zeilung, that
the telegram had been omitted on account of its unimportance,
is adapted to the present intellectual level of the German
newspaper reader. It was omitted because, along with many
other things, it wa.s of decisive importance for the formation
of a judgment on the attitude of t^e Tsar. The acceptance
of the Tsar's proposal would dmibth.si have led to peace, and
for this reason it was declined. As, however, it was impossible
to give reasons for this refusal, the Emperor William was
induced simply to ignore the Tsar's proposal, and to put
forward in place of the Austro-Scrbian problrra the question of
military preparation by means of which war could be brought
about at will. The German Government is led by evil conscience
to omit from the White Book the Tsars telegram of July 29th.
The telegram itself and its suppression affords a new proof that
Russia desired peace, but that Germany desired war.

1 What liappenod to this mission of Tatisheff ? Did ho
arrive in Berlin ? What meysnije did he bring ? Why did
BerUn not delay her ultimatum until the arrival of the special
envoy of the Tsar, who could not arrive at the earliest until
August 1st ? These, among other questions, will suggest
themselves to the reader.

v^^mi^mM^rm^mk<:
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tions "made necessary by the Austrian mobilisation"

was '* tecbTMr;ally impossible," but he gives his solemn

word th. o provocative action will be taken so long

as negotiations continue. The Emperor William again

demands unconditional discontinuance of the military

preparations of Russia, .vhereupon the Tsar submits

that he may take the same measures without war neces-

sarily followiitg. Tiie Emperor William, however,

mobilises, and declares war.

This rapid development of events can only be

explained by the fact that there must have taken place in

the authoritative circles in Berlin a change of front

leading from the oscillation which characterised the

earlier days to a firm resolution to embark on war. In

all probability this change of front took place on the

evening of July 29th, on the occasion of the interview

which the Chancellor had with the Emperor in Potsdam.

The influences which drove the still-hesitating Emperor

to resolve on war cannot be proved, but it is possible

to guess at them. People who are in a position to know

s V that those occupying the leading military positions,

supported by the Crown Prince and his retainers,

thrp"tpned 'he Emperor v, their resignation en bloc

if vvar \^ lot ^-esolved on.'

1 W' h less diffinulty in understanding these events in

Berli ve be" in mind an observation which Count

poiirt:iie p in |):' «iiiu, to Sazonof : measures of mobilisa-

tioti Aci ' -licjhly 'langerous nowaday-, "for in that

eveut thi lilitary cormderation of th luestion by the

general sl> ' ' find expression, and if ' X button were

once toiK-hL f iermany the sit nation woi get out of con-

trol." The man Government takes ver\ good care not to

include in it- ite Book this .«elf-confession, which throws a

very charact c 1 'bt on the occurrences in Berlin in the

last day bef-u o ou'treak of war. The Austrian Govern-

ment, howe T *i le> '•nden'"" reports the observation of

Pourtalfts in No * the -bd fa. ..ok.
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What is certain is that the Chancellor on the same
evcninp, after his return to Berlin, summoned Sir

Edward Goschen, Uie English Ambassador, and fer-

vently submitted to him a proposal that England in

the event of a European conflict should under certain

conditions remain neutral.^ The conditions which Herr
von Beihmann offered were as follows :—

(1) Jermany in the event of a victorious war would
aim at no territorial .T^quisitions in Europe at the
expense of France. The Chancellor said he was unable
to give a ?ini'lar assurance with regard to the French
Colonies.

('2) The neutrality of Holland would be respected

by (lermany so long as it was rcspecteJ by (icrmany's
adversaries.

(3) With reference to Belgium it would depend on
the action of France what operations Germany might
be forced to undertake against Belgium, but in any
case, when the war was over, Belgium's integrity would
be respected if she had not sided against Germany.
This proposal for neutrality made July 29th is

in the highest degree surprising, and very illumin-

ating.

What so far had happened, ve may ask, to awake
in Herr von Bethmr , this u: ,, .t fear of a Euro-
pean war? Austria i. d opened hostilities against
Serbia, and had partially mobilised against Russia.
Russia had thereupon answered with a mobilisation
of four southern army districts. At that time there
was absolutely no question of a mobilisation against
Germany. The White Book itself only dates this

from July 31st. All the diplomatic forces of Europe
—at any rate, with the exception of Germany and
Austria—were active in endeavouring to relieve the

1 B'lie Book, \o 85.
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tension l)etwpen Austria and Ru8si». The ,
^posal of

the con'.erencc of the four Power« wa»i still hanging

in the air. Grey's formula of agreement had just beer

proposed to Lichnowsky, the German Ambassador.

Russia was then, as she had been previously, ready to

treat directly with Austria, and was waiting to begin

negotiations. France was supporting in the most ener-

getic manner the efforts for peace made by Grey and

Sazonof. In short, all forces w«re labouring at the

tasit of maintaining peace, and it only required that

Germany should energetically intervene tr move Austria

to adopt the conciliatory attitude demanded by the

European situatifi, and peace would have been

assured. And in such a moment as this, when every-

thing depended on the peaceful intentions of Germany

alone, the Charcellor was thinking merely of how bat

to make his position secure in the event of war! There

is only one explanation for this bid for neutrality made

at this juncture. The Chancellor regarded peace as in

danger, and could not do otherwise than regard it as

in danger, because he knew, as the other Govern-

ments could not then know, that war had been decided

on in Berlin. The war was bound to come, since this

was the wish of Germany. And since it was bound to

come, jnlv one thing gave Herr von Bethmann cause for

anxiety, the task, namely, of fashioning the chances of

war as favourably as possible for Germany, and of

excluding England Un the present from the ranks of

her enemies, in oikr to \- in a n ore secure position

to defeat her on the next f Durable opportunity. The

" policy of the free hand on the Continent," which the

Chancellor had unsuccessfully pursued with regard to

England in 1912 forms the basis of the bid for neutrality

of July 29th. 1914.

The English answer was as negative in its nature as
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that given two years previously. The significant

importance of Bethmann's overtures were at once

realised in London. In return for the prospect of a

future agreement of neutrality with Germany, vaguely

held out, the English Government refused to allow itself

to be eliminated for the present from European politics

and to be obliged to stand aside an inactive spectator

while France was crushed or Belgian neutrality violated.

In the opinion of Grey (and it must be admitted that

in this he is right) such a bargain would be bound to

break the friendly relations existing between England

and France, would be inconsistent with the duty of

protecting Belgium imposed on every signatory of the

guarantee of neutrality of 1889, and would imperil, not

merely the interests, but also the good name of

England. Grey instructed his Ambassador to add most

earnestly to this refusal of the German proposal that

the one way of maintaining the good relations between

England and Germany was that they should continue to

work together to preserve the peace of Europe ; if this

were successful, the relations between the two countries

would be, ipso facto, improved and strengthened. The

English Government in any case was ready to work

in that way with all sincerity and goodwill. It is impos-

sible to omit reference to the concluding paragraph in

Grey's instructions to his Ambassador, a passage which

must be regarded as of the deepest significance in

arriving at a judgment with regard to the attitude of

England and Germany in this struggle. The Ambassa-

dor was to communicate with the Chancellor in the

following sense :

—

"If the peace of Europe can be preserved, and

the present crisis safely passed, my own endeavour

will be to promote some arrangement to which

Germany could be a party, by which she could be
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assured that no aggressive or hostile policy would

be pursued against her or her allies by France,

Russia, and ourselves, jointly or separately. I have

desired this and worked for it, as far as I could,

through the last Balkan crisis, and, Germany

having a corresponding object, our relations

sensibly improved. The idea has hitherto been too

Utopian to form the subject of definite proposals,

but if this present crisis, so much more acute than

any that Europe has gone through for generations,

be safely passed, I am hopeful that the relief and

reaction which will follow may make possible some

more definite rapprochement between the Powers

than has been possible hitherto." '

The significance of this declaration of Grey is obvious.

It contains a moving appeal to common action in the

cause of peace, such as had been maintained throughout

the Balkan crisis to the advantage of the world and of

the two countries, who in pursuing the same high aim

had without compulsion approached each other and

become more intimately connected. The vision of the

future outlined by the English Minister nevertheless

went far beyond anything attained in the past ; an agree-

ment was to be concluded, with the participation of

Germany, which would afford Germany and her allies

formal guarantees against any aggressive or even hostile

policy on the part of the Entente Powers—in other

words, a Treaty which would guarantee the peace of

Europe, which would draw together the Triple Entente

and the Triple Alliance, and would have substituted for

the dangerous system of the balance of power a general

alliance of peace.

How did the Chancellor receive this proposal ? When

Goschen had read to him Grey's words in the form of a

1 Blue Book, No. 101.
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memorandum he received the communication " without

comment," and only expressed a desire to receive a

copy in order that he might reflect upon the matter at

leisure. The copy was handed to him. No answer has

ever been given.'

What would Europe have looked like to-day if Herr

von Bethmann had concurred in Grey's proposal ? It

is superfluous, and indeed too painful, to allow our

imagination to conjure up such a picture to-day. Every-

thing that Germany is supposed to be struggling to

achieve in this war—the security of her existence, free-

dom for her development, unhampered progress in

culture and wellbeing—all these things were magnani-

mously offered. In reality these possessions had never

been in danger, but Grey's offer destroyed every possi-

bility of believing that they were in danger and every

pretext for persuading others to this belief. The alliance

of peace proposed by Grey was merely a first step out

of the atmosphere of enmity, distrust, and tension

towards that of friendship, confidence, and composure.
This first step would certainly have led to other

advances. The feeling of confidence thus revived and
strengthened would have rendered it possible to diminish

the costly precautionary measures, which are based
merely on universal and mutual distrust. Agreements on
the subject of the cessation and gradual diminution of

armaments would have become possible on the basis

of an agreement of friendship. In short, the way was
opened to a new and a better Europe, if Germany had
but grasped the hand offered by England.

But Herr von Bethmann thought otherwise. Having
placed the memorandum in a pigeon-hole, he quietly

chuckled to himself at the stupidity of the Englishman
who, with his insular restri^'ted vision, still believed in

" Blue Book, No. 109.
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the peaceful intentions of Germany. We have over again

the same performance as in 1912. England desires the

peace of Europe; Germany, however, desires the

neutrality of England, in order to be able to disturb this

peace at her own sweet will. And this same Chan-

cellor, who knows this and innumerable other similar

occurrences of an earlier and of a later date, dares to

burden the English Government with the "inner

responsibility for the European war " ! We shall see

later that in making this statement he comes into

violent conflict, not merely with facts, but also with his

ow« jfficial publications. For the present inquiry it is

sufficient to make it clear that the resolution to go to

war had already been taken in Berlin on the evening

of July 29th. Only on this assumption is it possible

to explain Bethmann's bid for English neutrality and his

failure to take any notice of Grey's proposal.

On the same day on which Herr von Bethmann re-

ceived without comment Grey's proposal for a perma-

nent European state of peace, the "threatening danger of

war " was proclaimed in Germany, and the Ambassadors

in Petrograd and Paris were instructed to deUver ulti-

mata to the Governments to which they were accredited.

From Russia it was demanded that she should "stop

every measure of war against us and against Austria-

Hungary within twelve hours, and notify us definitely

to this effect." From France a declaration was required

within eighteen hours "whether she would remain

neutral in the event of a Russo-German war." The

ultimatum was delivered in Petrograd about midnight

;

that in Paris about 7 o'clock in the evening.

When the news of these ultimata became known in

and outside Germany, the report was at first generally

disbelieved, since no one could adduce any ground for

such drastic action at that precise moment. The diplo-

^^^—Ir ii M r. KlSTSPa—TBS ww^ ^mfmm
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matists were even more itonished than the public.

What, then, could have taken place to drive Germany
to this extreme step, which without doubt would inevit-

ably lead to war ? Was it not just c July 31st that the

diplomatic negotiation between the Powers had appa-

rently reached so favourable a point that the whole

world once more began t;; entertain hope, and looked

forward to a peaceful settlement at an early date ? Jn

July 80th Count Berchtold had expressed in the most

friendly tone to the Russian Ambassador, ScheheV"), his

willingness to agree to a resumption in Pistrograu of the

negotiations which had for some time been discontinued

between Austria and Russia.' These negotiations had,

in fact, begun on July 31st between Sazonof and the

Austrian Ambassador, Szapary, and this tine they

promised a greater measure of success than on any

previous occasion, since Austria for the first time h:'d

professed her readiness to submit for discussion tho

contents of the Note addressed to Serbia. Sazonof him-

self, in a communication addressed to London, expressed

the hope that a peaceful issue out ol the crisis might

yet be found. The French and the English Governments

were agreeably surprised at the final change in the

attitude of Austria, and Grey expressed the hope that it

"may lead to a satisfactory result,"" in Grey's

despatch to Goschen it is ,
ossibL to trace in every word

the sincere satisfaction which he felt in consequence of

the new turn of events. He at once redoubled his efforts

to shorten the pains of childbirth, and to bring speedily

into the world a healthy child of peace. Austria was to

receive ** full satisfaction of her demands on Serbia," all

Powers were at once to suspend further military prepara-

1 Yellow Book, No. 104. tilue Book. No. 96.
••« Blue Book, No. HI. Orange Book, Nos. 66, 69, 73.

Yellow Book, Nos. 114, 120.
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tions, Germany and Austria had only to make any

reasonable proposal^ and he would support it. If, how-

ever, Russia and France would not accept such a reason-

able proposal, the British Gov. rnment would have

nothing more to do with the consequences. Sazonof

at once outlined a formula of agreement which went

further to meet / ustria than that first formulated.' He

proposed a discussion in London, under the participa-

tion of the Powers, in which he represented a cessation

of Austrian operations in Serbia, not as a condir.on, but

merely as " very important^- Everywhere there were

activity, hope, and the zeal to save. Then suddenly

the German ultimata exploded like a bombshell, and at

a stroke all hopes were annihilated.

What induced Germany to take this step? Professedly

it was due to the Russian mobilisation. What are the

facts '.caring on this point ? I have already pointed out

that the Russian mobilisation was merely the conse-

quence of two facts ; firstly, the Austrian mobilisation

which had preceded it, and secondly, the more than equi-

vocal attituJe assumed by Germany and Austria

throughout the crisis.

Both grounds were completely sound, as I believe that

I have proved. The Russian mobilisations were in no

way kept secret ; they were carried out with complete

publicity, the partial mobilisation in the four southern

Governmental districts on July 29th, the general mobi-

lisation on the morning of July 31st.» The Austrian

partial mobilisation had already taken place before the

declaration of war against Serbia, that is to say before

July 28th. The general mobilisation was ordered at the

1 Orange Book, No. 67. Blue Book, Nc. 120.

Book, Nos. 113. 120.
a Yellow Book, No. 120. Blue Book, No. :33.

» White Book, pp. 409, 412.

Yellow

a LuaaiLU-.^^^^^—^ma
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latest at 1 r/chck on the morning of July Sl$t:

indeed, acording to the report of the Russian

Ambassador at Vienna, it took place as early as July
28th.' The Russian partial mobilisation was officially

communiciited to Berlin on July aoth, and the general

mobilisation was publicly proclaimed in Petrograd on
July 81st.

The story of the false Russian words of honour is

itself a falsehood. According to the acccmt given in the

German White Book, no fewer than two Rusf lan gentle-

men are assumed to have broken their word of honour,
the Russian Minister of War and the Chief of the General

Staff. In addition to these, it is known that the Russian
Emperor, the " most sincere and devoted friend and
cousin" of the Emperor William, also broke his word
(" betrayed Germany's confidence," as it is expressed in

the official English edition of the German White Book).
These insinuations of broken words constitute, along

with many other features, a pleasant method of distin-

guishing between the Gcman publication and those of

other countries. This also provides for people abroad a
" culture-barometer " indicating a position which is in

no way specially favourable for Germany.
But if only the assertions were at least true ! They

are, however, untrue. The Russian Minister of War
declared on July 27th to the German military attache

that no order to mobilise had as yet been issued, but
that preparatory measures only were being taken; if

Austria were to cross the Serbian frontier the four

military districts directed towards Austria would be
mobilised, but not those on the German frontier, since

•'peace with Germany was desired very much."^ This
communication of the Minister for War was in full

* Yellow Book, No. 115 Orange Rook, Nos. 47, 49.
- White Book, Exhibit 11.
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accordance with the truth. The alleged "declaration
of the state of war" in Kovn< referred to in the

telegram from the Imperial Consulate on July 27th,'

is not the same as mobilisation. This should
be known in Germany at least, since we also

expressly distinguish between a "state of war" and
"mobilisation."

The mobilisation of Kieff and Odessa, which is pre-

sumed to hav-' taken place en July 20th, is reported by
the German military attache only in a very vague form,
and cannot therefore be regarded as established. The
military attache " deems it certain that mobilisation has
been ordered " in the two districts.-' His assumption
may, howeve", be false, and may be based on the
receipt of erroneous ' formation, not &n improbable
occurrence in view n i,ne great distance between these

two districts and Petrograd. Nevertheless, it is possible

(and indeed it would have been more than reasonable)
that Russia on July 26th, that is to say, on the day
after the rupture of diplomatic relations between Austria
and Serbia, should have made preparations for mobilisa-
tion. The Minister for War expressly acknowledges
this. It is thus as audacious as it is unjust to reproach
the Russian Minister of War with a breach of his word
of honour on the ground of such evidence.
The second guilty person is the Chief of the General

Staff, and the accuser is again the military attache. In
this case the conversation took place on July 29th, and
the statement made by the Chief of the General Staff
is reported to have been to the effect that " everything
had remained as the Secretary had informed me two
days ago," that nowhere had there been mobilisation.
For this he gave his word of honour in the most solemn

1 White Book, Exhibit 8.

2 White Book, Exliibit 7.
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manner, but he '* could not assume a guarantee for the

future."

»

The Chief of the General Staff did not say this, and

cannot have said this, for on the same day, July 29th,

the Russian Government officially informed Berlin thai

they had mobilised four army districts. It will be seen

how much love of truth is involved in the composi-

tion of the German White Book. On the same page,

page 10,- there is printed, at the top the ofiicial com-

munication of the mobilisation, and below the official

denial. What purpose is the Chief of the General Staff

supposed to have had in view when he uttered this lie,

seeing that at the same moment the Russian Ambassa-
dor was informing Berlm of the truth ? What, on the

other haii'l, must we think of a Government which in a

matter of life and death manifests such levity in the

compilation of official documents ?

What the Chief of the General Staff really said is

indeed quite clear. He confirmed the mobilisation

against Austria, and denied that against Germany.
This agrees with the official communication made in

Berlin, and also with a report despatched on July 30th

by Paleologue, the French Ambassador.* The military

attach^ had either failed to understand the Chief of the

General Staff, or else he intentionally reported what was
not true.

Notwithstanding a diligent study of the evidence it is

not clear to me in what point the Russian Emperor is

supposed to have lied. The whole of these questions of

mobilisation and of mutual recrimination stand for the

1 White Book, p. 410.
* [Page8409 and 410inthe collected English correspondence.]
' Yellow Book, No. 102 : " gave him his word of honour

that the mobilisation ordered this morning was exclusively
directed against Austria."
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most part on such an uncertain foundation that it is

hazardous to uuer censorious judgments in this matter.

The Emperor WiUiai , for example, telegraphs on July

80th to the Tsar :
'* Austria has mobilised only against

Serbia." In opposition to this, the Imperial Chancellor

admits in his speech of August 4th that Austria had

also mobilised against Russia. It is impossible to

ascertain the truth with regard to this or that mobilisa-

tion, since measures of mobilisation are different in

different countries, and, since further, even without an

official mobilisation it is possible to carry out a secret

mobilisation. In French report", for example, it is

maintained, and the assertion is supported by facts,

tha* Germany had begun to mobilise as far back as the

recall of the Austrian Ambassador from Belgrade.* The

proclamation of the "danger of war" is a German

speciality, which, as a matter of fact, conceals the most

serious measures of mobilisation.

Where and when, however, is the Russian Emperor

supposed to have lied on the subject of his mobilisa-

tion? In his telegram of July 30th he acknowledges

"the military measures now taking form," which were

being carried out "for the reason of defence against

the preparations of Austria." In his telegram of July

81st he dec'ares that a discontinuance of his mihtary

preparations was " technically impossible "—an expres-

sion which it is remarkable to note occurs in almost the

same words in the telegram of the Emperor William to

the King of England on August 1st :
" For technical

reasons the mobilisation which I have already ordered

this afternoon on two fronts—east and west—n>ust

proceed according to the arrangement made." In his

last telegram of August 1st the Tsar in no way denies

the mobilisation on the German frontier, with which

1 Blue Book, No. 105 (Enclosure 3^.

o 3
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he is reproached by the German Emperor, but, on the

contrary, he leaves it open to the latter to mobilise also,

asking only that the Emperor should give the same

guarantee as he himself had given, namely, that

" these measures do 7it)t mean tear," and that both

rulers should continue tc negotiate in the interests of

peace.

I do not find anything in these telegrams which can

even in the slightest degree throw doubt on the honour

of the Russian Emperor. On the contrary, I see in

the whole exchange of telegrams—above all, in the sup-

pressed telegram of July 29th—the most honourable

inclination to peace on the part of the Tsar, as con-

trasted with Ihe ultimatum-policy of Germany which,

in spite of all the German Emperor's peaceful assur-

ances, was necessarily bound to lead to wai.

The conclusion at which I arrive is, then, that the

Russian mobilisation was justified, since it was occa-

sioned by the Austrian mobilisation. It ivus not kept

secret, but was officially communicated to foreign coun-

tries, and was publicly proclaimed within the country.

There is no manner of proof for the assertion that it

was aggressive in character. With as much reason, and

indeed with more reason, an aggressive character could

be ascribed to the previous Austrian mobilisation and

the German mobilisation concealed under the name of

the " State of War." The attitude of the various

Governments up to the moment of mobilisation, and

their subsequeiit behaviour, can alone show these mili-

tary acts in their true character. From this point of

view the Austro-German mobilisations which were in

full swing even before the proclamation of the " state

of war," have a much more aggressive character than

the Russian, because the Austro-German mobilisation

served an aggressive policy, whereas the policy which

m'X'i n..'11'iB iH*!"i«9P»nV^ SP
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a departure from the conventions usually governing

international relations; the situation was, however,

rendered more diflicult by the conditions imposed by

Germany, specifying the manner in which it was to be

carried out. The discontinuance of Russia's military

measures was to take place :

—

(a) Within twelve hours, and

(b) Not only against Germany, hut also against

Austria.

The first request was " technically impossible," since

a great State covering an enormous superficial area

cannot within twelve hours put a stop to measures

of mobilisation which have been initiated (see the tele-

grams of the Emperor Nicholas of July 81st, and that

of the Emperor William to the King of Erjland of

August 1st).

The second demand, however, that demobilisation

should take place against Austria as well was so mon-
strous that one is almost tempted to doubt the sanity

of the people who dared to proposr it. Was Russia

really expected to cancel her mobi' ation age Inst

Austria, while Austria herself had been partially

mobilised for over eight days, and had been completely

mobilised against Russia and against Serbia since

the early morning of July 81st, perhaps even from

July 28th ? Could Russia be expected to lay down her

arms before Austria ? This suggestion is all the more
remarkable inasmuch as Austria herself had no idea of

addressing such a demand to Russia, but, on the con-

trary, she renewed negotiations with Russia on July

81st, the same day on which both States carried out a

general mobilisation.

Germany tiius was -' more Austrian than the

Austrians." Sptakino 'generally, what right had she

to make demands on behalf of Austria? Did she inter-
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vtne as Austria's guardian, was she clothed with the

powers of a pler.ipotentiary, or on what other legal

title did she rely? In any case, the situation which

arose from this arrogant tutelage was—I can find no

other word for it—an abortion of madness. Austria

found nothing to astonish or inconvenience her ui

carrying on negotiations with Russia under arms. And,

fts a matter of fact, it was not the first time that nego-

tv*-^ny. had taken place between the two countries

a these circumstances. During the Balkan crisis

.1 Powers had remained mobilised for months at a

time, and nevertheless negotiations had been succcss-

lully carried on. Germany, however, whose interests

were not involved in the present negotiations, who

participated in the whole dispute merely as the ally of

Austria, believed it to be her duty to afford more

protection to Austria than Austria herself considered

I hat she required, and she demanded from Russia a

tlemobUisation to which the Double Monarchy attached

MO importance whatever.

The complete madness of the whole situation may be

•rathered from the following hypothesis. If Russia-

as, indeed, theoretically might have happened—had

aL'reed to demobilise so far as Germany was concerned,

but had declined to do so with regard to Austria—what

would have been the position ? The German ultimatum

would then have been partially complied with and par-

tially declined, and Germany would have declared war

against Russia because Russia had not demohthsed

against Austria. But Austria had in no way asked her

to demobilise

!

.

We see by what kind of men Germany is governed.

-
, w Jong will the people still submit to this condition

(if iifra.'s? ^ ,,

.^..t o go further. Is then mobihsation in itself a
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hostile or a threatening act against which a neighbour-
ing country is justified in taking action by means of an
ultimatum? In no way. Mobilisation in itself is

nothing else than the process by which the military
forces of a country are prepared against the contin-
gency of a conflict arising with another country. It is

a measure of security and foresight, which can only
assume a threatening character by simultaneous or
antecedent political measures taken by the Power
mobilising. What political measures had Russia taken
which could attach i ) her mobilisation the suspicion of
aggressive intentions? None. The aggression, the
general initiative to the whole conflict had issued from
Austria, with the approval and support of Germany.
Russia was politically acting on the defensive when she
pave expression to her legitimate interests in the
Balkans. She was bound to support this political defen-
sive by military measures of security, since the aggres-
sor also had made military preparations.

This is the situation viewed from the abstract stand-
point of international law. In the concrete case before
us we have seen that Russia up to and even beyond
the day of her general mobilisation had, in union with
England and France, done everything to maintain
peace, whereas Austria and Germany had done every-
thing to disturb it. Thus the concrete circumstances
of the case also prove that the Russian mobilisation—
which in theory was no menace to Germany—could also
in this practical case contain no such menace. To this
must be added that Russia, as we have already seen,
had no recognisable interest in attacking Germany or
Austria. Her interest was exclusively confined to
guarding herself against being checkmated by Austria
in tlif Balkans; the question was one of defence, not
defiance.
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That mobilisation in itself is in no way a hostile act

can be proved even from the testimony of an Austrian

witness. Count Forgach, the Austrian Foreign Under-

Secretary, declared, on July 31st, to de Bunsen, the

English Ambassador, that "* mobilisatiov was not to be

regarded (is a ntcessarily hostile act on diher side."*

Nevertheless, it suited Germany to represent the

Russian mobilisation as a menace, and, indeed, as a

menace against Austria and Germany alike. What was

announced as the consequence which would fall upon

Russia if she did not comply with the demands con-

tained in the ultimatum ? Mobilisation in Germany

was also to take place. In the telegram sent by the

Chancellor to Count Pourtales on July 81st we read :

"On acoount of these Russian measures we have been

forced, for the safety of the country, to proclaim the

'threatening state of war,' which does not yet imply

mobilisation. Mobilisation, however, is bound to follow

it Russia does not,"- &c., &c. Up to this point the

matter is still quite logical if it is admitted that the

despatch of the ultimatum was justifiable or necessary

(which is, however, an erroneous assumption).

If this is madness, there is, at any rate, method in

it. Germany says to Russia :
" You have mobilised

;

if you do not draw back, I will mobilise also." This

is, indeed, the course which the Tsar advised the

Emperor William to adopt : that there should be mobi-

lisation on both sides, but without war or intention to

make war, and that negotiations with the view of arriv-

ing at a peaceful understanding should go quietly

forward. That such a course is possible requires no

proof. That it has happened countless times is a histori-

cal fact. What reason was there for supposing that it

1 Blue Book, No. 118.

= White Book, Eihibit 24.
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could not happen on this occasion? Indeed, there were

now stronger reasons than ever before, since greater

interests were at stake, and greater composure and pru-

dence were therefore required on the part of all con-

cerned. If Germany had remained content with the

mobilisation which she threatened, and had given full

scope to the apparently hopeful negotiations taking

place in Vienna and Petrograd, if she had only waited

for a day or two—mobilised like the others—it is certain

that Europe would have been preserved from the

gravest of all catastrophes. As de Bunsen, the English

Ambassador, states in his report to the English Govern-
ment '

: "A few days' delay might in all probability

have saved Europe from one of the greatest calamities

in history."

The mobilisation of Germany would indeed have
given a new impulse to the negotiations; for everyone

feared us. Up till then there was no one who had seen

us in arms; no one would have dared to quarrel with

a Germany ready for battle.

The fact that it is possible to be mobilised and that

negotiations may nevertheless be ci :
• 3d on without

war resulting is confirmed, quite apart from countless

historical incidents, by the events which took place in

the beginning of August, 1914. Germany and France
mobilised on the afternoon of August 1st; x.otwith-

standing this, the Emperoi William and the Chancellor

in their telegrams to London on August 1st expressed

their readiness to delay crossing the French frontier

until 7 o'clock in the evening of August 3rd.^ As a

matter of fact, war was only then declared against

France ; the two countries were thus mobilised for three

days without being at var with each other.

1 White Bonk, No. Un.
2 ColiccioJ Diplomatic Corro-ipoiKleiioe, p. 540.
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A much more striking and even humorous example

of this kind is presented by the relations between

Austria and Russia. These, the two leading parties ir

the quarrel, had been mobilised since July 81st, and

war did not break out between them until August 6th,

when the state of peace was ended by the declaration

made by Austria. For days after the outbreak of the

war between Russia and Germany the Austrian and

Russian Ambassadors remained q etly in the capital

of their enemies, and, who knows, may even have con-

tinued negotiations. In any case the mclii'sed condi-

tion of their armies did not disturb them in the enjoy-

ment of the comforts of peace. Surely nothing equally

insane—I can again find no other expression which is

applicable, and there is no reason why I should refrain

from calling a spade a spade—has ever occurred in

diplomatic history. The two chief duellists have not

yet crossed swords, but the second of one party has

already attacked the other. If in the six days between

the 1st and the 6th of August Austria and Russia had

after all succeeded in arriving at an agreement—a con-

summation which at the time was still hoped for by the

whole of Europe, and which could easily have been

realised but for the provocative intervention of Germany

—where in that case would have been the sense of

Germany's war against Russia ? It would have been a

sort of war in the air, a tilting against windmills in the

manner of Don Quixote, a war without any substantial

ground. I will again merely ask : How long will the

7mtion continue to tolerate such a Government ?

An answer to this peculiar ultimatum does not appear

to have been received from the Russian Government,

although a reply was received personally from the Tsar

in he telegram despatched by him about noon on

August 1st, !uul received in Berlin about 2 o'clock in

wn^™"SBiPw
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the afternoon.' This is the telegram quoted above, in
which the Tsar states that he regards the German
counter-mobilisation as reasonable, but expresses anew
the desire and the hope that it will not lead to war, but
that "with the aid of God it must be possible to our
long-tried friendship to prevent the shedding of blood."
Three hours later the declaration of war was handed

over m Petrograd by the German Ambassador, Count
Pourtal^s.

Never in the history of the world has a greater crime
than this been committed. Never has a crime after
Its commission been denied with greater effrontery and
hypocrisy.

"The Russian Government destroyed through its
mobilisation, menacing the security of our countrj-, the
laborious action at mediation of the European Cabinets,
just as it was on the point of succeeding. The Russian
mobih ation, in regard to the seriousness of which the
Russian Government was never al'owed by us to enter-
tain a doubt, in connection with its continued denial,
shows clearly that Russia wanted war " {see the German
White Book, page 41 2).

Nothing of tins is true:

The Russian Government did not menace the security
of the German Empire by its mobilisation.

It did not destroy the action at mediation of the
European Cabinets just as it was on the point of suc-
ceeding.

It did not deny its measures of mobilisation.
It did not want war.

Everything that is here flung a- a reproach at the
Russian Government was, in fart, committed by
Germany.

' Wliite Book, p. 413.
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Germany wanted war, and brought it about by her

ultimatum and by her declaration of war.

This declaration of war is a Cabinet paper in a class

by itself, both m substance and in style. We have

already considered the view that must be taken of the

" part of mediator " played ».y Germany, and of " the

grave and imminent danger " threatened from the side

of Russia. The contents of the document would not

merit any special discussion, if it were not necessary to

emphasise a point which is as yet completely unknown

in Germany. Germany it is incredible, but true !—

delivered the declaration of war with an alternative

text in the passage of most importance, leaving it to

Russia, so to speak, to choose wliich she preferred, and

thus acknowledging that she herself did not know why

she declared war against Russia. In the German White

Book the words in question run: "Russia having

refused to comply with this demand, and having shown

by this refusal," &c. On the other hand, in the declara-

tion of war as delivered in Petrograd the words run

:

"Russia having refused to comply with (not having

considered it necessary to answer) this demand, and

having shown by this refusal (this attitude) that her

action," &c. You can see how they must have

sweated in the Wilhelmstrasse in the dog days to con-

coct a formula for the declaration of war which would

sound fairly well. As it was not known whether Russia

would have to be reproached with a direct refusal or

only with liaving ignored the demands contained in the

ultimatum, as obviously no one knew very definitely

by what name they were to call the Gorgon child with

snakes for hair and breath of fire, whom they were

bringing into the world, they left it to the addressee

to whom the monster was despatched to make the

choice of his ""name and description."

B-1 ^ ^amrm^^mm
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Why rvas war declared against Russia? According; to
the words used in the declaration of war, it was because
Russia had declined or ignored the demands contained
in the ultimatum. According to the memorial containtd
in the White Book it was because Russia had begun the
war against ms.> This last point is particularly to be
noted because the assertion that Russia and France had
attacked us forms the basis on which has been con-
structed Ihe flimsy edifice of German popular enthusi-
asm. ''Gentlemen, we are now in a state of defence
(Notwchr),'' exclaimed the Chancellor on August 4th,
'•and necessity (Not) knows no law/' It is not only
the war ayainst our real opponents that is justified on
the grounds of necessity, but also the violation of the
neutrality of Luxembourg and Belgium. " He who is
menaced as we are, and is fighting for his highest
possession, can only consider how he is to ack his wav
through."^

'

Menace and defence; these, then, are the watch-
'Aords. It is indeed quite true that even the highway-
man is in a certain sense menaced, and in a state of
defence, when he attacks a traveller and suddenly
becomes aware that other well-armed men are hurry-
ing to help the traveller who had looked so lonely. In
such a case the highwayman also is fighting a life and
death struggle for his freedom and his existence. In
this sense Germany also was in a state of defence. She
would not, however, have found herself in such a
position of constraint if she had not herself begun
the attack. To get rid of this disagreeable fact and
to construe for the use of the people a real state of
defence other facts were adduced which were sup-
))osed to fulfil this end, apart from the menace involved

' White Book, p. 413.
- Collected Documents, p. 438.
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in nu)bilisation-which it was realised was insufficient

to serve as a basis for this purpose.

It is asserted with regard to Russia and France ahke

that they had hisun the war, that they had " opened

/jos/ZhVus."'
. , / 4.

•

How did Russia begin the war ? One single fact r

cited ui the memoranduna. Russian troops had

"ahcady in the afternoon of August 1st" crossed our

frontier and " marched into German territory." Be it

observed ; already on the afternoon of August 1st. Is

there anything remarkable about this ? Did we not at

5 o'clock on the same afternoon hand over a declara-

tion of war in Petrograd ? Was there not in consequence

a state of war behveen Germany and Russia as from

5 o'clock in the ajternoon? Were not Russian troops,

therefore, perfectly entitled to cross our frontiers after

5 o'clock? If the Chancellor wished to construe an

attack which would have been in violation of inter-

national law he should at least have been sufficiently

astute to insert after the words "in the afternoon of

August 1st" the further words '' before 5 a clock.

Only in such a case would it have been possible to

speak of an attack, and consequently of a state of

defence. If the frontier was crossed only after the

declaration of war, it was no longer an attack, but a

natural and justifiable consequence of the state of war

which we had brought about.

On this point also we can again dispose of the Chan-

cellor by means of his own memorial. What he asserts,

even if it were true—which is still to be proved—m no

way supports the conclusions which he draws, and the

theory of defence collapses miseribly like a hor.se of

cRrdSa

And in arriving at this conclusion 1 have left com-

1 White Book, p. 413.

:=VKiK3nw-t^-
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pletely aside the question whether it is in any way
possible from such collisions on the frontier to draw the
conclusion that attacks have been intentionally made by
the neighbouring State. Such infertnces cannot, of
course, be drawn. When nations are opposed to each
other m arms, and, indeed, even in time of peace without
mobilisation when there is merely a state of tension
between neighbouring States, experience shows that
cro'-ngs of the frontier, collisions between advance-
l and similar incidents constantly take place. These
a jurrences which reasonable men view as they
deserve to be viewed, as unimportant incidents for which
neither of the States concerned can be held responsible
The supreme military command is, in such a case in
no way responsible, for incidents of this nature invari-
ably arise through the arbitrary action of subordinate
othcers without—indeed in most cases contrary to—the
instructions of their superior officers. This is, indeed
the first occasion in the history of war in which such a
frontier mcident has been interpreted as an intentional
attack by a neighbouring State and the people have
been deluded into the idea that they are in a state
cf defence. The most remarkable feature in the whole
business is, however, as we have said, that there was
not even an illegitimate passage of the frontier, if this
only took place after 5 o'clock on the afternoon of
August 1st.

Equally threadbare are the assertions which are
advanced with the object of construing an attack from
the side of France.

The declaration of war against France took place
on August 8rd at 6.45 p.m. The letter from Herr von
Schoen, contammg the declaration of war, bases it on
the following grounds :

" A certain number of flagrantly
hostile acts committed on German territory by French
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military aviators ; several ^ these have openly violated

the neutrality of Belgium by flying over the territory

of that country ; one has attempted to destroy buildings

near Wesel ; others have been seen in the district of the

Eifel, one has thrown bombs on the railway near Carls-

ruhe and Nuremberg."^

French military aviators who had "openly" passed

over Belgium arc thus in this case alleged to be the

guilty persons. In the case of France it was impossible

to suggest that the mobilisation amounted to a menace,

since the White Book itself is obliged to admit that

France mobilised at the same time as we did.* Since it

was then of no avail to assert here, as in the case of

Russia, the existence of a menace, it was necessary for

the Government to restrict themselves, in the case of

France, to saying that Germany had actually been

attacked. According to the declaration of war, the

actual attack was effected by military aviators, who

were further perceived io have crossed over Bel-

gium. How anyone can tell by looking at an

aviator who drops bombs on Wesel, Carlsruhe, or

Nuremberg that he came from Belgium remains a

secret locked in the breasts of the gentlemen in the

Wilhelmstrasse. It is, however, very interesting to

observe how Herr von Schoen's bomb-throwing aviators

are transformed by Herr von Below-Saleske into " diri-

gibles" (see the memorandum of his interview on

August 8rd with the Belgian Foreign Office*), and how

further in the Chancellor's speech of August 4th they

become "cavalry patrols and French infantry detach-

ments " breaking into the territory of the Empire.*

> Yeu Book, No. 147.
'» White Book, p. 413.
3 Grey Book, No 21.

* Collected Document.'^, p. 4;{S.
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What, we may ask, really took place? Did the

French merely send across aviators, as Herr von Schoen

maintains, or dirigibles as Herr von Belo .'-Saleske says,

or companies and cavalry patrols as the Chancellor

asserts? An English proverb which the Empress

Frederick was in the habit of quoting tells us that A

liar should have a good memory." The German diplo-

matists lie, but unfortunately they have a bad memory.

The contradiction between the statements of these three

gentlemen is sufficient to prove that all these French

attacks are imaginary. It is, in fact, the Germans who

were the aggressors, not merely because they declared

>var against France-which even if a crime was, at any

rate, within their rights under international law-but

also because they had violated French terntory days

before the declaration of war. This fact is proved, not

only by Frei.ch assertions, the credibility of which

might be disputed, but also by German confessions,

which are of course unintentional. As early as July

30th and again on August 2nd the French Government

lodged complaints in Berhn with regard to quite

definite occurrences of this nature ': at Delle, near

Belfort, the French custom house was twice fired upon

by German soldiers; north of this town two patrols of

mounted Jagers crossed the frontier and advanced as

far as the villages of Joncherey and Baron ;
their officer

shot a French soldier in the head, and his men earned

off some Frencl horses. On the same day, August

2nd German troops violated French territory at Ciry

and'Longwy, and marched against Fort Longwy, &c.

These are some of the French complaints. That there

must be some truth in all this is clear from the Chan-

cellor's speech of August 4th. Herr von Bethmann

expressly admits one of the Irench complaints (cross-

1 Yellow Book, Nos. 106, 136, 139.
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ing of the frontier by a patrol, and the occurrence of a

conflict) on the ground of the report of the German

General Staff.' One may reasonably suspect that other

violations of the frontier "against express orders," as

Herr von Bethmann puts it, also took place. This sus-

picion appears all the more reasonable, and indeed

becomes a certainty, when we read the concluding

sentence of the telegram sent on August 1st by the

Emperor William to King George :
" I hope that France

vvill not be nervous. The troops on my frontier are at

this moment being kept back by telegraph and by

telephone from crossing the French frontier."^ This

Iclcgnim proves two things:—
(1) that France on August 1st had not yet become

nervous

;

(2) that the German troops on August 1st, that is

to say two days before the declaration of irar, would

have crossed the French frontier, if they had not been

kept back by telegraph and by telephone.

The fact that they were thus kept back was caused

by the negotiations which took place at the last hour

with England. Thus had it not been for these negotia-

tions German troops would have penetrated into France

en masse forty-eight hours before the declaration of

war.

What then becomes of the assertion of the Chan-

cellor that France broke the peace, and that, in fact,

she attacked us? The statement does not deserve

credence because of the triple contradiction between the

various statements constituting the charge, and in any

case it remains unproved. On the other hand, the

counter-assertion of France, that we were the aggressors

and the violators of the frontier, is credible because it is

1 Collected Documents, p. 438.

- Collected Documents, p. 310.
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ill itself free from contradiction, because it specifics in

the most detailed manner the time, the place, and the

circumstances of the cases cited, because the German

Ceneral Staff itself admits one of these frontier viola-

tions, and because the telegram of the Emperor admits

that even violations of the frontier en masse were con-

templated.

The Frt'nch Government, on the other hand, have

strictly denied the charges brought against them, and,

above all, by fixing the ten-kilometre zone they gave

proof of their sincere intention to avoid violations of

the frontier.
, u «

In my opinion the objective investigation of the facts

can lead only to the acquittal of France and to the

condemnation of Germany. And this view is strength-

ened if the previous course of diplomatic negotiations

and the attitude of the two parties is taken into con-

sideration. May we not assume that perhaps the

('or'rine of Bernhar'i was followed in the measures

taken by Germany, that the cards had to be so shuffled

that their opponents woi'ld be so provoked that a

declaration of war was bou rd to come from their side ?

May it not be assumed that it was hoped in this way to

achieve the double advantage of moving the odium

on to the shoulders of their opponents, and of bringing

the case under the terms of the alliance with Italy ?

One thing, at any rate, is certain : the assertion that

we were attacked by France, and were therefore m a

state of defence, is an invention fit to be placed along-

side of the corresponding assertion made with regard to

Russia. No one attacked us. No one placed us m a

state of defence. This war is but a pseudo-war of

liberation, ,

What took place now, after the outbreak of war witli

Russia and France, has no connection with the central
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question :
" Who is responsible for the European war ?

"

The European war was there, as soon as Germany and

Austria on the one side stood opposed to France and

Russia on the other. No one can become guilty of an

act after it is committed. Guilt can, however, be

increased in so far as the act committed may involve in

its train the commission of other acts. The more por-

tentous these further acts are, the greater and heavier

will be the load of guilt.

THE VIOLATION OF BELGIAN NEUTRALITY AND THE

PARTICIPATION OF ENGLAND IN THE WAR.

After having presented to Belgium the evening of

August 2nd an ultimatum in which a free passage

through this neutral country was demanded and after

receiving a refusal, Germaiiy invaded Belgian territory

on the morning of August 4th.

The neutrality of Belgium was established by the

Treaty of London of 1839, and guaranteed for all time

by England, France, Austria, Prussia, and Russia.

Article 7 of the Treaty of London provides that Belgium

shall be an independent and perpetually neutral State,

and that it shall maintain its neutrality against all other

States. The first and most obvious duty of a neutral

State is to refuse to belligerent parties <i right of passage

through its territory. This is one of the fundamental

principles of international law, and it has been again

formally confirmed, with the concurrence of all the

Powers, by the Hague Conference of 1907. Article 5

of the Hague Convention on the rights and duties of

neutral States prescribes that " A neutral State ought

not to allow on its territory any of tlie acts referred to

in Articles 2 to 1." Article 2 provides that " Belligerents

are forbidden to move across the territory of a neutral
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Power troops or cr v ys. either of munitions of war or

of supplies." 1 I tly, A. ;;< k lO of the same Convention

declares that t) ^ f -ci ol a n ^ral Power repellmg, even

by force, attac . on its nei trality cannot be regarded

as a hostile act.

This is the legal position. Herr von Bethmann seeks

to avoid the consequences which flow from the legal

position by constructing in this c.ise also the case of

Defence, which he has already advanced agamst France

and Russia.

I believe that I have proved that as agamst 1 ranee

and Russia the state of defence did not arise, but that

it is merelv a German invention. If this is correct, then

there can 'also have been no state of defence agamst

Belgium, for liere at least it is not asserted that Belgmm

had attacked us by military aviators, infantry, and

.•avalry. The state of defence against Belguim stands

and falls with the state of defence against the other

countries already mentioned, and is thus to be denied

on grounds of fact.

But even if Germany had in fact been m a state of

defence against France and Russia, the wrong done to

Belgium would not thereby have been dimmished. The

state of defence (Notwchr) against enemies in war

would, it is true, in general justify an act * defence

(Verteidigung), but under no circumstances would it

justify an act of defence involving injury- to a third

party, that is to say, a breach of neutrality.

The criminal code defines a state of defence as that

defence iVcrtcidi<>uvg) which is necessary to ward off

from oneself or from another an actual attack in viola-

tion of the law.*" A transgression of the limits tnus

indicated can onlv claim immunity from punishment if

the actor "in consternation, alarm, or terror exceeded

the limits of defence (Fertetdigung)." As this definition

:l'.!l' I
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of the state of defence is the only one which we possess

in our laws, and as, moreover, it corresponds to all

logical requirements, we may be permitted to apply the

principles so enunciated to the actions for which the

German Chancellor bears the responsibility. Thus even

if we assume that Germany was in a state of defence, it

was nevertheless open to her to take only such actions in

her defence as were unconditionally necessary, not, how-

ever, such actions as were convenient or advantageous

f(ir her. Under no circumstances can the passage through

Belgium be said to have been necessary for her, for

indeed the whole of the eastern frontier of France from

Verdun to Belfort stood at the disposal of the German

army. It was, of course, more advantageous and con-

venient to avoid this strong line of fortresses, and to

fall into France from the north. But advantage and

convenience do not form the standard by which the

limits of the state of defence are determined; on the

contrary, the only test is necessity. If anyone wishes to

maintain that we were in a condition of consternation,

alarm, or terror, then the transgression of the limits

of the state of defence would be forgiven to us. But I

was under the impression that we Germans fear only

God, and not the French. So that even this objection

does not excuse us.

To this there must be added the further ground

already pointed out, which must unconditionally lead

to our condemnation : the state of defence never excunea

the violation of the rights of a third party. The state

of defence against France could not excuse the viola-

tion of the rights of Belgium.

From every point of view then we are in the wrong,

on grounds both of fact and of law. Viewed from the

political point of view, the matter is even worse for us.

What is the meaning and the purpose of the neutrahsa-

rm
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tion of a small State which an unrighteous Providence

has planted in the mi die of great States and made
the natural cc c-pit for their struggles ? The purpose

can only be to protect this State ni war, not in peace,

when it needs no protection, li, however, when war

comes each of the neighbouring States is justified in

falling into the neutral State, on the ground that it is

in a state of defence—in a general sense, although not

in a juridical sense, every war is a state of defen e

—

then the whole process of neutralisation has no longer

any purpose, and is, in fact, nothing but a " scrap of

paper," as the Chancellor said to Sir E. Goschen. The

dictum that ^'necessity knows no law'* may be used

to justify any crime. The precise purpose of a treaty

of neutrality is, however, that of making necessity

subject to the commands of law. Its object is to replace

the maxim :
" La force prime le droit " by the con-

trary maxim : '"Le droit prime la force."

Now i*^ is true that the attempt has been made to

justify the violation of Belgian neutrality on two

grounds. It is maintained :
—

(1) that France would have invaded Belgium if we

had not anticipated her, and

(2) that Belgium long ago concluded military agree-

ments with France and England with the view of

taking common action against Germany.

Both these arguments are entirely unsupported.

There is c complete absence of any proof that France

intended to invade Belgium.

Sir Edward Grey is known to have addressed on July

31st an inquiry in identical terms to France and to Ger-

many with a view to ascertaining whether, in the event

of a war, they would respect the neutrality of Belgium

so long as no other Power violated it.' The answer •..

1 Blue Book, No. 114,

siiT-.jr>»t.r>i
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France was received without delay, and was an uncon-

ditional affirmative.* The answer of Herr von Jagow,

on the other hand, was one of the many awkward

excuses which this child of misfortune had throughout

ihe whole affair to produce by command from above.

He had to consult the Emperor end the Chancellor

before he could possibly answer. He was very doubtful

whether they would return any incf/er at all, since

any reply they might give could not but disclose a

certain amount of their plan of campaign in the event

of war ensuing.- Herr von Jagow did not neglect even

on this oc ..ion to draw attention to a presumed hostile

act of Belgium, namely, an embargo on a consignment

of corn for Germany—an incident which is explained as

perfectly correct by the Belgian Government in their

Grey Book.*

This early hint on the part of Jagow of the hostility

of Belgium was merely the prelude to the campaign

which was later systematically pursued, and which

reached its culminating point in the assertion of the

Chancellor that a violation of neutrality had not in fact

taken place, since Belgium, in consequence of military

conventions with England and France had already sacri-

ficed her neutrality beiore the German invasion. This

campaign was opened after the conquest of B'^'.gium,

and even to-day it is being continued with unabated

energy.

On what is this charge based ? It is, in the first

place, a matter for surprise that the Chancellor in

his speech in the Reichstag on August 4th had not

the slightest information about the sale of Belgium's

soul. In this speech the violation of Belgian neutrality

' Blue P.ook. No ll!o.

- Blue Book, No. 122.

3 Grey Book, No. 71), Enclosure^'
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was explained exclusively by reference to the intended

invasion on the part of France, and against Belgium

herself not the shadow of a reproach was raised. Oa

the contrary, Herr von Bethmann declared that the

invasion of Belgium was a " wrong " which they would

endeavour to make good later on. If the facts now

asserted were true, is it not remarkable that they so

completely escaped the notice of our Ambassador in

Brussels? At least a suspicion ought to have arisen,

and should have been conveyed to Berlin through the

Brussels Embassy. Had this happened, the Chancellor

would certainly not have failed to bring forward as

early as August 4th this weighty argument in favour

of our violation of Belgian neutrality; for in other

matters he was certainly free enough with unproved

assertions.

We may then assume as a certainty that in Berlin

nothing was known of treacherous agreements of this

character. It was necessary to ferret about among the

Belgian archives after the capture of Brussels before it

was possible to get on the track of the treachery of the

Belgians. The Norddcutsche AUgemeine Zeitung was

then in a position to publish some documents from the

archives of the Belgian General Staff which, in the

view of the German Government, were supposed to

reveal the fact that a plan of war against Germany had

been concluded between Belgium and England. If the

documents are authentic and complete—which has yet to

be proved—it is true that they show that certain conver-

sations took place between Belgian officers and English

military attaches on the co-operation which might ulti-

mately take place between England and Belgium; on

the otbr hand, they incontestably prove that this

co-operation would only take place in "'<'^^^"^^^^ ''^'

Gr^mnnu viphtinfi Belgian neulrulity. The Nord-
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deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung does not pvhlish in extenso

the documents which were found, in itself a suspicious

circuirstance, but only gives extracts from their

contents. But even these extracts cannot conceal the

fact that the disembarkation of English troops in

Belgium was or'ij to take place after the violation of

her neutrality uy Germany. An official Note of the

Belgian Government issued from Le Havre on Decem-

ber 9th, 1914, incontrovertibly establishes the truth of

this assertion.' The same procedure is thus adopted in

this case as was done with reference to the military

discussions between England and France; discussions

to meet the case of an attack from Germany are

denounced as a conspiracy for a common attack, defen-

sive intentions are falsely represented as offensive.

Germany, whose plans were known and feared by all,

is represented as the innocent victim of the evil designs

of others, whereas in fact the others were only con-

cerned that they thf elves should not fall a victim to

German plans of aggression.*

Why did similar discussions not take place between

1 This Note, which has been passed over in complete silence

hv the German Pres?, has been published everywhere in the

Press of foreign countries. The document of April 10th, 190b,

published in the Norddetdscke AUgemeine Zeitung, is entirely

consistent with the' contents of this Note. It contams the

express remark :
" Th^ entry of the English into Belgium u->uld

only take place after the violation of our neutrality by O^any,

This in itself at once confutes all reproaches to the effect that

an ofieneive agreement against Germany existed between

Encland and Belgium.
2 The Dutch " Agence Van Diaz of November 17tti,

1!)14 quotes the words of a speech which Broqueville. the

Belgian Minister for War, deUvcred in January, 1?1^. ™
a -?cret session of the Belgian Chamber, and in which the

German plans for the invasion of Belgium were revealed m
full detail and put forward as the ground for new mihtary

requirements.

^FFm .i... [ .mi:. I ' M. Hi
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Belgium and Germany to provide for the case of a

French attack? The answer is quite simple. It was

confidently felt that there was no need to fear a Ftench

attack Experience has proved that the view so formed

was correct, and that a just estimate both of France

and of Germany had been framed.

The En<,Mish Foreign Office has published a letter of

Sir Edward Grey's addressed to his Ambassador at

Brussels on April 7th, 1913, in which Grey dismisses

every idea of being the first to violate the neutrality of

Belgium. No British Government would do so, and

public opinion in England would never approve of this

step. The violation of Belgian neutrality by England

would be not only a wrong, but a great folly, since it

would afford Germany a motive and a justification for

following the same procedure. So long as the neutrality

of Belgium or any other neutral countries was not

violated by any other Power, England would never send

troops into their territory. This letlei was written

fifteen months before the outbreak of war, and was

therefore not written with the express purpose of

creating a favourable position for England in the

present controversy. It therefore deserves credence in

every respei t, and is, moreover, confirmed by the events

of the last months.'

After the German ultimatum had been handed to

the Belgian Foreign Minister at 7 o'clock in the evening

of August 'ind, the French Government on the morning

of August iird offered to the Belgian Government,

through ?r military attache, the support of five French

1 For this and for all other mattcra affecting the Belgian

question lefiTeiicc should be made to the work written by

M. Kniile Waxwciltr, Member of ilu- lloyal Belgian Academy,

Im Hdgiquc neutrc ct loyah a vohiine distingui-^hed both

liy its detail and its scientific objectivity. (Lausanne. Payot,

1915.)
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Army Corps. Belgium, nevertheless, declined this o^er

of support, although she had already rejected the

demands of Germany, and imist have been expecting

every moment the violent entry of (lerman forces.

Particular interest attaches to one passage in the answer

of Belgium to Germany. The German Government had

explained their «lemand for a free passage by reierence

to the intention of France to attack Germany

tlirough Belgian territory. The Belgian Government

decisively rejects the reasons thus assigned, and adds

thereto

:

"The intentions attributed to France by Ger-

many are in contradiction to the formal declara-

tions made to us on August 1st in the name of the

French Government.

"Moreover, if, contrary to our expectation,

Belgian neutrality should be violated by France,

Belgium intends to fulfil her international obliga-

tions, and the Belgian army would offer the most

vigorous resistance to the invader'' (Belgian Grey

Book, No. 22).

Belgium thus declares that she is prepared to defend

her neutrality against France with the same resolution

an against Germany, but that she considers that the

possibility of a French attack is excluded in view of the

formal declaration given by France. Does that sound

like a secret alliance? Further, on August 3rd King

Albert addressed to the King of England a telegram in

which he made an appeal for diplomatic, not for mili-

tary, intervention. Does that sound like a secret

military convention?' Sir Francis Villiers, the English

Ambassador, handed on August 4th to Davignon, the

Belgian Minister, a Note, in which England declared

herself ready in the event of a German attack to render

1 Grey Book, No. 25.
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Belpium joint assistance with France and Russia,

"should Belgium so desire.'"

Should Belgium ao desire! In making this limitation

England indeed fell short of her international rights

and duties. It is a recognised principle in international

law, and is, moreover, a principle based on logic, that

m the case of a collective guarantee, such as the Belgian

treaty, each guarantor, in the event of neutrahty being

violated by another State, is at once entitled, in her

own right, to assume protection of the neutral State,

and mdeed has a duty towards the other guaranteeing

Powers to adopt this course (Bluntschli, Volkerrecht,

VI., Nos. 43'2 and 440). Even without awaiting an

expression of the desire of Belgium, England was

entitled to intervene with armed force for the protec-

tion of the violated neutrality. In making her interven-

tion dependent on the desire of Belgium, England

manifested a measure of circumspection to which she

was not pledged in international law, and she proved

beyond dispute that there was no kind of previous

agreement between England and Belgium directed

against Germany.

It was no I until August 5th that the Belgian Govern-

ment issued to the Great Powers a formal appeal which

led to their actual intervention.^

The weakness of the German reproach that Belgium

had already sold her neutrality is thus completely

proved. But even if the reproach were in itself justi-

fied, it would furnish no manner of excuse for Germany.

The defence of the German Govcrimient is suggestive

of that of a thieving murderer who seeks to excuse his

action by asserting that the murdered man was a bad

lot who had himself gained by theft the property which

1 Grey Book, No. 28.

2 Grey Book, No. 42.
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he had stolen. True, if he was aware of the depravity

of his victim before he committed the murder he might

be allowed, not immunity, but the benefit of mitigating

circumstances. But if he only learns afterwards what

sort of a man he has murdered, his act morally remains

the same, whether his victim was a devil or an angel.

Germany invaded a neutral country. Later, she pro-

fesses to have learned that this country was no longer

entirely neutral ; she cannot on these grounds be allowed

the advantage of mitigating circumstances.

This is the moral aspect of the question. Let us now
consider the practical side. Let us for the moment
assume that Belgium, so far as the obligations of

neutrality imposed upon her are concerned, had been
" a child, no angel is so pure " ; let us assume that she

had never entered into even the slightest military defen-

sive discussions with her neighbours. Would this in

any way have prevented our invasion of Belgium?

Would this have induced us to leave in their despatch-

boxes the plans of our General Staff which had been

ready for years ? Would we in this case have felt

constrained to take up our position in front of the

impregnable line of fortresses from Verdun to Belfort ?

No one will venture to maintain this. All the declama-

tions and publications on the crimes committed by

Belgium thus merely represent so much waste of paper

and printer's ink. We were resolved to overrun

Belgium, either in kindness or by force of arms, whether

she behaved well or ill towards us. That is the essential

point. From this reproach no rain will ever wash

us clean, and the more we blacken our victim after the

event, the more damning will be the judgment which

the world will pass upon us.

It would appear that the effect which our behaviour

towards Belgium has exercised on the pubUc opinion

!W?-W!9FHefSS!«SH-a
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„f the whole world. id is still exercisiuK in a daily

increased n.(^asure. .s not yet pr..pe.ly r.ohsed m

Germany. It is nercssarv to live Hhroad m order to

see and grasp this effect. It shows itself even m..re

strongly in neutral forei<,m eountries than in those

countries which are at war with us. In particular, the

small countries which arc luijaeent t.. great States,

Switzerland, Holland, and Denmark, feel that the fate

which befel unfortunate Belgium might have been,

or may in future be, theirs. The preat neutral coun-

tries, however, throughout every rank of society, are

seized with deep commiseration when they read of the

devastations brought upon this prosperous smal

country, on these ancient and glorious homes of

art on these diligent and laborious centres of

industry, when they see in their illustrated papers

the fearful pictures of fire and destruction, of

misery and homelessness, of smoking villages and

towns, when they see families wandering about in

the streets, who in hunger and penury beg for bread

from the German soldiers. The iimoccnt countnj has

fallen a victim to the hurhariam. That is how the world

views the facts, and it only becomes more incensed

when the authors of all this honor seek to excuse their

actio is by saving that once upon a time a Belgian

officer had a consultation with an English military

attache with regard to the steps which might ulti-

mately be taken to defend the country in the event of

a German invasion.

And to commiseration there is added admiration-

admiration for this small, heroic nation who, with sword

in hand, courageously defends her independence and

her honour against the superior forces of the mtruder.

"Belgium," we read in the answer to the German

ultimatum, "has always been faithful to her mter-
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national obligations ; she has carried out her duties in a
spirit of loyal impartiality, and she has left nothing
undone to maintain and enforce respect for her
neutrality.

"The attack upon her independence with which the
Cerman Government threaten her constitutes a flagrant

Violation of international law. No strategic interest

justifies such a violation of law.
" The Belgian Government, if they were to accept the

proposals submitted to them, would sacrifice the honour
of the nation and betray their duty towards Europe.

'* Conscious of the part which Belgium has played for

more than eighty years in the civilisation of the world,
they refuse to believe that the independence of Belgium
can only be preserved at the price of the violation of

her neutrality.

" If this hope is disappointed, the Belgian Govern-
ment are firmly resolved to repel, by all the means in

their power, every attack upon their rights " (Belgian
Grey Book, No. 22).

These are the proud words with which a free nation
defends its honour and its independence.
Even Germany is not without an understanding of

such heroism when it shows itself against the other side.

When, on the same day as that on which German troops
invaded Belgium, the Swiss Government informed the
Governments of belligerent countries of its resolution
to defend by all possible means its neutrality and the
inviolability of its territory, the German Government
in their acknowledgment expressed their sincere satis-

faction and their confidence that the Confederation
"thanks to its strong army and the unconquerable
determination of the whole Swiss people, will repel any
violation of its neutrality.'" What in the case of

* W'^axweiler, p. 52
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Belgium was a crime worthy of death, l)ecause it was

directed against C.erinany, was in the case of Switzer-

hmd u highly meritorious proposal, because if ever the

.notnent should eon..- t<. give it effect, it could only \^

directed against France.

The attitude of the Helgian Army and the Belgian

people was in roufonnity with the proud words m

which the Belgian Covernment had rejected the dis-

honouring suggestion of Germany.

The Belgians have defended their country and their

fortresses witli unconquerable courage and with gigantic

sacrifices. .o-day in the extreme west corner of

Flanders they still continue ' ''er a desperate

resistance, under the personal lea., iip of a King of

tierman blood, married to a (lerman princess-a King

who exposes himself to all the dangers of the struggle.

It is not surprising that such heroism should enkindle

the admiring enthusiasm of the whole world. This is

the true struggle tor freedom and independence; not

the counterfeit struggle which is instilled into the

deluded German people.

To what has this German nation come—a natioii

which in the past, before the present corruption, had

some understanding and enthusiasm for noble and

heroic actions ? Did not the work of liberation achieved

by the Swiss franc-tireur William Tell inspire our

greatest poet to his noblest drama? Were we not

brought up in the admiration of the courage of the

small against the great, of the struggle of the Spartans

against the Persians, of the struggle agamst the

Spaniards carried on by the Dutch, whose rising Schiller

described with such deep sympathy and whom Goethe

immortalised in Kgrnontf And what are we doing

now, we Germans of 1914, who see and experience the

same heroic struggle of the same people agamst us the
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oppressors ? Not a word of sympathy is heard, not a
word of admiration, not even of understandin^f.
Instead of this we utter slanders and accusations
intended to justify our crime. Let any one read the
appeal issued to the civilised world signed by all

tiermuns of distinction. Apart from the falsehood that
Belgium had entered into a conspiracy with France
and England, there is nothing but purely unproved
assertions about the acts of Irancs-tireurs, the mutila-
lion of the wounded, the murder of doctors, and so on.

In the eyes of those gentlemen who, a few years ago,
were stirred to euthusiasm—and rightly so—at tie sight
of the heroic struggle of the small Boer nation against
the might of England, those Belgians who are now
defending their Fatherland, if they do not happen to
have uniforms, are but common criminals, who may
lie shot like mad dogs.' Have you quite forgotten,
you leaders of the German spirit, our heroes of 1818 in
whose honour you were still holding banquets and
delivering enthusiastic speeches a year ago ? Were not
the men whom you celebrated like the Belgians of to-day,
the nation in arms throwing themselves with and with-
out uniforms against the intruder? Who will explain
to the man from among the people the difference
between a soldier and a defender of the Fatherland,
between civilians and men in uniform, when the enemy
is in the land, devastating farmyards and crops,

» Cardinal Mercier, wo Archbishop of Malines, in his
pastoral letter addressoii to the Belgian people on Christmas,
1914, states after " careful investigation " that in his diocese
13 priests, and in the dior^f

. >s of Nainiir, Tournai, and Li^ge,
30 priests were shot, and ii: all cases he gives their names'
and their place of r sieienc. In Aerschot, according to
the findings of Cardii)t;i Meixi' i- 91 civilians, and in Louvain
and the surrounding district, r.(i civilians were shot or burnt
These include men and >.omen, people; of a.lvanced years, as
well as children.

'2
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driving P'vay cattle and provisions, making women and

children oofless? The man of the people sees only

the enemy, the housebreaker, and when he seizes his

rifle he does not care a brass farthing whether he is

wearing a coat with shining buttons or the blue smock

of a peasant. This is a point one ought to understand,

and it is a point which we did understand in the past

while we were still capable of enthusiasm in a good

sense, so long as our enthusiasm had not been diverted

into the corrupt morass of national pride and megalo-

mania, which is constantly associated with contempt

and barbarism towards others. Especially must this

point be kept in view in thinking of a people like the

Belgians who had never anticipated a war, had never

believed themselves menaced by a war, and for a hun-

dred years had never witnessed a war within their

frontiers. These facts have to be grasped, bearing in

mind that men are men, and that our actions must be

framed accordingly.

The German soldiers were certainly free to protect

themselves against underhand attacks, but they should

have kept constantly before them the fact that their

assailants were defending the highest things on earth,

their house and their hearth, their home and their

Fatherland. It was on this fact that they ought

to have based their counter-measures, not on

the so-called law of war, which they fashioned

for themselves, which is nowhere committed to writ-

ing, and nowhere recognised. If in a village of a few

thousand inhabitants and a few hundred houses some

shots aie fired from the windows, perhaps by con-

cealed soldiers and not by civilians, by what right do

we burn down the whole village, and place a number of

the male inhabitants, innocent and guilty, against the

wall and shoot them dead ? If you believe it necessary
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for your protection—I cannot admit in this case a right

of punishment—bun Jown if you Uke the individual

houses, punish the individual civilians whom you recog-

nise as guilty, but spare the village and spare the inno-

cent. That is the least demanded by justice, if indeed

we can speak of justice, in favour of the assailant and
against the defender. What they are opposing to you
is the true state of defence, the state of defence of the

French and the Belgian citizens against the German,
against the German intruder—the state of defence of

Belgium and France against Germany. Here it may be

said with justice, " Necessity knows no law. He who is

fighting for his highest possession can only consider how
he is to hack his way through." This sentence of the

Chancellor, in itself correct, but wrongly applied to

Germany, is applicable to our opponents. Only, when
applied to them, it is unfortunately inverted : he who is

fighting for his highest possession is placed against the

wall and shot dead.

I was able to observe in a picture palace in Berlin

shortly after the outbreak of war the unspeakable

confusion of thought which has spread throughout

Germany. Since the military censor allowed only

patriotic subjects, two war dramas were thrown on the

screen one after the other. The first represented the

rising of the Tyrolese in 1809 under Andreas Hofer, and
the second franc-tireur scenes from the war of 1870. In

the Tyrolese drama the whole nation was in arms
against the French conqueror. Andreas Hofer himself,

the leader and the hero (no general, but an innkeeper),

and all the others were peasants, craftsmen, and ser-

vants, even the wives and daughters were armed,

playing their part in the struggle, the whole nation

kindled to a war of liberation. The sympathies of the

author of this drama were, of course, entirely on the
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side of the Tyrolese. The French were shot down from

hiding places, from behind houses, trees, and blocks of

rock. And it ended, of course, with a victorious libera-

tion of the nation. Then there followed the franc-tireur

drama of 1870, and behold " the scene was changed !

"

The French defenders of the Fatherland have now

suddenly become knaves and criminals. Their very

visages reveal their evil instincts. They also shoot from

ambuscades as did the Tyrolese in 1809, but what was

then a fight for freedom is now crime and treachery.

Punishment, consequently, does not fail to be meted

out. German reinforcements rush into the village, fire

is laid to the walls, and amidst the lamentations of

the women and children a dozen men and boys are

placed ajjainst the church wall and, as '„ is beautifully

expressed, shot according to martial law. Yes, indeed,

that was quite a different story ! Against the French

we are shown a nation in arms ; against the Germans

they are gallows-birds ! The saine confusion of ideas is

met everywhere hnm the highest summits of German

intelligence down to the last producer of cinema films.

The effect of this intellectual perversion abroad may
be imagined ; it is the reverse of what is intended. In

these six months of war the German professor has

become a comic figure abroad, or rather a figure of

tragi-comedy as the Prussian Junker and lieutenant

have been in the past. The sympathies which were

formerly ours have been buried under ridicule and aver-

sion, and have turned to our opponents, above all to the

unhappy Belgians, Karl Spittclcr, who is certainly not

anti-German in sentiment, writes in his pamphlet Our

Swiss Standpomt^ : '"Belgium in herself does not con-

cern us, but her fate concerns us very intimately. That

a wrong was done to Belgium was originally openly

» FNibliahed bv Haseher & Co., Zurich, 1915.
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confessed by the perpetrator. As an afterthought, in

order to appear whiter, Cain blackened Abel. In my
opinion it was a spiritual blunder to rummage for docu-

ments in the pockets of the quivering victim. It was

amply sufficient to throttle the victim. To calumniate

her in addition is really too much." These are the words

of a Swiss. And everyone abroad, everyone without

cxcepticii. writes and thinks to the same effect. Belgian

artists, poets, and politicians are received with enthusi-

asm in Italy and America, in Switzerland and in

Holland. They are acclaimed in gigantic assemblies such

as we held in 1902 in honour of Oom Paul and the Boers

who accompanied him. Belgium to-dny is trump

throughout the world. And woe to us if, after the war,

we so much as touch a hair of a Belgian head ! This

frump card in the hands of our enemies will defeat us

morally, even if we gain the victory in arms,

A part of the devastation we have accomplished in

Belgium we explain by reference to the state of defence.

The state of defence meets us everywhere ; there is a

state of defence when we invade Belgium, a state of

defence when we set fire to the ancient cities of art. I

will accept it as proven that shots were fired on German
soldiers from the houses in Louvain. Does that justify

us in destroying whole districts of the city by fire ? Does

that justify us in exposing the celebrated Town Hall

and the Cathedral to the flames, and in doing them at

least serious damage ? Where is it written that shots

from a rifle must be answered by arson ? Where and

when was such a law of war codified ? That is the

Prussian law of war, but it is not international law.

When the Cossacks act in this way in East Prussia we
speak of wild Muscovite hordes, btit these hordes have

at least this excuse, that in Stalltiponen and in Neiden-

burg no centres of culture and of art are mined. What,
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however, is the world to say of our handiwork in

Belgium, the ancient land of culture and of art—in

Belgium where every hamlet contains artistic jewels,

Gothic cathedrals and town-halls and market-places sur-

rounded by gorgeous patrician houses, with luxurious

old-German Renaissance facades, adorned with gold ?

All these flowers of the creative power of man, which

have afforded instruction and enjoyment to unnumbered

generations and which should have served as a glory

and as an example to generations yet to come—these

have been ruined, destroyed, burned, because, owing to

ii state of defence, Germany was obliged to invade

Belgium, and owing to a state of defence was obliged to

apply the torch to the walls.

But let that pass. Let us assume that these things

had to be. But is it also due to the state of defence

that we have imposed contributions amounting to more

than £'25,000,000 on the State, the towns and the pro-

vinces of Belgium ? How are we to excuse this act of

violence ? How are we to justify the enormous fines

recent'y imposed on Belgian citizens, who, availing

themselves of their right of free locomotion, preferred

residence abroad to life under the German occupation ?

What justification have we for burdening the exhausted,

impoverished country with further exorbitant sacrifices

in money ? What crime on the part of Belgium has

merited this punishment ? Was it the crime of having

defended themselves against us, or, so far as I am con-

cerned, even the crime of having prepared this defence

with others ? In either case we can allege only defence,

not attack, for that Belgium meant to attack us no one

in Germany has yet maintained.

I therefore ask again : How do you explain and justify

the contributions, amounting to a sum which you keep

concealed in the silence of shame, but which, when
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everything is taken into account, considerably exceeds

half a miUiard marks (£25,000,000) ? Here your pretext

of the state of defence no longer holds good. The
accused who pleads in excuse a state of defence, but is

found to be in possession of his opponent's purse, will

plead in vain for immunity. Give back the contribu-

tions ! That is the least that can be required of you,

and is without doubt, when peace returns, the least

that will be required of you.

The objection will be raised, and has in faci been
raised : Why did Belgium not allow us a free passage,

for then she would have been spared all the horrors of

war? This is a noble question, worthy of the new
German national psychology. *' Why did you not
submit to the insult ? " exclaims the slanderer to the
slandered ;

" now you get in addition a blow on the

head." Why did not Germany submit to the Napoleonic
occupation ? If she had remained quiet she would have
been spared much bloodshed and the horrors of war.
Why did not Leonidas and his Spartans allow the
Persians to pass through Thermopylae? If they had
done so they would all have remained alive. These and
similar qupestiones Domitianse might be asked without
number. They are not more foolish than the reproach
which is raised against Belgium in Germany to-day.

Belgium defended herself for the quite simple reason
that her honour, her independence, and her international

obligations compelled her to offer a defence. In sum-
moning Belgium to allow Germany a free passage, the

demand addressed to her was that she should sacrifice

her honour and her independence, and scatter to the
wir 1 her international obligations.

These obligations rested on a basis not merely moral,
but also to a very considerable extent practical. As
soon as Belgium, by showing preference to Germany,

~̂
.:'.. . 1.
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took sides on her behalf, she would have destroyed for

ever her neutral position, and would never again have

been in a position to repain it. The other Powers could

never again have trusted Belgium to remain neutral

if on this occasion she had light-heartedly been faith-

less to the duties imposed by neutrality. Belgium

would thus have fallen into a kind of dependence

on her great neighbour Germany, who, it is true,

promised to respect her independence, but certainly

offered less security for the observance of this inde-

pendence than was furnished by the guarantee of the

collective Great Powers. Germany's designs on Belgium

were not unknown in the world. Our politico-militar>'

literature had copiously contributed to the dissemina-

tion of this knowledge. General von Bernhardi ex-

pressed in general terms the view that the " conception

of permanent neutrality is entirely contrary to the

essential nature of the State," and in particular he was

of the opinion that Belgium, in adding to her small

territory the vast Congo State, had already violated her

own neutrality.' There was therefore a certain danger

involved in trusting her voracious neighbour, in confid-

ing in her grace alone, and in pushing aside all other

protectors. The lamb can indeed feel no great con-

fidence when the wolf promises to respect his

independence.

Thus the attitude assumed by Belgium is attributable

not merely to an idealistic point of view, but to

extremely tangible and practical interests, and for these

at least there should be rome understanding in Ger-

many, even if the nose is turned up in scorn at the

idealism—of other people.

Precisely the same considerations which were bound

to lead to Belgium's refusal to accord Germany a free

' Bernhardi, Gcnnniiy nnd the Next War, pp. 110, 111.

,,-^..J:... l
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passage through her territory would have caused her

to reject any suggestion made by France or England
that she should make common cause with them against

Germany. No one in Germany takes the trouble to

reflect for a moment what could have induced Belgium
to give up her neutrality, and to sell herself body and
soul to the Entente Powers. What advantage covld she

expect from such behaviour? Did Belgium entertain

any designs to conquer the Rhine provinces ? Did she

wish to round off her territory towards Aix-la-Chapelle

or Treves ? What in the world could she gain by assum-

ing a hostile attitude towards Germany ? Clearly she

could gain nothing. On the contrary, by siding with the

Entente Powers she would have exposed her position in

Europe to the {-gravest danger. So long as Belgium
continued neutral nr,' discharged the duties imposed

by her neutrality, she would have been quite indepen-

dent of the issue of the war, and could have awaited the

result with composure, indifferent whether Germany or

France emerged as victor from the struggle. The
moment she sided with one of the parties, her whole

future fate becaTiie dependent on her ally's success

in war, and her fate would have been sealed with this

ally's defeat. Why mhould Belgium have run this risk?

Why should she have exposed herself to the vengeance

cf her powerful German neighbour, and make herself

liable in the event of a defeat to be the first to pay the

piper? For there could be no doubt that if Belgium

were the ally of France, with obligations imposed on her

by treaty, she would certainly have been annexed by

Germany in the event of a defeat—a fate which, even as

things are, is held over her head on the ground of her

merely imaginary alliance. I therefore again ask : What
reasonable ground could Belgium have had to expose

herself needlessly to this danger. Instead of awaiting

dn »'Ufi ". r
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the issue of events with a calm conscience under the

sure shield of neutrality ? No one can give a plausible

answer to this question. Thus by the application of the

simplest logic it is possible to demonstrate how weak is

the foundation of the German accusations against

Belgium.

As against Germany, Belgium has exercised her

rights, fulfilled her duties, and protected her interests as

she would have done had a breach of her neutrality

been demanded from any other quarter. It is Germany
that has acted wrongly, contrary to her duty, and
against her true interests.

The imponderabilia which a Bismarck kept in mind in

all his political measures count for naught with the

leaders of the Germany of to-day, who "have exactly

caught his manner of clearing his" throat and spitting,"

but have not caught even a breath of his spirit. The
imponderabilia in the case of Belgium were the respect

due to the rights of others and regard for the moral
judgment of the world. The neglect of these imponder-
abilia will be bitterly avenged on Germany. It has
already been avenged in so far as it has influenced the
attitude of England in this war, and has thereby
increased the coalition of our enemies to our disad-

vantage.

*
1 1

After this section was finished a manifesto of the

Chancellor, von Bethmann-Hollwcg, issued on Decem-
ber 24th, came to my notice. This document, written

in answer to a speech of Viviani, once more achieves the

utmost limits in perversion and in falsification, in order

to shift the clearly-proven guilt of Germany on to the

Entente Powers.* We should be doing this production

[^ Schiller. WaUen-tpiii'i Lager.]
* See Appomlix III,

;.|
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too much honour if we were to bestow upon it any
special consideration. Everything contained in it is

contradicted by the diplomatic correspondence, by the
German White Book itself, and by the earlier speeches
of the Chancellor. The great feat whereby Herr von
liethmann endeavours to wash himself clean consists in

confusing the sequence of events in time, in suppressing

everything that does not suit his case, in advancing
assertions which are in contradiction with the proved
facts, and in ascribing to the Entente Powers motives
which are inconsistent with their actions.

A few test examples may illustrate the love of truth

which inspires Herr von Bethmann, and may at the same
time indicate the shortness of his memory. He now
maintains that, to begin with, Austria had only mobiliaed

against Serbia, whereas on August 4th he himself

admitted that a partial mobilisation—and that before

the Russian partial mobilisation—had taken place

against Russia as well. To take a further instance, this

time of his tactics of suppression : he admits that Ger-

many raised objections only against the forjn of a

conference, but passes over in silence the important fact

that Germany, notwithstanding repeated pressure from
the Entente Powers, did not consent to suggest a

form in which the Conference would be agreeable

to her. Amongst much more that is ignored, he

keeps silence with regard to the fact that up to the

last moment (July 31st), when in consequence of the

German ultimatum it was then too late, Austria declined

the direct negotiations with Petrograd which Germany
herself had recommended in place of the Conference.

The whole of the document is thus, as is shown by these

examples, nothing more than a continuous series of

falsifications and suppressions of the truth.

I should only like to draw attention to one more asser-
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tion, which also deserves no other designation—an
assertion which now appears for the first time, and,
which for the sake of variety, ascribes to Eiigla.^d the

guilt of being the first to mobilise, a guilt which has
hitherto been supposed to full on Russia alone. What
is the ground for this terrible accusation, which, even
if it were true, would not dispose of Grey's continuous
efforts for peace? It is based on the fact that the

English Fleet was not disbanded on the conclusion of

their normal manoeuvres near Portland, but was kept
together (July 27th). As a matter of fact, this had
nothing to do with a "mobilisation," a "collection of

the Fleet at Portland,"' a "military preparation on a

great scale," as Herr von Bethmann asserts against his

better knowledge ; it was merely a keeping-tngether, a

non-dispersal of the manoeuvre-fleet, caused by the state

of tension in the European situation, by the recall of the

Austrian Ambassador from Belgrade, and the refusal

of Austria and Germany to enter with the other Powers
into any negotiations on the Serbian question.' Grey
openly communicated to Count Mensdorff, the Austrian

Ambassador, the reason for not dispersing the Fleet,

adding that there was no menace in what had been
done but that it was merely a measure of security

owing to the possibility that a Emor •an conflagration

might be brought about by the incomprehensible

manner in which Austria treated the conciliatory answer
of Serbia as a b' :

,'< negative. England took no other

measure of secuiii. on sea or on land. Herr von Beth-
mann, however, makes out of this a " mobilisation on a

great scale," wiiich aimed at a "humiliation of the two
Powers in the Iriple Alliance," and which produced a

militant frrr.ie of mind in France and Russia. Who is

deceived u\ this ? No one, Herr von Bethmann.
» Blue Book,

J),
xi. No. 48. Yellow Book, No. GO
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Turn over the Yel!o.v . .. ae Blue Bouk/ and
you will find that from Iht !!«n)ing of July 26th—that

is to say, immediately after the expiration of the

Austrian ultimatum—Germany had prepared her
mobilisation, the garrisons of Alsace-Lorraine were
concentrated, the fortresses on the frontier were put in

a state of defence, reservists were called in by
individual summons, German ships were called back
from Norway, otlicers on leave were sunmioned from
Switzerland, and private automobiles were reserved

in Baden for military purposes, i>ic. You will there

find that Germany in Alsace-Lorraine, in Strass-

burg, and in Metz, and that Austria in Hungary and
Galicia were already fully, if secretly, engaged on mobi-
lisation as early as July 29th.

Read further how on July yoth—that is to say, before

the ofiiciul announcement of the " state of war "—the

German provinces on the frontier were already in fact

in the last stage before mobilisation ; how on the pre-

vious day the frontier had already been crossed by
German patrols; how the whole 16th Army Corps, rein-

forced by part of the 8th from Treves and Cologne, had
already occupied the frontier from Metz to Luxemburg.

All this took place on July 30th, although France had
voluntarily given an obligation to keep her own troops

ten kilometres from the frontier,- and had observed this

condition to the detriment of her own strategic interest.

Compare these German military measures with the assur-

ances of peace which the hapless Herr von Schoen had
daily to deliver at the Quai d*Orsay. Read and compare
all these things, and then on the strength of this sohtary

1 Yellow Book, Nos. 58, .59, 60, 88, IXt, 91, lUt), 108. Blue
Book, No. 105 (Enclosure 3).

2 Yellow Book, No. 106. ChanccUcr's Speech, 4th August
Blue Book, No. 105.

»
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4. hhe declined the proposal for a conference of the

four Powers

5. She herself then advanced the proposal for direct

discussions between Vienna and Petrograd, but at the

same time she suffered Austria to decline to take part in

these (fiscussions, and instead to declare war against

Serbia.

6. She left unanswered the frequently repeated

request if the other Powers that she should herseK

propose an alternative method of mediation in place of

the proposal of a conference which she had declined.

7. She left unanswered and undiscussed the various

formulae for agreement proposed by Grey.

•i. In part he refused, and in part she left unanswered,

the formulae of agreement proposed by Sazonof.

9. In spite of all inquiries, she never said what

Austria wanted, but constantly restricted herself to

saying what Austria did not want.

10. She made to England a bid for neutrality, and

thus announced her intention of making war at a time

\i aen the Entente Powers were still zealously labouring

in the interests of peace.

11. When at last siegotiations on the Serbian Note

were opened with a prospect of success in Petrograd

between Austria ami Russia, she upset these negotiations

by her ultimata to France and Russia, and made war

inevitable.

V2. In the ultimatum to Russia she demanded that

demobilisation should also be carried out as against

Austria, although Anstr-i herself had mobilised the

whole of her force

13. In ilace <•' "' he

had threatened

without any g
France.
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14. As an afterthought she based these declarations of
war on the fact that the Powers opposed to her had
begun the war, whereas, on the contrary, the first acts
of war were committed by (Jermany.

15. She violated the neutrality of Belgium, and thus
in addition brought about war with England.

These points in the indictment are proved, and justify
the judgment : Germany is guilty, along; with Austria,
of having brought about the European war.

ENGLAND.

•! i

;

The attitude of England, up to the moment when the
question of Belgian neutrality an, c, is so clear from
what I have already said that it would be a vain repeti-
tion to deal with it again in this connection. From the
beginning of the conflict Sir Edward Grey, the English
Foreign Minister, took the leading part in all efforts to
preserve peace, and did everything within the power of
man to prevent war:—

1. He urged the Serbian Government to assume an
attitude of moderation, and in this succeeded in his
efforts.'

2. He endeavoured, although in this case without
success, to obtain from the Austrian Government an
extension of the time-limit."

3. He thereupon put forward the proposal for a con-
ference of the four Powers, which was accepted by

' Blue liook, N'os. 12, 15, 16, 22, 27
* Blue Book, Noh. 13, 20.
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France, Italy, and Russia, but was declined by Austria

and Germany.'

4. He repeatedly called upon the German Govern-
ment to propose, in place of the conference declined by
them, any other form of co-operation of the four Powers
not directly concerned. His request, however, remained
unanswered."

5. He endeavoured to promote the direct conversa-

tions between Vienna and Petrograd which were pro-

posed by Germany, but which, after the declaration of

war against Serbia, were declined by Austria.*

6. He then proposed a formula of agreement, accord-

ing to which Austria should occupy Serbian territory,

including Belgrade, and should from there dictate her

conditions. These conditions were to be communicated
to the Powers, and in so far as they did not affect the

integrity and sovereignty of Serbia, they were to be

recommended to Serbia for acceptance. To this pro-

posal no an&wer was ever received either from Austria

or from Germany.*

7. He supported the first formula of agreement

advanced by Sazonof, and as it was declined by Ger-

many as unacceptable, he obtained the consent of

Sazonof to a second formula of agreement, which went
even further to meet the views of Austria. This proposal

remained unanswered.'

8. On July 81st he promoted with the utmost energy

the negotiations which had begun between Austria and

Russia, and sought to guide them to a successful issue

1 Blue Book, Nos. 17, 35, 36, 37, 42, 43, .01, r>3, 111.
« Blue Book, Noa. GO, G8, 80, 84, 88.
» Blue Book, Nos. 4ri, 74, ITt, 78, 93, 100.
* Blue Book, Nos. 88, U8, 103.
» Blue Book, Nos. 97, 1U3, 120, 131, 132 139. Orange

Book, Nos. 60. 63, 67.
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by further proposals wiiich contained full satisfaction

for Austria. All his proposals contained the stipulation

that further military preparation should be stopped on
all sides.'

9. He ultimately declared himself ready to support in

Petrograd and Paris any reasonable proposal of Ger-

many or Austria which might serve to preserve peace,

and, in the event of such a proposal not being accepted

by France or Russia, he declared that he would withdraw

from the negotiations. No such proposal was made,

since in the meantime Germany had despatched her two

ultimata and declined further ne/^'otiations on the

subject.^

10. On August 1st, the day of the German declara-

tion of war against Russia, he despatched proposals,

representations, and warnings to all the capitals in order

to arrive at an agreement between ihe Powers even at

the last moment before the outbreak of hostilities.' The
English Blue Book contains no fewer than seventeen

telegrams from and to the various capitals dated August
1st, sixteei. of July 31st. and thirty-three of July 29th

and 80th.

Sir Edward Grey deserves more than any other the

name of the "peacemaker of Europe," if there is still

any meaning in the saying in magnis voluissc sat est.

His efforts were in vain, but his merit in having served

the cause of peace with indefatigable zeal, with skill and
energy imll remain inextinguishable in history.

Even Herr von Betimiann-Hollweg will be unable to

contradict this judgment of history. I mean the Herr
on Betlimann of August 4th, not him of December 2nd.

fi;

> Blue Book, Nos. llo, 111, 131, i:«, i;ir>, 1.37.

* Bh<o JJ..ok, Nus. Ill, 112, 121
» Blue Book, Nos. 120. VM), IM, i:V2. I'M, ['.ir,, 137, 138,

139, 141.
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What did he of August 4th say ? Let us hear the

Whice Book:
"On July 26th Sir Edward Grey had made the

proposal to submit the differencer. between Austria-

Huiigaiy and Servia to a conference of the Ambassadors

of Germany, France, and Italy un.ler his chairman-

ship" (p. 408).

•' We further declared ourselves ready, after failure

of the conference idea, to transmit a second proposal of

Sir Edward Grey's to Vienna in v.hich he suggested

Austria-Hungary should decide that either the Serbian

reply was sufficient or that it be used : a basis for

further negotiations " (p. 409).

" Shoulder to shoulder with England we laboured

incessantly and supported every proposal," i\:c. (p. 411).

" We even as late as the 80th of July forwarded the

English proposal to Vienna, as basis for negotiations,

that Austria-Hungary should dictate her conditions in

Serbia, i.e., after her march into Serbia " (p. 410).

"During the interval from July 29th to July 81st

whilst these endeavours of ours for mediation were being

continued with increasing energy, supported by English

diplomacy," &c. (p. 411).

*' Nay, even before the reply from Vienna regarding

the Anglo-German mediation . . . could possibly have

been received," ^cc. (p. 411).

" In the meantime. Great Britain tried to mediate

between Vienna and Petrogrpd," &c. (Chancellor's

speech of August 4th, p. 486).

These quotations from the German memorandum are

in agreement with the telegrams rnnexed to it, and in

particular to the exchange of telegrams between the

King of England and Prince Henry a.id the Emperor

William. The most interesting point, however, is that

even the solemn declaration of war against Russia

pac^vjtf^ '•
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contains an equally solemn testimony to the efforts for
peace rnade hij England in the following words :

—

" His Majesty the German Emperor had under-
taken in concert with Great Britain the part of

mediator between the Cabinets of Vienna and Petro-
grad.'"

So spako and so thoiiirht Htrr von licthmann-HoUweg
on August 4th.

But how (lid he speak and what were his thoughts

—

or, rather, what did he pretend fhaf his thoughts were

—

on Doeenibcr 'Jiul r

" Where the rcsimnsibijity rests for this, the greatest

of all wars, is to us dear. The external responsi-

bility is borne by those men ' i Russia who inspired and
earried out the mobilisation of the entire Russian army.
The inntr responsihilitri, however, lies on the Govern-
ment of Great Britain. The Cabinet of London could
have made this war impossible by declaring with-
out ambiguity in Petrou'iad that England was not pre-
pared to allow a Continental war in Europe to develop
out of the conflict between Austria and Serbia. . . .

England did not do so. . . . England saw how things
were moving, but did ni)tliing to spoke the wheel. In
spite of all f>rotestations of peace London gave it to he
understood in Petrograd that she was taking her stand
on the side of France and Russi.:

"'

As many lies as words!

In the first place the Chancellor is contradicted by
himself. In the case of Bethmann v. Bethmann the
Cliancellorof December 2nd is knocked out by the Chan-
cellor of August tth. All the events which preceded the
outbreak of war f-.ad taken place before August 4th, that
is to say, before the day on which Herr von Bethmann
laid his documentary evidence before the Reichstag.

> White liook, Exhibit G.
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If England had in fact played the rdle which is ascribed

to her by the Bethmann of December 2nd, the Beth-

mann of August 4th was bound to have known of it,

and he :ould not have delivered his eulogies on Eng-
land's services in the cause of peace. He praised

England because she was worthy of this praise. He
knew that she was worthy of this praise, because as

the supreme conductor of foreign policy he had person-

ally taken part in all that had happened. The account

he gave on August 4th corresponded to the truth, and
the only reproach, if any, which can be urged against

it is that it does not disclose the truth in its full extent,

and that it expresses in too moderate a form the praise

due to the English Government.

Is it possible that the man who, under specious pre-

tences, declined all the proposals for agreement

advanced by England, or failed to answer them, or did

not even send theni on to Austria, who on July 81st

when agreement between Austria and Russia appeared

to be at hand, forced war by despatching ultimata to

Russia and France, who on July '29th had already

resolved on war, and gave expression to this resolution

in his bid for England's neutrality, who, however, re-

ceived from Grey in reply that noble manifesto of peace

which would have brought to the nations of Europe a

sure prospect of a lasting condition of peace—is it

possible that this man had the effrontery in contradic-

tion of his own printed testimony to hold England
responsible for this world-catastrophe, for which he

alone bears the fearful responsibility ? It is possible,

for it has happened. But the world knows what view to

take of his statements, and the lie goes home to roost.

According to the assertion of the Chancellor the

English Blue Book itself proves the guilt of the English

Government. It is supposed to show that England
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supported the war party in Petrograd, and that she

declared at the outset that " She was taking her stand

on the side of Russia and France."

What, in fact, does the Blue Book prove ? The exa

opposite.

What is true is merely that Russia and France, cor-

rectly recognising Germany's aggressive intentions,

endeavoured to induce Sir Edward Grey to assume, in

the event of the conflict becoming acute, a decisive

attitude in favour of her friends in the Entente. It was
hoped in Paris and in Petrograd that by such an

attitude on the part of England Germany would be

restrained from her intentions to make war.

It was thus intended that England, in assuming this

attitude, was to use her mfluence, not in promoting war,

but in preventing war. Sir Edward Grey declined the

suggestion, and in reply to their repeated endeavours he

emphasised afresh that England was, and desired to

remain, free from obligations. He even went further;

he most earnestly warned his friends in the Entente

not to rely on England making a declaration of solid-

arity with them.

.\s early as July 24th Sazonof, along with the French

Ambassador in Petrograd, had represented to Sir G.

Buchanan,' the British Ambassador, that in view of the

provocative attitude of Austria, which could only be

explained by assuming that she was supported by
Germany, a declaration of solidarity of England with

France and Russia was the best and the only means of

preventing a European conflict ; the tone of the Aus-

trian Note, the exorbitant demands, the short period

of time allowed, everything indicated that Austria

desired war against Serbia, and this in itself constituted

a danger that a European conflict would arise. Only
' Blue Book, No. 6.
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by England taking common action with France and

Russia could the European war which was threatening

be prevented. The English Ambassador at once replied

that, while reserving until a later date the official

declarations of his Government on the subject, he person-

ally saw no reason to expect any declaration of solidarity

from England; direct British interests in the Serbian

question were nil, and a war on account of such a

question would never be sanctioned by British public

opinion. The only promise which Buchanan made was

to endeavour to induce Austria to extend the time-

limit.

Sir Edward Grey in his telegram of July 23lh sent

in reply to Buchanan ' fully approved the declaration

of his Ambassador :
" I entirely approve what you said

as reported in your telegram of yesterday, and I cannot

promise more on behalf of the Government." In place

of the desired declaration of solidarity, Grey at once

proposed the exact opposite, namely, mediation by the

four Powers not directly concerned—England, Germany,

Franci , and Italy. During the whole of the further

negotiations the English Government emphaticaily

maintained this attitude against all wishes that they

should act otherwise. On July 27th Buchanan explained

the English point of view to M. Sazonof as follows*:

It would be a mistake to assume that the cause of peace

could be prom* ied if England placed herself on the

side of France and llassia against Germany. The atti-

tude of Germany svould merely be stiffened by such a

menace; only in the capacity of a friend who was

anxious to preserve peace could England approach Ger-

many, and endeavour to exercise a moderating influence

in Vienna through Germany.

1 Blue Book, No. 24.

» Blue liook, 1^0. 44.
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On July 27th Grey declared to Prince Lichnowsky
(still with reference to the four-Power proposal) that so
ong as Germany would work to keep the peace he would
keep closely in touch with Germany.'
On July 29th Grey had a lengthy"discussion with the

French Ambassador, Cambon,^ in which he clearly
pointed out the difference between the Morocco question
and the existing Serbian difficulty. In the Morocco
question the dispute was one in which France was
primarily interested, and the dispute turned about
matters which wore regulated by a special treaty
between England and France. None of this applied to
the conflict between Austria and Serbia. Even if this
conflict should extend to one between Austria and
Russia, England uould not feel called upon to take a
hand in it. The question whether Teutons or Slavs
should hold supremacy in the Balkans had always been
of so little interest to England that she had never
allowed herself to be drawn into a war on account of it.
But Grey went still further in refusing an expression of
England's solidarity; ,vcn if France and Germany
became involval in the struggle the fact still remained
that it was not France's own interests, but in the first
place h. r duties uiukr hcv alliaiu-c towards Russia,
which had been decisive in determining her action.
Even in this case England was free from any engage-
ment, and her action would only be decided by what
British interests required her to do.
As the European situation, notwithstanding all the

efforts for peace made by the Entente Powers, became
constantly more strained. President Poincar^ himself in
a discussion with Bertie," the British Ambassador, on July

' i'liic r..Kik. No. .J(i.

- liliic |{<)()k, No. H7.
" lUue Book, No. JM».
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5i;ih, returned to the proposal that England might avert

the danger of war by an unambiguous declaration to the

effect that she would support France in the event of a

conflict with Germany. France was pacific, and did not

desire war ; Germany, however, could only be restrained

from her intention to po to war if England were to

assume a decisive attitude.' Even Di San Giuliano, the

Italian Minister, shared the opinion of Poincarc, and

also suggested the effectiveness of an intervention by

England on behalf of the Entente Powers.

-

Once more Grey decisively rejected every obligation

to intervene on behalf of Russia and France. In view of

the importance of the declarations of Grey in forming a

complete judgment on the attitude of England, I give

at length a few sentences from the telegrams addressed

by Grey on July 81st to Bertie, his Ambassador in

Paris :

—

" Nobody here feels that in this dispute, so far as it

has yet gone, British treaties or obligations are involved.

Feeling is quite different from what it was during the

Morocco question. That crisis involved a dispute

directly involving France, whereas in this case France

is lieing drawn into u dispute which is not hers. . . .

We cannot undertake a definite pledge to intervene in a

1 Poincar(5 ailvanced the wune reasons for a declaration

of solidarity of England with France and Russia in a letter

addressed directly to the King of England on July 3l8t.

and only published in Febnmry, 191."). Even this step of

Poincar^ was without success. The answer of King George

avoided giving any precise answer on the chief point in the

rench letter, and the attitude of England, which was still

continuously striving for peace, was made contingent on the

development of events. The most sincere pacific intentions

of the two Powers appear in both the letters, even if there

were a divergency »( opinion as to the path by which the goal

could be reache«i.

« Blue Book. No. 106.
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war. I liHve so told the French Ambassador, who has
urged His Majesty's (;overniiient to reconsider this
decision."'

" M. Camhon rcfrrred to-day to a telegram that had
heen shown to Sir Arthur Nicholson this morning from
the French Amhassador in Ikriin. saying that it was
the uncertaini' with regard to whether we would inter-
vene which wa^ the encouraging element in Berlin, and
that, if we would only declare dcfinitel) on the side of
Russia and Fran'.-, it would decide the (k rman att.'ude
in favour of pence. ... I said that we had come to the
conclusion in the Cabinet to-day that we could not give
any pledge at the present time. ... Up to the present
moment we did not feel, and public opinion did not
feel, that any treaties or obligations of this country
were involved M. Cambon repeated his question
whether we woul.l help France if Germany made an
attack n her. I said that I could only adhere to the
answer that, as far as tilings had gone at present, we
could not take any engagement. "-

On the same da v. July 8lst, Gey, as he had already
so frequently don- i: the precedmg days, directed to
Prince Lichnowsky an urgent request that if Germany
and Austria "could get ar rea.sonable proposal put
forward" he would s nport it at Petrograd and Paris,
and if Russia and Fra e would not accept the proposal,
he would have noth ] ^' more to do with the conse-
quences.*

This is the documentary rvidence found in 'he
English Blue Book, which according to Herr von Heth-
mann's assertion is supposed to prove " clearly and
incontrovertibly " that London had given it to be under-

' Blue Rook. Xo. II f',.

- Blue Book, No. 1H».
» Blue Book. No. Ill
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stood that "she was taking her stand on the side of

France and Russia." The asiertinn of the Chancellor is

exactly the reverse 0/ the truth, and we can but admire

the couraye of a man who asserts in the face of the

whole world facts which, as is clear to everyone, are

diametrically opposed to the truth, and who appeals to

documents which prove the reverse of his assertions.

Everything contained in the English Blue Book with

regard to the attitude of England during the diplomatic

negotiations is confirmed by the Russian and French

publications. The refusals of Grey were directed, as we

have seen, simultaneously to France and to Russia.

The declarations made to the one Power held good as a

matter of course for the other, and through the Em-

bassies were conveyed to the other capital.

Parallel with (irey's line of conduct towards the

Entente Powers was the attitude he assumed towards

Germany. It is highly interesting to study this double

action of Grey's which bears te timony to as much skill

as integrity and true love of peace. When I read this

series of documents, so dramatically tense, tliere always

comes before me the picture of the old councillor of the

district court, F., who thirty years ago used to preside

in a court of minor jurisdiction in the Jiidenstrasse, in

Berlin. As it was highly distasteful to him to

proceed to a judgment he sought in every way, in

season and out of season, to effect compromises,

which would reduce his work. He used the most

diverse means to attain this end. If he did

not succeed in moving the parties to a pliable

attitude by keeping them waiting for hours beside a

baking fire in his office, he had resort to the following

stratagem: he dismissed the defendant for a few

minutes, and pointed out to the plaintiff i e weakness

of his case, which could only be expected to lead to its
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disnussal. Then he- .-Ue.J the defendant before h ru
H.Hl pointed out to lun, the weakness of his reply, aud
.".pressed upon him that h. would ahnost eertalni; loneU.e case. When he had worn each of them out in th«way by separate advice, he caile.J them both before theUnrh. and pre. to ! .„ nearly -very case a eon.promrs^was arnved at.

. recisely sunilar ua. the course pursued
l.> S.r Mwanl «.rcy with n«ard to the European
purt.es w.th the object of „.ov.n« them to a peaScon.pronnse and of preve.:u.« u„ armed conflfet. Hes.id to the French an,l the Hnss.ans : -Give way"!not count on n.y help !

" And he saxi to the Germansan( the Austruins : -Give wav ,ln n,..
'\^"'"*"''

neutrality!"
"""^ ''"""* '^^ "^V

As the former expected h.s h, |p--„oi
, be it observedor war bu a.niu.t war- .so the latter sought Ws'neutrahty, the consideration of which naturally postulated the outbreak of war. ^ ^

C^rey never weaned i, .sk of warning the German
' overnment against Iht tu^^ f i ,

""^""

... any e.rcunfst^ices. . • , ^,1 mt E
"°"'''

confiiet. HewarnedVr. ....::::i^,\f';3-
Herr von Bet .mam. and Her von Jagow through '^ ,- .
Gosehen the English Ambassador. The EngHsh u.Book IS full of proofs for these statements.' The wan -
.ngs contmued throughout the whole of the crit. al davsbetween July .7tl. .ui .,st, an .ncKed th^ ^l!,^^!a .ng pomt .n the answer of Cr. on the 80th of Julyalready ment.oned on several occasions, a distinguished
docun.e..t wh,ch will always remain a t.tle to glory forLn..sh diplomacy and an ignominy f r German Zplo-inaey. We w. I have nothing to do w.'h p. neutralitywhich would only increase your lust for ar, since itwould make a more easy for you to succeed .n war
'BlueBo.,k.No.s.87.«9. lOl.iMO, „, ,

"^"-

ibiiM
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Instead of this we propose a joint-labour in the CHUse

of [)eace, now and for «" r, a labour directed to the

protection of Europe against all further catastroplies.

We will have nothing to (li> with guarantees such as

you offer; even if these guarantees were more far-reach-

ing than they really are, England will have nothing to do

with such guarantees, which would only protect you in

your d« light iii war. England xvatitu peine for all, and

if you break the peace, do not emint ou our standing

aside! " Such are the thoughts which (irey in his Note

of July 80th expressed so passionately and so convinc-

ingly.

Even on July 81st, iuiniediately before the outbreak

of war, he threatened both sides ; he called on both

sides to make reasonable proposals, and threatened

each of them that he wou.u leave them i'. the

lurch if they declined the reasonable proposals of the

other.'

We kmw that all his efforts were in vain—not

through any blame attadiing to France and Hufsia,

but owing to (Jermany and Austria. The European

war was there, as soon as (Jermany had declared

w«r against Russia. All further developmentr were

bound to follow mechanically according to the treaties

of alliance.

The assertion of the riianccllor that England bears

tne responsibility for the European war is not upported

by the English publication, as Ilerr von Bethmann
ijeheves, but is flatly contradicted by it. hu here is

mo' er piece of evidence which the Chancellor has at

his disposal : the celebrated letter from the Belgian

charge d'affaires in Vetro-irad to the Minirter Davignon,

which was seized in Berlin on Tuly 31st and was opened

at a later date. This letter is supposed to conlain

' Blue Book, No. 111.

i
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incontrovertible proof of the guilt of England. What
does it really show?
The history of this letter and of its discovery is so

remarkable, and there is such an air of Sherlock Holmes
about the whole story, that some doubts as to its

authenticity may well be allowed. It is extraordinary

that the Berlin Government has always the luck to get

possession at the right moment of documents which
are compromising for others ! The Belgian chargi

d'affaires in Petrograd writes to his Minister under a
covering address, and posts the letter, not in Petro-

grad, but through an intermediu/y in Berlin. All this

is strange, passing strange ! There is no official

confirmation of the authenticity of the letter. The
signature of the letter-writer has neither been acknow-
ledged nor proved to be genuine. In a civil action at

law this document would not be admitted to have any
force as evidence.

But let us assume for the moment that the letter is

genuine; it contains the observations of the charge

d'affaires of a small State on events in which he played
no part, and which he only knows from hearsay. The
fact that the witness only reports dc auditu, and not
from his own direct observations, deprives his testimony
of any value as evidence as against those witnesses

who report de facto, that is to say, in the case now
under consideration, against the official docimients
which give an account of the diplomatic events them-
selves. If the man who has been robbed testifies before

the judge to all the details of the theft, and confirms
his evidence by oath, the judge will from the outset

refuse to listen to any witness who proposes to report

from hearsay that the theft never took place at all. He
refuses to accept his evidence, let alone give it credence.
From this it follows in the case we are considering
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that the facts proved by the diplomatic publications of

England, France, and Russia, and also by those of

Germany, cannot he disposed of by the evidence of the

Belgian charge d''aUnires. Where there is a contradic-

tion between the official publications and the Belgian

report we must decide in favour of the former and

against the latter.

Are there, however, contradictions of such importance

between the official books and the Belgian report that

the whole edifice consistently constructed out of the

diplomatic publications may thereby be at once over-

thrown ? No such contradictions exist. The report

gives her due to each of the States concerned, like an

old gossip who abuses everyone. The writer himself

offers his apologies, so to speak, in saying at the very

outset that the most contradictory reports were circu-

lated without it being possible to distinguish what was

true and what was false as regards the intention of the

" Imperial (Russian) Government." He then praises

Germany, which has indubitably laboured in Petrograd

as in Vienna to find some means of avoiding a general

conllict. He then blames Austria, which has shown the

firm determination " not to draw back a step " ; he refers

to the declaration of Sazonof that the mobilisation of

Russia was not directed against Germany ; he mentions

that the Reservists have been called to the colours only

in certain governmental districts, but maintains
'• quietly " as his own personal impression that mobilisa-

tion is going on everywhere. England, he says, has

proposed arbitration; Sazonof has done the same.

Austria, however, has rejected both proposal". To the

proposal for a conference Germany had answered by a

counter-proposal for a direct understanding between

the Cabinets. With all these proposals and counter-

proposals "one might in truth ask whether the whole

s

1
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world does not wish for war, and is not merely attempt-
ing to rK)sti>one the declaration of war to some extent
in order to win time.-* England had at first openly
declared that she would not allow herself to be drawn
into a eonilict. T..-day, however, people in Petrograd
were convinced, mdeed iliey had assurances, that
England would stand i^v France. -This support has
an extraordinary intluence, and has done not a little
to gain the upper hand for the war-party." The
Hussian Army felt itsdf stn,ng, hut her navv could
hardly he eoinited

; tl,„s was the reason wh\ the a.ssur-
anec of English support has aciaired su.h great import-
ance.

This documenl. to which ijreater importance is
attached by the (;erman (.ovcriiiuent than to their own
White iJook, was published by the Sunidcutiirhr AU-
gtmdtie Zntung with particular passages e.nphasis.d
by heavy type. As a matter of fact, in appraisuig this
document the result is entirely dependent on the
passages choscij for emphasis in heavy type; according
to the emphasis attached to the various ph.ases, this
hotch-potch of tittle-tattle, which the writer mu.st'have
Kathereil in the corridors of the various , nd)assics, for
he himself stood apart from ail the negotiations, can be
used to ineriniiiuite any of the great Powers. If we
emphasise with heavy type that the Cabinet of Vienna
had shown tin finn lUtcniiituition Ui,t to draw hack a
•st,p, that Austria and Cermany h,ul rrjrctid all pro-
pusah fur .1 caninriuc, ,nbit,alio,i, cSc. that apparently
the whole world wished for war and only sought to gahi
time for pr« paratioii, (.ermany and Austr i will be
reveal, d as the guilly parties. If, „„ the other hand,
we rely on the ..!>servatioii that England had a.ssured
France thut she would stand by her, and ha<l thereby
8tre„oilnu,d fl" nnr-part!, in P.tmnrad, th.- responsi-
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bility will fall at least in part upon England. The docu-

iiiv'nt thu.> proves as much airainst one side as against

the other- only with the great difference that the

obscrvaliuns directed against (jerniany and Austria are

continned i)y all the diplomatic publications, and, above
all, Ijy the German White Uouk itself, whereas the

observations a;,'ainst England are contradicted by all

the publications of the European Govtrnnicnts, and
especially by the (ierman White Book,

I have already collected clst'where the meed of praise

which the German White liook accords to England's

love of peace, and the efforts by her in the cause of

peace. The Wliile liook was closed on August 2nd,

and contains all the dipluinatie occurrences u[) to that

date- only, of course, in so far as their publication was
considered expt dient. If England had c()m|K)rted herself

tn Pans an«i in Petri>grad as the Belgian letter-writer

reports fioiu hearsay on July yoth, Gennany as the

porly I liiilly cuiutnud was bound to haw known this

un August •_»H(i, and could not have maintained tie

contrary in the VViute Hook. J[ there had lueii so much
as a grain of truth in these Belgian back-stair stories

the Germa Government woulil have seized upon it with

joy, and would have mentioned the relevant facts in

their memorandum. England "s participation in the war
was directly imminent wlien tlie Chancellor on August
4th lai«l his White Book beiuie the German lleichstag.

We were at war with England the same evenijig. The
Chancellor had every interest in saddling the r» .sponsi-

bilily in advance as far as possible on England, of

whose paiticipaf iuii lu the war tliere couid no longer

Ik any doubt ou tiie muriiUg "f August 4lh after the

violati(jii ol Belgian neutrality, if he did not do so,

but (outrariwiHc luvtstied prnisi un England, and mdeed
even empha'»iHeil in tht declaration of war against
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Russia the efforts made by England in the cause of

peace, we may regard it as fully proved that he had
nothinii before hitn which could incriminate EnglaT^d.
The proof of this, as we have seen, can also be incon-
trovertibly deduced from the diplomatic publications
of the Entente States, and it can never be disposed of

by the unauthenticated gossiping tales of a chargi
d\i0aires who took no f)art in the proceedings. What
Grey in fact did to preserve peace liefore and after July
80th, the date of this Belgian letter, is an historical fact

proved by public documents; he promised support
neither to France nor to Runsia, but, on the contrary,

in reply to repeated invitations from these Powers, he
definitely and decidedly refused to give any promise on
the subject. The Chancellor knows this as well as we
do, and if. disri'gardin<j all authentic diplomatic occur-
rences and rejecting his own previous utterances, he
cites a non-authentic, highly suspicious document in

order mijustly te. incriminate England, he is not acting
like a gentleman, and speaks against his better know-
ledge.

The truth is contained in the sentences in the Eng-
lish Ulue Book '

.

•• Sir E. Grey had consistently de-
clined to give any promise of support to cither of our
present allies. He maintained that the position of Great
Britain was that of a disinterested party whose influence

for peace at Berlin an<l Vienna would be eiilKinced by
the knowledge that we were not committed absolutely
to either side in the existing dispute. He refused to

believe that the l>est road to European peace lay through
a show of force. . . . M V nave no pledge to our present
nllieti, but to (ierinany we gave three times- -on the 80th
July, the 31st July, and the 1st August a clear

warning of the effect which would be produced on our
' iiliie l'>o()k, p. xi.
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attitude and on the sentiment of the British people by

a violation of the neutrality of Belgium."

That England acted as is here represented, and not in

accordance with the knowledge professed by the writer

of the Belgian letter, is proved by all the diplomatic

documents. That, however, Germany, as is equally

asserted in the letter, exerted herself in Vienna in the

cause of peace, is not proved by anything since, as I

have already pointed out, no correspondence between

Vienna and Berlin has been published. We are referred

to the unproved assertions of Germany, which deserve

no belief, if only because the sincere intention of Ger-

many to move Vienna to moderation was bound to have

been unconditionally successful.

The Chaii'-cllor in his speech of December 2nd stated :

" The Cabinet of London could have made this war im-

possible by declaring in Petrograd without ambiguity

that England was not prepared to allow a Continental

war in E rope to develop out of the conflict between

Austria and Serbia. . . . England did not do this. . . .

En;,'land saw how thingF were moving, but did nothing

to spoke the wheel. In spite of all protestations of

peace, London gave it to be understood in Petrograd

that she was taking her stand on the side of France

and Russia."

These sentences are untrue from beginning to end.

They become true if everywhere in place of England

we read Germany, and in place of Petrograd we read

Vienna. The truth then runs as follows :
—

** The Cabinet of Berlin could have made this war im-

possible by declaring in Vienna without ambiguity that

(ierinany was not prepared to allow a Continental war

in Europe to develop out of the conflict between Austria

and Serbia. . . . Germany did not do this. . . . Germany
saw how things were moving, but did nothing to spoke
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the wheel. In spite of all protestations of peace Berlin
gave It to be understood in Vienna that she was taking
her stand on the side of Austria."

The events between the 1st and 4th August, between
the German declaration of war against Russia and the
English declaration of war against Germany, require a
special discussion. The question to be answered in this
discussion is no longer " Who brought about the Euro-
pean War? " F..r this already had broken out with the
German declaration of war against Russia, which neces-
sarily entaile.l a war between France and Germany and
a war between Russia and Austria. In these cases there
were binding treaties „f alliance which made war inevit-
able between the four Powers mentioned.

I have already indicated the attitude assumed by
Italy. The obli^rations of this country extended only to
participation in a dc!ensive war, and she declined to
take part on the express ground that this war was on
the part of Germany and Austria an aggressive war—
a reason, be it observed, to which special weight must
be attached in the mouth of an ally, and precisely for
this reason it appears to have been taken very airily by
Herr von Rethniann ; ', r in his writings and speeches he
glides over it in silence.

Enelflnd was the only country which was not con-
strained by any kind of treaty o'blirrations to take part
in a war. I have already indicated in an earlier passage
thai Rtirland. it is true, had concluded special treaties
with France and Russia on definite questions affecting
their interests, l)ut that she had not concluded any
general treaty of alliance with either of these parties,
and that consecpiontly she was also not a party to the
Franco-Russian Allian' «\ On the basis of these special
treaties which ha.l overcome the friction existing
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between England and the two other States, a politif*al

approximation had arisen which established n relation

of friendship without treaty obligations.

England was thus free, and had to decide according

to her own point of view whether she would or wotild

not take part in the European War. The question

of her participation or non-participation had not the

slightest connection with the other and far more impor-

tant question, both from a moral and historical point

of view, the question of the respnnsibllitif for this war.

In this respect, as in so many others, the lo^ic of the

German people, and especially of its leading men, has

completely disappeared; they will not, or cannot,

understand that what England <lid nftrr the out-

break of war has nothing to do with what she had

done previousUf. The one is entirely distinct from the

other, and must be measured by an entirely different

standard.

I will prove that, just as England before the outbreak

of war had done everything to prevent it, so afterwards

she did nothing to extend the war by participation in it,

hut rather that she was compclltd to do so, owirifl, to the

action taken h\f Germany. But even supposing, as I

will assume for the moment, thnt this could not he

I)roved, it would not be demonstrated in the slightest

degree that England was responsible for the outbreak

of the Euro{)t'an War. It is theoretically quite possible

that England may have caused the war and nfvtrlheless

later remained neutral, and, on the other hand, it is

eqiially jrassible that siie did not cause the war and yet

later on took part in it. There is no logical connection

l)etween the two points involved in causing and parti-

cipating in the war.

This private lecture on logic is directed in the first

place to the Chancellor, Ilcrr von H. thinatni-Hollweg,
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who in his speech of December 'ind treats all these things
as being identical. An assurance given by England to
France on August 2nd. that is to say, after* the outbreak
of war, a reason advanced in explanation of the English
declaration of war on August 4th. these subsequent
occurrences are for him so many proofs that the war
WHS intentionally instigated by England. These proofs
are defective, if only because they are contrary to the
simplest logic. Acts which prove guilt can never be
subsequent in time to the decisive event; they must
precede it, or at least happen contemporaneously
with it.

'

For this reason it is difficult to understand the purpose
of these interminable and constantly repeated discus-
sions m Germany on the ground which moved England
to take part in the war. These uroumh are exclusivdy
England's own business. They may be more or less
tenable, they may be more or less hypocritical, but they
will not because of that remove one jot of the guilt And
the responsibility which rests on Germany for having
provoked the war. The question whether England should
take part or should remain neutral in the war only arose
in eons, querce of the war. The party then which bears
the blame for the war is also resfjonsible for its conse-
quences, that is, for the participation of England in
the war, even if he did not directly provoke this partici-
pation, fiiis responsibility is, however, doubled if it
can be proved that in addition to being the prune
originator of the war this party is alsc the originator
of he participation of England in the war.

summarise, then, as follows :~
(1) Germany and Austria are responsible for the

world war; their guilt has l)een proved.
(2) Their guilt cannot l)e lessened bv actions taken by

England after the outbreak of war.
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(3) Their guilt will be increased if they themselves

provoked these actions.

L,e\ us exanune the facts in the light of these guiding

principles.

Ktif^hind (Ireland war af^ainst (Jermnny on the even-

ing of Aujjust H\i hfcaiise (lerniany had furnished a

negative reply to her (Umand to refrain fr(»m a further

violation of Belgian neutrality. On the morning oi

August 4th German troops penetrated into Belgian

territory after Belgium had refused to comply with the

Cicrnian nqc'st for a free passage.' P^ngland, as one

of the guaranto's of the Treaty of London of 1889, had

the righ^ and the dmy to intervene, on the appeal made
by the Helg" i Kinf, on August JJrd, on behalf of the

neuttaidv o' deigium, which it had guaranteed in

common w:{| Prussia and other Powers. Such a step

on the part of England could surprise no one who had

even a superficial knowledge of the history of Btl^^'ian

neutrality. Herr von Bethmann was, however, so

enraged at the action of England that on the last visit

of the Ambassador, Sir E. Goschen, on August 4th,

he was unable to control his agitation, and spoke in a

contemptuous manner of the word " neutrality," which

is so often disregarded, and of the " scrap of paper" on

account of which England was about to begin a war."

Ilerr von Bethmann appears to be badly informed in

the history of his own country. Was he not aware of

the fact that Belgian neutrality had in 1870 been the

subject of one of the finest diplomatic manoeuvres of

the Bismarckian stalncraft ? Did he not know that then

also Eti ;lfind infer- Ciicd at the beginning of the war as

the pro- "'ctor oi iJelgii^.n neutrality, just as on the present

occasicri, only with the different result that Bismarck

' (!r;v !>, !:, No. 22.

* Blue Po.lr, No. 1G<»
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not only promised that he would respect Belgian
ne.itralify. but also donoinurd the intended disregard of
It by Fniurr. and thus l.r.n.fjht Englan.l on to his
s.de? SlK.rtly l,cf..r.- the h.-rrinninff of the war, as is
well known, I,.- pul.lishrd an outline of a treaty drawn
up by n..ne.htfi, the French And.assador, in which
France claunc.i the annexation of Ikl{ri„,„ as a return
for compensation to Prussia in Xorth Cermany. The
result of this astute movr was nothin- more nor less
than the neutrality of England, and the conclusion of
ulent.cal treaties b.fween England on the one hand and
t.erni.u.y and Fra.,cc on the olhrr (Aujrust. 1870) in
which En

:
.nd expressly declared that, if either of 'the

bclli^r.-rrnt Powers violated HH^ia,, t.rritorv. she would
assoe.at. herself with the other in defence'of Belgium.
The real • was so strictly ohs.rv.-d and interpreted
that (.ennany afhr the Battle of Sedan was ol.liped to
pive up the uica of transporting wounded troops through
Bt'iyiiun. "

Is Ilrrr v,w li.'Inmim, rmnpfrtch, innmnnt of all thrse
ercW«? Or, if f,. knows anything of t! • m, does he
believe that he, thr dwarf on whose shoulders the mantle
of the m..rhty has fallen, <an scatter to th. winds the
ronviderations to which his great predecessor, the giant
Bismarck, wilhngly an<l profitably submitted? Was he
not bound fo have said to himself, when he allowed the
Ccneral Staff to include in th.ir plans the march throucrh
Belgn,m. that there wouM result from this strategic
advantage political and military disadvantages for
Germany incomparably greater? Had he learned
nothmg from the past? Did he not know, as Bismarck
knew quite well, that it had been from time immemorial
one of the clcmrntary principles of En;-lish [.oliey to
mamtam and to

,
rotect the inviulabiliti, of the neutral

.smnll States in Northern Europe? Did no one remind
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him of the passionate words with which Granville and

Gladstone- -liihcral Ministers like those now in power

—

had intervened in Aufjiisl, 1S70, for the inv-iolahility of

Belf,M'«in, and had descrilxd an attack on this country

as "the direst crime that ever stained the pages of

histt)ry " ?

Ilcrr von nctlunann apyxars to have been ignorant

of all this when, in his speech in the Reichstag on

December '2nd, he (Icscrihcd the violation of Rclgian

neutrality, as not the ground, but the prctixl for the

English declaration of war. It was, in fact, the real

ground to such an extent that England would have

declared war agaitist us forty-four years ago if we had

dared to violate Relgium. What is not permitted to a

Bismarck is certainly not allowed to a Bcthmann—or

else wp must inv< rt the wclI-Known phrase, and say :

" Quod licet hovi, non lint JorJ."

What purpose is served by inquiring— as the present-

day German professors love to do—whether the protec-

tion of Belgium was for England a moi,il ^/urs/ion or a

question nf interests? Probably it is simultaneously a

question of morals and of interests; in observing her

pledged word England is at the same time protecting

her own interests, which, as has always been openly

admitted, imply in the nature of things that the coast

of til North Sea lying opposite Pingland should be in

the possession of small neutral States. The man who

acts honestly is not obliged to render to anyone an

account of the extent to which his action corresponds

to his own interests. Qui jure sua ntitur, neminem

laedit. We cannot scrutinise the souls of men, much less

the souls of Stat, s, which, indeed, as < oilcctive bodies,

do not possess souls.

In any case, having reganl to historical experience as

well as to the earnest and repeated warnings communi-
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cated to the German Government, there could not be
the shnrhtest doubt that a violation of Belgian neutrality
would so strongly affect the feelings of the English
people and English interests that England could not
stard aside in silence. In the course of his conversations
feir Edward Grey repeatedly drew the attention of Prince
Lichnowsky to the consequences which would follow the
violation of Belgian neutrality which had been brought
mto ominous propinquity by the evasive answer which
Herr von Jagow gave to the English inquirv of Julv 81st.
l^rey had particularly drawn attention to the fact that

the neutrality of Belgium affected feeling in this
country. The German Government then endeavoured
to assure the English Government that thev had in no
circumstances any intention of annexing Bdgian terri-
tory - a soothing rill which, as a matter of course.
England could not swallow; for neutrality is not thesame as 'not being annexed," but signifies that thecountry which is neutral shall be spared the effects ofwar m every respect, and shall not be used even as apassage for troops. The demand for a right of passage
as an mnocent act was, in fact, more than naive; the
passage of German troops would also have justified
France m entering the country, and Belgium would thushave fallen into as evil a plight as can be conceived;
If she had yielded to the German ultimatum she wouldhave run the risk of being obliged to surrender hercountry as a battlefield for the combatant Powers, andshe herself would not have been in a position to doanythmg for the protection of her soil. She would havebeen crushed between the two armies, and would havebeen lost no matter which side had been victorious.

It need therefore cause no surprise that England was
' Blue Book, Xo8. 101, 123 n x
« Blue Book. No. ir,7.
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not satisfied with the soothing assurances of Germany,

but demanded unconditional respect for Belgian

neutrality. Germany, however, was not in a position

to give an assurance in this sense, since the long-pre-

pared plans of the General Staff made the passage

through Belgium an imperative requirement.

As late as August 4th, when the German troops had

already crossed the Belgian frontier. Sir Edward

Goschen, acting on the mstructions of his Government,

inquired of Herr von Jagow whether it was not possible

even then to desist from l>refiUing into Belgium and to

withdraw the troops. When this inquiry was answered

in the negative, the English Ambassador entreated the

Secretary of State to consider the matter further, and

to give him a satisfactory answer before 12 o'clock at

midnight. Herr von Jagow replied that his answer

must remain the same, even if twenty-four hours or

more were given him for reflection ; thereupon Goschen

asked for his passports.

If we survey the whole behaviour of German diplo-

macy in this question of Belgian neutrality, there is

only one possible explanation of the inexplicable,

namely, that diplomacy had completely resigned in

favour of the chiefs of the army. The military situation

was without doubt improved by marching through

Belgium ; the diplomatic situation, however, and in con-

sequence of this the military also in its turn, was enor-

mously worsened by the danger that to the two enemies

in the field there might be added a third, the most

dangerous. Taken altogether, the disadvantages greatly

outweighed the advantages. It was the duty of the

statesman who was controlling the destinies of the

Empire to balance these advantages and disadvantages

against each other, md if the calculation yielded an

unfavourable result, he should have preferred to give
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up his office rather than bring his country into a deeper
danger. ^

In the Germany of to-day it is not, however, possible
to tind men capable of decisions such as these
demanding strength of character. The Chancellor has
failed either m character or in insight; either he failed to
recognise the consequences which would flow from the
violation of Belgian neutrality, or he did not possess the
energy to give effect to the political point of view against
the view of the military authorities, if need be at the
sacrifice of his office. Now that the disaster has occurred
he endeavours, supported by his faithful followers, to
excuse himself with many " ifs " and "buts." "If wehad not violated Belgian neutrality, France would have
done so. I have already shown that there is nothing
to mdicate that this is the case. If, however, France
in fact also intended to enter Belgium, the best course
which Germany could have adopted was to wait for this
o happen and allow the fatal consequences to ensue
for France. There can be no doubt that England would
have opposed an invasion of Belgium by France just as
she did in the case of Germany ; this may be definitely
inferred from the treaties concluded in August, 1870
and from the identical inquiry addressed to France andGermany on July 31st. The situation of France with
regard to England would have been morally still more
unfavourable than ours, since France on July 31st had
given a definite promise, whereas Germany had declined
to do so. If a few days later France had broken her
word England, if she had not sided with Germany
would, at any rate, have remained neutral.

If, further, it is maintained in exoneration of our
diplomacy that England would have taken the field
agauist Germany, even apart from the violation of
Belgian neutrality, it can only be observed that this
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assertion is so completely untenable and unsupported

that it does not even deserve consideration. What Eng-

land did to maintain peace is a historical fact. What
England would have done if this or that had happened

or had not happened, is a mere supposition, which is

not amenable to serious discussion.

To prove that it was not on account of the viola-

tion of Belgian neutrality that England took part in

the war, but in order that she might under all ( ircum-

stances lend assistance to France, the Chancellor invokes

in his speech of December 2nd an occurrence which took

place in London on August 2nd between Sir Edward
Grey and Cambon, the French Ambassador.' What is

the object of this demonstration ? It is supposed, as

Herr von Bethmann explains, to prove that England was

now, as always, the perfidious Albion, and under the

mask of moral action was pursuing only her naked

interests. These interests, however, were said to be

comprised in the destruction of the vital nerve of her

greatest industrial competitor :
'• Thus England and

Russia bear the responsibility for this world war."

A similar jumble of defective logic and of the perver-

sion of truth has seldom been emitted in so pregnant a

moment by anyone in such an authoritative position.

We clutch our heads and seek in vain to follow the mean-

derings of this mind. What does it all mean ? England

is responsible for the world-war because she adhered to

one of the two combatant parties after the outbreak of

the war, which she did not cause, but which, on the

contrary, she sought to prevent by all the forces at her

disposal. Even if this adhesion took place without any

reason, out of mere caprice on the part of England, it

would be impossible to deduce any responsibility for

the war. To make the antithesis comprehensible, even

' Blue Book, No. 148.
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for the dullest intellect, I formulate it in six Latin
words :

—

Culpa—ante bellum :

Participatio—post bellum.

England was in no way obliged to adduce to anyone
grounds for her participation in the war. The grounds
which she has adduced may be believed or disbelieved

;

in any case they are, and must remain, grounds for the
participation of England after the war was begun; in
no case can they be reasons which lay on Enr'and's
si ulders the responsibility for beginning the war.

Certainly there was, as the Chancellor rightly empha-
sised, " no fraternal duty, no compulsion, not even any
menace jf their own country." No fraternal duty!
So, then, fraternal duties justify an intervention in the
struggle

! Why, then, Herr von Bethmann, div. you not
recognise the fraternal duties of Russia to intervene on
behalf of Serbia ? Why did you seek to prevent Russia
from fulfilling such a fraternal duty by advancing your
proposal for localisation ? Now that you recognise that
fraternal duties may constrain to armed intervention,
will you still try to persuade us that your attempt to
keep back the big brother from the protection of the
small was intended to be seriously taken?
There is said to have been nothing which compelled

England to war. True, there was no material compul-
sion. But in what case is there really material com-
pulsion except in a true, genume war of liberation, not
the counterfeit presentment of it ? On the other hand,
there was a moral compulsion, a solemn duty imposed
by treaty, to which greater importance attached, inas-
much as its object was the protection of the small
against the great, a treaty signed by all the Powers,
the aggressor included, and at a later date sealed again
by a new treaty. A duty imi)osed by treaty—a scrap

r^^m.
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of paper ! says Herr von Bethmann. Indeed, what has

induced us to intervene on behalf of Austria in a con-

flict as remote from our own interests as any Albanian

kingdom? Only a treaty, a scrap of paper, which

imposed upon us obligations as allies. What is right

for us must surely be allowed in the case of England.

If in our case the scrap of paper was enough to justify

us in setting the whole world in flames with this paper-

lighter, why should it not be enough in the case of

England to justify her in bringing further combustible

material to extend the fire which had already broken out ?

If, however, anyone urges against me the arguments

in the White Book :
" Yes, but our interests also were

at stake—the Germanic races in Central Europe. . . .

(please don't laugh!).—We dare not allow Austria to

be weakened, &c."—I reply that England also had her

own interests to safeguard, for England also the Treaty

of London of 1839 was not only a moral tie, but also a

guarantee of her interests, a hundred tidies more impor-

tant for England than all south-eastern questions taken

together are for us.

We also could have remained neutral in a war

between Austria and Russia. Had we remained neutral

the war would have been really localii ^d, localised

between Russia and Austria, and neither France nor

England would have been drawn into the struggle.

We could not remain neutral, and did not wish to do

so, because we were bound by a Treaty of Alliance, and

the fulfilment of our duties under the Treaty was at

the same time in agreemc-t with our interests.

The position was precisely the same in the case of

England. England could not remain neutral, and did

not wish to do so when confronted with a violation

of Belgian neutrality, because she was by treaty

obliged to the protection of Belgium, and this protec-
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tion was at the same time in agreement with her

interests. The roles are thus equally shared. Germany

and England from the standpoints proper to each

adopted the same course of action for the same reasons.

The fundamental difference is to be found merely m the

fact that England intervened on behalf of an innocent

small State, whereas Germany took under her wings a

guilty great State; that Germany thus provoked the

world-war, whereas England sought to prevent it bj

every possible means.

But let us just make the attempt to follow the logic

of Bethmann and examine the fact which is supposed

to prove that Belgian cutrality was only a mask. Sh

Edward Grey on August 2nd gave to Cambon, the

French Ambassador, the following assurance based on i

resolution of the Cabinet :

—

"If the German Fleet comes into the Channel oi

through the North Sea to undertake hostile operationi

against French coasts or shipping, the British Fleet wil

give all the protection in its power.

" This assurance is, of course, subject to the polic]

of His Majesty's Government rece'ving the support o

Parliament, and must not be taken as binding K>

Majesty's Government to take any action until the abov

contingency of action by the German Fleet take

place." ^

In explanatirn of this declaration Grey expressl

pointe(' out that even in the event of a war breaking ou

between France and Germany England could not bin

herself to declare war upon Germany. Only in the cas

expressly foreseen, that is, if the German Fleet shoul

come into the Channel or through the North Sea an

undertake hostile operations against French coasts c

shipping, only in this case would the British Fleet core

1 Blue Book, No. 148.
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to the help of France—all this, of course, being depen-

dent on the approval of Parliament.

This is the latest missile by means of which Herr von

Bethmann endeavours to despatch English statesmen

from life to death (moral death, that is to say). He
attaches special importance to the fact that this declara-

tion of Grey's was given before the ultimatum was sent

to Belgium, and he infers from this that England, even

before the violation of Belgian neutrality, had taken

the field as a belligerent, and in consequence that this

violation was no' the true ground for England's parti-

cipation in the war. To all this I answer in popular

p' ^.eology: "I don't think."

xjven if the whole of this deduction were just, it would

be entirely superfluous. The decisive question, "Who
is to blame for the European war ? " is neither answered

nor influenced by the events of August 2nd. On August

2nd the war was there, owing to the guilt of Germany

and Austria and against the will of England. It could

no longer be prevented. Its extension to France was

"'eady taken place, even
' delivered at Paris until

.j'>iatum to France had

the afternoon of August 1st,

and had been answered by France by a refusal. The

declaration of war between Austria and Russia was a

formality which was bound to take place at any moment,

but which

—

mirabile dictu!—to increase the madness of

the whole affair, was delayed until August 6th. In short,

the war between the four Powers had '^ome, and England

was free to act as her interests required. If her interests

required her to support France in general or in certain

cases, well and good, she was free to act in accordance

with these interests. If her interests required her to

take part in the war only in the event of the violation

T 2

inevitable, and in fact

if the declaration of wai

the following day. In
expired at 1 o'clock oi?
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of Belgian neutrality, she was free to act in this way

also. In either case not the slightest reproach can be

made against England. If we took our stand beside

Austria, England also could stand by France.

The fact that there existed between England and

France no alliance which imposed obligations did not

prevent England from promising assistance to France

on the ground of the friendly relations between them,

and, above all, on the ground of her own interests. We
also acted exclusively in accordance with our own

interests, which, when occasion required, following the

celebrated example of Austria, we designated as " ques-

tions of life and death." Thus the invasion of Belgiun.

was for us a question of life and death (see the despatch

of Jagow to Lichnowsky of August 4th'), or, more

modestly expressed, a question of our military interest.

So also the neutrality of England, if not a question of

life and death, was at any rate for us a question of far-

reaching importance, and for this reason we endeavoured

in every possible way to secure this neutrality both

before and after the outbreak of war. And tdrnestly as

we desired peace with England, with equal earnestness

and persistence we sought for war with Russia and

France. In the first place, our desire was to be lords on

the Continent, and then—everything else would follow.

What, then, I again ask, is the object of this entirely

superfluous discussion as to this or that reason which

may have moved England to war? Is Europe a court

of moral jurisdiction to pass condemnation on hypo-

crites and Pharisees? Woe to us, if such a court

existed ! How should we stand before such a tribunal r

We should be unmasked, the conquerors in the mask oi

liberators, the aggressors in the mask of the attacked

the wolf clothed in sheepskin !

» Blue Book, No. 157
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Yes, indeed, if we had only enough honesty to confess

the unspeakable crime ! If like the great conquerors of

the past who took the wr-'d by storm, like AlexH\ider

the Great, or the Romans, or Napoleon the First, we
openly proclaimed our right to possess and to rule the

world, because we were better, more valiant, and

stronger than the others ! There would be something

great in that, something fascinating, something which

would compel respect, for everything that is great

captures the imagination, even if it is in the service of

pernicious ends. A Rinaldo Rinaldini, a Richard III.,

a Cesare Borgia are monsters, but they are great in their

kind, and awake admiration like every human type

which has achieved perfection. But we, how petty we
are! In our writings and our speeches at home we
nreach a policy of world-power, of conquest, and of

world-dominion—of course, only among the initiated

—

but to the stupid people and to foreign countries we
profess that it is we who have been attacked and fallen

upon, that we are the victims of treacherous enemies.

We also " secretly preach wine and publicly drink

water. '^ In the intimate circle of our Junkers, our

courtiers, and our Generals we raise the intoxicating

wine of enthusiasm for war, but in public before the

people and beyond the frontiers we drink the water of

peaccfulness, of meekness, and of innocence.

It therefore does not become us to reproach the

English Government with double-speaking and with

hypocrisy. In this case also we seek the mote in

another's eye and do not see the beam in our own.

How complete a master Germany is of all the arts of

hypocrisy is proved, apart from the events of 1914, by
a series of declarations made by German diplomatists

between the years 1911 apd 1918 on the subject of

Belgian neutrality. As far back as 1911, in connection
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with the discussion of the Dutch scheme for the forti-

fication of Flushing, the fear was frequently expressed

in the Belgian Press that Germany would violate

Belgian neutrality in the event of a Franco-German

war. In the interests of good neighbourly relations with

Germany the Belgian Minister gave expression in Berlin

to the desire that the Imperial Government might dispel

these fears by a public declaration in the Reichstag.

Through Herr von Flotow, who was then Ambassador,

Herr von Bethmann conveyed his warm thanks for the

friendly sentiment of the Belgian Government, but

replied that he could not make the desired public

declaration for fear of weakening the military situation

of Germany with regard to France. If she were

assured against an attack from the north, France could

concentrate all her energy on the eastern frontier, and

thereby render invasion by Germany a more difficult

undertaking.^ This evasive answer of Bethmann is

to-day comprehensible. It is clear that even then the

plans for the invasion of Belgium were ready, and the

Chf ncellor had in consequence scruples about declaring

publicly in the Reichstag that he would respect a

neutrality the violation of which had already been

decided upon.

Less prudence was, at any rate, shown by Herr von

Jagow, who, in the financial committee of the Reichstag

on April 29th, 1918, did not shrink from making the

untrue declaration that the neutrality of Belgium was

established by treaty, and that Germany intended to

respect this treaty.^ The utmost limit in unscrupulous-

ness was, however, reached by Herr von Below-Saleske,

who, as late as August 2nd, some hours before handing

over the German ultimatum, gave to Davignon, the

1 Grey Book, No. 12.

2 Grey Book, No. 12.
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Belgian Foreign Minister, the most quietening assur-

ances with regard to the intention of lier German neigh-

bour. When M. Davignon expressed his satisfaction

on this point, but notwithstanding stated that, for the

purpose of reassuring his country, he would be glad to

receive from the German Government an official declara-

tion such as France had already formally given on July

31st, Herr von Below contented himself A^ith declaring

that he had not yet received any instructions in this

sense.* On the same evening about 7 o'clock he handed

over the ultimatum. This certainly is a modd of "fair

play" which cannot be excelled! But it is only in

keeping with the whole.

In this chapter mention should also be made of a fact

which is still quite unknown in Germany. In the

summer of 1913 the Belgian King and Queen with their

children paid an official visit to Liege on the occasion

of some celebration or other. The Emperor William—

—made use of this opportunity to send

a special envoy to greet the royal couple and to convey

to the Royal Family an assurance of hi? sincere friend-

ship. The envoy was not, as is usual in such cases, a

General attached to the Court, but Geveral von Emmich,

who was later the conqueror of Lihge.

Let us, however, return to the reproaches directed

1 Grey Book, No. 19.
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against England. England, it is suggested, by the assur-

ance given on August 2nd had already abandoned her

neutrality, and had placed herself on the side of

France. The violation of Belgian territory is, in conse-

quence, supposed to have been a negligible factor in

moulding her decisions. What, then, in reality was the

assurance given to the French Government ? It did not

extend beyond a conditional and restricted protection.

The protection was linked to the condition that the

German Fleet should come into the Channel or through

the North Sea to undertake hostile operations against

French coasts or shipping. The protection was further

subjected to the restriction that it should be given only

by the English Fleet. It was expressly pointed out

that this protection was not to be taken as being equiva-

lent to a declaration of war against Germany.
This conditional and restricted promise on the part

of England did not issue from the free will of the

English Government, but from a treaty obligation which
she had assumed with regard to France. The two
countries had for a long time agreed that France should

concentrate almost the whole of her Fleet in the Medi-
terranean for the protection of the common interests of

France and England, and that England in return for

this should assume the protection of these interests in

northern waters. This agreement was not based upon
any kind of military designs against any other Power,
least of all against Germany. Had any aggressive

tendency against Germany been influential in forming

this naval agreement, the two fleets would probably

not have been separated, but at least the greater part

c' their combined forces would have been united in

northern waters. The Anglo-French agreement had as

its exclusive object the protection of the commercial

interests of the two countries.
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The actual position, however, now was that the French

Fleet, with the exception of a few units, was in the

Mediterranean, where it was of service, not only to

French interests, but also to the interests of England.

The north and west coasts of France were consequently

unprotected. In these circumstances it was the duty

of England, in the imminent war between France and

Germany which had already become inevitable on

August 2nd, to take over the protection of the French

coast, which France with her Fleet tied to the Mediter-

ranean could not in fact assume. This was the meaning

and the reason of Grey's promise of August 2nd.

In making this promise, England had not in the

slightest degree departed from her neutrality, for it

depende'l on the free will of Germany to refrain from

attacking the coasts and the shipping of France, and

thereby to avoid any ground for an intervention on the

part of the British Fleet. It was open to the German

Government to make the English promise to France

ineffective, and Prince Lichnowsky, in fact, negotiated

in London on August 8rd on the question whether

England would remain neutral should Germany refrain

from attacking the northern coasts and the shipping of

France.^ Had this been the only question which con-

cerned England these negotiations might perhaps have

been completely successful, but England had other and

more important interests to defend which Germany

could not, or would not, satisfy. These interests were

of two kinds :
—

1. The maintenance of France as a great Power in

Europe and as a Colonial Power, and

2. The non-violation of Belgian neutrality.

On the question whether these English interests were

legitimate or not, no one apart from England herself

' Grey's speech of 3rd August.
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has the right to pronounce judgment. As we made it

our task to maintain Austria-Hungary, so it was open

to England to consider the maintenance of France and

her Colonies as serviceable to her interests. Every great

Power has the right to form an independent judgment

as to what course it may or may not be expedient for

her to adopt, and she is entitled to reject any tutelage

from any other quarter. The interests of States also

are in no way static, but vary according to time and

circumstance. What to-day appears profitable may
appear to-morrow to be disadvantaj;eous or indifferent.

Until the agreement of 1904 the maintenance of France

as a Colonial Power was, at any rate, not more than a

matter of indifference to Endand. After that agreement

it became an element in English policy, and formed the

central point in the Anglo-French agreement. This

explains the question put by Goschen to the Chancellor

when the latter made, on July 20th, his well-known bid

for the neutrality of England, and offered in return for

this to guarantee the integrity of French territory—the

question whether this guarantee also extended to the

French Colonies. From the negative answer of Beth-

mann it appeared that Germany intended to make

Colonial acquisitions at the expense of France.' But

even apart from any such intention England could not

but fear that the crushing of France from a military

point of view would profoundly shake her position as a

great Power, her well-being, and her independence.

If even in this case England's interests were im-

perilled, they were still more deeply involved in the

question of Belgian neutrality. From the beginning of

the negotiations the English Government had never left

room for the slightest doubt that the violation of Belgian

neutrality ^ould be a casus belli for England. This was
> Blue Book, No. Sfj.
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the only question which was bound certainly, uncondi-

tionally, and completely, to lead to a war between

Germany and England, whereas the French question

admitted of accommodation up to a certain point. In

the Belgian question popular sentiment in England

played a decisive part, whereas in tl • French question

this was not the case. // Germamj had respected Belgian

neutralitij, and had at the same time refrained from an

attack on the coasts and on the shippinfi of France,

peace between Germany and En<iland would have been

maintained. These conditions, however, Germany would

not and could not fulfil, since in order to comply with

them she would have had to renounce a naval war with

France, and would have encountered insuperable diffi-

culties by land.

War became incvitahl when German troops crossed

the Belgian frontier, and the German Government

rejected the English summons to withdraw them. That

was on the evening of August 4th.

The war, however, could still have been avoided when

the English Government on August 2nd gave the well-

known "assurance to the French Government. It could

have been avoided by the passivity of the German Fleet

against the coasts and the shipping of France, as this

course would have excluded any intervention by the

English Fleet. It is therefore untrue, as is maintained

bi/the Chancellor, that England had already departed

from her neutrality on August 2nd. England's resolu-

tions had at that time not yet crystallised, and de-

pended on circumstances which, it is true, were then

immediately imminent, but which had not yet occurred.

How prudent the English Government was, and how

imprudent the German, appears clearly from a con-

sideration of the situation on August 2nd. England

could have definitely decided as to her course of action
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on Aii;,'ust 2nd had she not, up to the vei-y last moment,
clung to the hope that she would not be involved in
the war; for there was then no longer the slightest
possible doubt that the German Army would invade
Belgium. The Chancellor attaches special importance
to the fact that the assurance of August 2nd was given
on the afternoon of that day, whereas the ultimatum to
Belgium was only delivered in Brussels at 7 o'clock in
the evening. Still starting from the false assumption
that the English assurance amounted in itself to a parti-
cipation in the war—which is not the case—the Chan-
cellor draws the naive conclusion that expression had
already been given to this participation in the war at a
time when nothing was o" could be known in London
of the intended violation A Belgian neutrality. This
is indeed the height of naivete ! Ever since July 81st,
when Jagow so evasively answered the Ej , 'ish inquiry,
indeed ever since July 29th, when Herr von Bethmann
made his bid for English neutrality, ever since the
tortuous declarations of German diplomatists in Berlin
and London, a blin^ man must have seen how matters
stood with regard to the neutrality of Belgium. In addi-
tion to this, there was the entrance of German tioops
into Luxemburg early in the morning of Sunday, August
2nd, which put beyond all doubt the further advance
towards Belgium.

When the English Government gave its assurance to
France, it could therefore no longer have any doubt that
the neutrality of Belgium would be infringed by Ger-
many, as indeed was done a few hours later by the
delivery of the ultimatum. If Germany regarded
Russian mobilisation as in itself a ccms belli, how much
more justification was there for England regarding the
position existing on August 2nd as a menace to Belgium.
Had England sent an ultimatum to Germany as early as

:i»\\^mm-f^: mmtmm.
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August 2nd her behaviour would not have been different

from that of Germany on July 81st with regard to

Russia. Instead of the sentence of Bethmann :
" There

was no mention of Belgian neutrality," we ought, if

we are to conform with the truth, to s^y :
" Belgian

neutrality was even then mortally menaced."

From t'MS it follows— in opposition to what is said

by Herr von Bethmann—that even an unconaitional

promise of English assistance by land and by sea would

at this moment have been already justified by the

menace to Belgian neutrality; much more then was

there justification for the conditional promise of assist-

ance by sea to which Sir Edward Grey restricted

himself.

I summarise, then, as follows :

—

1. It is untrue that England had already departed

from her neutrality on August 2nd. The promise given

on August 2nd is not equivalent to (i declaration of wgi'

against Germany.

2. It Is, on the contrary, true that England only

departed from her neutrality on August 4th after the

actual violation of Belgian neutrality.

8. Even if the assurance given on August 2nd had

connoted a departure from English neutrality, this

would have been justified by the certainty Lhen existing

that the neutrality of Belgium would be violated by

Germany.

If England then asserts that it was the violation of

Belgian neutrality which caused her to take part in the

war, she merely speaks the truth.

The truth of this is in particular confirmed by the

fact that Sir E. Goschen, the English Ambassador, asked

on August 4th merely for the withdrawal of German

troops from Belgium, and it was only when this was

refused that he declared that England ' lUst take those
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steps imposed upon her by her treaty obligations. It

was thus possible for Germany as late as the evening:

of Aug:ust 4th to avoid war with England. This is the

best proof which can be furnished that she cannot

already have been m a state of war with England on

August 2nd.

All the con 'lusions which the Chancellor believes that

he can deduce from the incident of August 2nd are thus

refuted. On the contrary, there is another conclusion

which is justified, and which / will take the liberty

of stating : the conditional and restricted promise of

contingent naval support is a convincing argumentum
e contrario in support of the fact that up to August
2nd more extensive promises of military support

had not been given to France by England. For this

reason the English declaration was greeted with great

satisfaction in Paris as " a first assistance which is most
valuable to us.'" The first promise of assistance was
thus the conditional and restricted promise given on
August 2nd ! This is a striking proof that the assertion

of the Chancellor that England had promised France her

assistance even before the outbreak of war is a lie.

In concluding these observations I again desire to

pomt out with the utmost emphasis that all these dis-

cussions on the participation of England in *'ie war
and the causes for her action do not touch the centre

of the question, which is :
" Who is guilty of the Euro-

pean war? " The object of these discussions is precisely

to divert attention from the central question. The
partieipation of England is a consequence of th? war,

with its own special reasons. It could not have occurred

if war had not broke: out. He who provoked the war
is also responsible for its consequences. We are thus

led back to the (^uesLion : Who did provoke the war?
' Vcllow ik)ok, No. 138.
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and to t is question there can only be one p.nswer

:

(xermany and Austria.

I am unable to frame any points in an indictment

against England, because there are none. I can only

summarise her defence in the sentences which I formu-

late i at the be nning of th-s section. Without doubt

history will concur in the words used by Mr. Asquith

on August 6th in speaking in the British Parliament in

honour of his colleague, Sir Edward ii,Tey: "I am

certain that this House and this country— and I will

add, posterity and history—will accord to him what is,

after all, the best tribute that can be paid to any

statesman : that, never derogating for an instant or by

an inch from the honour and interests of his own

country, he has striven, as few men have striven, to

maintain and preserve the greatest interests of all coun-

tries—universal peace."

D.

RUSSIA

The attitude of Russia in the European conflict has

been indicated with sufficient clearness in the account

already given to make it possible to form a judgment

on Russia's guilt or innocence.

What is the reproach which Germany thrmvs against

Russia ?

I. Russia is supposed to have intervened without any

reason and without any light in the conflict between

Austria and Serbia, and is supposed thereby to have

occasioned the European conflagration. I have already

explained at length that Russia acted reasonably and
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within her rights in so intervening, and I have nothing

to add to what I have said. No one in Europe could

have beci surprised at this intervention, which during
the Balkan crisis had been clearly announced by Sazonof
as inevitable in the event of an attack being made by
Austria UDon Serbia. The interest which Russia felt in

Serbia was a fact with which European diplomacy was
bound to reckon, and always has reckoned ; above all,

German diplomacy, as the White Book shows. It was
" a commonplace in European diplomacy." >

II. It is further asserted that the Russian military

party from the beginning wished for war and pressed
for it. If such a party really exists in Russia, which is

still to be
i.

oved, it is at least certain that it encoun-
tered at the y nds of the Russian Foreign Minister a
more successful resistance than the German war party
met in Herr von Bethmann. From the beginning to the

end of the crisis Sazonof served the cause of peace in

the most zealous manner:—
1. He advised Serbia to assume an attitude of

moderation, and his success may be seen in the submis-
sive Serbian Note.^

2. In common with England and T.-ance he en-
deavoured to obtain an extension of the time-limit

prescribed 'n the Austrian ultimatum, but here he was
unsuccessful.*

3. When the conflict began to assume a more acute
form owing to the recall of the Austrian Ambassador,
he claimed the assistance of Italy, in the hope that by
refusing Austria support she mi<,'ht assist in moving her
from her unaccommodating attitude.*

1 Blue Book, p. v. VVhitt- Book, p. 40(5.

2 Orauge Book, Nos. 4, 25, 33, 40, 42. Blue Book, No. 55.
3 Orange Book, Nos. 4, 5, 11, 12.
Orange Book, No. 23.
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i. Notwithstanding the rupture in the relations

between Austria end Serbia, he entered into friendly

discussions with the Austrian Government. He pointed

out in detail to Szapary, the Austrian Ambassador, the

points in the Austrian Note which could be accepted by

Serbia, but he also indicated those which could not be

accepted by any independent State, at any rate, in the

form desired.'

5. He gave urgent expression to the desire to diminish

by further direct negotiations the tension existing

between Austria and Russia, and he pleaded in Vienna

that the Austrian Ambassador in Petrograd should

receive the authority necessary for this purpose. This

was on July 26th. The answer to this was the Austrian

declaration of war of July 28th, and the strict refusal

of Count Berchtold to enter into any discussion whatever

on the Austrian Note.^

6. After the failure of this attempt Sazonof supported

in every possible way Grey's proposal for a conference

of the four Powers.'

7. He expressed himself as ready to stand aside, and

submit to the proposals of the Powers.*

8. He induced the Emperor Nicholas to send to Prince

Alexander of Serbia on July 27th a telegram urging

upon him any solution designed to avoid the horrors of

war.*

9. After the declaration of war against Serbia he

urgently asked the English Government to use their

' (^raiiy? Book, No. 25.

Orange Book, Nos. 38, 4"), 50, 54, 77. On the 28th July
Bcrilitohl declared to the Rutisiaii Auibas.sador that he could
" Ud longer recede, nor enter into any diycnssion about the
term.s of the Au.stro-llungarian Note."

^ Orange Jiook, No.s. ;}2, 4U, 55, 77.
4 Blue Book, Nos. 55, 78.
^ Orange Book, No. 40.

Orange Book, No. 32.
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influence in Berlin so that Austria might at least be
induced to take part in further negotiations.'

10. He repeatedly and with increasing urgency sought
the mediation of England in the sense of the proposal
for a conference of the four Powers, and simultaneously
he constantly expressed his readiness to take part in

direct negotiations with Austria. The refusal of both
these proposals in Vienna and Berlin did not deter him
from constantly renewing them.- Particularly urgent
were the attempts made by Sazonof in a conversation
with Count Pourtalcs on July 29th,» in which he
endeavoured to obtain the support of Germany in one
or other of these directions. He emphasised the expedi-
ency of parallel discussions on the principle of having
two strings to his bow, that is to say, a conference in

London of the four Powers not directly concerned and
simultaneously direct conversations in Petrograd be-
tween Austria and Russia. He drew attention to the
favourable results which had followed such a double
action during the last Balkan crisis, and he added that
after the concessions made hy Serbia it should no* be
difficult to arrange a settlement of the other p^ its

which still remained outstanding, if there were only the
least goodtvill on the part of Austria, and if all the
Powers used their influence in the direction of concilia-
tion. In reply to t' '? earnest appeal of Sazonof, Pour-
tales could only i\,Jy that Germany had exerted a
" moderating influence " in Vienna, and that she would
continue to do so. In Petrograd, London, and in Paris
alike .t was impossible to obtain more from Germany
than such pretended efforts to exercise a moderating

1 Orai) ;e Book, No. 43.
2 Orauge Book, Nos. 25, 31, 34, 38, 39, 43, 45, 48 (" that

Gre?t Britain should take in.stant mediatory action "), 77.
' Orauge Book, No. 49.
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influence on Vienna ; it was impossible to elicit from her

any positive concurrence in the pra ^ticable proposals of

peace put forward by the Entente Powers.

11. Sazonof, along with the other Entente Powers,
repeatedly urged the German Government, which
raised apparently only formal objections against the

conference proposal, that Germany should herself pro-

pose a form which would be agreeable to her, and he
accepted in advance any proposal of this nature.'

12. On July 29th he prompted the Tsar to propose
in a telegram to the Emperor William that the Austro-

Scrbian conflict should be submitted to the Hague
court of arbitration.

13. On July 30th he dictated to the German Ainbas-
sador a formula of agreement, which aimed only at the

protection of Serbia's sovereign rights, and which
pledged Russia to stop her military preparations.^

14. After this formula had been rejected by Germany,
he outlined, at the request of Grey, a new formula
which went even further to meet Austria. This formula,
indeed, permitted Austrian troops to remain on Serbian
territory during the further negotiations, and obliged

Russia to maintain a waiting attitude.'

15. On July 31st, when Austria at length declared
herself ready to enter into discussions on the subject-

matter of the Serbian question, Sazonof at once began
these conversations in Petrograd, and in a telegram to

London expressed the hope that a peaceful issue might
yet be found.*

16. Even on August 1st, on the day of the German
declaration of war, he declared himself ready to conclude

» Orange Book, Nos. 53, 55, 64.
^ Orange Book, No. 60.
^ Orange Book, No. 67.
* Orange Book, Nos. 69, 73. Blue Book, No.s. 110, 111.
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an agreement in the sense of his second formula, pro-

vided that German troops had not previously crossed

the Russian frontier. In no case, he added, would

liuHgin bvgin hostilities first.^

17. Even at the last moment Sazonof moved the Tsar

to give his solemn word to the Emperor William that

the Russian troops would undertake no provocative

action, so long as the negotiations on the Serbian ques-

tion (resumed on July 31 st) should continue with

Austria.^

18. Even on the day of the declaration of war he

moved his monarch to give a renewed assurance that the

Russian mobilisation did not mean war, and to urge

that the negotiations foi the welfare of both countries

and for universal peace should be continued.'

These were the exertions of the leader of Russian

policy. Any impartial person may judge whether these

exertions were directed to peace or to wat. That these

untiring efforts for peace had their origin in Petrograd

proves that the so-culled Russian war-party was power-

less as against the responsible Minister. It is now a

common reproach of all belligerent States to accuse their

enemies of having been under the infiuencs of a war-

party ; each denies his own, and places the responsibihty

on those of foreign countries. Here also it is true that

by their fruits ye shall know them. The efforts of the

Russian war-party—if such a party existed—remained

fruitless ; it was imable to influence the peace policy of

the Tsar. The efforts of the German war-party, on the

contrary, have yielded fruit only too abundantly

—

uoisonous fruit—which they succeeded in concealing

under a charm of guile and seduction so that the deluded

1 Blue B()ok, No. i:J!).

- White yiook, p. 411.
» White Book, p. 413.
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people in their intoxication reached out their eager

hands ; now they must devour the fruit in all its bitter-

ness, even though it may bring with it the bitterness of

death.

III. A further reproach urged by the German Govern-

ment against Russia is in effect that Russia by her mili-

tary measures frustrated the negotiations for peace.

This reproach also is without justification, for two

rrasons :
—

1. Because Russia, concurrently with her military

nicasures of security, maintained uninterruptedly diplo-

inatic cfjorts for peace,^ and

2. Because these measures were merely measures of

security, which, according to the solemn assurances

niven by the T .. and his Government, had no aggres-

sive character. It was impossible that they could have

had an aggressive character, since, as I have already

explained, they served only to support a defensive

policy, niul there was no reason whatever for aggressive

action on the part of Russia. The partial mobilisation

of July 2v)th, as well as the general mobilisation of July

31st, were the answer to previous mobilisations on the

part of Austria, the dates of which I have already estab-

lished from the documentary evidence.* Moreover,

Russia was compelled to adopt military measures of

security, not on'v on account of Austrian mobilisation,

but still more owin;: to the diplomatic attitude assumed

by Austria ;.. i Germany. The unaccommodating be-

haviour jf Austria, and the frustration by Germany of

all attempts at mediation, could not fail to arouse the

overwhelming suspicion—which was, in fact, later con-

firmed—that Germany and Austria desired war under

all circumstances. Against this menace Russia was

1 Orange Book, Nos. 77, 78.

« Orange Book, Nos. 47, 49, 58, 77, 78.
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bound to provide for her security, and the reproach,
inferred from the Russian mobilisation, is also shown to
be baseless.

The tales of the broken words of bono ir and of the
crossing of the frontier before the declaration of war
I have already characterised elsewhere by their proper
terms.

There is thus no charge to be brought against Russia,
and I can only conclude this section with the regret,
which is certainly comprehensible in a German, that
Russia is wholly blameless of the European war, and
that the guilt rests exclusively on Germany and Austria.

E.

FRANCE

German utterances, spoken and written, on the
responsibility of France for the war are surprisingly
restrained, and are supported on very scanty material.
The German White Book accuses France merely of
"military preparations" during the diplomatic negotia-
tions, and asserts at the conclusion of the account which
it contains that France on tbe morning of August 2nd,
that is to say, before the German declaration of war,
had "opened hostilities."

The Chancellor adheres to this reproach in his speech
of August 4th, and cites in support of his assertion
alleged French incursions into German territory. In his
speech of December 2nd he rides off on the old revanche
idea, but here also he is unable to produce anything
more substantial agauist France,

I have already estimated the proper value of all these
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reproaches, and pointed out their flimsiness. In parti-

cular I was able to prove that the most serious viola-

tions of the frontier before the German declaration of

war were committed by German troops, that these were

of frequent occurrence, and resulted in bloodshed,

whereas the counter-accusations of Germany against

France are not only improbable but self-contradictory,

and are therefore unworthy of credence.

A new accusation against France has been given

currency for the first time in the recently published

Note of the Chancellor dated December 24th, in which

the participation of France in the diplomatic negotior-

tions is subjected to criticism. We can only be grateful

to the Chancellor that he has at length formulated a

.'harge to which it is possible to submit a defence. This

accusation is supported on the following assertions :

—

1. France did not trust German assurances, and

received all the steps of the German Ambassador with

mistrust.

2. Germany's wish lor mediating influence in Petro-

grad was not regarded.

3. The French Government did not take a single

positive step iu the interest of peace.

^Vhat is the truth with regard to these accusations ?

It is true that the d-marches of Herr von Schoen were

received in Paris with a certain mistrust. This mistrust

was, however, only too well founded. Herr von Schoen

was called upon to play in Paris the same miserable

role as fell to the lot of Herr von Jagow in Berlin. It

was his task to thwart all the attempts of the Entente

Powers to arrive at a peaceful solution of the conflict,

and to put forward threadbare reasons in defence of the

astonishing and ambiguous behaviour of the German

Government. He dared not associate himself with the

endeavours of France to obtain an extension of the
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time-limit allowed in the ultimatum, but, on the con-
trary, he had to offer to the French Government a blind
defence of the Austrian Note, and of all the later actions
taken by Austria.' Grey's proposal for a conference of
the four Powers, which had been immediately accepted
by France, and was agreeable to all the other Powers,
he was bound to reject, aid in place of this it w>j3 his
duty to recommend as a panacea the impossible German
proposal for localisation." He was bound to assert the
insufficiency of the Serb, m Note, which had conceded
all the material demands of Austria, and he had to
represent as justifiable the recall of the Austrian Am-
bassador; indeed, in compliance with Bethmann's
instructions, he had to impress on the French Govern-
ment the desirability of common Franco-German
pressure on the Petrograd Cabinet, whereas, on the
other hand, he was bound to decline any kind of pressure
from Germany on Vienna. He had to listen in silence

or could give only inconsequent answers during his
frequent visits to the Quai d'Orsay, when M. Bienvenu-
Martin, the French Acting Foreign MinisUr, pointed
out to him the illogical nature of this proposal ; for, as
M. Bienvenu-Martin indicated, Austria haa in nearly
every point achieved her will, but had nevertheless
begun a military action against Serbia; a cessation
might therefore be asked for from Austria, but not from
Russia; pressure might be exercised on Vienna, not on
Petrograd.' Russia was indeed ready to negotiate, either
directly with Austria or by the mediation of the four
Powers not directly concerned. Russia was ready to
accept any proposal made by the conference of' the
four Powers. What further pressure did he suggest

> Yellow Book, Nos. 2S, 36.
» Yellow Book, Nos. oG, 57, 61.
8 Yellow Book, Nos. 61, 62, 77, 78.
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should still be exercised on Russia ? Austria, however,

was not ready either for direct negotiations or to accept

proposals made by the four Powers. If, therefore, pres-

sure had to be exercised in any quarter it must be in

Vienna, and Berlin alone was in a position to accom-

plish this. An Ambassador, charged with the task of

upholding the opposite view, is an object calculated

rather to inspire compassion than to evoke condemna-

tion.*

But he had to go even fv ther in revealing his naked-

ness. When in place of mediation he proposed direct

negotiations between Vienna and Petrograd, and was

asked by the French Ambassador what was really the

aim of the Austrian operations in Serbia (July 29th), he

had to give the mortifying answer that the German
Government did not know, but that it hoped to learn

from. Austria.^ This answer also, as is known^ must be

laid at the door, not of the wretched Paris Ambassador,

but of his Government, which up to the present day
has not explained to the world what Austria really

wanted from Serbia. Meanwhile the Serbians have given

the answer which Austria was asked in vain to furnish ;

they have driven the Austrians out of their country, and

presumably this was what the Austrians wanted.

Thus the whole action of Herr von Schoen in Paris

is nothing but a continuous series of discomfitures which

he personally had not merited. The constantly repeated

request that he should indicate the form of conference

agreeable to the German Government, which in principle

had apparently been approved, he was obliged to leave

unanswered, since no instructions in this sense had
been sent to him from Berlin.* He had to maintain »

' Yellow Book, No. 85.

« Yellow Book, Nop. 04, 97
' Orange Book, No. 55.
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passive attitude towards all Anglo-French attempts to
arrive at a settlement between the conflicting stand-
points of Austria and Russia by devising a formula of
agreement, since his Government did not consider that
such attempts were even worthy of a discussion.^

The worst role, however, did not fall to him until
after the fruitless expiration of the ultimata; he had
then to submit to further discomfiture at the hands of
M. Viviani, who held up to him the criminal madness of
the action taken by Germany, which shortly before the
solution of the dispute had, without any reason, driven
Europe into the most fearful of rears. Herr von Schoen
was obliged to limit his answer to saying that he had
received no official communication with regard to the
favourable position of the negotiations, but that he was
going to get information,- Two days later he had to hand
to M. Viviani a declaration of war based on the fact that
France had he^un hostilities and also that she had
violated Belgian neutrality 3—assertions which he, more
than anyone, knew to be false: had he not himself
witnessed the sincere efforts made / France for peace ?

Wretched Ambassador! The mistrust with which he
was received in France was certainly excelled by the
mistrust which he felt towards his own actions.
The further reproac:i put forward by Bethmann that

the French Government had disregarded Germany's
desire for mediating influence in Petrograd has already
been deprived of all force by the previous discussion.
Germany refused to exercise any influence on Austria,
presumptuous beyond all measure and scoffing at all con-
siderations of European peace, and she demanded, on
the other side, that pressure should be exercised by

1 Yellow Book, Nos. 101, 114
2 Yellow Book, No. 126.
» Yellow Book, No. 147
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France on Russia, which had already shown in the good

advice proffered to Serbia an extraordinary conciliatory

attitude, and which was ready to take any further step

necessary to meet her opponent,'

Tie demands addressed by Germany to France, and

thus indirectly io Russia, were thus somewhat stiff, but

nevertheless they were complied with by France up to a

certain point. The French Yellow Book and the English

Blue Book both bear witness to this. In a despatch

of July 29th- Bienvenu-Martin declared it to be essen-

tial that the Cabinet of Petrograd, whose peace inten-

tions were manifest, should immediately give their

adherence to the English proposal for a conference of

the four Powers. This French initiative was at once

attended by success. The French Ambassador in Petro-

grad telegraphed on the same day to his Minister that

Sazonof accepted the proposal for a conference of the

four Powers without attaching any importance to the

title officially given to the discussions, and that he

would acquiesce in any measures taken by England in

order to maintain peace.^

Another and much more striking instance of French

influence on Russian decisions in the sense of modera-

tion may be given. On July 80th, when the Russian

partial mobilisation against Austria had taken place,

and Germany was already threatening to carry out a

counter-mobilisation, Viviani emphatically pressed for

prudence in Petrograd; it would be well, he said, even

in taking measures for security and defence, that Russia

should take no step which might offer Germany a pretext

for a counter-mobilisation.* Here also his efforts were

» Yellow Book. Nos. 77, 78.

2 Yellow Book, No. 85.

3 Yellow Book, Nos. 86, 91.

* Yellow Book, ^'o. 101.
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crowned with success: Russia suspended further
measures of mobilisation' until she was compelled to
act by Austria's general mobilisation.
A further instance of the success of French influence

in Petrograd was seen on Julv 81st, when the efforts
of the Entente Powers were directed to finding a middle
path between the formula" of Grey and Sazonof, in
order to gain Austria's consent even at the last moment.
In a Note,- disting_:ished by its penetration and inspired
by a sincere desire for peace, Viviani proposed such a
middle path, which could not fail to be equally accept-
able to Austria and Russia, and authorised his Ambassa-
dor at Petrograd to make the following communication
to Sazonof

:

" Please inform M. Sazonof urgently that the sugges-
tion of Sir E. Grey appears to me to furnish a useful
basis for conversation between the Powers, who are
equally desirous of working for an honourable arrange-
ment of the Austro-Serbian conflict, and of averting in
tills manner the dangers which threaten general peace."

There then follows a more detailed explanation of the
modifications in the proposal of Grey and Sazonof, and
he adds in conclusion :—
" I would ask you car'^fully to W guided by the fore-

going considerations in earnestly pressing M. Sazonof
to give his adherence without delay to the proposal of
Sir E. Grey, of which he will have been himself
informed."

The French Ambassador, Paleologue, was able to
report on the same day that Sazonof had accepted the
proposals of Viviani, and that he had modified his
original formula in the manner suggested by Grey.* This

' Yellow Book, No. 104.
- Yellow Book, Xo. 112.
* Yellow Book, No. 113.
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new proof of French intervention for peace and of

Russia's conciliatory disposition was furnished, although

during the preceding night and day Belgrade had been

bomV)arded by Austria and the whole of Russia had been

brought to a high pitch of excitement by Austria's

provocative and unaccommodating action.

Even after the German ultimatum was delivered

in Paris on July 31st Viviani directed an urgent appeal

to the Imperial Government in Petrograd that in the

highest interests of peace they would do everything on

their part to avoid anything that might render inevit-

able or precipitate the crisis (Je ne doute pas que le

Gouvernement Imperial dans I'interet superieur de la

paix n'evite pour sa part tout ce qui pourrait rendre

inevitable ou precipiter la crise *).

Many similar examples could be cited from the diplo-

matic correspondence. But Herr von Bethmann says

that France did not exert her influence in Petrograd for

peace, and that in fact she did notaing in the interests

of peace, and—Bethmann is an honourable man.

When we survey the activity of French diplomatists

during these critical days and compare them with those

of other European Governments, it is impossible to

i.void the conclusion that their utterances, as given in

Ihe Yellow Book, excel the achievements of all other

diplomatists in elegance of form and in plastic strength

of representation. To English diplomacy fell the leader-

ship in the negotiations, and it discharged this task

with the sober quietness and clarity which is peculiar

to the V.nglishman in all situations. Russian diplomacy

also kept itself within the limits of fact, and expressed

itself with moderation up to the last moment until the

morning of August 1st, immediately before the German

declaration of war. In this critical moment, however,

1 Yellow Book, No. 117.
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Sazonof could not refrain from pouring out his heart
to his French and English colleagues, and character-
ising in Its true light, without any varnish, the policy
of Austria and Germany >; the policy of Austria had
been both tortuous and immoral, that of Germany had
been equivocal and double-faced, and she had been
specially unfortunate in her representatives in Vienna
and Petrograd. The former was a violent Russophobe,who constantly poured oil on the flame; the latter an
Ignorant person, who allowed his Government to believe
that Russia would never go to war, no matter how mach
they trod on her feet.

In contrast to these diplomatists of Russia and Eng-
land, who, with few exceptions, remain sober in their
v^ews and confine themselves within the limits of fact
the genius of the French, their grace in form, thei^
adaptability in ideas, their resource in devising newways out of difficult situations, appear all the more
brilliant. It is a pure pleasure for the literarv con-
noisseur to read the French Yellow Book. What a
brilliant type is represented by the two Cambons ! How
dexterous and fascinating is the Prime Minister
Viviani

!
And even Bienvenu-Martin, who appears less

in the foreground, how precise are his antitheses, how
effective his refutation of German sophisms, how pene-
trating IS his vision in framing a judgment on the
tendencies of Austria and Germany

!

And txie diplomatists of Germany ? O Du lieher Gott

'

Ihis IS not a subject to speak about. Herr von Schoenwas not the only one who was condemned to a tragic
role. Herr von Tschirschky in Vienna, the Russophobe,
Count Pourtales m Petrograd, Herr von Flotow in Rome-what a miserable part they all had to play ! There wasHerr von Flotow, who knew so little of the mind of the

' Bluo Book, No. 139.
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Italian people and of the >new8 of the Italian Govern-
ment th,' * he considered it possible that Italy might
participate in an offensive war against Serbia and share
in its further consequences—a view which one dared not
have attributed to the most inexperienced German com-
mercial traveller in Italy without running the risk of

an action for personal libel. There was Count Pourtales,

who thought that a few manifestations of labour unrest
in Russia was sufficient to cause thr ssian Govern-
ment to give way to Austrian effo! establish a
hegemony on the Balkans, and who had the thankless
task of defending in Petrograd the ingenious theory of

Bethmann that the conference of four Powers "required
of the Austrian Empiie just what they had not been
willing to suggest to Serbia, namely, that she should
give way under military pressure." This is a theory
which affords Herr von Bethmann so much pleasure
that he exhibits it once more in his most recent circular

note, which, however, unfortunately, forgets two things :

firstly, that Serbia had already given way beforehand,
so that military pressure was an irresponsible piece of
presumption, and secondly, that the conference of four
Powers did not aim at any kind of pressure or any
military measures, but that—as even the thickest head
must have begun to realise after the countless explana-
tions which were given—its intention was merely to
obtain the friendly advice of the four Powers uncon-
cerned.

Herr \on Tschirschky-Bogendorf in Vienna had also
a truly thankless rdle to play, in that he had in
appearance and outwardly to press for moderation at
the Ballplatz; inwardly, however, in the room where
Count Berchtold laboured, he could give free rein to
the secret instructions of Herr von Bethmann, which
at the same time correspondeu to his own personal
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inclinations, and could there press for war. Sir Maurice
de Bunsen was right when he saw through this double
play of our Ambassador at Vienna, and from all the acts
of omission and commission of Herr von Tschirschky
- especially from his industrious and suspicious refusal
of all common action for peace with the Ambassadors of
the Entente Powers- drew the certain conclusion that
our Ambassador at Vienna liad from the beginning
worked for war.'

Of Prince Lichnowsky in London— the only one
anif ig our Ambassadors—we must say this in his

honour, that he earnestly desired peace, and that he
was only the innocent victim of those above him. He
also had to resort to a hundred evasions in order
to conceal the intentions of Germany on Belgium, and
so keep England neutral, if this could in any way be
achieved ; he had to discuss with Sir Edward Grey the
hypothesis that wt might respect Belgian neutrality,*

although he knew that our troops were already almost
at the Belgian frontier, and that there was no longer
any possibility of Belgian neutrality being respected.

Again, two days later, after the ultimatum had been
presented to Belgium, he had to run after Sir E. Grey

—

just as the latter was .m the point of going to the
decisive meeting of the Cabinet on the morning of

August 3rd—and had to plead with him insistently to

be so good as to be willing to remain neutral even if we
should violate Belgian neutrality.^ Even at the veiy
last moment he attempted to make an impression on
public opinion in En<'land by an article in the Press, in

which he emphasised Germany's readiness to refrain

from making e Belgian coast a point d''appui for

1 Bhie Book, Nos. 141, l(Jl

^ Blue Book, No. 123.
^ Grey's .speech of 3rd August, Yellow Book, No 144
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na\'al operations.' In all these desperate efforts at the

eleventh hour the good will of our London Ambassador
may indeed be observed, but even his best intentions

could not prevent the representative of a bad policy

from necessarily appearing in a bad light.

And now to come to the highest of all, to Herr von
Jagow ! From this portrait gallery I omit the Chan-
cellor, whom I have already suflTiciently characterised.

But Herr von Jagow ! What a lamentable picture of

pitiable helplessness ! It is sufBcient to observe how
miserable he appears against his two chief opponents,

the Englishman Goschen and the Frenchman Cambon

;

how he was constantly reduced to straits by their

superiority, like a mouse in a trap seeking in vain for a

way of escape. It is true that in his case, as in that of

his German colleagues, we must make allowance for the

fact that they had to defend a had cause, and ^heir

opponents a good one. They had to resort to loopholes

and ambiguities, whereas the others could advance
openly and honourably to the end in view. But the

worse their cause was the more skill and eflBciency was
needed to defend it. Anyone who defends a bad cause

with dexterity can at least, as they say in the East,

"save his face." He, however, who by his inefficiency

draws special attention to the weaknesses of his posi-

tion makes his bad cause even worse, and forfeits all

claim to pcioonal respect. On a big merchant being

asked why he retained two barristers for his cases, and
why he paid one better than the other, he answered

with a sly smile, "' The good one is for the bad casec,

and the bad one for the good." The badness of our

case demanded that we should have the best diploma-

tists, not to win, but at least to avoid revealing it

publicly to the whole wo- ' \ in all its hideousness.

1 Yellow Book, No. 144.
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In order not to appear unjust, I must support myjudgment by a few examples from the diplomat^ co.!^!spondence, although the whole course of the neX.ons m Its mam features justifies in the fullest measurethe most unfavourable judgment being passed upon

give us for the hrst time an accurate ii;sight into theac.v,ty of our Chancelleries, which for tL proLZn
for the first t.me we realise rvhy we have suflereddiplomatic discomfitures, when the ratthng sabre didnot make good what the pen had destroyed Former ywe saw only the effects; now we see the c^seVFormerly we saw the gentlemen only in their gold-laceduniforms; now they stand naked ifore us, and the'

r

fax ures and weaknesses are seen with appalli .g2 tyLet us take at random one of the conversat onsbetween Herr von Jagow and M. Cambon. Tju" mhCambon supported, in the presence of Herr von JagowGrey's proposal for a conference of the four PoweJ'Jagow gave expression to the well-known view, which
•s even yet disseminated by Herr von Bethmann tCtwa« impossible to subject Austria against her wil to thedecisions of a conference. M. Cambon replied that thematter was too serious to allow it to be wrecked on anyquestion of form. The questio-: here was of a work o^

by the four Porvers at Petrograd and Vienna. Herr vonJagow had often expressed to him his regret at seeLgthe two allied groups always opposed to one othTr^Here there was an opportunity of proving that therewas a European spirit (esprit europ^en).^ tt fourPowers belonging to the two groups succeeded in pre'venting a European conflict. Herr von Jagow. who was
^ Yellow Book, No. 74.
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unable to make any reply to this illuminating explana-
tion, took refuge in the vapid assertion that Germany
had engagements with Austria. To this Camlran
promptly replied that these obligations were no closer

than those existing between France and Russia. Jagow
attempted a new line of retreat : He was not refusing

to act in keeping off an Austro-Russian dispute, but he
could not intervene i the Serbian dispute. Whereupon
Cambon observed : " The one is the consequence of

the other, and it is a question of preventing the appear-
ance of a new factor of such a nature as to lead to inter-

vention by Russia." Jagow emphasised anew his

engagements towards Austria. Thereupon Cambon
asked him if these engagements were so far-reaching
that he was bound to follow Austria everywhere with his

eyes blindfolded? Had he, he asked, taken note of the
reply of Serbia ? "I have not yet had time to read it,"

replied Jagow, on July 27th. (The answer had been
i.undeu Lt the Austrian Ambassador in Belgrade as early
as July 25th.) " I regret it," said Cambon. " You v/ould
see that, except on some points of detail, Serbia has
yielded entirely. It appears, hen, that since Austria
has obtained the satisfaction which your support has
procured for her, you might to-day advise her to be
content, or to examine with Serbia the terms of her
reply." Jagow, driven more and more into difficulties,

was unable to give any clear reply. Whereupon Cambon
asked him point blank whether Germany wished for
war. On Jagow protesting energetically, Cambon
answered : " You must then act consistently. When
you read the Serbian reply, / entreat you, in the name
of humanity, to weigh the terms in your conscience,
and do not personally assume a part of the responsi-
bility for the catastrophe which you are allowing to be
prepared." In the end the German Secretary of State
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condescended to return to the original subject of the
conversation, the proposal of Grey; he considered, how-
ever, that It was necessary to find another "form''
which he could accept. He based his hopes more on the
direct conversations between Vienna and Petrograd,"

which Cambon urged on him to accelerate further by
appropriate pressure in Vienna.
The direct negotiations between Vienna and Petro-

grad proposed by Jagow were, as is well known,
dechned by Austria. It is, as I have already pointed
out, open to serious doubt whether Berlin exercised any
presL e on Vienna in the sense of these negotiations.
The conference thus remained as the only expedient
Cambon put forward this proposal again on July
28th, with the support of the English and Italian
Ambassadors. Jagow, however, was even more ina--
cessible than on the previous day, and even the repre-
sentations of his Italian ally could not prevent him
from absolutely refusing the conference, although, as
will have been gathered from what I have already
said he had meanwhile been clearly informed by
Go«=ehen (as had also Prince Lichnowsky by Grey) as
to the true meaning and intention of the conference.M Cambon was so much disconcerted by the passivity
of Herr von Jagow that he again asked him if by anurhnnce he wished for war. Renewed protest by Jagow
but also renewed passivity. After this ineffective con-
versation Cambon proposed an ingenious method ofdrawing Herr von Jagow out of his reserve by " puttinghim ma dilemma by asking him to state himself pre-
cxsely how diplomatic action by the Powers to avoidwar could be brought about." This proposal was, as isknown, taken up by Grey, and was zealously pushed
by the Entente Powers as well as by Italy, but it came

' Yellow liook, Mo. 81.
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to nothing, since the proposal which i* a-as cjjfcrted

that Jagotv would make, notwithstandv ^ cU the pres-

sure put upon him, was never put forw rti

It is interesting to observe how Heir ;i Ja?ow had
recourse to all possible subterfuges in the endeavour to

avoid the moral obligation of making such a proposal.

In most cases he took refuge behind inquiries in Vienna
to which an answer had not yet been received.' This
performance was constantly repeated like a musical
theme with variations. Above all, Herr von Jagow was
never in a position to answer any question as to what
Austria really wanted after the opening of hostilities

against Serbia. Until that was known it was, however,
in his opinion impossible to think of a " mediation " in

any form.- Every time when he was closely pressed on
the question he took refuge behind the Austrian screen,

or to express the matter in what is perhaps a more
appropriate metaphor, he withdrew from one trench to
another, until finally he disappeared behind the fortress

of the "Russian mobilisation," never to be seen again.
For the quintessence of Berlin tactics consisted in post-
poning as long as possible all proposals for peace until
they could come out with the bogey of Russian mobi-
lisation, and were thus saved the trouble of giving any
reason or answer to proposals for peace.

The conversation between Jagow and Cambon on
July 80th is characteristic of these tactics.' Cambon
again inquired how the matter stood with regard to the
formula of mediation which Germany desired to pro-
pose. Jagow's answer was that " to gain time " he had
acted directly, and " had asked Austria to tell him the
ground on which conversations might be opened with

* Yellow Rook, Nos. 02, in<».

« Yellow ikiok. Nos. 94, 10!(. Bine Book, Nos. 98, 107 112
' Yellow Book. Nos. 94, 109.
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her (de dire but quel terrain on pourrait causer avec
elle) In other words, under the pretence of gaining
time he pushed aside the Powers which were striving for
peace, and commissioned the instigator of war, Herr von
Tschirschky, to ask the Austrian Government on what
ground she could be treated with. Can anyone believe,
can anyone regard it as possible, that the German
Secretary of State on July 30th did not even then knowwhat Austria really wanted f Is it not shameful to see
the diplomatic representatives of the German Empire
playing such a part ir. an event which concerned the
life and death of European civilisation, and indeed the
rate of mankind ?

But to go further; scarcely had the proposal for a
conference come to nought when Herr von Jagow, in the
course of the same conversation of July 30th, trotted
out the Russian mobilisation, stating that it would lead
as a consequence to German mobilisation, and in answer
to an objection advanced by Cambon that the Russians
had mobilised only against Austria, he replied that thiswas indeed quite true, but that the heads of the Armu
were insisting on German mobilisation, for every delavwas a loss of strength. This last observation is very
significant, although in the mouth of the Secretary of
State, at any rate, it was highly imprudent. It certain^
proves as is indeed apparent from many other facts,
that the resolution to mobilise, which in the case ofGermany was known to be "equivalent to war," had
already been taken on July 29th in the meeting of the
Council held at Potsdam under the presidency of the
Emperor m whici, the Generals had taken part.' The
General Staff was indeed in a hurry. This also explains
the special edition of the Lokalanzeiger, which an-
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nounced the mobilisation as early as July 80th, lut

was seized because it was not considerv. " expedient
that the mobilisation should be made known on
that day.' Hinc illx lacrimae. Hence the subterfuges

and the retreats of Herr von Jagow, who in a spirit of

self-sacrifice threw himself, like a second Curtius, into

the abyss which the military party had dug for him.
Mention must still be made of an earlier episode,

because it illustrates in an interesting way the intellec-

tual and moral qualities of the diplomatists concerned.
On July 29th 2 Cambon ventured to allow himself to

make a modest inquiry as to the position of affairs

with regard to direct conversations between Vienna and
Petrograd on which Herr von Jagow had built so great

hopes. Jagow was in a position to give confirmation of

the gratifying fact that Petrograd seemed well disposed,

but that from Vienna " he was awaiting the reply."

Meanwhile he had at last read the Serbian Note, and saw
in it a basis for possible negotiation. Why, then, did
Austria not negotiate, but break off relations in an in-

comprehensible manner ? asked M. Cambon. " Because,
with Eastern nations," such was the view expressed by
Jagow, " one could never obtain sufficient guarantees
for carrying out their promises." (This was, as is

known, the only important point at issue between
Austria and Serbia : the co-operation of Austrian organs
in Serbian police and judicial investigations.) M.
Cambon at once dexterously suggested the establish-

ment of an International Commission—such as fre-

quently exists in Balkan countries—charged with the
duty of controUing the Serbian police inquiry. The
Serbian answer, as he rightly held, was on this point

also a suitable basis for negotiation. Herr von Jagow
1 Yellow Book, No. 105. Orange Book, No. 62.
« Yellow Book, No. 92.
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was unable to make any reply to this proposal of

ahlT W '^ K
was certainly ingenious and praetic-

able. Had he accepted this proposal and followed it Ub-there was no room to doubt but that Russia andSerbia would concur-we would not to-day have beenmvolved m a European war.
Like master, like man ! On the day on which theabove conversation took place between Jagow andCambon the same performance was being transacted

between Herr von Bethmann and Sir E. Goschen ' Therewere peaceful assurances in abundance, but the idea of aconference was declined
; no d, Haration was given withregard to the mtentions of Austria ; " efforts "to induce

the Government of Vienna to direct conversations withRussia were mentioned-be it observed it is never morethan efforts with ineffective merns which Herr vonliethmann poussait autant qu^il pouvait "-but aboveeverything else there is a threatening reference to theRussian mobilisation.

Even as late as the night between July 3lst andAugust ist^ Goschen, the English Ambassador made apressing appeal to Herr von Jagow's fedi^ of

wai^^^for tt r'^
^°" *"° '^'•' ^"^ *^^* *^^y °^"«* nowwait for the Russian answer to the German ultimatum.

In reply to Goschen. who asked in astonishment whythey had made their ultimatum completely impossibleof acceptance by asking that they should' dTmowSagamst Austria as well. Herr von Jagow gave hememorable answer "that it was in order to preventRussia from saying all her mobilisation was only directed

oTZ ia ^d " •

'''" '" ''^'^ *^ •'^ *^« P-ibilitvof Russia advancing an impossible objection-impossible

\
«;"« fj""k. N'o. 7r,. Yellow Book, No. 92.Blue Book. x\o. 121. Yellow Book, No. 121.
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because the general mobilisation had been publicly
announced and admitted by the Tsar himself in his

telegrams

—

they demanded the impossible, that is to
sti demobilisation against a State which had itself

already mobilised.

On August 1st Goschen had again a long and pressing
conversation with Jagow.' He pointed out to him, in

concert with Cambon, the incomprehencible fact that
Germany, a Power not directly interested in the whole
dispute, had made war inevitable by despatching an
ultimatum, although Austria and Russia, the parties to
the dispute, had just entered into negotiations with a
view to effecting a settlement. In reply to this Jagow
merely let it be seen that he considered that that was
all very fine, but that since Russia had mobilised, war
must come if the demand contained in the German ulti-

matum was not complied with.

Thus we find the mobilisation as such put forward as
the ground for war ! We have already seen elsewhere
how matters really stood with regard to the Russian
mobilisation, by what it was occasioned and justified.

In France and Russia, at any rate, a view different from
that current in Germany prevailed with regard to the
significance of mobilisation on both sides. Neither
of these countries would ever have declared war on
account of German mobilisation, as they had not, in

fact, done on account of Austrian mobilisation. " Mobi-
lisation is not war'' we find in a communication of
Viviani to Paul Cambon (Yellow Book, No. 127). " In
the present state of affairs it is the best means for

France of safeguarding peace, and ... the Government
of the Republic will redouble their efforts to bring the
negotiations to a conclusion. . . . We shall not cease to
work towards an agreement. . . . We will, in co-opera-

1 Blue Book, No, 138 Yellow Book, No. 121.
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tion with England, continue to work for the success ofthese pourparlers." These words we find elsewhere inthe wntmgs of Viviani on August 1st. that Tsto"a^
^Ti^^r^lTr':^^ *'^ ^^^"^^ xnobUisatS

.ftnT f
"'' ^P'*°™^ °* *h^ history of French

the^ [ ""T' ^" **^^ ^'P'°'"^*'« books are fJof^em only Herr von Bethmann remains in ignoranceHe has-,f we rnay use his own words-"had thecourage as a responsible statesman " to accuse tL
tive step m the mterests of neace W*. »,^™ j

impartial history will concurX:w thil^ rch'bt^kon Germany on the shoulders of the statesman who

^d nnTh "'T^
"' driven-the guilt remains the same-did nothing for peace, and did everything that wasbound o make this war inevitable.' While othershastened to the spot with fire engines and waterbuckets to extinguish the beginnings'of the conCa-tion he poured oil on the flames and collected brushwood so that the smouldering spark might de^lop intoa holocaus And now that the fire of hell has brokenloose, and the author of it all sees horror-struck the con"sequences of his fearful deed, he writes and ta^^s andhe talks and writes in order to charge others with Msmisdeed, like the burglar who runs down hi streeshoutmg out "Stop thief."

*

Fortunately no one in the whole world believes him.and the more excuses he offers, the more does he in factaccuse himsel With all his sophisms and perversionshe cannot abolish the facts which lie patent to all eyesAnd the eyes of even the German people, who nowdeceived and deluded patiently submit to the unspeak-

raobihsat.on as equivalent to war (Blue Boc'- No.
figj^^^ard
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able horrors of war, will gradually be opened. Over the

trenches and across the frontiers it will reach out its

hand to the neighbouring nation whose president said

with truth :
" The German Empire will bear before

history the crushing responsibility for the war."

APPENDIX

The Austrian Red Book.

In the beginning of February, after the pages of this

book were completed, there appeared an Austrian Red
Book, which, consisting of an introduction and sixty-nine

documents, gives an account of events from the murder
of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand down to the outbreak

of the European war. This book offers no surprises, but

only a confirmation of the conclusions which could not

but be drawn from the previously published diplomatic

correspondence. It is a meritorious work, in so far as it

unveils, by open self-confessions and with an appalling

lucidity, the Austrian attitude, which hitherto could only

be inferred indirectly from foreign publications.

What the Austrian book yields in the way of positive

facts confirms the conclusion that Austria-Hungary wa.^

guilty of the outbreak of the war in a way which must
leave even for the well-disposed no further room for

doubt. What it conceals in silence proves that the

Austrian Government is completely aware of its guilt,

but that it still endeavours—though vainly—to conceal

it from the ey-*s of the world.

As before the publication of this book, there is still

a complete absence of any kind of evidence that the
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ouoK, pressed the Viennese Govemmpnt *«

he interval between July 28th and Julv HOth when allrelations between Vienna anH P*.f r^ a
"

broken nff tT, ^ ® *"° *^^*™Srad wore completelyBroken off, the German Government as T l,o,.« i 7
indicated, 'Hianded on " t^ v •'

f-
^ already

of the Entente Pnw *u
""* mdividual proposals

wXut dei,mT„ ""'"" ''' '"'P''' l-'P' «° herself

theml ^r„r " ''"™"' """ "'"""" '""fitting

«J^ P7<''»'^"hi'-h did arrive at Austria were coUec-

F„! . n "* '"'' '"''• '"^ """ all the eflorts of tlieEnten e Powers to keep the peace of Europe faUedI wdl now take up the various points in the Bed R„„twh,ch deserve diseussion. and flrs' I wU d'^th wh."

Zl^L ' '™"'"'' '"' "'" "'" "»" " "»- n't

I.

What the Red Book contains.

th!;I*
'f."°^/«"»o»«t'-ated by the Red Book itselfthat Austria under all circumstances desired war ag^nst

G^^rJTl ''"''•'
^r^' '^ *^^^ revelations :Giohtt,, and by many other circumstances which have

• Red Book, No. 43,

>.*^?- .»*
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already been indicated. In the report from the Austrian

Ambassador in Belgrade, Freiherr von Giesl, dated July
21st/ that is to say, before the presentation of the

Austrian Note, the Ambassador expresses his convic-

tion :

" that a reckoning with Serbia, a war for the posi-

tion of the Monarchy as a Great Power, even for its

existence as such, cannot be permanently avoided.

If we delay in clearing up our relations with Serbia

we shall share the responsibility for the difi9culties

and the unfavourable situation in any future war,

which must, however, sooner or later be carried

through. . . . Half-measures, the presentation of

demands, followed by long discussions and ending

only in an unsound compromise, would be the

hardest blow which could be directed against

Austria-Hungary's reputation in Serbia and her

position in Europe."

This embodies the programme which governed all

further developments.

2. As early as July 23rd, simultaneously with the

delivery of the ultimatum to Serbia, Count Berchtold

explains in instructions sent to Couiu Mensdorff, his

Ambassador in London, that the short time-limit

allowed in the ultimatum was necessary in order to

make impossible the "dilatory arts" of Serbia, and
that the Austrian demands " could not be made the

subject of negotiations and compromise. '^ ^

The Entente Powers only received information of the

Austrian Note on July 24th, and then without the addi-

tion of the documentary evidence. Their representa-

tions that the period of time allowed in the ultimatum
might at least be lengthened, to afford them an oppor-

1 Red Book, No. 6.

» Red Book, No. 9.
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tunity of studying the evidence and of bringing influenceo bear on the Serbian Government, were Lfy refused
It was indicated that an examination of the data was
superfluous, and that the Austrian communicatTon
merely bore the eharacter of a statement for informa-twr^," which was regarded "as a duty laid upon th^mby international courtesy," and that the Austrian actionwas one which concerned the monarchy and Serbia

alone, on which the Powers were not invited "to makeknown their own views on the subject." Count Berch-
told disappeared from Vienna in the critical days
between July 23rd and July 25th, and issued his unac-commodating declarations from Lambach and Ischl »

3. In an mstruction despatched on July 25th to Count
hzapary, the Austrian Ambassador « ^etrograd, Berch-
told already counted on the refusM ;iis demands by
Serbia, and on the settlement of the conflict by force
of arms at a time when the Serbian Note had not evenbeen received.^ In another Note of the same day toSzapary he explains Point 5 of the Serbian Note in the
sense that the co^aboraMon in Serbia of Austrian officialsm the suppression of the subversive movement was
intended to mean ;)-e "collaboration" of a "bureau de
surete " m Belgrade,^ but he omits to give any explana-
tions on Point 6. which was much more important (parti-
cipation of Austrian officials in judicial proceedings
agamst accessories to the plot). Explanations on the
latter pomt were only given on July 27th in the declara-
tion published by the Austrian Government after the
recall of the Austrian Ambassador; it was then stated
that the mtention was that Austrian officials should take
part, not m the Serbian judicial proceedings, but in the

* Red Book, Nos. 20, 21.
2 Red Book, No. 26.
^ Red Book, No. 27
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preliminary police investigations leading up to uch
proceedings {recherche as opposed to enquSte judi-

ciaire).

This raises the question why these explanations which
were transmitted on July 25th to Petrograd, and were
published on July 27th, could not have been included

in the ultimatum, or at least communicated to Serbia,

after the reception of the Serbian answer. It would
certainly have been possible, and in view of the sub-

missive attitude assumed by Serbia it was more than
probable, that the Serbian Government, on the ground
of these explanations, might have gone still further to

meet the Austrian demands ; since points 5 and 6 were
almost the only reservations made by Serbia, Austria
might have received full satisfaction in the further nego-
tiations, and the peace of Europe might have been
maintained. Explanations were, however, omitted
because war with Serbia vms regarded as necessary, as
so necessary, in fact, that they were resolved, if need
be, to accept a European war into the bargain.
Austria acted according to the prescription of the man
who, to get rid of bugs, burnt down his house.

4. The answer of Serbia produced, as is well known,
the greatest disappointuient in Vienna. It had not been
expected that the influence of the Entente Powers in

Belgrade could induce an independent State to accept
such a humiliation. At a stroke all hopes of the desired
war appeared to have vanished. A Government which
can condescend to a public apology in its ofiBcial gazette
inserted in a prescribed phraseology at a prescribed
place on a prescribed day—a King who allows an order
of the day to his army to be dictated by a neighbour-
ing State—a Sovereign State which subjects its public
education to the control of another State, which dis-

misses aod even arrests oflBcers and officials at the

gi-M
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command of its neighbour, which dissolves ..ational
'"uons, and suppresses the liberty of the Press, .<tc &c
- such a State and such a Government had never before
been seen m the history <>f the world. Truly it required
great dexterity (such as Austrian statesmen did nothave at command) or an extraordinary evil will (such ashey certainly did have at command) to de.luce a reason
for war from such an attitude on the part of their small
neighbour.

On July 27th, In^fore he knew the Serbian answer.
Sazonof hm^self m the course of a conversation withCount Szdpary, held that at least three of the ten points
in the Austrian Note could not be accepted, namely
pomts 15, and 6. and there can be no doubt that hewas much surprised when he learned later that point 4
(removal of officers and officials) had been accepted
by Serbia and also that the two other points had
not been flatly refused, bul that it was suggested
that they should be submitted for decision to arbi-
tration.'

5. I have already dealt in an earlier passage with the
process whereby the submissive Serbian reply was arti-
hcially transformed by means of miserable quibbles into
a Note of refusal. In Berchtold's Note of July 28th
intended for the instruction of the English Government
the Serbian submission was represented as being worth-
less, and as intended to deceive: "Serbia accepted anumber of our demands, with all sorts of reservations, in
order to impress public opinion in Europe, trusting that
she would not be required to fulfil her promises." * This
IS supposed to justify the action of Austria "

ignoring
the Serbian answer. I have already su^^ested the
question

: What else, beyond making promises, could
' lied Book, No. 31.
' Red Book, No. 39.

vYs;' ",•--. fc...*r
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Serbia do in forty-eight hours? Was it expected that
the fulfilment of the promises should also be carried out
in forty-eight hours? After all. the Austrian Govern-
ment had only demanded from the Serbian (Jovernment
an ohUfiatinn that she would perform certain actions.
This obligation was given in eight points, and in two
points was made subject to further discussion. Clearly,
in the first place, it was necessary to wait and see
whether Serbia would fulfil her promises.

Guarantees in the form that Austria should herself col-

laborate in the fulfilment of the Serbian promises were
asked for only in points 5 and 6. IfAustrc couH. have
brought herself to discuss these pohits, these guarantees
would presumably have been provided for in one form
or another ; they could, for example, have been provided,
as proposed by Jules Cambon, in the form of an Inter-
national Commission of investigation and control,' and
guarantees in this form would have been much morr
practicable and far more effective than in the form
demanded by Austria. The whole of this idea of colla-

boration of Austrian officials in Serbian investigations
was, in view of the strained relations between Austria
and Serbia, an intellectual efflorescence, such as could
only spring from the soil of Austrian diplomacy. Was it

supposed that jk this way ptiice could be established
between Austria and Serbia? A perpetual daily state

of feud would have arisen between Austrian and Serbian
officials, numberless irritating incidents, perhaps involv-
ing bloodshed, would have taken place ; in short, there
would have been a situation which would indubitably
have led in the sequel to war (this was also the view of
Sazonof, Red Book, No. 14).

But notwithstanding all this, the alleged untrust-
worthiness of Serbia had to suffice to make valueless the

^ Yellow Book, No. 92.
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answer which in fact had conceded nearly all the
demands. This untrustworthiness, in the opinion of

Austria, was supposed to he particularly confirmed by
the fact that Serbia, as early as 3 o'clock on the after-

noon of July 25th, had ordered a general mobihsation,
that is to say, three hours before the answer was handed
over to the Austrian Ambassador.' We find here that
Austria, in connection with the question of mobilisation,

I)lays the same game so successfully put into operation
by Germany. Austria presented to Serbia demands
which could not be complied with, and thereby gave
expression to her uidubitable intention to make war.
Serbia concurred in the greatest part of these demands,
but feared, not without reason, that the few reserva-

tions made by her would furnish the Austrian Govern-
ment with a pretext for war, and took steps to protect
herself agt 'nst this possibility by timely mobilisation,

which had been carried out by Austria also, simultane-
ously with the presentation of the ultimatum. This
defensive mobilisation on the part of Serbia was then
treated by Austria as trickery and as an offensive action,

whereby Serbia "publicly proclaimed her hostility,"

and showed that she had *' no inclination for a peaceful

solution," and thus Austria construed the desired

ground for war.^

G. But the Austrian Government did not rest satisfied

with this; she even raised the further reproach against

Serbia—again in imitation of a celebrated example

—

that her opponent had been the first to begin hostilities.

In the telegram sent by Berchtold on July 28th to his

Ambassadors in Petrograd and London it is expressly

asserted that Serbia had opene* hostilities on the Hun-
garian frontier as early as July 27th, that is to say,

' Red Book, No. 39.

* Ked Book, Introduction p. 444, No. 29.
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before the Austrian declaration of '-ar.' This assertion
is, of course, unsupported by any .>vcts or by any kind
of evidence, and it is further much more incredible than
the similar assertion which was later advanced by
Germany against Russia and France. ^Vhy, indeed,
should a small and weak country like Serbia intention-
ally provoke a war with Austria? The facts reported
by Giesl, the Austrian Ambassador (removal of gold
from the National Bank, withdrawal of troops from
Belgrade, removal of official papers from the Foreign
Office, &c.) prove—as, indeed, is in accordance with
logic and reason, and requires no proof—that there was
nothing which Serbia had less in her mind than an
attack upon Austria; on the contrary, that it would
have been glad if only her great neighbour would leave
her in peace.^ But it appears to be the recognised
custom in this war for the aggressor to accuse his victim
of having fallen upon him.

All these pretexts furnished the Austrian Government
with priceless material to justify the negative position
which they assumed with regard to the peaceful pro-
posals of the Entente Powers. The grounds of these
refusals may be summarised as follows:—

(a) Our dispute with Serbia concerns no one, and
must remain localised.

(6) Serbia, by her unsatisfactory answer, by her
mobilisation, and by opening hostilities, has herself
provoked the war.

7. I have already dealt in the previous sections of this
book with the question of localisation. This subject,
however, reappears in the Austrian Red Book with such
definiteness and at the same time with so much naivete
that a further short discussion appears necessary.

' PvP(l Book. Nos. 39, 40
« Red Book, .\o. 22

Y 2
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Austria simply took as her starting point the thought
which Count Mensdorff had openly expressed to Sir
Edward Grey on July 29th that Serbia belonged to the
Austrian sphere of interest (Blue Book, No. 91). The
fact that Russia, by a hundred years of history, by links
of blood and religion, and also by her own interests, was
connected with Serbia by bonds more intimate than
those between any other two allit^s, such, for example, as
Germany and Austria, was intentionally ignored by the
two Empires, and the ingenious distinction was con-
stantly drawn that while they were quite prepared to
negotiate with Russia on questions arising between
Russia and Austria, they must be allowed to
regulate the Austro-Serbian dispute as they thought
fit. This artificial and meaningless interpreta-
tion is as if one party to a law-suit were to say to
the other: "I am quite prepared to come to an
understanding with you and have no evil intentions
whatever against you, but we must absolutely refrain
from speaking to each other about the subject in
dispute; let us, therefore, talk about something else.

What do you think about Russia ? Fine weather to-day

;

very fine day to-day, indeed." The Serbian question
was precisely the question at issue between Austria and
Russia, apd not, indeed, for the first time; it had been
St) for nmny years. Russia regarded her interests as
being identical with those of Serbia, and declared that,

in the interests of Serbia as well as of her own prestige,

she could not tolerate that the Slavonic brother State,

after the deep diplomatic humiliation she had under-
gone, should also be crushed by Austria by force of

arms and should be degraded into a kind of vassal
State.' On this occasion the conflict had broken out
more violently than ever, and threatened not merely to

1 lied Book, No. 47. liluo Book, Nos. 48, 91.

'" Jiri^apa*-.; --0A-*
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divide Austria from Russia, but also to set the whole of
Europe in flames. Onhf thio question wan at stahe~no
other. If they were prepared to negotiate at all, it had
to be on the Serbian question ; if they were not prepared
to discuss this question, it was superfluous and purpose-
less to suggest further negotiations. In reality the Aus-
trian proposal that they were willing to negotiate with
Russia on Russian interests was nothing but a pretext
in order to avoid negotiations which could serve anv
purpose.

It was in vain that Grey and Sazonof endeavoured
to convince the Austrian Government of their sophisms
—sophisms which might be -tended bv the gravest
consequences. Even Count Szapary,' the Austrian
Ambassador in Petrograd, could not refrain from
observing that the instructions of Berchtold moved in a
vicious circle.i All representations were in vain.
Austria, supported by Gernianv, stood firm in her
refusal until it was too late and war had become inevit-
able.

8. Proceeding from the fundamental principle that
no one had any right to be heard in the Austro-Serbian
dispute, Austria, in the first place, declined to permit
anif discussion of the contents of her ultimatum or of
the Serbian answer. Cn July 27th a conversation, main-
tained in a friendly tone, took place between Sazonof
and Szdpary, in which the former gave expression to the
desire to discuss the Serbian Note with the Ambassador.
Szapary explained that he was ready to receive the
observations of Sazonof, but pointed "out that he was
not authorised either to discuss the text of the Note or
to interpret it." On July 28th Schebeko, the Russian
Ambassador, made a formal proposition to Count Berch-

' Rwl linnk. No. 47.
'* Refl Book, No. 31.
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told asking him to furnish Count Szdpdry with instruc-
tions to continue with Sazonof the exchange of thought,
and thus, if it were possible, to arrive at a direct under-
standing with the Russian Government ; the latter would
gladly meet them half-way with this object in view.
Count Berchtold emphatically declined the proposal of
the Russian Ambassador : No one in Austria could
understand negotiations with reference to the Serbian
answer, which had been designated as unsatisfactory,
and, moreover, war had already been declared against
Serbia on the same day. By way of providing a further

ground for the declaration of war, Berchtold did not fail

to refer to the Serbian mobilisation and to the hostilities

alleged to have been begun by Serbia.'

Thus, all connections between Austria and Russia
were broken off until further notice. All attempts to

effect an understanding could reach Austria only
indirectly by the mediation of the Entente Powers and
of Germany.

9. On the same day on which Berchtold declined

Sazonof's proposal for a direct understanding, he also

rejected Grey's proposal for a conference of the four
Powers. As is known, this proposal had already been
declined by Germany, without previous consultation

with Austria, under the threadbare pretext that she

could not summon her ally before a " European Tri

bunal." Austria declined this proposal, which was
simultaneously submitted by Grey to Count Mensdorff

and by Bunsen to Count Berchtold (July 28th) on quite

different grounds, namely, that the proposal came too

late, and that in view of the state of war which had
arisen it had been "outstripped" by events.*^ This

certainly is a remarkable procedure ! Germany, as

» Ri-() l?ook. No. 40 Ornngc P.ook, No. 45.
- lied Book, Nos. ;}», 41.
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Austria's guardian, considers that Grey's proposal is, so

to speak, inconsistent with her dignity. Austria, how-
ever, the party chiefly concerned, is not sensible of this

violation of her dignity, but only objects that the pro-

posaF was received too late, and apparently, therefore,

she would not have been disinclined to consider it had
it been submitted earlier. This, again, furnishes an
indication of the incredible confusion which reigned in

the minds of German and Austrian diplomatists and in

the Chancelleries of ihr Empires. Both the reasons

urged against the conference, that expressed by Berlin

and that by Vienna, were, of course, merely pretexts.

But it would, at any rate, have been more astute, in the

first place, to have come to an agreement as to the

reasons which liiey were to put forward to bring to

naught one niter the other the proposals of the Entente
Powers for peace. It would then have been less easy to

see through the game, and more difficult to establish

guilt.

10. In an earlier passage I hive already pointed out

how Germany answered Grey's proposal for a conference

with the counter-proposal of a direct discussion between
Vienna and .'etrograd—a discussion which was then

declined by Vienna. The German White Book naturally

endeavours to conceal this position of affairs, which in

itself offers a complete proof of the guilt of the two
Empires ; it was, however, possible to establish this

fact beyond all doubt by reference to the other diplo-

matic books. The Red Book now presents us with the

self-confession of Austria on this question in the crassest

form, and, moreover, the statement contains highly

aggravating amplifications. Not only did the Govern-

ment of Vienna decline on July '28th to discuss the

Serbian question directly with Russia as proposed by
Germany, but they had already given expression to this

ft.-.A- Jfffi«£^ 'U-mtP^
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refusal with the utmost definiteness as early as Julv
23rd (Red Book, No. 9). This fact must have been, arid
was, known to the German Government. The Govern-
ment of Berlin thus declined, with full knowledge of the
facts, a promising proposal put forward by the English
Government in order to set in its place another, which,m view of the declaration made by Austria s far back
as July 28rd, was known to them to be futile. Up till
now it was possible only to show that the Berlin
counter-proposal was, in fact, futile, and to infer that
there was criminal collusion between the two Empires.
Now—thanks to the Austrian publication—this collu-
sion is proved, and the guilty are unmasked. // of the
hundred proofs of guilt only this one existed, it would
suffice to lay upon Germany and Austria alone the
responsibility for the war.

11. On July 30th Count Berchtold, as we know, at
last resolved, in view of the increasingly dangerous
aspect of the dispute, to discuss with Sazonof the details
of the Austrian Note. With this object he sent on July
30th two instructions to his Ambassador at Petrograd
(Red Book, Nos. 49 and 50), and thereupon on July 81st
negotiations in fact began officially for the first time in
Petrograd on the contents of the Note. The conversa-
tion of July 27th between Sazonof and Szapdry was,
as explained above, only an unofficial acceptance of
Sazonof 's observations.

Even in this critical moment Berchtold could not
refrain from speaking of the Note as having been already
*' outstripped " by the outbreak of war, from describing
the conversations in Petrograd as " subsequent explana-
tions," and from emphasising that it had never been
Austria's intention "to depart in any way from the
points contained in the Note."
The phrase about being "outstripped by the out-
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break of war," which is ridden to death in the Red

Book, deserves special consideration. What is it really

supposed to mean ? A insults B ; A offers humble and

plaintive apologies ; nevertheless, B raises his sword to

run A through. A third, C, a near relation of A, inter-

venes to restrain the lethal blow, and points out in A's

favour that he has already offered apologies, B, how-

ever, deprecates this intervention with the observa-

tion that the disctission of the insult has been out-

stripped by events, and that the state of war which

was produced by raising his sword must now pursue

its course.

This is the point of view of the Ausfrian Government.

It is incredible, but true ! But even if this point of

view were as logical and reasonable as it is illogical and

unreasonable, it would not lead to the conclusion drawn

by the Government of Vienna, that all attempts at

mediation by third parties—which were promoted in the

interest, not of Serbia, but of European peace—must

give way. The state of war had been brought about by

Austria alone (the Serbian hostilities are, of course, an

invention). This state of war, however, like every war,

could and must sooner or later come to an end. The

Entente Powers desired to bring about this end sooner

rather than later, in order to prevent an extension of

the conflagration throughout Europe. How, then, was

it possible to urge as an objection against these efforts

for peace that war had already broken out ? It was

precisely because war had broken out that efforts were

made in the '•ause of peace. One is almost ashamed to

have to devote so much space to matters which are so

obvious, but when we find constantly repeated in all

V e Notes contained in the Hed Book from .Inly 28th

onwards the same idiotic ideas that all the efforts for

peace made by the Powers had been outstripped by the
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Serbian war, needlessly and criminallv brought about by
Austria-as may be expected the German White Book
also (page 9)' is guilty of this idiocy-it is impossible
to shirk the task of characterising such senselessness by
Its true name, as a criminal gamble with the highest
interests of the nvhapp,, nutions whose destiny is
entrusted to siich men as these.
The worst feature in the whole business is, however,

that the assertion that the peace proposals were out-
stripped by the outbreak of war is not even in fact true.
The peace proposals-the Russian request for a direct
understanding as well as Grey's proposal for a confer-
ence of the four Powers-xv.-:re in reality made and com-
municated to the Governn.ent at Vienna before the
outbreak of the Austro-Serbian war. As early as July
24th, immediately after being informed of the Austrian
Note, Sazonof expressed the wish that the period of
time allowed in the ultimatum should be extended, and
that he should receive the Austrian evidence in support
of their charges in order that the Austrian complaints
might be examined, pressure brought to bear on Serbia,
and negotiations opened with Vienna with a view to
arriving at an understanding. In the following days
this desire was constantly repeated by the Russian
Minister to Count Szapary, on the final occasion as late
as July 27th.2 As war was only declared against Serbia
on July 28th, the assertion that the Russian proposal
for an understanding was " outstripped " by the declara-
tion of war is stamped as a lie.

The same holds true of Grey's proposal for a confer-
ence. The conference of the four Powers was recom-
mended by Grey from tlir beginning of the crisis as
early as July 2ifh, ,i„d fron. that time the proposal

I' ("ollwtoii DociimoMt^ I) 4()<( 1
' Ued Book, Xo. 31.
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was constantly renewed,' As early as July 26th the

proposal was submitted to the German Government,

and was rejected under the well-known pretext that she

could not call Austria before a European tribunal.*

On July 27th Count Mensdorff reported at length on

this proposal made and urgently pressed upon him

by Grey.' How, then, does Count Berchtold arrive at

the conclusion that the proposal for a conference, which

dated ^rom July 2*th, and which had since then been

constantly renewed, was " outstripped " by the declara-

tion of war, which took place on July 28th? This

assertion also is a conscious lie, intended to hush up

Austria's unswerving intention to make war. I resume

as follows :
—

(a) even if the Austrian assertion that the pro-

posals f"' peace only arrived after the declaration

of war were correct, this would not, in logic or in

reason, constitute any ground for rejecting these

proposals

;

(h) it is, however, proved that these proposals

reached Austria before the declaration of war ; there

is thus no support in fact for the premises on which

is based the conclusion—in itself false—drawn by

the Vienna Government.

12. On July 29th Sazonof rightly complained to

Szap^ry that Austria had flatly refused any further

exchange of thought. This, however, did not prevent

Count Berchtold from assuming a " stupid " air in con-

versation with M. Schebeko on July 80th, and from

speaking of a " misunderstanding " on the part of

Sazonof, as he and Schebeko " had discussed the prac-

tical questions two days before," and Schebeko had

» Hlue Hook, Xos. 10, 1 1
, 24, 25, 30, 42, 43, etc.

« White Book, p. 409.
> Red Book, No. 38. Blue Book, No. 48.
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:

reported this to Petrograd (Re<l Book. No. 50). Theexchange of thought of which Berchtold speaks consisted
in the fact that Schebeko, in the name of Sazonof.

pZtf f"'' -ntinuation of the negotiations in

.n these Th.s is what Berchtold calls " d,-,r«««.g the
practical question "

!

^

18. The question of mobilisation was naturally also

tT"LV '^^^^'*' <iiscussed in the conversation onJuly 80th. Berchtold complained about the mobilisa-
tion of the four southern Russian army-districts, which

alin t'h
*;

.^ "' °" *^' ^"^'^"''' ""^y^ «"d repeatedagam the fa se assertion that Austria had only mobilised
against Serbia (eight army corps), but against Russia
not a singe man." M. Schebeko could have answered

to this: Not a man, it is true, but a 'Beth-mann.'"
*or Bethmann in his simplicity had chattered in the
Reichstag on August 4th to the effect that Austria had
mobilised, not only against Serbia, hut also two armu
corps against Russia at a time when Russian mobilisa-
tion was not even spoken of.

Noteworthy is the admission made bv Berchtold in
the conversation in question that Austria was now
obliged -to extend her mobilisation too "-an admis-
sion which confirms the Austrian general mobilisation
reported by the Ambassadors of the Entente Powers as
taking place on the night from the 30th to the 81st July
That the Austrian mobilisation against Russia was. in
fact, carried out during this night is also expressly
admitted m the telegram sent by Count Berchtold on
July 31st to his diplomatic representatives abroad (Red
Book, No. 58).

^

Roth States Austria and Russia- were, however, as
I have pointed out elsewhere, at one in the view that
mobilisation was in no way equivalent to war. Although
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both States had ordered general mobilisation on July

81st, Berchtold telegraphed as follows to his diplomatic

representatives :
" Pourparlers between the Cabinets at

Vienna and Petrograd appropriate to the situation are

meanwhile being continued, and from these we hope

that things will quieten down all round." They did, in

fact, continue, or rather they only bc^aji at the moment
when mobilisation on both sides had already taken

place. They took place in Petrograd on July 81st and

August 1st, even after the German ultimatum, and were

only finally broken off in consequence of the German
declaration of war.' On an earlier occasion also, in a

telegram of July 24th to Count Mensdorff, Berchtold

expressly pointed out that Austria had already mobi-

lised twice (1908 and 1912) because of Serbia.'^ Russia

also had mobilised on each of these instances, and,

nevertheless, peace had been maintained on both occa-

sions by diplonatic negotiations. This is a confession

on the part of iier own ally which is damaging to Ger-

many ! In spite of all mobilisations, peace could have

been maintained on this occasion also if Germany had

desired to maintain it.

14. In connection with the question of mobilisation

there is one charming episode which I should not like to

keep from the reader, as it throws a ray of comedy into

the dark tragedy; I refer to the history of Sazonof's

broken word of honour which is dished up for us by

Austrian diplomacy. Hitherto we have hj>'' ' aowledge

of only three broken words of honour : tn., Russian

Minister of War, the Russian Chief of the Goneial Staff,

and the Russian Emperor were the breakers of their

word (see the German White Book) That was not

enough for the Austrian gentlemen ; thcj felt constrained

» Red Book, Nos. 55, 56.

» Red Book, No. 17.
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to add a fourth breaker ../ his word, M. Sa/.ono/. Coun
^Z6gy6ny, who appears in part to misunderstand a]
importar.t occurrences, and in part to slunsi,er throud
them, as we shall see later, repcrt. J fro, Berlin o,
July 27th that Sazonof had given the - ..r van An.hus
sador a 'guarantee" that as yet n- uoIm! ntio,. ha,
taken place, but only certain necessi
tions (Red Book, No. Hii). I have .

this declaration was in conformity vi
declaration, however, was given, u<, uy .azonof. ,n,
by the Russian Minister of War, Suchoml... f aVhit.
Book, page 8).' It is amusing to obser..- i,,, , the
imagmary declaration of Sazonof (of July 27th) dev.lo-.s
in the Note of Bcrchfold (of July -Sth) into a h- eu
word of honour on the part of Sazouof, and it. the ote
of July 29th It IS generously recognised that M. Sazonof
now no longer denies " what, in fact, he never had

denied (Red Book, Nos. 42 and 48). Who can 1. 11 howmany broken Russian wor.i , of honour might have l,et
constructed had not the outbreak of war pot an end to
this criminal activity

!

15. The telegram sent by Berchtold to his Ambassa-
dors at London and Petrograd on July 81st deserves
special consideration (Red Book, No. 51). As tiie f o
telegrams of July 80th +« Count Szapary (Nos. 49 and
50) appeared at last to pave the way for" the ac - ptarsce
of direct negotiations with Russia, so the telegram
of July 81st apjuared at last to reveal a .-tain
readiness to accept Grey's mediation. The sup. rtieial
observer who does not keep sufticientlv in view the
secret connections bclwa m Berln, and Viemsa-and even
the Entente Powers were such superficial ol.server- until
the behaviour of Berlin opened their eves- is, m fact
compelled to assunu- that Austria had at last with

[' Coileclod Do i, p. 4oy
j
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gorical refusal of the Vienna Cabinet on the previous
day to take part in further negotiations, asked the
English Government for mediation in the interests of
peace in any form that appeared advisable.' In the
Note from Vienna of July 81st we find the following
surprising passage :

" Sazonof has informed the British
Government that after the declaration of war by Austria-
Hungary against Serbia he is no longer in a position to
deal directly with Austria-Hungary.''' Is tht phraseo-
logy here used in any way intended to indicate that
Sazonof, for his part, had refused to enter into further
negotiations ? Such an implication would have been a
gross falsification, refuted by the Austrian Red Book
itself, as well as by all the other diplomatic publica-
tions. Sazonof was, in fact, no longer in a position
to negotiate with Vienna, not through any fault of his,
but because Vienna had since July 28th refused to
take part in any further negotiations. Whom did
they really expect to deceive by this ambiguous
phraseology ?

Grey at once communicated Sazonof's request to
Prince Lichnowsky, and again put forward the proposal
of a conversation a quatre in London, the form of
which he left entirely to the Germap Government. The
obvious presupposition of this, and of all other proposals
for mediation, was naturally the preliminary suspension
of hostilities against Serbia; it should, however, be
observed that what was asked was only a cessatioli of
operations, and not a withdrawal of Austrian troops
from Serbia.

What attitude did Count Berchtold assume with
regard to this proposal ? Now on July 81st he for the
first time declared himself "quite prepared to enter-
tain the proposal of Sir E. Grey to negotiate bet veen

» Orange Book, No. 60. Blue Book, No. 84.
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us and Serbia," only, however, under the following
conditions :

—

(«) the military action against Serbia should mean-
while continue to take its course;

(b) the Russian mobilisation must be brought to a
standstill, whereupon the Austrian counter-measures in

Galicia would also he cancelled.

Was this an acceptance or a refusal of Grey's media-
tion ? It was a refusal in the form of an acceptance.
Could it be seriously asked of the Russian Government
that it was for them to begin demobilisation while
Austria was prepared to cancel partially in Galicia the
general mobilisation which she had ordered in the
previous night, only after the Russii... mobilisation had
been brought to a standstill? Could it be seriously

asked of Russia that, during the proposed conference
of Ambassadors in London, of which neither the begin-
ning nor the term could yet be determined, she should
allow Austria to proceed with her measures against
Serbia, and thus in the meantime crush the tiny State ?

In addition to this, Austria had merely expressed in

general terms her readiness to "entertain" (ndher-
zutreten) Grey's mediatory action, but had not accepted
a conference in this form or in that. Events might thus
follow the same course as in Berlin during the preceding
six days, that is to say, the Government of Vienna, on
going more closely into the question, might raise on
their side all manner of difficulties as to the form, while
neglecting, just as Berlin had done, to propose any
practical or acceptable form. In short, the Austrian
answer to the proposal of Grey which Herr von
Tschirschky " commimicated in accordance with instruc-

tions," without in any way supporting it—this answer
was so ambiguous and restricted that it was equivalent
to a refusal of the proposal.
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The Allied Governments could thus feel sure on both
sides that the desired war could not escape them. There
was as little hope of a peaceful issue of the negotiations
with Russia as of the success of the English mediatory
action, in consequence of the clauses and reservations
attached by the Government of Vienna to their accept-
ance of both proposals. If, however, there was any
danger of a peaceful issue, Berlin, by its ultimatum-
policy, was taking the necessary measures to secure that
under all circumstances war was bound to come. The
cards were, in fact, shuffled with such dexterity that the
game could not be lost-the game of war which had so
often been played in peace, and which now they meant
to carry through in earnest.

So far our discussions have had reference to what is
contained in the Austrian Red Book, and these have
confirmed anew the points in the indictment framed
against Austria.

Austria criminally provoked the Serbian war, and, as
a consequence of that, the European war :—

by addressing to Serbia demands which were impos-
sible of fulfilment,

by refusing an answer which accorded her almost
complete satisfaction,

by the recall of her Ambassador, and by the declara-
tion of war against Serbia,

by concealing her real objects in making war,
by categorically declining all negotiations and all

actions of mediation up to the last moment, when
it was too late,

by imposing conditions on her final consent which
were necessarily bound to exclude from the outset
the possibility of success.
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What the Red Book does not contain.

The above accusations may be inferred from the
contents of the Red Book itself.

Much more serious, however, are the accusations
which may be inferred from what is not contained ia
the Red Book, accusations against Austria and Ger-
many alike. The Red Book contains nothing, not «o
much as a syllable:

(a) of the alleged pressure which Berlin is

supposed to have exercised on Vienna in the sense
of peace;

{b) of all the proposals for mediation which were
made by the Entente Powers, apart from the con-
ference of the four Powers.

1. The White Book and the Blue Book are, as I have
elsewhere shown, full of the emphatic assurances of the
German Imperial Government that it had made every
effort to exert a moderating influence on Vienna in the
sense of arriving at a peaceful understanding. " Faithful
to our principle that mediation should not extend to the
Austro-Serbian conflict, which is to be considered as a
purely Austro-Hungarian affair, but merely to the rela-
tions between Austria-Hungary and Russia (this is the
famous distinction dealt with above), we continued our
endeavours to bring about aji understanding between
these two Powers. We further drrlared ourselves ready,
after failure of the oonf?r:>. idea, to transmit a second
proposal of Sir Edward '

to Vienna. . .
." &c. " In

spite of this we continui ur attempts to the utmost,
and we advised Vienna to show everj' possible advance
compatible with the dignity of the monarchy. , .

.»'

*• Shoulder to shoulder with England we laboured inces-

z a
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santly, and supportpil every proposal in Vienna," &c.
" During the interval from July '29th to July 81st, whilst
these endeavours of ours for mediation were being con-
tinued with increasing energy, supported by English
diplomacy," &c.—passages such as these are to be found
everywhere in the White Book. In his speech of August
4th the Chancellor assured his hearers that he had
carried his task of mediation at Vienna " to the utmost
point whicli was compatible with our position as an
ally."

Similar assurances were given in unfaltering succes-
sion to the English diplomatists in Berj ^ and London.
It is everywhere said, especially by the Chancellor him-
self, that he had pressed the button in Vienna as hard
as he could, that he had energetically preached peace
and moderation, and that perhaps he had already gone
too far.' Herr von Jagow even gives expression to the
fear that the strong pressure which he had exercised
on Vienna in favour of negotiations on the Serbian
answer might have produced a contrary effect and
hastened the Austrian declaration of war.* In short,

Ilcrr von Jagow and Herr Bethmann-Hollweg bubbled
over with peaceful assurances and alleged efforts in the
cause of peace in Vienna, and posed before the German
pe( pie and the English Government as angels of peace
constantly fluttering to and fro between Vienna and
Berlin bearing the palm in their hand.
Esen in reading the German White Book one cannot

fail to be surprised that these efforts for peace remained
always and everywhere completely unsuccessful. It is

everywhere the same story : Vienna had refused on this

or that ground. Either Vienna was not prepared to
negotiate, or it was too late to do so, or the Russian

1 Blue Book, Nos. 107, 108.
* liluo Book, No. 7(i.

/-•'l^vf
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mobilisation had intervened, and so on. Everywhere
the total result was nil.

I have already pointed out that this negative result

has in the highest degree a suspicious appearance ; if

Berlin had seriously wished, Vienna teas huund to give
way in everything without demur, for Vienna by herself

was powerless in Europe. There was here a mysterious
point in the relations between Vienna and Berlin which
urgently called for an explanation. The assurances that
efforts were made for peace must be clearly proved if

they are to command credence. The failure of the
efforts alleged to have been made by Berlin was so.

surprising that the efforts themselves became in a high
measure unworthy of belief.

The matter assumed a more suspicious air in view of

the personality of our Ambassador in Vieima, Herr von
Tschirschky-Bogendorf , He had the reputation of being
an outspoken enemy of Russia and Serbia, who, instead
of advising moderation at the Ballplatz, goaded on to
war. Sir Maurice de Bunsen, the English Ambassador,
openly expressed the view that Herr von Tschirschky
desired war from the first, and that he allowed his
strong personal bias to colour his actions, that he was
constantly dealing in secret with the Austrian Govern-
ment, and that he never invited the co-operation of the
Ambassadors of the Entente Powers. Sazonof also
emphasised the strongly marked attitude of hostility
towards Russia shown b\ the German Ambassador,
who was suspected of havinp known the Austrian Note
before it was despatched, and who openly declared to
anyone who cared to listen that he endorsed every word
of the Note, and regarded the Serbian answer as a
sham.' When an Auilmssudor of this character receives
instructions which in more than platonic form " trans-

' Blue Book, Nos. 32, 95, 139, Ul, 161.

mm ^BH
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mit" English proposals, but neither support these

proposals nor counsel energetic pressure, we can under-

stand how matters stood with regard to the urgent
efforts for peace of the Berlin Government in Vienna,
and what the action of mediation looked like "which
was carried to the utmost point which was compatible
with our position as an ally."

All these indications and, above all, the uncondi-

tional failure of the alleged efforts of Berlin, compel us
to entertain doubts as to the veracity of the Berlin

assurances. The certainty, however, that these assur-

ances are untrue, and consciously untrue, has for the

first time been furnished by the Austrian Red Book. It

contains nothing, not so much as a syllable, about all

that Bethmann and Japow so volubly claim to have
done ; it contains in all only a few communications from
Herr von Tschirschky to Count Berchtold which took

place •' in accordance with instructions," and which
only rise on one occasion to the observation that a

British proposal " was brought before the Vienna
Cabinet for their consideration."' The question at

issue here was the important and urgent proposal put

forward by Grey on July 27th (Blue Book, No. 46) to

I lie effect that after Russia, by the exercise of her con-

ciliatory influence in Belgrade, had obtained so favour-

able an answer from Serbia, Austria should at least

accept the Serbian answer as a basis for discussion,

seeing that it went far beyond all expectation in meet-

ing the Austrian demands. Let anyone read this urgent

request addressed by Grey to Prince Lichnowsky on

such firm grounds, his warm appeal to Germany's love

of peace, his desire to keep closely in touch with Ger-

many, his cmphcsis on the fact that after the success

which had attended Russia's advice and the concessions

1 Red Book, Nos. 43, 44, oJ
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made by Serbia it was now the turn of Vienna to show
some spirit of nccommodntion, and that Berlin, in the
first instance, could, and must, act in this direction.

Let anyone read this, and compare it with the com-
pletely frigid manner in which Herr von Tschirschky
brings Grey's proposal " before the Vienna Govern-
ment for their consideration." No one will then be
surprised that the proposal was declined with equal
frigidity by the Government of Vienna on the ground
that '" after the opening of hostilities by Serbia and
the subsequent declaration of war the step appears
belated.'"

Such is the appearance of the efforts which Berlin
made in Vienna in the interests of peace. Until
to-day no instruction, no telegram, no note has
been printed which offers the slightest proof that any
such efforts were made in the cause of peace.
The expectation that evidence on this point would
be contained in the Austrian Red Book has been
disappointed. Where are the proofs—we have the
right to ask Herr von Bethmann—what evidence is

there for your assertion that you earnestly used your
influence in Vienna in the direction of peace? The
German and the Austrian publications are silent on the
question, if, indeed, they do not support a view directly
opposed to your assertions. A communication is no
recommendation. To bring forward a matter for con-
sideration is not the same as giving it support. Where
is the pressure which you say you asserted at Vienna ?

When your printing press gives us a proof of the pres-
sure you imprinted at Vienna we will believe you. Until
then we will give to these assertions, as to so many
others for v\liirh you art- responsible, the namt which is

properly theirs, and declare them to be falsifications of
' White Book, p. 409 ; Exhibit 16.
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the truth which have sprung from your guilty conscience
in the hope of conceahng your crime.

2. I now come to a much more serious point. Where
are the proposals for arriving at an agreement put
forward by Grey and Sazonof which ought to have
reached Vienna by way of London and Berlin, but
which never elicited an answer from Vienna ?

Let us recapitulate briefly the position of affairs bt fore
we formulate the charge on this point. On July 29th,
after the outbreak of the Austro-Serbian war and the
rupture of direct negotiations between Vienna and
Petrograd, Grey proposed to Prince Lichnowsky, the
German Ambassador, the well-known formula for agree-

ent, which was to allow Austria to retain possession
K.t Belgrade and the neighbouring territory as a pledge
'or a satisfactory settlement of her demands, and
from there announce to the four Powers not directly
concerned the conditions under which she was prepared
to arrive at an understanding.' This proposal of Grey's
was forwarded to Berlin by Prince Lichnowsky, and
from there it was alleged to have been transmitted to
Vienna.* To this proposal, however, no answer was ever
made either by Germany or by Austria. The Berlin
Government was repeatedly urged for an answer by
Grey and Goschen, but it was constantly asserted that
no reply had yet been received from Vienna." The most
varied reasons, or rather evasions, were produced tr
explain the absence of an answer, although the time was
pressing and the fate of Europe hung on every hour.
Grey's proposal, which rcpresenter" le utmost conceiv-
able point to which it was possible > > ;o to meet Austria,

» Blue Book, No. 88. T(>|p>rriim oi
(Collected Dociiinciits, p. 538].

ung George, 3<l July,

* White Book, p. 411.
» Blue Book, No.> 98. 103, I(t7, I(I8, 112.
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which secured for her in the fullest measure her diplo-
matic and her military prestige—this proposal received
no answer, and is not so much as mentioned in the Red
Book. The actual negotiations, so far as they are men-
tioned in the Red Book, come to an end with the
conversation between Grey and Prince Lichnowsky on
the morninfi of July 29th (Blue Book, No. 84), to which
Bcrchtold's telegram of July Hist (Red Book, No. 51)
has reference. Later events are j;ot mentioned in the
Red Book, apart from the two conversations which
Count SrapAry had with Sazonof on July 31st and
August 1st.

Now there were two conversations between Grey and
Lichnowsky on July 29th, the first in the morning- to
which Berchtold's telegram of July 81st relates—and
the second on the afternoon of the same day (Blue Book,
No. 88). The Red Book comes to an end with the dis-
cussion of the first conversation (Blue Book, No. 84),
and not even a word is said of the second, or, for that
matter, of any later events. The significance of this may
be gathered in figures from the fact that the English
Blue Book contains 161 documents, of which only about
a half, that is to say 84, are considered by the Austrian
Government to be worthy of consideration or even of
mention. All the events of decisive importance which
took place between England, Russia, and Germany
between the afternoon of July 29th and August 1st,
that is to say, during the four critical days of the Euro-
pean conflict, have no existence for the Austrian
(lovemment—apart from the two repeatedly mentioned
. -iversations between SzApdry and Sazonof on July 81 st
and August 1st. The interchange of dij)lomatii" tele-
grams between the European capitals in these exciting
days does not appear to have disturbed the composure
of the gentlemen in the Ballplatz. They know nothing,
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or at least they wish to know nothing, of the untiring
efforts of Grey, Sazonof, anij Viviani to marshal whole
series of fornmlff, eaeh goinp further than its predecessor
in the direction of meeting the wishes of Austria, and
all intended to preserve the peace of Europe even at the
last moment. The gentlemen in Vienna continue their
slumbers, or at least affect a slumbering posture, and
this drowsiness is so infectious, even on their foreign
representatives, that it is possible for Count Szogyeny,
the Austrian Ambassador iu fkrlin, to report to Vienna
on August 2nd that "the Secretary of State has just
informed me that no answer has been received from
Russia to the German demand , Russian troops have
crossed the (Jerman frontier; Russia has thus attacked
Germany. Germany, therefore, re;,'ards herself as at war
with Russia.'" This communication, remarkable both
for its logic and style, was sent by the Austrian Ambas-
sador to Vienna on August 2nd as the latest sensational
news, twenty-four hours after the delivery in Petrograd
of the German declaration of war, which, however, was
not in any way based on an attack by Russia, but on
her failure to give an answer to the ultimatum. This is

the only sign of life manifested by Berlin since the
communication of the conversation between Grey and
Lichnowsky on the morning of July 29th—this comedy
of buffoonery lagging twenty-four hours behind the
tragedy. This is the only proof of the superhuman
efforts of the Imperial Chancellor to move Vienna to an
attitude of compliance—the only proof of the strong
pressure on the button which went to the utmost point
compatible with an ally's position, which was, however,
unfortunately insufficient to awaken the Austrian Am-
bassador in Berlin fmm his righteous slumbers.

8. Grey's form ila (jf ajjrcement was thus allowed to

' Reti Book, No. 37.

»»-
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nlip under the table undiscussed. But where are the

formulie of agreement put foncard by Sazonof 9 Were
they buried in Berlin, or transmitted to Vienna? II

tlie second of these courses was taken, what attitude

did Vienna adopt towards them ? Were they ignored,

refused, or aiuinded ? Nothing whatever is known on
this point. Neither the German VVli te Book nor the

Austrian lied Book contains one iota about them. We
arc oblipt'd to refer to the publications of the Entente
Powers to trace the history of the=e formulae. This

history always leads as far as Berlin ; of the further path
from Berlin to Vienna we know nothing.

With rcf^ard to Grey's proposal, there is at least this

much reported in the White Book, that it had been

"forwarded to Vienna," and that Russia, as they

"assumed," had accepted the proposal.' We are not

told what attitude was assumed by Vienna towards this

proposal; we only know from the publications of the

Entente Powers that up to the last moment Berlin main-
tained that no answer had yet been received from
Vienna.

The White Book and the Red Book, houever, make
no mention whatever of the proposals of Sazonof; they

simply do not exist for them. The first proposal of

Sazonof (Oranye Book, No. 60) was, as is known,
verbally dictated to the German Ambassa*' r on July

80th ; it was transmitted to the Berlin Go\ rnment by
their own and the Russian Ambassador; it was sup-

ported by England and France, but was declined by
Jagow without consulting Vienna on the ground that it

was unacceptable to Austria. Among other points

raised, we have a right to ask for a definite answer,

Yes or No, to the question whether the Government of

Vienna were informed of this formula of Sazonof which
' White Book, p. 411, [See footnote on p. 178J.
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satisfied all their wishes. If so w!-r\t attitude did it
Hssumr ? Why di I not \u8tria accept the proposal,
which rrquired <

f her only what she had herself already
i)romiscd, namelv

, that she should respect the sovereign
rights ..f Srrhia. and whirh, on the oth. r hand, granted
to her rverything that she could in any way desire of
Russia, namely, that Russia should stop her military
preparations (La Russic s 'encase k cesser .ses pr^parati/s
inilitaircs) ?

If, however, the Government of Vienna received no
communication with regard to the proposal of Sazonof,
how is the Gervwn Covrmment to ju$tify thia, their
awissim, f By what ritrht does Herr von Jagow take it
upon him to keep to himself and to decline in the name
of Austria, without giving any reasons, a proposal which
would assuredly have guaranteed peace ? What reasons
had he for this refusal, what inner grounds, if the reasons
he had were not such as could be admittt d to the world ?
Out with them ! This is a serious, a desperately serious
business. We are no longer dealing with a diplomatic
puppet play, but with the fatal game of dice in which
the stakes are the destinies of nations. The White Book
and the Red Book are silent, but the public conscience
cries aloud, and calls on the guilty to give an account
of their nctions.

4. The fate of the second proposal of Sazonof was
even worse than that of the first. We have seen that,
after unending trouble and the despatch of countless
telegrams, the diplomacy of the Entente Powers suc-
ceeded in approximating to each other Grey's formula of
July 29th and that of .Sazonof of July 80th. The result
was a second formula outlined l)y Sazonof on July 81st
which, "in atcordaiue with the English suggestion,"
expressly permitted Austria to leave her forces on
Serbian territory, and only required her to stay the
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march of her troops (arrtter la mnrche). In return for

this, Russia undertook to maintain her waiting attitude

{conaerver son attitude ejcffctante), and the (.rest

Powers would examine the satisfaction which Serbia

could accord to the Austru-Hun^arian Government with-

out injury to her rights as a Sover»''f?n State or her

independence.' This (orniula was at i»nce telegrapli'd

to the Russian Anihassadurs accredited to all the Great

States, including the Anihassador ut Vienna, anfi

received the most energetic support tM>th from G-cy and

from Viviani.

I have already jj )inted out that this proposal for

agreement safeguarded i.^ every way the military pres-

tige of Austria, inasinuih as it allowed her, during the

whole further co'jrsf o( lu-gotiiitions with the Great

Powers, to leave her ir(M)p.s in Serbia, and thus to retain

the occupied territory as a pledge for the fulfilment of

her demands. The proposal, in fact, contains pticisily

what the Austrian Jovernment ask of 1f»' ''ttji'c

Powers in the introdi. tion to the Red Book *

namely, that they should assume a " wai r

tude." This waiting attitude was expressly ; , .U !

for in thf various formulae ol agreement ; ;ndee«'4,

it represei ed the essential foundation of these

proposals.

Between the second formula of Sazonof and the form

in which Austria on July 81st declared ^»'r readinesi? N

negotiate (Red Book, No. 51), there was only one diO r

ence, namely, that Austria desired to continue her mili-

tary action against Serbia whereas Sazonof desired that

it should Ik' brought 'o a standstill- a desire which,

as is known, he later expressed in even more moderate

form in stating that he regar<Ied it only as '' very

' Uranj^e Itook, No. 07. lllm tiook, Nos. 120, 132.
* [Collected Documents, y. 44;")]
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important that Austria should meanwhile put a stop
provisionally to her military action.'" Thanks to the
Russian spirit of compliance, the difference between the
two points of view had been reduced to so triflins
dimensions that with the least good will a settlement
could not fail to be b-ought about if-and that is the
question—if this good will in fact existed. In this
however, Germany and Austria were defective We
know nothing of the fate of the Russian proposal in
Berlin and Vienna. The IVhite Book and the Red Book
again maintain an attitude of silence on this point
Without doubt, the proposal got as far as Vienna and
Berlin, but there is equally no doubt that in both places
It remained unanswered. Only in one way can this
silence be explained; it would have been impossible to
accept the proposal, or even to discuss it, without bring-
ing about the peace which they did not desire. It was,
however, equally impossible to refuse the proposal,
since it was much too conciliatorj^ to make it possible
to justify a refusal. And so it was decided that the
proposal should simply he ignored, both then and now
then because peace was not desired, and to-day because
they do not wish it to be recognised how criminally
they avoided peace.

"
I ii'

1

I

i

These are the facts revealed by the Austrian publica-
tion, the acts of eonimission and omission which are
chargeable to the allied Empires,
The Red Book and the White Book taken together

constitute the gravest indictment which could be written
against Germany and Austria; they confirm anew the
judgment pronounced on the ground of the earlier publi-
cations : that Germany and Austria are alone and ex-

> Blue Book, Xoa. 13.3, 131>.
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clusively Ruilty of having consciously and intentionally

brougfit about the European war.

These things bei'^g so, it ill becomes the Austrian

Government to take the field with the heavy artillery

of their moral indignation against the " self-seeking

policy of Great Britain " and the "desire for revanche

of the French Republic," and the unscrupulousness of

Russia, and to reproach the Entente Powers with the

fact that they provoked the European war by " ranging

themselves beside the (Serbian) Kingdom with its load

of guilt."

It is untrue that the Triple Entente intervened exclu-

sively on the side of Serbia. The opposite is the case,

and this fact is confirmed, not only by the publications

of the Entente Powers, but also by the Red Book itself.

From the very beginning the Governments of England,

France, and Russia did not restrain their sympathy for

Austria's justifiable demand for satisfaction, nor did

they fail to express their deep horror at the assassination

of Serajevo. At the same time, after the unprecedented

humiliation of Serbia they could not, and dared not, omit

to urge on the Government of Vienna precepts of

moderation, and to warn them of the consequences

which would ensue from the continuance of an unac-

commodating attitude. The Entente Powers, by their

moderating influence in Belgrade, had already elicited

the submissive Serbian answer. They were ready at the

conference proposed by Grey to do everything in their

power to accord satisfaction, even to those xeiahet of

Austria which were of a more far-reaching character.

Bunsen and Grey, Sazonof and Schebcko repeatedly-

assured the Government of Vienna of their readiness to

give effect at the conference to the justifiable wishes of
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Austria by every means in their power.' Where, then,
is tlie political selfishness of the Entente Powers ? Where
is the one-sided participation on behalf of Serbia?
Where is the effort to humiliate the Austrian monarchy ?

The history and the antecedents of the European con-
flict clearly reveal which side was guilty of political
selfishness, who it was who for her own interests
gambled with the well-being of all civilised nations.
Did not Austria annex Bosnia and Herzegovina in
violation of the solemn obligations cont-^ined in the
Treaty of Berlin, and thereby stir into full flame the
Great Serbian national movement? Did not Austria,
ui pursuit of her selfish interests, push to such an
extreme length the question of Skutari, the question of
the Serbian harbour, the Albanian question, that on
two or three occasions in the last ten years a European
war, on occount of Austria, was imminent? In
August, 1918, was not Austria prepared to l)egin a war
against Serbia, without any regard for the European
consequences, and would have done so had not Italy
refused to give her support ? Austria, the accomplice
and the tool of Cerinaiiy in the present world-war, has
indeed no reason to reproach the Entente Powers with
the violation ol " pubiif morality and humanity." The
accusation which the Austrian (iovernment brings
against the Entente Powers :

" It is they who must be
made answerable before histonj for the immeasurable
y.uOering which has eouw upon the human race " the
full \,eight of this Hccusation falls hack on Austria and
iit-rniaiiy. To bring about a European war in order to
rid lursc'lf of an iiiconxcnitiit neiglihour was at once a
iiinie and a folly. The war against Serbia, whatever
Its is.su. could only worsen Austria's position in the

' See ItliK^ llook, NuH. :,, \2. (Iruiip' I'.ouk, Ncs. 4, 4l>, 42.
43. Velluw I'.-M.k, Nu-^. 2U, 27. HO. Re.l i5o..k, Noh.4i! 47', t'AK

-i
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Balkans; it could in no way improve it. The European
war, however, which Austria, at Germany's instigation
and with her .suppr,rt, conjured up along with the
Serbian war, could only be for Austria a case of driving
out the Devil by Beelzebub, of decapitation as a cure
for toothache; c'Haxt plus qu'un crime, c'elait une
faute.

Like a bull with lowered horns, the Austrian Govern-
nient plunged on against the red cloth of .Serl,in. without
looking to the right or the left, without troubling about
the consequences, which a blind man could not avoid
foreseeing.

And now the consequences have come- now already
before the war is decided. With the blood oozing from
her heavy wounds the double eagle is Iving on the
ground. Serbia is free. But Galicia and part of Buko-
Vina are in the hands of the enemy. On all the frontiers
of the many-tongued empire the neighbouring peoples
are stirring to draw over to them their oppressed kindred
by peaceful pressure, or, if need be, by force of arms.
In every jomt the decayed building of the Hapsburg
Monarchy is creaking, and already the process of decom-
position IS beginning, which, but for the suicidal policy
of the Government of Viemia, might h.ive been deferred
for generations to come. With the cry of war " Vivat
Austna, pereat mundusr the struggle began; with the
cry of peace, Vtvat mundus, pereat Austria,'' it willcome to an end.

A A



IV.

II '1
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE DEEL.

I HAVE arrived at the end of my task. The terrible

thing, which for long hovered before the eyes of the

nations of Europe, but which was never regarded as

possible, has come to pass. Prosperous seats of the old

civilisation of Europe have been transformed into heaps

of rubbish and ruin. The earth, covered with the snow

of winter, has drained the blood of millions of the

children of men in the prime of life. In common graves,

far from their wives, their rhildren, and their mothers,

hundreds of thousands are laid to rest together without

cross and without memorial- friend and foe united in

death. Unending trains, filled with wounded, traverse

the coimtry from east to west and from west to east,

and inside, there they lie. the poor men with mangled

limbs, with bruiser! bodies, with disfigured counten-

ances, moaning and sighing in their pain, many dis-

tigureii 1*' vond rtcognitioti. with arms or limbs wrenched

oft ; those denied the ligiit of truth have lost the light

of day; tliey still live wh-m death has claimed.

They form one vast bleediiijj wound in the body of

humanity.

Millions of \^ m.en and f-hildren weep out their eyes

d«y and night lor the dear ones whom they have lost,

f tr tli»» dear otu s whom th»-v receive back helpless and

crij^^led (or lile. Couiitir.«fc :lweli»ug-places of peaceful
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men, countless centres of industrial activity, countless
memc rials of the art of man have been burned down
and dt:.troyed

! The labour of generations, of centuries,
IS transformed into dust and ashes. The fields are
trampled, the crops annihilated, the castles of the great
and the cottages of peasants are levelled with the earth

;

the unfortunate inhabitants, women and children, grey-
headed men and women, wander along the country-
roads without shelter, without a home, in rain and in
wmd, in snow and in hail, onward anywhere in the hope
that somewhere there may be a corner where they may
still their hunger and obtain a wretched shelter in their
misery.

/Vnd still onward goes the struggle and the task of
miinier. Like the ebb and the flow of the tid-, the
armies of millions move backwards and forwards, and
every step forward and every step backward costs new
liecatombs of human lives, inflicts new wounds and new
pains, creates new widows «nd new orphans.
^nd what sort of a life do they lead who are still

living i Tliey are buried in holes in the ground, dav
and night, weeks and months, like cave-dwellers of pre-
historic tmies; indeed, their lot is worse than theirs!
The water is up to their knees, often they are days on
end without food, crouching down before the bullets of
the enen.y, overwhelmed by shrapnel and shells, which
at a stroke destroy their earth-dwellings reared with somuch labour, and east them down in the trenches deadand wounded. And then from time to time there is the
signal to attack

! Out of the trenches ! Fix bayonets !Ihen there ,s the rush across the open tield, while
expose.1 to the blattering machine-guns, which, the
seythe-man of these days, mow down those who are
advancing to the attack. Aiu) then eomes the struggle
of man to man! Then they throw themselves at each

A A 2
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other with blows, with kicks, and thrusts with their

sabres or with the butt-end of their guns, one peaceful
man against another—peaceful, that is, until they have
been turned to beasts under the influence and the
incitement of their leaders,

under the roll of the drums, the fanfare of trumpets,
under the encouraging summons

"How beautiful to die the death of a hero for the
Fatherland."

And they die like files. Hundreds, thousands of
bodies fill up the trenches, and furnish a support across
which those who are following may advance to the
attack, /jid there are wounded lying among the dead.
And the battle rolls past over their heads. And the
horsemen tramp on theni. And the cannons tear them
to pieces. And there is no help. Often for hours and
for days they must lie in the mud, exposed to the fire

of the shrapnel, poor men who cannot move, to whom
no help can be brought. How many bleed to death
there! How many are there who are only lightly

wounded, but who, in their helplessness, are delivered
over to death

!

•

All reports agree that it is impossible to picture in

words the horrors of nioricrn buttles. I have spoken to
doctors, to people, that is, who are certainly, by their
profession, accustomed to what is horrible, and they
told me that the impression n)ade by a battlefield and
by a hospital behind the Front is enough to drive any-
one mad. It can only be compared with a gigantic
slaughter-house, many tiiousand times lar>ftr than the
largest slaughter-houses in the world. It is impossible
to give correct treatment to , arh of the thousands of
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wounded who are brought in at the same time, impos-
sible on account of their gigantic number, impossible
also on account of the interruption caused by the shells
which constantly imperil those hospitals situated in the
neighbourhood of the battlefield. What descriptions I
received from other doctors who have received the
wounded at the base hospitals or on their return home !

How many wounds, in themselves slight, end fatally or
nt least involve amputation because they cannot in time
receive aseptic treatment !

In a report of Surgeon-General Korte we find :

" In the recent fij,'ht>s on the Y.ser, on (he canals as well as
round about Ypres, the nioNt of the wounils, oftdi even those
wound.-i eauMod hv rifle-firp, are infected. The soldiers lie in
wet trenches, and ia cousciiucmcm! of the violent artillery fire
they can in many cases he picke<l up only after days have
ejapsotl

; .lowp /inre lain five or sir ilays in tw nip-fields or in
dei^ertrd trcnrhcs before it was possible to bring Miem to the
lield hospital. Serious infections are then not uncommon
such as phUyinon and trtanus. ... I have seen some recover
who have been lying for days (0-8) in stables, bams, or hav
shtnls in the most wretclic 1 external conditions. There was
•me who had been lyint; helplessly for live days in a turnip
Held and hail kept himself alive by eating turnips.
The roads ,ire broken up and the villages have he<ni so knocked
t » piiTos in the battles which have been going or. for weeks
that we lia\c diniciilty in lindiny suitable rooms I'ur hospital
pur()oses." (!i>rlinirTa<jfblatl, 13th Decern l>er).

Another rep(»rt, also from a doctor, says :

" It is a depressing rainy inornir)^ ; in I lie bottom of the
oozy beil of the canal there is the lirty wafer-channel and in
the slime and the gurglis.L' u.itcr lie our bravo men. who die<l
the death of heroes fur the Fatherla, I. This picture has
imprinted itself too deeply in our souls for it ever to be obliter-
attnl I have them constantly In^fore mv eves i.s thev lav
down below us in their neat nnifonn. stifT'ari(i pale with" their
l)odies in tho attitude in which i.ath siirpriseci t»;em. down
Iwlow in the mudily canal-bed with its mirv dav ' iBerlin^
Tageblatt. 21tl. Dcco,„»M*r). '

*
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folkiwg
.'!*''' *'*'"''''^'' " ^^^"^""'^^ >n one report as

l>efore and hehin.,. Ihoro i^'tSo tTrrlSlV^oa^of ^L^iK'Lucky for you ,f no„o of the shell, hurst in the trenches"

?n"l.'r n
^" T;^'\"fT <•»"••". wore hinu qu e ly tolthe^^nnder a hianket m the shelter One ua«< nit in i\Z ";'^*''"*lf

hv shranriei -—.Ion,! ? Ti,„ i •
" '" "'^ ''tomftchny surapnei .—.lead \ The explosion was very .lefeetivnthe other was only b„rne.l in 'the faee and th7han.Is

'

Some days aKo we stormed and took a village •
i, thofieidHaroun.l ,U.o„t many of ,ny ehu.ns are stilfh-'i-.u , nhurtlThey are witlun rea.h o^ the enemies' fire and we e

a,
"notSo them ,y day or by ni^ht Among our falle ehnmshere are heaj-s of dea,l eattle whieh are now swoic'n i; thefarmyard the sows e.re eatinir their own young •

t,ro rh drZare h„„,, nmnn^ them, a bo., and a girl I-^VTywiierrthetS

Z7i V^r 1f^' "'' «'^'''"« '" l'^' irronnd /ome n ; so

Potnd
•-*^' ""^ *^^ Landwehr writes from Russian

•'Necessity knows no low. and our proyisions eould notalways be got af^er us quiek enough in ho co,mtry But^fcwas not only their yietuals, etc., but often also K'rotS onof the.r roof and their eattle as well that the inhab tants lostwhen we adyanee.1. The military floo.hxl into ho r^edvhouses and mfo barns and lofts like a wild stream and Jookpossession of their rooms and their flr^-si.Ies ard' ofTon he
P;M;"'->t-n with all their youngsters . a.i'n^/abo. t o"ts Semthep.,unn;.ra,n.

. . I never leanu.l v. hat ^ju.famTy'idthat n-.^ht. but for long I haye been unabl. I Wt tnatmpressum for I haye myself got ehii Iren at hone and Ithought w,th horror that thev also n,iirht some oayTe "n the

'rthSby'cl''
'^^'' 7 "'^T'*^' " f^^"'-""^' the f;;nt r

ironic M., 'Z:
the words .urn up i„ my brain with anironi,. .,,„ ai

. War ,s y/nr.,,,,.,. „v,r V. beautiful '

If T eonidonly eatoh a s, .-'U, of the writer of these lines I wo ,ld^onur.ye h,s th...rv .ut of l.-n." ( Voru-M., Sth DeeenXr).

A First raeuten«nt in the Reserve dcsoriU-s what
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happened in the beautiful church at Becelaere, in

Belgium :

—

" On the evening of the same day I was lying in thiH beautiful

Church along with hundreds of other wounde<l inen. A liullet

tired by Englisii Infantry had gone through my hrea.st and
my lungs, broken some ribs, and piereed the pelvis bono.

Mattresses were ranged alongside of eaeh other on the stone

fl(H)r of the t;hureh, and on eaeh there lay ii wound<fl soldier.

The doctors were binding up and exatiiining the wounded.
More and more eaine in, and by nigiitfall the Cliurch was
quite full. All niqht long there could be heard a auhdutd
grodning and monninrj and quiet prai/ers ami supplication to

<rod from every eortier and from every shady nook. . .
,"

A wounilod man has just been bandaged by a doctor when a
shell tituls its way throut;h the f)j)en Church door. The head
of the wounded man siidis liack, the shot has ])enetratcd his

fdrehead and kille<l him. " Two st'verely wounded soldiers

ar- lying together ; both have wounds in their stomach and
neither will come tlirough with his life; the shadow of death
already Hits over their faces." The chaplain gives Ihem the
Holy Communion. The setting sun breaks with gentle
nulianco through the stained church windows and illumines
the features of both the soldiers dying of their wounds. Then
suddenly there is a dt afening U|)roar. The walls fall down
upon the womided men. " Fragments of sliclls come « histling

down Shrieking and gn-ining is heard. . . . There
is a hopeless tangle of men, di'diri . and mattresses . . . those
who are sli:;! (ly wounded creep out i' the chaos on all fours ;

those who are severely woundeil are brought into the op<-n

ti'i by peo])le belonging to the ^b•dical Corps. Some of the
dead are recovered. . . . Th(> Chtirch of liecelaere is left

standiii':;, lonely and dcscrtfHl, ;; picture of desolation."
{Berliner Tagehhitt. of the 10th of l)eeend)er).

From a letter from the front written by an infantry

ofTicer :

—

" We suffered very ser' * lr)sses in nun, but also in ofTicers

and in non-cotnmissionei iflicers. It tups at one's heart to
remember all our dear comrndes with whom we have so often
been happy tn(r<.ther. Often the hotiies of tho.ie vhn fell cnuid
be buried onbj after manij dai/», on one (yrasion not until 12 days
after heimj hit. You can imagine the condition in which
they were then. But the enemy gave us no time and no
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peace to collect tho hidi,.,*. Lien enaril S u.nh u
careless days wrdrank (oRolh'r , .^"n fulK

''^'"" '" ?"'

found only a few a I 1. '.U'm.-T"', "*^"\ V'^^ ^'^
wore already con.pli'tolv!^ | !, . ' '"'t^

'"!'* ''"" '" '''

cleathhaHrea,K>d|.Trfr,n, .: , frn;.;
"' ''"'"?"'"' ^*^'''^

one of the fJarful t nu ^vl di vV^^^
country ex,K.nenc«lhv|undv' *'r

^"'•">"" 'i-K

roduccl .he ,K,,,ulatio, n o «[ « loV^uV ^T'

in the entrance hall I e tn • f H
"' •'"" '''^'*'"*'"«

Major came out of he h,, 1 1 /h 1
'• '"T"'* '^ '''•'«*"

just gracefully lit 1 is cL. e wl en T I'^V""' '

;
' "« '"^^

put an end t.; his life Thi. «'. ^ ^^Hot from the trenches

street.. . . C ,'.„. ' V i
" '' "'^'''' ^""^ ^'^^ «P'»t in the

enemv. The ,ren v ua oi t
' ""'^"T

'''^""^ ^'••^'" the

The leaders of o„"'^.,,,?; '.'.VJ'X '::^^''\r'''
^'^ --'•

The oonunand pas... C one ,?!''r
?'''""."""'' ^«"-

enemy threw sulphur ! o, s h. I lit . n //'" ''l^T
'^^''

and poisone.| the air f.,rn" i,
'

r ,

''' ^he whole canal,

It was an unen li,m sir ."
I'. *'" ^•''" ""'' ''^^''' t^e u.her

pressed u. m.t' "li.d'2^ : 'ir ''T)'^
"-'', T"—-y

.< u-av a
, nuul bulcherinn With [\J J'' ^TT ."^ H'^^wo beat the ,.nen,v out of the' r „ I . V"""'' ?^ * "' •'"^"

fly. Thernj,nMvaKin,i,Jc-rl.a I •

'"'l*
""'''•' *'"' ''"•"*

was here hon^ht u hi .

' ' '; ;;^y-,"<"'V'treof grcund
lav to^rotiH,- ,„ |,,,,, „ •

• • ^'"'I'^H'l and the wounded

liusiru ,. fur !,. n i f I

'"-'''u';. I>ut it was a sorrowful

-'1 whole^ld'nr^.^';;:;,;!^"
'--J >-;" ;^h..t m the legs.

*he heavy shrapnel finf' ,/''*'>- had ,, p„t „,, with

Deecmhoj).
' ^ "" •"'""•>•.' (l-WtMr/.s. 24th

ii'iire picture from the Wiener
Here is a littli'

Arhtiterzcitun^ :

—
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hn askwl his wife to moot him nt thf Ntation nt Reichmberg.
.^ hi^ wifo was ahfiiit to m> up ihn stairs at the «t it mn die
saw " an ol i, lirokcn-dowii man uiiii wliito hair |iainfiilly
coming; nloriR the plitforin, fiipfM)rf«'<i on two sticks with a
hiiiuiio ill hi-- arm. Out i>f |iitv she was «(/ing to lake the
huiidlo from llic man and |,.'lp him to walk." In this moment
she n-co iiiMcd him :

'"
it was her own huslmnd ; the woman

collapse 1 mun!i,-irioiis."

A very interesting' eontribution to the solution of the
question whether war •' develops the noblest virtues of
man" (Fit'd-Marshal Moltke) or whether conversely,
"it makes more had people than it takes away"
(Kant), is furnished by a report of a battle published
in the Jnuir'schc Tafivhlntt of October iHth, 1914. The
writer of this report is the subordinate officer Klemt, of
tht First Cotiipany of the i:>ith Regiment, and his state-

ment is cxpressK confirmed at the conclusion by his

Lituteimnt and the leader of the Company, von Niem.
Tlie heading of the artieh- is "J Day of Honour for our
Hegimcnt, Scptcmhrr 2ith, 1U14." As a human, or
rather as a bestial, document the report deserves to be
repr.)(!uced in cjtcfisi) ; I r«.j,-ret that for reasons of space
I must content myself with an extract :—
" The (list Frciicfiiiiiii were already disiovcred ; -.^c brought

them duuii likr i|uirrc:
,
and gave them a warm ri'ci'[>tion

with hjou-^ of tiie Imtt ami lnwonct : tiicy ni< longer necdcfl
docii.rs

; we ar." no longer lighting loyal enemies, but treaeher-
oiH brigands. By Lap-* and bounds we got across the clearing.
They were lierc, tlu-re, an<l everywhere hidden in the thicket.
Now it is down with the enemy ! Ami we will giir thpm no
quartvr. Kvery oia .shoots standing, a few, a very few, tire kneel-
ing. No one trii s to take .shelter. We reach a littlo depression
in the groui>.d : lure the red tronsers dead or wounded lie in a
heap on the gronnd. We iiujck dtmm or bmjonrt the wounded,
for we know thnt those scoundrels fire at our hacks when we
have gone \>y There was a Frenchman there stretched out,
full length, face down, pretendi?i-' to ho dead. A kick from
a strong fusilier soon taught him that w . ere there. Turning
round, he asked for quarter, but we answered : " Is that the
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way your tools work, you-," and he was railed to the groundClose to me I heard odd cracking sounds. They weri blows

ot"Z\^M^"" '^'.^i^
^'^ '^^ a Frenchman, w4h a private

a Fr^ni"?
'''^' '^"^'""^ out vigorously

; he was wisely usin^a irench gun so as not to break his own. Tender-heart<J
souls are .o kind to the French wounded that they S^2them with a bullet, but others give them as many thSand blows as they can Our adversaries had fought bravelywe had to contend w,th picked men ; they let ul get wiS
thirty, even ten metres of them-too near. .

^
At theentry into the screen of branches they lay groaning and cryfng

brLr^r' ''"'
^'^''l^'''

^'""'^^^'^ '^^^htly or severel/ hi

The report concludes with a description of how the
tired troops, after their labour of blood, lay down in
slumber. "The fiod of dreams paints for one or the
other a pleasing vision. With a prayer of thanks on
our hps we slumbered on to the coming day."
What makes this report so horrible is not'so much the

occurrences which it narrates as the brutal naivete with
which they are represented as glorious actions of
heroism, specially attested by their leader, and pub-
lished m the most prominent place of the official news-
paper of the district. It may be that brutalities have
also been committed by the other side—when the beast
IS let loose in man it need cause no wonder if bestialities
occur—but I have looked in vain for the publication of
such " heroic " deeds in the foreign Press. That anyone
should sit down in cold blood after his work of murder
is over and vaingloriously narrate in glowing colours
horrors of this sort to his townsmen at home, his friends,
his own wife and children, makes the matter much more
pitiful even than it is in itself. The " prayer of thanks "
to God could not, of course, be wanting in a German
report of battle. His Royal Highness Prince Oscar of

^ [As translated in the EngUsh edition of M. Bedior'e German
Atroctttes.]

"^m^mu MlW.i 'mrmsb^gF
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Prussia is also quoted by the under-ofTicer Klemt as an

admirer of the heroic deeds narrated :
" With these

Grenadiers and with the 154th we could take bell by
storm," exclaimed the Prince, and he assured both the

regiments that they were worthy of the name of " Royal

Brigade."

The report in the Jauer newspaper unites in itself

—

like the horse afflicted with every conceivable malady,

of which a picture appears in veterinary schools—all the

" noblest virtues " which war can and must produce

:

bestiality, boastfulness, false piety, and so on. Whether

the world " would stagnate and lose itself in Material-

ism," if these qualities remained undeveloped, I leave

to be decided by people who are cleverer than I am.

The Russian poet Valerij Brjussow describes as follows

his impressions of the battlefield at Lowitz :

—

" The trenches are empty, but near them lie here and there

the bodies of Connaii soldiers on thoir ])acks, face downwards,
or on their side, their arms stretched out or held tight to their

breasts, with strangely peaceful faces. The most of them are

wearing their dark-grey uniforms, some, however, are in their

soldiers' cloaks, which have clearly been used to protect them
against the cold. Among the dead I see young men with
soft faces, with the first down on their cheeks, but I also see

older, graver men who have entered the forties, who have
probably long ago established their life on a firm basis, and
certainly never thought that it would bo their fate to close

their life on a snow-covered field in foreign lands, in far-off

distant Russia. . . . Our soldiers accompany us in our walk
along the side of the trenches, and look at the faces of the
dead in solemn thought and contemplation. In war one
becomes accustomed to the appearance of death. Death is

so constantly before one's vision that it ceases to awake a
feeling of terror." (VnrirdHs, 16th December.)

An infantry soldier thus describes the fearful battles

in Flanders in which he took part :

—

"The soldiers were .standing up to their ankles in water in

their protectetl positions when they received the order t-o

attack. The enemy belched against us their destructive
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shells from 20 mouths of fire. Many were Uterally torn to
pieces. ... All the time our rage grows more terrible.
Ihere was a thick black powder smoke ; we thought we should
choke

; scarcely anything could bo seen of the men These
were the shells from the English Navy, which was taking partm the oattle. . . . Across the middle of the field eight horses
were galloping, still attached to the gun-carriage, when a shell
burst in the middle of them. A heartrending shriek followed
from the animals, and then there was nothing to be seen but
a quivering, tangled mass weltering in a puddle of blood
Listen, what is that ? A trumpet signal. The sound quivers*
as if it also felt the pai.i. ' Fix bayonets.' The clean steejnow shines on the barrels of the gun which spits out fireA shell burst beside the third man on my right ; he was
killed, my neighbour was thrown out and severely wounded
The same thing happ' nod on my Icxt. The drummer beat hisdrum.—Up ! Charge ! Hurrah ! I believe that our cheer
drowned the thunder of the artillery. Tiien we went for the
enemy with the bayonet. I will not describe to vou the bayonet
charge. It was a butchery. Twice wo had to retreat ; on
the third attack we won. When you at home hear of the
victory: 'Fall of Dixmuiden !

' will you shout hurrah?We thought of the sacrifices ; many, many were lying on the
field bleeding." (Forwaria, 11th December.)

How Beautiful to Die for the Fatherland I

That is what war looks like, as it is, and as it is felt
by those who are taking part in it. I seek in vain in
all the hundreds of letters from the front, and in the
war correspondence which daily fill.s the columns of the
newspapers, for any expression of the sentiment : " How
beautiful it is to die for the Fatherland! " I find repre-
sented everywhere merely the unspeakable horror and
the barbarity of the struggle between men, who nourish
against each other no sentiment of hostility, who have
all left mothers at home; many, very many, wives
and children; and who are all filled with the one
thought

:
" Oh, that it were peace again ! Oh, that you

were but home among your dear ones, caressed and
nourished by your children, in the arms of your wife and
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mother, free for ever from this horrible task of

murder."

The great men behind the front have, of course,

different views on the subject. Their bones are not

broken. Their houses are not burnt down. Their wives

and children are not driven out of house and home.

Their castles and their domains are not destroyed. They

hunger not, neither do they thirst. They sleep in their

beds, not in holes in the earth like wild beasts. When

they have a pain in their heart or their liver they can

go home and get cured by a course at the springs or the

baths ; their wives and fathers and children can hasten

to them, tenderly embrace and care for them, until after

weeks and months they can return once more with

renewed vigour to their posts of security behind the

battle-front.

While in front of the enemy death and destruction a ^

sweeping away the flower of the youth of all countries,

the prosperity of many generations, the great men sit

far behind

1 Kant iu Perpetual Peace (p. 145) censures as illogical and

blaspheniwus the common conception of a co-ojieration or a

concurrence (concursus) on the part of the Deity, as, for

example, when we say that the physician has restored the

sick with the help of God. " God created the physician as

well as his means of healing, and we must ascribe the result

wholly to him." [This footnote appears to refer to the

censored passage.]
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"Forward ! forward ! Up and at them !
" is the call

. And those at the front answer with
moaning and groaning, with pains and torments, with
longing thoughts of peace and home, which still illumine
their last faltering look. "Gee up ! gee up '" calls the
driver, and lashes the poor horses who are spraining to
move the heavy wagons forward on the clammy roads.
They sink in the mud, but he knows no pity. Only
forward, forward ! Hold on ! No slackening ! And he
would drive the poor brutes to death if there were not
a league for the protection of animals vhich shields the
wretched beasts against their tormentors. But where
i8 the league for the protection of men? It is high
time that such a league were founded.

Prestige.

What does a war mean to the grtU men of the earth ?
A new emotion added to countless others. A drama of
chivalry played out in earnest, a question of ambition
and of vanity, which they designate by the word
"prestige"; a "great event in their life,'" like the
victory of their colours at the Hoppegarten or of their
yachts at the Kiel Regatta. "The glory of the ruler
consists in this, that, without his requiring to expose
himself to danger, thousands stand at his command
ready to let themselves be sacrificed for a matter of no
concern to them. The difference between the savages
of Europe and those of America lies chiefly in this, that,
while many tribes of the latter have been entirely
devoured by their enemies, Europeans know a better
way of using the vanquished than by eating them ; and

1 See the telegram of the Crown Priuces« Cecilia to the
Govenunontai Prosiiloiit in Danzig after the battle at Longwy :

' Plea;^e tell all our tlear people in JJanzig and West Prussia of
my husband's victory north of Motz, knowing how much
interest the Province which is so near to us will take in this
great event in his life. God protect you ail."
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they prefer to increase through them the number of their

subjects, and so the number of instruments at their

command for still more widely spread war.^ "

To sacrifice many thousands for a matter of no concern

to them ! That is the true meaning of this and of most

other wars. What does prestige mean to these millions

of poor devils who are to-day called upon to lay down

their lives on the battlefields of Europe ? They do not

even know the word, let alone the idea. Prestige is a

luxury for him who is already surfeited with all the

other gifts of life. It is the obstinacy which refuses to

give way even when one fee's oneself in the wrong,

Isecause one is strong enough not to need to give way.

For the common citizen, however, for the peasant and

the labourer, prestige is the daily bread which he must

bitterly earn in the sweat of his face, his health which

renders it possible for him to achieve his labour, his

family which brings sweetness and light into the hours

of his leisure. That is his prestige, and for it he would

fight voluntarily and with enthusiasm if these blessings

were imperilled.

It is for this reason that they try to persuade him that

they are in danger. The " cunning of a policy that shuns

the light " exercises the arts of probabilism : it

" attributes evil intentions I > others, or even the proba-

bility of their possible superiority."

"It will be well to put an end to this sophistry, and

to bring the false advocates of the ro'ight of the earth

to confess that it is not right but might in whose

interest they speak. ... In order to do this, we must

first expose the delusion by which they deceive them-

selves and others " (Kant, Perpetual Peace, p. 174,

175).

Does that not read as if it had been written to-day ?

Is not every word applicable to our position to-day and
' Kant : Perpetual Peace, p. 130.
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to our present-day leaders ? And if the gentlemen who
signed the " Appeal to the civilised world " do, in fact,
" hold the inheritance of Kant as sacred as their hearth
and their soil," then they should read this wonderful
essay on Perpetual Peace, which, amid all the storms of
the French revolutionary wars and under the domin-
ance of a Prussian military autocracy, dared to rtter
revolutionary truths which to-day would be supp -ed
as seditious, and exposed to the persecution c jod
at the hands of the supreme commanders in the ..^ark of
Brandenburg.

It is for a phantom that millions to-day are bleeding,
that millions are hungering, and that inestimable wealth
is being destro: d. It is for the phantom of prestige,
of world-power, which has been tricked out in the guise
of the deliverer of the Fatherland. The gesta Dei per
Francos are from now to be transformed into the geata
Dei per Teutones. The " worshipful " German people-
as a privatdocent writes (how will he express him-
self when he becomes a professor ?)—is, in fact, to be
worshipped by all others as the super-nation. The
Germans are to advance "to the front of the world,"
and all these hallucinations of an endemic swoUen-
headedness are then designated "defence against the
enemy's attack," in order thereby to make them palat-
able to the sound sense of the simple people.

Fboijetarians of All Countries, Massacre
Each Other !

To beguile the labouring classes to change their peace-
ful battle-cry, "Proletarians of all countries, combine
with each other !

" into the bloody battle-cry, " Prole-
tarians of all countries, massacre each other!" is a
political tour de force which demands careful prepara-
tion, great dexterity, and a fabulously brazen forehead.
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I must admit that our leading men possess these quali-

ties in the fullest measure. Here, indeed, their achieve-

ment is brilliant, unsurpassable.

The attitude of the Social Democratic party on August

4th in approving the first war credit of £250,000,000 has

rightly been subjected to sharp criticism abroad, and

especially by allied international parties. It ought to

be emphasised that in the meeting of the party, which

decided on concurring in the war-credit, there was a

minority distinguished, not in numbers, but by the

importance of its members. The attitude of the

majority is explicable by reference to those reasons

which have been active in drawing the whole of the

German people into this war, to the false illusion pro-

duced by the Government that this is a war of defence,

and not of offence. Ever since July 31st Germany has

been barred from all communication with foreign coun-

tries. No one knew what took place in the world, and

especially in Germany, in the four days between July

81st and Ai3"ust 4th. The German White Book which

was laid before the members of the House maintained

that the *' -'ar 3 and French had fallen upon us from

the east . est, and that they had already pene-

trated iu. wany. The same assertion recurred in

the speerhes «.! the Emperor and the Chancellor. No
one was in a position to establish what was true and

what was false. Under the impression that Germany
was compelled to fight for her security and her indepen-

dence, the majority of the Social Democratic Party

supported the war-credit, and, according to the statu-

tory regulations of the party, compelled the minority to

adhere to this decision.

The second approval, given on December 2nd, was

merely the consequence of the first, and since " it is

the curse of evil deeds, That to all time they still

B B
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engender evil," ' the group in the party which had ap-
proved the first credit again secured a majority. Never-
theless, the struggle within the party wai* more violent,

and the minority had grown stronger. As is well known,
Liebknecht alone had the courage and the strength of

character to refuse to subject himself to Party-discipline
and to record his dissentient vote in the sitting of the
Reichstag.

This action has very properly met with the approval
of all comrades in the whole world, with the unfortunate
exception of the Social Democratic Party in the Reichs-
tag. I regard as extremely regrettable the vote of

censure passed by the Party on February 2nd. It is

universally regarded abroad, not as a f ' isciplinary

measure due to an offence against the internal order of

the party, but as a condemnation of the substantial

point involved in the dissension of Lieblcnecht, and
therefore as an emphatic approval of the war-credit and
of the whole war policy of the Government. As a
matter of fact, it would have been more expedient,
having regard to the future reconstruction of the inter-

national party, if in this fundamental question party
discipline had been ignored ; such a course would have
avoided the appearance that it was unworthy of a
member of the German Social Democratic Party to vote

against the war-credit.

It would appear that in Berlin no account was taken
of the effect which such a party resolution was bound to

exercise on their comrades abroad. Above all, they do
not appear to realise that the sympathy of all foreign

comrades are on LiebknechVs side, and not on the side

of the nationalist majority of the Social Democratic
Party. By his action on December 2nd Liebknecht has

become the most popular German socialist abroad, and
* [Schiller, Die Piccolomini.]

mk
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in saying this I have in mind neutral countries rather

than enemy countries, whose approval might appear

suspect. The reconstruction of the International Party

will be bui' on the attitude of Lieb)vneoht, not on the

attitude of those members of the House who, once

deceived, were not possessed of the insight or the

courage to acknowledge or confess their error, and who
have gradually rolled down the slippery slope of oppor-

tunism into the camp of the Nationalists and the Im-
perialists. They have entangled themselves so strongly

with the "National," that they will not again find their

way back to the " International," and the International

Party herself will not, as I hope and trust, later on

spread out her motherly arms and exclaim :
" Bring him

to me with all his blight, and tell him I love him still."

The prodigal sons—and it is better so—will hereafter

also remain in a far country.

It is, however, necessarj' to compliment the German
Government on the fac* that they have understood in

a masterly manner—at least for the present, the conse-

quences will be revealed later—how to put in operation

the policy of ^'divide et impera." "That is to say, if

there are certain privileged persons among the people

. . . bring about a quarrel among them, and make
mischief between them and the people " (Kant, p. 171).

They have succeeded in bringing about a quarrel among
these leaders, but it is to be hoped that the people will

be one when the day of the great reckoning comes, the
" day of judgment," when all guilt will be uncovered,

and every crime will find its expiation.

Political Morauty- -Moeal Politics.

As in matteis of foreign policy the German Govern-

ment appears to have taken the instructions of Bem-
hardi as their guiding principle, so, in internal affairs,

B 11 2
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they have chosen as their coodel Kant's description o
what a politician should not he. Where moral politic

cease, says the sage of Konigsberg, political moralit;

begins. Political morality, however, which is equivalen
to non-morality, acts according to the foUowinj
" Sophistical maxims " :

—

"1. Fac et excusa. Seize the most favourable oppor
tunity for arbitrary usurpation—either of the authority

of the State over its own people or over a neighbourinj

people; the justification of the act and extenuation o
the use of force will come much more easily and grace

fully when the deed is done than if one has to think ou
convincing reasons for taking this step, and first hea
through all the objections which can '. e made agains

it. . . . Besides, this show of audacity in a statesmai

even lends him a certain semblance of inward convictioi

of the justice of his action ; and once he has got so fa

the god of success (bonus eventus) is his beft advocate.'
" 2. Si fecisti, nega. As for any crime you have com

mitted, such as has, for instance, brought your peopl
to despair and thence to insurrection, deny that it ha
happened owing to any fault of yours. Say, rather

... in the case of your having usurped a neighbourini

State, that human nature is to blame ; for if a man i

not ready to use force and steal a march upon hi

neighbour, he may certainly count on the latter fore

stalling him and taking him prisoner.'"

Is that not a photographically true, almost prophetic

picture of Bethmann's method of action, which, more
over, has been characterised, not merely by the philo

sopher in his chair, but also by the philosopher on th

throne ? " When Princes desire war they begin it, an(

then summon an industrious lawyer to prove that the;

were right " (Frederick II). You begin a war and thei

1 Kant, p. 170.

J i:-
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prove that the other side began it, or at least that he

was on the point of be|:'inning it, and that it was neces-

sary to anticipate him. In adopting such a course your

external honour can never be injured—that is, if you
are believed—for either you are compelled to be the

defender of the Fatherland or else you are the prudent

guardian of the pt ace, who anticipated the certain

attack. Morality, howeve which ought to govern the

actions of States as well as of individuals, thereby comes
to grief, and no words appear to the philosopher of

KSnigsberg to be sufficiently strong to characterise the

perniciousness of such politician; " But it seems that

by no theodicy or vindication of the justice of God can

we justify Creation in putting such a race of corrupt

creatures into the world at all. . . . Politics in the real

sense cannot take a step forward without first paying

homage to the principles of morals. And, although

politics, per se, is a difficult art, in its union with

morals no art is required." He who subordinates moral

politics to political morals, that is to say, the principles

to the end, puts the cart before the horse, and acts

against the categorical Imperative.^

That is the " inheritance " of Kant, and anyone who
exalts this inheritance thereby utters a condemnation
of the policy which has led to this, the most horri'''"

of all wars, a policy which has perhaps ac i accordk.)/

to " political morality," but which certainly has not

been an instance of " moral politics."

Meanwhile, however, the work of blood, the hated

task, goes on, and the life blood of our nation is being

sucked dry as though by gigantic leeches, and drained

in the insatiable vengeance of the moloch of war. " To
visit a battlefield is a horrible business," wrote the

Emperor Frederick III. "It is impossible to describe

» Kant, pp. 182, 175
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the fearful wounds presented to the eye. War is, in

spite of everything, a terrible affair, and those who,
sitting round a council table, conjure it up by a stroke

of the pen, do not know what they are doing." "The
most horrible side of war should, however, be seen

by those who have frivolously brought it about, by
those diplomatists who regard it as a factor in their

calculations, with the same lightness of heart with
which a merchant allows in his calculations for the

possibility of a chance of gain ; these men should them-
selves help to storm such a canal-bridge exposed to the

enemy's shell fire " ; these are the words of a doctor

writing from the scene of operations.*

How do you feel, Herr von Bethmann, when you read

such things as these ? How did you express it in your
last circular note ? ^ The " idea of a conference," you
say, was not " sympathetic " to you ; the " form " of a

conference was "disagreeable." And now—are the

fearful consequences which have sprung from your
refusal more sympathetic to you ? Do you find them
less disagreeable ? Do you still dare, even to-day, to

speak of your sympathies and your antipathies, of your
scruples as to this or that form, when your antipathies

and your scruples have plunged Europe in a sea of

blood, and have made our famous European civilisation

the laughter of savage nations ? " We savages are, after

all, the better men !
" may be the rightful boast of the

Red Indian to-day. And if, as I recently saw in an
allegorical picture, all the yellow, black, and brown
primitive nations were to assemble on the edge of

Europe, and, seeing the scenes of murder and destruc-

tion, the smoking villages and towns, were to exclaim

' Berliner Tageblatl, 24th Sept.
* Seo Circular Note of the Chancellor of 24th December

(Appendix III.)
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in derision :
" Voilh voire cilhbre civilisation," Europe

could only hide her head in shame, and in justice admit

the higher culture of savage peoples. Have we, the

nations of Europe, still any legal title—such a title has,

indeed, never been recognised by morally thinking

men—to embark on colonial conquests when the only

pretence that we can advance for our predatory excur-

sions, that we are the bearers of culture and civilisation,

has so miserably come to nought ?

It is to you, Herr von Bethmann, that we owe all

this. Parturiunt montes, nascetur ridiculus mua. The

mountains are in travail, and a little mouse is bom.

Here it is the other way about; from the little mouse

of your antipathies and scruples there have arisen

gigantic mountains of human unhappiness. Go to the

battlefields, go to the hospitals; see the wounded, the

dead, and the dying; go into the wasted cities, and pray

before the ruined altars, entreating your Saviour for

forgiveness, that you, in place of the words "Peace on

earth, goodwill to men," have brought about " Murder

on earth, and for men fire and destruction." Then beat

your bieast and confess aloud and in public, so that all

the world may hear it: "/ am the guilty, I alone!"

This would not bring you righteousness, but it would

be the first step towards it—the penitence which in

itself is half atonement.

If the Emperor had not found a Chancellor to make

this " war of liberation," Germany would have

remained unliberated, that is to say, peaceful, molested
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|i -
by none, developing her culture and her well-being i

the labour of peace. And what is now our position ?

still happy if we can kec

from our frontiers the enemy, whom we ourselves callt

into being; we should be fortunate if we could to-d«

occupy the position we held half a year ago, possessc

of our colonies, our wealth, and the youth of

country, now murdered, and daily wasting away.
01

QUIDQUID DELIRANT REOES, PLECTtJNTUR ACHIVI.

But just for this purpose men are neede(

not courtiers; men full of character, who can oppoi

the royal will, who can take the side of the Achaeai

against the King. "Immunity from punishment is

special privilege of the kingly dignity, but it in no wa
excludes the possibility of deserving punishment." Tl

task of men who stand beside kings as their responsib

advisers is to keep them from deserving punishmen
" Nor can there be a worse service either to the prini

or his people than enabling a monarch to nde i

his own person, dictating the commands of his om
violence or caprice through servants who di

approve of his measures, and yet suffer themselv(

to be made instruments for carrying them in1

execution."

'

What in the case of a prince is, at any rate, expli

able becomes in tl

case of a responsible statesman an unpardonable crim
The prince who from hfs early youth is brought up i

the mystery of statecraft by the grace of God, su

rounded by flatterers and panderers, by courtierj an

parasites, who are apparently his servants, but are i

reality his masters, a prince who seldom hears the trutl

* Brougham. Statesmen [Essay on Lord North.]
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and who never desires to hear it, notwithstanding the

words of Mirza Schaffy :

—

" The sage needs not the smile of those in high estate,

The wise man's sage advice is needed by the great."^

—a prince who regards the constrained silence of the

people as a token of unprecedented harmony, because

no one tells him what is living and stirring in the depths

of the nation's soul—such a prince is more easily ex-

cused than a Chancellor, if he confuses his ambition for

wider fields of conquest for fame and glory with the

well-being and the happiness of his people. The coun-

sellors of a prince exist, however, for the express purpose

of protecting him against the consequences of his own
passions, and of reminding him in the words of Junius :

"Before your Majesty subdues the hearts of your

subjects, yon must gain a noble victory over your

own."2
They must be, not the servants of their lord, but

the first servants of the State. A personal attachment

to the monarch can furnish no reason or defence for the

public behaviour of a minister ; for the former rests on

sentiment, but the latter on duty, on the categorical

imperative. In the choice between sentiment and duty

the latter only must be decisive. The alternative, " se

soumettre ou se dimettre" can only be decided in

favour of the latter resolution.

Worst of all, however, is when a minister, not only

covers with his shield the

actions of his monarch, but endeavours to justify them
by Machiavellian manceuvres. We have become almost

more Machiavellian than Machiavelli himself, and we
have quite forgotten that our great ancestor Frederick

* [" Der Weise kann des Machtigen Gunst entbehren,
Doch nicht dor Machtige des Weisen Lehren."J

* [Letter 35. I9th December, 1769.]
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II. wrote the Antimachiavel. " The promise given was
a necessity of the past ; the broken word is a necessity
of the present." Does it not sound as if the clever

Florentine had expressly coined this phrase for the
Belgian question? "A Prince must have no other
object, and no other thought, and he must make nothing
else his study than war, its preparation and conduct."
Has this not been from time immemorial the policy of

the Kings of Prussia? "Let the Prince take care to
conquer and to maintain his domination ; the means will

always be declared honourable, and praised by every-
one." Is that not the thread of Ariadne, by which we
hope to escape out of the labyrioth of our present situa-

tion, that we may not fall victims to the Minotaur of

universal condemnation? Machiavelli has usurped the
place of Kant nd in our case also the end justifies the
means.

Dreams of Wot^ . Power.

What is the object and the airn of this war ? I have
already repeatedly pointed out that the object of our
rulers is the establishment of a new dominium mundi.

The Prussian Eagle is to spread his pinions over every
sea; a new age in history is to dawn; the Roman, the

Spanish, and the English world-empires are now to be
followed by the German.* The saying of Virgil is

* Now, of course, when the grapes have become sour every-
one denies the existence of these plans of world power ; here
again " it was nobody." On the same day, however, on
which it was declared from a high quarter that the supposed in-
tention to found a world-eirpire was " nonsense," an " Imperial
Journal of the Eastern Army " was issued by the Press
Authorities of the German Military Government in Lodz, in
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adapted for German use :
" Tu regere imperio populos

Germane rnemento." As Aristotle expected f trans-

formation of the Eastern world, a domination of

Hellenic culture, as a result of the expedition of Alex-

ander the Great, so we expect from this war the trans-

formation of the Western world, a domination of

German culture. What a childish, unhistoric view ! If

wars in long forgotten ages, wars between civilised

nations and barbarians, may at times have been the

means of bringing culture, their effect to-day among
peoples of equal culture is precisely the opposite; they

celebration of the Emperor's birthday. In this we find the
following :

—

" A victorioua war—and God be thanked, no one in

our Grerman Fatherland, from the oldest Field Marshal
down to the youngest cobbler's apprentice, has any
doubt that such will be the issue—will create for us a
German Colonial Empire by the annexation of Belgian
and French Congo, and if Portugal should tra/isform

into action her hostile attitude towards v^, the Portuguese
Colonies on the East and West Coasts of Africa as well.

This will be an empire such as our fathers who sneered in

laughter at our first colonial beginnings could never
have imagined. . . . The most important point, however,
in this not improbable division of the African Continent
is that we shall thereby have given the final stroke to

English efforts to establish a sole dominion in Africa,

from the Cape to Cairo ; for between Eg}-pt and iiitist

Africa and ihe Anglo-Boer South Africa (wbi^h to-day
are still English), there will then lie the unendinj girdle /
our gigantic colonial possessionsfrom the Indian Ocean to the

Central African Lakes, and from the Congo to the Atlantic.

Of North-East and South Africs. we say that to-day these
are still English ; but who knows what will happen if the
word of the poet is fulfilled :

" For the world ivill one day
find Healing in the German mind." {Denn es muss am
deutschen Wesen, einmal noch die Welt yanesen).

The Newspaper which contains the foregoing remark is

officialiy published by the military authorities as a birthday-
present for the Emperor : sapienti sat.
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are destroyers of culture, promoters of atavistic barbar-
isra. The future of the human race to-day can lie only
in the nations of the world Fiving peacefully together.
All plans of world-domination, which even in earlier
times bore within them the seeds of their own destruc-
tion, must to-day, even before they achieve realisation,
be wrecked on the feeling of equality among all nations,
on the common consciousness that all are striving after
tne same ends in culture and well-being, on the intimate
relations which hind corresponding classes of different
nations with each other. As geological strata and veins
of iron and mineral are not directed to the surface
according to the dividing lines between properties, but
underneath these boundaries pass from one property to
another, so the strata of modem human society are not
broken up by territorial frontiers, but pass from one
country to another. Horizontal interdependence has
taken the place of the vertical line of division. And if
there is only one truly organised International, there
exist beside it a hundred others unorganised, held
together by equally firm internal bonds. Of such are
the Internationals of trade, of industry, of the technical
and moral sciences, and of literature and art, all of
which constitute the indestructible spiritual bond con-
necting the nations; we may say that even crime has
become international. Wars may loosen, but they
cannot destroy these bmds. Natur itself, as Kant once
said, "through the natuiul course of human propensi-
ties guarantees the coming of perpetual peace, the future
of which we are not, indeed, enabled to prophesy, but
for which it is the duty of mankind to labour." The
path to perpetual peace lies, not in the domination of
one over others, but in a life lived together with equal
rights.

The dreams of our world-dominion will thus remain
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dreams, even if we had the pc»fe> to subject other
nations to our will. The aims waica a Bismarck kept
in view were reasonable and attainable, because they
lay within the limits of the historical development of

our age. The formation of national States must first

be achieved before humanity is ripe for other more
comprehensive formations. The effort of the German
people to attain unity was a logical historical develop-

ment, and was therefore successful. The effort of recent

Germany, however, to attain world-dominion represents

historical retrogression, a falling away from the aims
set before civilised nations, and is, therefore, neces-

sarily bound to end in failure.

Our aim is therefore unattainable, and the means
adopted to attain it are criminal. Military success alone,

even if it were probable (which it is not), would not
bring us nearer to our aim by so much as a hairbreadth.

In the twentieth century there can no longer oe a toorld-

dominion, and if one were possible we would be the Isist

to be recognised as rulers of the world. Any peace

which might more or less accord to us such a dominion
would be but an armed truce, and, as in the case of the

treaties of peace between Greeks and Persians, would
be concluded only with the clause " for the time being."

One war would continuously give birth to another, and
Europe unrestrainably and inevitably would be driven

into the abyss.

There is still time to avoid the worst fate; it is still

possible to

" Bind up the wounds inflicted on your country,
Rebuild the devastated homes of men.
And raise once more the pride of lofty towns
From smoky ruins. Spring will return again
And clothe the wasted fields with lushy green.
But they who fell the victims of your quarrel,

The deaid, rise up no more ; the bitter tears
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Shed in the issue of your controversy
Will be for ever shed. Another race
In God's own time will prosper, but the past
Will still remain the prey of misery.
The joys of venerations still unborn
Cannot recall to life the long-gone dead."i

The dead rise up no more. But even the wounds
which have been inflicted on the economic life of uU
nations will only be slowly healed in many decades.

Who Will Pay the Cost of the Wab ?

The cost and the damage caused by the war during
the first six months have been estimated by authorita-
tive writers at more than four thousand million pounds,
apart from all private expenditure and losses, apart
from the value to the nation of the dead and the muti-
lated, and apart from the labour lost to the State
represented by the soldiers who are under arms. There
can be no question of compensation being paid for
these costs and losses of war by the defeated party to
the conqueror—if, indeed, a victory of one side or the
other is conceivable. In Germany, apart from the
Empire, the individual States and communes have also
incurred millions of debts. Who is to pay these
gigantic sums? Who u to labour and pay even the
interest on them? "When I see Princes and States
fighting and quarrelling, it always brings to my mind

^ [" Des Landes tiefe Wunden heilen
Die Dorfer, die verwiisteten, die Stadte
Aus ihrem Schutt sich prangender erheben,
Die Felder decken sich mit neuem Griin

—

Doch die das Opfer cures Zwist's gefallen,
Die Toten stehen nicht mehr auf ; die Thrftnen
Die eurem Streit geflossen sind, sic bleiben
Geweint

! Das kommende Geschlecht wird bltihen,
Doch das Vergangene war des Elends Raub,
Der Enkel Gliick erweckt nicht mehr die Vater."]
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a match of cudgel-playing fought in a china-shop"
(Hume).» The fellows with the cudgels are the belli-

gerent nations; the china-shop is the economic organ-
isation of the world, and it will not be long before all

the china in the world is broken into fragments.

QuousQiJE Tandem ?

How is it to go on ? How is it to end ?

Every victory is a Pyrrhic victory. " One more such
victory and I am lost." Among the sixty-seven millions

of Germans is there not a single soul who will dare
to brave the thunderbolts of Jupiter and exclaim,

as Themistocles did to Euryblades :
" Strike, but

listen !
" Must subservient newspaper writers continue

to let their scandalous reports run through the Press,

—while outside on the snow-covered fields, in the damp
earth-huts, the children of their country perish and
bleed to death, while the widow and the fatherless pour
forth a rising flood of tears ?

How long will all this still go on ? How is it to end ?

The nations are not advantaged if after peace the

"right trusty cousins" fall into each other's arms in

emotion, embrace each other, and once more assume
1 [In the Essay OJ Public Credit.]
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each other's uniforms which they have discarded in the
irterval. The nation is not advantaged by solemn
entrances through the Brandenburger Tor,

with crowns of laurel and the blare of trumpets.
It is peace the people want; peace they are crav-

ing for, peace for which they hunger and thirst.

There are enough dead and mutilated ; there is enough
misery and ruin. The conscience of the world is stirring

;

the words now being raised in accusation will find the
sword of fulfilment if the stern accents of the voice of
the people remains unheard. Vivos voco, mortuos
p/flngo, fulgura frango; I call the living, I lament the
dead, I defy the lightning—such is the call of the
bell of the world's conscience to the mighty ones.

And on your head
Turns he the widows' tears, the orphans' cries,
The dead men's blood, the pining maidens" groans
For husbands, fathers and betrothed lovers,
That shall be swallow'd in this controversy.^

They have suffered enough, the Achaeans

The natio'i^H have never been
enemiet. From all letters writteu at the front it is

clear that the feelings of hatred and of revenge are
unknown in the trenches. These are the dragon's eggs
which are hatched at home at the writing-tables in the
cosiii'ss of editors' rooms. From trench to trench
frieii .ship and brotherhood are concluded. They visit

each other, make each other small presents, and shake
hands in friendship. Acd then they return to the
trenches, and shoot at each other on commands from
above. Is that not unspeakable, incredible ?

If we had not known long ago that none of the belli-

* Shakespeare, Henry V.
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gerent nations desired war, that a few hundred, at the
most a few thousand, criminal men had desired and
enginec ed this murder of the nations, the fraternisa-
tion between the tre...^hes would prove that between the
nations no enmity exists. But just because it proves
this, just because it might be prejudicial to the energy
of murder, and gradually make it clear to those who
are fighting that they are fighting for nothing which
concerns them, that they are urged on against each
other by higher powers who are pursuing their interests
—for this reason, just as I am writing these lines, a
strong prohibition against these scenes of fraternisation
has been issued by the supreme German Command.
There must be no fraternisation, no hand-shaking, there
must be no pause in the firing, for God's sake, no ! The
task of murder must go on without loss of time. Nulla
dies sine linea, there must be no day without murder
and arson.

But all army commands will be of no avail. La
viriti est en marche. Every hour, every day, brings
the illumination nearer. And if they will not—the
gentlemen behind the front—in the end they must.
Peace will come—soon, as quickly as possible, for it

must come. Woe to the generals who stUl throw their
sword into the balance—woe to those rulers who will
still refuse to hear the subdued, forcibly restrained voice
of the nations

! Under the placid surface of mtemal
peace

» the seething waters are in agitation, boiling and
bubbling. Woe to those who refuse to hear the subter-
ranean noises, and who still confide their bark to the
treacherous waters. They will be devoured by the
waves !—Di»cile moniti! Learn, you have been
warned

!

» [Burgfrieden. See footnote, p. 108.]
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THE FUTURE

What shouid Peace brino us?

The matter is not ended on the mere conclusion ol

peace. What should peace bring us ? What u>ill peact

bring u«?

It ought to bring what for centuries has been th«

object striven after by the most enlightened minds : nol

an armed tiuce, but an enduring state of peace, foundeo

on a furc basis of law. The system hitherto in force

whereby peace was balanced on the bayonei's point hai

{»one bankrupt, bankrupt for ever. The insanity o]

military preparation, which in 1910 cost the States o:

Europe, in direct expenditure alone, provided for ii

the Budgets—apart, that is to say, from indirect expen

diture not so provided—a sum of approximately 50(

million pounds, and which since then has become a1

least 20 per cent, more costly each year, this insanity

has not fulfilled the purpose which was supposed tc

justify its existence. The fact that the States of Europ*

endeavoured to outbid each other in an unholy emula

tion in armaments by land and by water, in the ai;

and under the sea, constituted a menace to peace, not i

security against war. A perpetually increasing feelinj

of distrust has sprung from this iron seed. All diplo

matic negotiations became to the nations of Europi
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an object of fear and anxiety on account of the diftant
clang of arras, and everyone was swayed by the opprea-
sive feeling that this condition of affairs could not con-
tinue, that at length we would be compelled to alter
our course or be driven to disaster.

The catastrophe has now arrived, the catastrophe
which has been so long the object of prophecy and of
dread. But it has dragged into itj whirlpool not merely
the life and the well-being of nations; it has engulfed
also the system, which, it was imagined, afforded to the
nations a deceptive security.

THE SYSTEM OF ARMED PEACE

On the system of armed peace judgment has been
pnaxed. In peace it devoured the marrow of nations,

.d it has failed in preventing war. The system of
European equilibrium has revealed itself to be even
more fatal than the previous system, when individual
States, armed to the teeth, confronted each other. The
Franco-Prussian War of 1870 was mere child's play in
comparison with the struggle of the nations in 1914.
A mistaken system cannot be corrected by being drawn
on a Iarf»e, instead of a small, scale. On the contrary,
the weaknesses and the defects inherent in it must
thereby be made more patent. The guarantee of peace
supposed to be afforded by military armaments must
work with more fatal effect the greater the number of
State s allied with each other in the two scales of the
balance. What in tlie ratio of 1 : 1 was already un-
reaj.onable and pernicious must be thrice as unreason-
able and pernicious in the ratio of 8 : 8—pernicious in
peace, even worse in war. By the concatenation of
alliances and ententes a position has now been reached
which enormously surpasses all the visions of horror
foretold by far-seeing sociologists.

C c 2
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The prophecies of Johann von Bloch with regard to

the character, the extent, and the horror of a future

European war have all been realised—only the realisa-

tion is far worse than the gifted Russian statesman

could possibly have foreseen. He could not have imaged

to himself the development of aeronautics, of sub-

marines, of the gigantic siege-artillery, and of all the

other recent triumphs of culture. But in his monu-

mental work of 1899 he already prophesied that on the

occasion of the next European war there would be

shown to have taken place in the years since 1870 a

greater progress in the mechanism of war than that

represented by the development from the age of bows

and arrows down to the Franco-Prussian War. Even

then he had prophesied that the new artillery would

exercise such a murderous effect that it would scarcely

be possible to speak of a battle in the former sense of

the word or of personal bravery, and that war must

develop into a continuous fortification-war between

trenches. He characterised in all its details the horror

and the terror of the modern war of machinery, and he

expressed doubts—and his doubts have to-day been fre-

quently confirmed—whether modern civilised Europeans

could bear all these fearful impressions on their mind,

on their senses of seeing and hearing, without giving

way to insanity. In such a war—so prophesied Bloch

—

there would no longer be a conqueror and a conquered,

there would no longer be any possibility of giving proper

attendance to the gigantic number of the wounded,

unless the Army Medical Service was made almost as

strong numerically as the combatants. There would be

no possibility of obtaining sufficient supplies in the

exhausted countries in which the battles took place.

There would be no possibility of the belligerent States

raising for any length of time even the bare daily

HFffiP
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cost involved in the maintenance of such enormous

armies. All this was foreseen by the pacifist Johaim

von Bloch, not in virtue of any special gift of second

sight, but merely by reason of his profound study for

many years of these questions of so vital importance to

the civilisation of Europe.

And now we are experiencing what he foresaw

—

a

swaying backwards and forwards of these armies of

twenty million men—without end, without result, with-

out even the possibility of a final decision, notwithstand-

ing all the inspiring appeals of kings and of the leaders

of armies. Forwards ! Backwards ! Backwards and

forwards! Such are the constantly changing rallying

cries. Only for the dead is there no retreat. A village,

a farmyard, a trench, a hillock demands thousands of

sacrifices. A single well-directed shrapnel can—with

luck—kill or mutilate a hundred men. The worst of

all, however, is that this massacre en masse represents

a suicide of the nations, which must gradually perish

from loss of blood and from exhaustion ; it has but one

favourable consequence, in so far as it is at the same

time a suicide of the political system out of which the

war was born—a suicide of this system, not only in

internal, but also in foreign affairs.

After the war it will not be possible—as even the most

infatuated militarist will admit—to effect an increase in

armaments. Even in the past the burden of European

armaments had become an intolerable weight. Emile

de Girardin was right when he said forty years ago

:

" Misery could be abolished with the half of present-day

European expenditure on war." The insanity of this

system may be illustrated by the following example

:

Lq the primitive ages of human society, two neighbour-

ing occupiers of the soil, when each had to provide his

own protection, become suspicious of each other. Each

MHilki
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fears that he will be attacked by the other, whereas
in reality neither entertains evil intentions against his
neighbour. Instead of tilling their fields and increasing
their herds, they call upon all their people, their women
and children, their peasants and servants, to devote
their whole time, day after day, month after month,
year after year, to the preparation of entrenchments
and barricades against their neighbour, to the forging
of arms, to the creation of bows and arrows and slings.

Their supplies are gradually used up. The means of
obtaining such supplies elsewherf are exhausted. Both
are on the verge of starvation. At last, in the moment
of supreme need, the distrusting neighbours resolve to
discuss matters with each other, and, behold ! neither
of them has ever had any intention of attacking the
other, and all the time each has dreaded only that the
other was going to attack him. At a stroke the shadows
of distrust disappear. But the dark shadows of the
insane dissipation of their strength will long hover about
their house and their home, and for long years to come
will prevent them from regaining their former state of
prosperity.

The nations of Europe have not been able to discover
in time the pathway to reason, and consequently in

the nature of things the other solution of the intolerable
tension was bound to come about -the solution of un-
reason, the substitution of an ope» for a latent state
of war. We have already seen in the course of this
discussion who is responsible for the fact that this
solution by force had to come, that ali atl»mpts tc
bring about an enduring state of peace wzn- hound to
fail. But even the guilty party will now realise that
all his military preparations, all his opposition to every
proposal to bring about an understandirxg, have brought
him no advantage, and that there has to come to pass
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what we pacifists have always prophesied : the relative

strength of the various nations—notwithstanding the

ruin of them all—has in essential matters remained

unaltered.

And so judgment is passed on the system. The possi-

bility of resuming or strengthening this condemned

system is excluded, and—after the final wreck of anarchy

based on force—the only course open to the European

system of States is to return to the thought which for

centuries the most distinguished minds in Europe have

preached as the only means of salvation, whereby the

old world of our culture can be preserved from complete

destruction.

That thought is:

A COVENANT OF PEACE BETWEEN FREE NATIONS

based on a mutual recognition of their rights and on

mutual confidence—a federation of free States, as Kant

calls it. This would be a f( deration of nations, not a

State of nations (Bin Volkerbund, kein Vdlkerstaat), a

covenant which would leave to the States enjoying

membership their full sovereignty with only the one

limitation, that they should not abuse this sovereignly

by making war against any of the covenanting Sti-lt-.

This federation would be based, not on force, but on

mutual confidence, on the feeling of duty, on the cate-

gorical imperative. The sage of Konigsberg considered

that even in his time such a covenant of peace between

European States was possible, without internal political

organisation, without a supreme law-giving power, since

it corresponded to the interests of all alike, and since

it v,M for all alike a command of duty. True, the higher

and stronger unity, the positive idea of a world-

republic, hovered before his vision as an ideal worthy

to be pursued, but, seeing that the world was not ripe
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for that great ideal, the man of "practical reason"
contented himself with the "negative substitute for it,
a federation averting war, maintaining its ground, and
ever extending over the world." Kant had no doubt
about the practicability of this Covenant of Peace
(fcedus pacificum), and he only longed for the moment
when a "powerful and enlightened people " would make
themselves the central point of such a federal union,
and by the further adhesion of other nations would
extend this federation more and more among civilised
nations.^

This Kantian thought, apparently so simple, is the
most profound ever conceived on the subject of the
formation of a European family of States on a basis of
tntemational law. This is not the offspring of an ideolo-
gist dwelling in the clouds, but of one who knew his
fellow-n>jn and looked with undimmed vision on the
world around him, drawing practical conclusions from
the experiences of history and from the conditions of
his own time—the references to contemporary political
affairs may often be traced ironically between the lines.
He expressly states that he is not concerned with theo^
retical constructions, ut he only desires that the philo-
sopher should be heard by the King, because "the
possession of power is inevitably fatal to the free exercise
of reason." He is, it is true, content with the r6le
which statesmen, with their worldly skiU, commonly
assign to philosophy—the role of a handmaid—but he
indicates that this handmaid's rdle should be to bear
the torch before her mistress, not to carry the train
behind her. For the time being he renounces his more
far-reaching ideal, and contents himself, in the first
place, with ends which are practically attainable."

i?Kant, p. 134.
2 Kant, p. 160.
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These ends are to-day infinitely more desirable than
they then were, and at the same time they are infinitely
more easy of attainment. They are infinitely more
desirable because the condition of lawlessness and
anarchy which Kant even then deplored must neces-
sarily mvolve to-day much more fatal consequences, in
view of the present-day greatness and the development
of strength of the States of Europe. If the consequences
of war could imperil the existence even of States of a
few mUlion inhabitants, such as then existed, economi-
cally organised in essential matters on a national basis,
with production and consumption of goods taking place
for the most part within the territorial limits of the
country, what suicidal catastrophes await the European
States of to-day involved in the war, comprising as they
do, within and without Europe, a population of 890
million souls, or 58 per cent, of the whole population
of the world, indissolubly linked together as they are
like the organs of a vast jody by thousands of the finest
nerves and sinews of a spiritual and material nature I

What Kant regarded as necessary for the world of his
time to preserve it from gradual destruction is today
a million times more necessary; for then each of
the belligerent nations could at need still continue to
pursue its own independent life—like the separate
sections of a lizard—whereas to-day the gigantic
body of modern civilised humanity is struck to the
heart by a world-war, and the whole organism
perishes.

While it is thus true, on the one hand, that the con-
dition of the modern world infinitely increases the evils
of war, it must, on the other hand, be remembered th ;

it offers infinitely more possibilities, in comparison wiwii
the past, of meeting these evils. To-day preparations
have already been made in very great measure in all
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fields of international relations for the realisation of

the Kantian federation of free States. Apart from what

are properly regarded as treaties between States, there

exist innumerable international organisations in all

spheres of intercourse, trade, agriculture, and learning,

ranging from the Postal Union to the agreement for the

protection of seals in the Behring Sea; and there are

innumerable international institutions for carrying out

and supervising the agreements in question. Arbitra-

tion treaties in very great number are already in exist-

ence, with and without the obligatory duty of summon-

ing the court of arbitration, and these are in part so

far-reaching that even so-called questions of life and

honour have to be submitted to the decision of arbitra-

tion. There exists in the Hague an international court

of arbitration, the constitution, procedure, and jurisdic-

tion of which have been approved by the signatures of

all civilised States in the world. In short, in every

possible sphere the bonds of international community

are already being drawn more closely together; only

in one province, the moat important of all, affecting all

vital intereati of the nations alike, only on the one

question of war and peace between the great States of

Europe, Anarchy and Lawlessness still hold sway; here

Dam'=' Diplomacy still rules with her out-worn methods,

with her tricks and intrigues of unregenerate days,! ^j^j^

her antiquated devotees, who instead of keeping in view

the common interests of all, seek only by all the means

of political morality—that is to say, immorality—to

make petty profits for those from whom they receive

their instructions. This diplomacy is a fossil from

long-gone ages of history, an anachronism which is as

1 [Aus vormardicher Zeit : before the Revolution of March,

1848, hence reactionary]
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much at home in these present times as an Indian
medicine man is in a modern hospital. As the medicine
man stands helplessly before the sufferer with his hocus-
pocus (notwithstanding that he may perhaps create the
appearance of being able to help him), so the diploma-
tists, as has again been proved, stand helplessly before
the dangerous malady of the nations, incapable of pre-
venting the outbreak of the fatal evil. This is un-
affected by the personal efficiency of many individuals
in diplomatic circles (belonging to foreign nations!);
it is a consequence of the system on which diplomacy
is based.

For hundreds of years now, from the Outline of Per-
petual Peace (1713), written by the Ahh6 de Saint
Pierre, down to Rousseau and Kant, and on to the volu-
minous modern literature of peace, an organisation of
modern States has been sought for, which would, in

effect, render superfluous the activity of diplomacy in
the former sense. When the possessions of the con-
tracting States are mutually guaranteed, when their
spheres of interest are apportioned by friendly agree-
ments, when their coniiiiercial relations are regulated
by treaties, and when international intercourse is

ordered in accordance with the march of progress, and
when any disputes that may arise are submitted to arbi-
tration—when mutual confidence takes the place of
former distrust, and on this sure basis military prepara-
tions are first brought to a standstill, and then gradu-
ally reduced in all nations alike—all points which in the
interests of all parties concerned are desirable and
attainable—then the old diplomacy may be peacefully
allowed to rest in the cabinet of curiosities, and in its

place a new diplomacy can be established, correspond-
ing to the needs of the time, a diplomacy which needs
no secret arts, no spies in uniform, no palace and back-
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stair-intrigfues, to fulfil its usefxil purposes. Then diplo-

matists will discharge almost the same functions as

those fulfilled to-day by the plenipotentiaries to the

Bundesrat in Berlin. In saying this, however, I desire

expressly to guard against any misunderstanding which

would be involved in the assumption that I consider

that the Covenant of Peace of Free Nations should in

any way be comparable with the political organisation

of the German Empire. This Covenant of Peace is to

be nothing more than a kind of union for an end, a

union whose end is the maintenance of peace and the

promotion of common interests, but without the

slightest sacrifice of sovereign rights.^

Common interests are already in existence to-day.

They are regulated by international agreements, and

protected by international Commissions. The circle of

common interests will automatically extend ever wider

under the logical compulsion of the development of

civilisation, of technical science, of the conquest of time

and space, in spite of the present world-war, and in

spite of those of limited vision who shriek themselves

hoarse in acclaiming Germany as the mistress of the

universe in the realms of intellect and of science, or

those who desire to repress Germany into an ante-

diluvian national State. The international relations

between the nations may be for a time interrupted by

the criminal shortsightedness of their leaders and rulers,

but they will again revive like the earth in spring-time

when the snow has melted and the storms of winter have

passed away.

The links which already exist to-day between the

nations, and which after peace will sooner or later be

strengthened anew by the might of facts, can only be

1 Sfco also Fried : Kurze Aufklarungen iiber Wesen und

Zid des Pazifismus (Berlin, 1914).
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extended in one direction ; the contracting Powers must
pledge themselves to the maintenance of peace and to

mutual respect for the independence and the posses-

sions of each other.

Is This a Utopia?

Is this impracticable f Is this a Utopia f

Bertha von Suttner once said :
" There are three

phases through which p' -y spiritual movement has to

pass ; in the first mei ** at it, in the second they

fight against it, in the . the reproach is hurled at it

that it is forcing an open door."

If anyone 400 years ago had said to the Italians of

the sixteenth century : "The day will come when there

will be a united Italian Fatherland, no longer Florence

nor Pisa, nor Genoa, nor Venice," they would have

scoffed at the speaker as a Utopian, or would probably

have shut him up in an asylum. If anyone had said

in the Middle Ages to those living in the fortresses or

cities of Germany that there would come a time in

which they would no longer possess the right to look

after their interests according to their own strength and

their own caprice, tiiey would with a shrug of the

shoulders have left the foolish visionary to his own
dreams. But if anyone had gone further and said that

not only Ihey, the lords of the castle and the town, but

even the lords of wide territories, of whole kingdoms,

would one day lose their right of declaring war, and

that only the whole German Empire would possess such

a right as against foreign countries, they would have

had doubts as to the sanity of the speaker, or, what is

even more probable, they would have chopped off his

head for high treason. What ! Were they one day to

lose the right of declaring war, the most important
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and the most eHential part of their sovereignty ? Would
they have to lay aside their darling plaything, their

soldiers, or place them under the command of a supreme

lord ? Impossible ! Such a thing could not possibly be.

Sovereignty without the right of arms does not exist.

And yet it has come to pass, and the world has not

perished in the process. And the small and the great

lords in Italy and Germany, and elsewhere are all still

in existence—except in so far as they h,«ive disappeared

for other reasons. And they lead a better and happier

existence than they did then, when they were obliged

to expend a large part of their income on their personal

security, and, notwithstanding this, were constantly

threatened by the presumptuous pride of evilly-disposed

neighbours. The community of peace in which they

have taken their place has afforded them greater security

and increased well-being, and what they have lost in

sovereign rights is abundantly outweighed by what

they have gained. The Utopia has become a common-
place and if the prophet who saw these things afar off

would then have been the object of mockery and con-

demnation, to-day the laudator temporis acti would

be regarded as a person of irresponsible judgment.

Countless instances of similar cases of development

may be found in history. It may, indeed, be said that

history is in reality nothing more than a continuous

chain of evidence that the impossibilities of yesterday

become the possibilities and the realities of to-day.

Why, then, should a Covenant of Peace, correspond-

ing to the interests nf all nations alike, he regarded as

an impossibility f If it was possible for the States

included in the present German confederation, after

l...ing oppcsed to each other in 1866 in an embittered

civil war, to conclude four years later " a perpetual

alliance in defence of their territory, and of the law in
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force within their frontiers, and for the promotion of

the well-being of the German people," why should it be
impossible to fashion a league of nations with much
more restricted ends, without any organisation between
the States, only with the external aim of preserving
peace ? Is such a league not reasonable ? Does it not
correspond to the vital interests of all the nations con-
cerned, of all in equal measure ? Is a league resting on
the immovable foundation of the need for peace, common
to all after so fearful a world-war, not infinitely more
tenable thau any organisation based on force? What
would be sacrificed by the signatories to a treaty
establishing such a covenant of peace? They would
lose merely the right to wage war amongst each other,

nothing more. They have truly allowed this right suffi-

cient exercise in the course of the present war, and
have become acquainted with its unspeakable conse-
quences. Has this right brought l^em, or any one of

them, any advantage whatever? Has it not brought
them all, conqueror apd conquered alike, to the verge
of ruin, and inflicted on them wounds which will not
be healed for generations to come ? What, then, do they
surrender in renouncing this right f They surrender the
possibility of ruining themselves and others—nothing
more.

And what do they gain in exchange? In the first

place, in return for the surrender of his right, each one
will receive a corresponding duty from the other parties.

Rights and duties are compensatory, and to this extent,

then, a balance is effected. But now comes the credit
side. Everyone will be secure from hostile attack. For
an unlimited time each nation will be able to allow full

play to its energies in trade and commerce, in art, litera-

ture, and science; it will be able to develop without
restriction and without opposition all the capacities
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given to it by nature ; in common with the allied States

it will be able fr^adually to reduce expenditure for mili-

tary purposes, which can no longer serve for attack and
is no longer needed for defence ; and it will be able to

apply the money so economised to education, the general

well-being, and to social purposes. A new tcorld would
arise within the old. Millions of pounds will gradually

be liberated each year for the struggle against poverty,

to ameliorate the condition of the working classes, to

dissemmate well-being and happiness on all sides ; and
thus by the creation of a general spirit of contentment,

European society would be assured against inner catas-

trophes.

It is impossible to describe the measure of the bless-

ings which such a league of nations would pour out on

all peoples. With material well-being, with the feeling

of security against a repetition of such fearful events

as this war has brought in its train, with the enormous
means which would be set free for the objects of culture

and social reform, a nightmare would simultaneously be

removed from the spirits of our European world of

culture. In every country a new day of spiritual life

would dawn. Hatred and revenge would disappear

from the hearts of men, and all nations, sharing in what
would now have become a true community of European
culture, recon led and made brothers, would go for-

ward to meet their future lot with pride in their eyes

and with gladness in their hearts.

I hear myself hailed as a Utopian, as a visionary.

Naturally; the Utopian of to-day is the realist of

to-morrow. There is nothing Utopian in my proposal,

which has the advantage that it is merely a revival and
an extension of Kantian ideas ; even then it was no
Utopia; to-day it is raore practicable than ever.

iitrn
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A treaty of peace xohich rejects every idea of annexa-
tion, of uecurity based on force! The fulfilment of this

condition will come about automatically, since the war
will remain indecisive, and in the most favourable issue

will lead only to the exchange of the objects pledged
on both sides ; each side will be glad if it can only get
hack its former possessions. Thank God that it is so;
for if a decisive victory of the one side or the other—but
especial ly of the one!—were conceivable, the victor
would certainly merely annex as much territory as
possible inside and outside Europe, crush his enemies
to the utmost extent from a military, political, and eco-
nomic point of view, and on the ruins of the other
States rear a hegemony based on force. Such a result

would inevitably contain the germs for constantly
renewed wars; such a treaty of peace would be con-
cluded with the stipulation "until later," and then-
Farewell, League of Nations! Adieu, Guarantee of

Peace

!

Fortunately, however, for the blessing of mankind
such a result cannot ensue. The straggle will end with
a non liquet. And what reason would not have dictated
to the great the power of circumstances will orce upon
them. It will be impossible for them—for any of them
—to dictate the conditions of peace, and thus the record
of the treaty will at least not place in the way of Euro-
pean peace obstacles on which it could not but stumble
straightway.

This result, however, is unfortunately, only a negative
one. If nothing more than this is attained, the whole
tale of tribulation will recur. Armaments and distrust,

distrust and armaments in a perpetual vicious circle

—

further exhaustion of the nations, already completely
anaemic, a renewal of diplomatic tricks and dodges, to

enable each to get by stealth as many fat scraps as

D D
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possible out of the great soup-dish of the world. There

will be new conflicting interests, new causes of friction,

and in the end new explosions, each worse than its

predecessor.

In the event of the victory of ore side, the policy of

force and oppression would lead to the new explosion.

In the event of the struggle being indecisive, the revival

of competing interests, the renewal of the competition

in armaments will result in a new state of tension and

new discharges.

The result will remain the same, unless one thing is

added. In addition to a renunciation of any new order

of things based on force, there must be a foedus paci-

ficum, a covenant of peace of free nations, honourably

and sincerely intended, and as the most important con-

sequence of this Covenant there must be a gradual

proportionate reduction in the strength of the existing

armies and navies so far as is compatible with an assur-

ance of the requisite security against those nations still

standing outside the Covenant of Peace. The more this

Covenant is externally extended and internally

strengthened, the more possible will it be to make

progress with the diminution of armaments, and to

take in hand the transformation of the standing armies

into militias. The development in this direction will

take place with logical necessity. Since the league will

correspond to the interests of all, without doing

violation in any way to the character of their sove-

reignty, since the sovereignty of each individual member

will remain absolutely unimpaired in its true and

essential content, and thus all the advantages of the

league of peace would be bought gratuitously by each,

it is logically inevitable that the league should become

more intimately knit together, that confidence in its

existence should constantly increase, and that the good
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example thus given should more and more evoke imita-

tion throughout the world.

The only right given u- oi; ..very "Me, the right to

wage war against others, ippcars 'm t!)' new organisa-

tion as a Right to comm f » tpv,^, an i cannot, there-

fore, be regarded as a true >fci.*., r'^'' +hus its loss cannot

be regarded as a true loss. Thus the league with every

year of its existence will become stronger internally

and more comprehensive externally. From a league of

four or five it will grow to be a league of six or seven,

and finally a multiple-entente, embracing the whole
civilised world. What the wise men have dreamed,

what the nations have constantly striven after, will

at last become the Truth—not at a stroke, but in the

consciously directed course of historical development,

and a new golden age, which has hitherto appeared to

us only as the dream of a distant past, will blossom

into reality in a future, which it may be hoped is not

far removed from us.

The pathway to this beneficent goal is neither new
nor difiBcult. If it has hitherto been possible to con-

clude such a league of peace between two or three

States, it must also be possible to do so between four

or five or more States. That the hitherto existing

alliances have only served the purpose of creating an

enormous war apparatus for common use is entirely due

to the fact that they were not sufficiently comprehen-

sive, and that the allied groups as collective communi-
ties were opposed to each other in a hostile, or, at least,

in a distrusting attitude. The moment this opposition

disappears and the groups as such become members of

a greater community, every ground for further military

preparations disappears, just as it has already ceased

to exist within the various groups.

D D 2
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If we assume that Germany and Austria, closely allied

with each other, had existed alone in the world without

having the Triple Entente or any other group of Powers

in opposition to them, further military preparations on

the part of these two empires would have been void of

purpose even from the military point of view, since

neither of the aUies had any reason to expect that she

would be attacked by the other. The same holds good

in the case of the Powers of the Triple Entente, if we
assume that Germany and Austria lad not been

opposed to them. Thus if all five Powers had been

united together in a league of peace, such as now exists

within the two groups, competition in armaments would

have been deprived of all reason and purpose, and in

the logic of things would have automatically ceased.

German principalities and kingdoms, so long as they

were not united to the "perpetual league" of the

German Empire, were obliged to be armed against each

other. With the creation of iie German Empire this

military preparation disappeared at a stroke, and now
only exists in so far as it is directed against the outside

world in the interests of the protection of the German
Empire and of its various constituent members. Italy

also has passed through the same development in

various stages in the course of its transition from the

sovereignty of the individual city-territories to the mort

comprehensive sovereignty of the individual kingdoms

and finally to the all-comprehensive kingdom of Italy

The same process can be traced in Switzerland and ii

the United States of America.

In this discussion it is irrelevant whether the alliance;

concluded might lead to a unified State, to a federatec

State, or only to a federation of States. It is equalb

irrelevant whether such an alliance remains at the stag(

represented by the loosest form of a union which woul(
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serve to prevent war. The central point, which we are
here discussing, is everywhere the saT^e : the exclusion

by treaty of every war between .he allied States.

Whether beyond this immedi*. e object the league should
fulfil a greater or smaller number of other objects as
well, or whether it will even develop into a imified State,

depends on innumerable factors, which vary according
to the various forms of the league, and which will thus
lead to different results. It is unnecessary here to
discuss these factors (community of speech, of race, of

historical development, of culture, &c.). Our idea of a
union in the service of peace represents a minimum,
which appears worthy of our endeavour, and appears
also attainable, even if all the other factors which
lead to a more intimate union may not be present.

This minimum is attainable, no matter how greatly the
various States associated in the union may differ in

race, language, development of culture, and historical

growth. For this minimum of an international union
all modern civilised rntions are ripe, no matter how
greatly they may diverge from each other in the char-

acter of their civilisation.

The more limited the aim and content of such a league
of peace, the more easy must it be to call it into being.
If it has been found possible to weld together sovereign
States into unified States, confederated States, and
federations of States, and if in this process they were
obliged to make a greater or less sacrifice of theiy

sovereign rights, it foUuws that it must be a much
easier matter to unite sovereign States into a union
created with a certain end, in which, apart from the
right to wage war against each other, they are not
required to make any surrender of their sovereign rights.

Quod erat demonstrandurn.
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In my opinion these are all practical considerations

which it may be hoped are not diminished in value

because they are firmly supported by logic. And let

no one again speak to me here of Utop-as and perpetual

peace, and so on. The question is not of perpetual

peace, since the idea of perpetuity is not applicable to

human things, but is a reservation of God himself.

Even the German Imperial Constitution, which is

designated as a perpetual alliance, will succumb

to the fate of human transitoriness. The question is

to create human institutions which as far as possible

will avoid human evils. The institution represents

the ideal postulate; human life furnishes the excepn

tions. It is no argument against the necessity or the

usefulness of a political constitution that a king may
indulge in a coup iVHat, or that the people may carry

out a revolution. It is no argument against the neces-

sity of a criminal code that crimes are committed. The
prevalence of immorality is no contradiction of the

moral law. Hygiene does not signify the abolition of

death; education does not imply the production of

saints and angels.

The Covenant of Peace between the nations, then, is

not intended to guarantee, and cannot guarantee, per-

petual peace; it should, and can, prevent wars a« jar

as possible, and it will exercise this effect because

abstinence from war corresponds, not only to a moral

requirement, but also to the true vital interests of the

nations.

The Coercive Force ?

This at once disposes of the usual question as to the

coercive force which is to bind the league together. This

coercive force is, in the first place, duty, and in the

second place, interest. What is the coercive force which
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keeps the German Empire together? Who could prevent

Prussia from overrunning Bavaria and putting it in her

pocket? Could the other States in the federation, in

union with Bavaria, by any chance prevent her from

doing so ? What these States could accomplish against

Prussia was seen in 1866, when Prussia, moreover, had

to fight against Austria, her present ally, as well. If,

therefore, the King of Prussia observes the Treaty of

German Federation, he does so, not because he is con-

strained by any force, but because his duty and his

interest demand that he should do so. On the same

grounds all treaties between States or nations, howso-

ever wide or restricted be their subject-matter, are

observed so long as duty and interest alike demand that

they should be respected—interest, not, indeed, in the

base sense of a momentary gain, but in the higher sense

of a permanent advantage, such as can spring only from

respect for Right and Morality. Who could prevent the

strong and prosperous cantons of German Switzerland

from falling upon and annexing the weaker Italian

cantons, which, further, belong to another com-

munity in race and speech, and therefore, in the

" nationalist " view, are inferior, and therefore destined

to subjection? No physical force would stand in the

way of such an undertaking ; nevertheless, only a mad-

man would entertain such an idea, since reason, duty,

and interest impose on the Swiss people the necessity

of remaining true to their Treaty of Federation. Why

are commercial, customs, and shipping treaties ob-

served, even in those cases in which they run counter

to the interests of one of the contracting parties ? Why

does not the stronger party denounce a treaty which is

unfavourable to him instead of waiting till it expires

or is terminated? Because the duty of fidelity to

engagements demands it, and because even a tranBitory
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loss would not outweigh the greater disadvantage
involved in the fact that no one would ever again
conclude a treaty with one who had not observed his
engagements. Such examples could be multiplied inde-
finitely. Analogous cases are further to be found, not
only in the external, but also in the internal life of a
State. If a private citizen gains his case against the
authorities in an administrative action, what physical
force compels the authorities to submit to the unfavour-
able verdict? There is none. The authorities alone
possess the physical force, but the moral power of the
verdict, and the higher interest of the State, the interest
of a State based on law, compel acquiescence in the
judgment.

Exactly the same will hold in the case of the obliga-
tions imposed on its members by the League of Peace.
Duty and interest will impose on the members the neces-
sity of observing their obligations, and if, notwithstand-
ing, these should be violated, the close relations existing
between modern States will offer innumerable means
whereby without having recourse to bloodshed the
treaty-breaker may be recalled to a sense of his duties.
Among such methods we may note the discontinuance
of commercial relations, boycott of wares, exclusion
from the existing international organisations ; stoppage
of post-office, railway, and financial intercourse, &c.
All these means will not, however, be necessary ; for the
interest of continuing to be a member of the league and
of enjoying its advantages, and, on the other hand, the
dread of the public stigma, which would make it im-
possible for the breaker of the peace to have ever
again any other relation of alliance, will prevent even
the most powerful member of the league from frivolously
acting contrary to his duties as a member.
The justice of this view is proved by what has actually
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happened in the case of awards of arbitration. Of the

212 decisions in the course of the nineteenth century,

not one remained unobserved, although there was no

compulsion making it necessary to submit to these

awards, and although many of these decisions were only

accepted with disapprooation by the public opinion of

the country concerned.* On no occasion has a State

opposed an arbitration award and refured to give effect

to it. Here, again, the moving considerations have been

the duty of submitting to the decision which had been

voluntarily sought, and the interest of accepting an

unfavourable award rather than risking a war, and being

revealed to the world as a breaker of one's word.

So also the Covenant of Peace of Free Nations which,

after the horrors of this war, is intended to guarantee

a true and enduring peace and not merely a cessation

of hostilities, will rest securely and immovably on the

mutual confidence of the contracting nations, on the

holiness of the pledged word, and on the common

interest which has welded the league together.

WHAT WILL PEACE BRING US?

7s such a large-hearted peace policy to be expected

of Germany? Is it possible, having regard to the

internal conditions of Prussia and Germany? In my
view it is not. So long as Prussia continues to live

under the most reactionary constitution which is to be

found in any civilised country in the world, so long as

a laborious, patient, and intelligent people still con-

tinues to be ruled as it has been for centuries by reac-

tionaries. Junkers, soldiers, and priests, who find their

profit, not in peaceful development, but in military

adventures, so long will it be impossible to think of a

1 Fried. Vol. 1, p. 158.
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sincere and upright peace policy on the part of Prussian

Germany. A family of soldiers, like the Hohenzollems,

u

whose rise was due to their military efficiency, will be

convinced only by a strong counterpoise in the people

that the age of military conquests is past, and that to-day

it is only in the peaceful competition of the nations that

laurels are to be gained. As is known, this counter-

poise in the people does not exist. The absolutism

which dominates in Prussia, which is only imperfectly

masked by an outworn constitution—a constitution

without even a lawful origin, having merely been granted

to the people—this Prussian absolutism extends its

influence even to the German Empire, notwithstanding

the democratic imperial electoral law and the presence

of confederated States which are governed on demo-

cratic principles. The preponderance of Prussia in the

Government of the Empire and in the Bundesrat, the

fact that the offices of the Imperial Chancellor and the

President of the Prussian Ministry are held by one

person, the exclusive military power of the Prussian

King in his capacity of German Emperor, and, above

all, his right to declare war and conclude peace in the

name of the Empire—in certain circumstances even with-

out the consent of the Bundesrat—all these facts operate

in such a way as to make the German Empire in reality

only a branch-ettablishment of the Prussian Kingdom.^

* Amongst the ininiinum demands to be insisted on in the

domain of constitutional law must be included the amendment
of Article 11 of the Imperial constitution. In future it must
be made impossible for the fate of the German people to

rest on the resolutions of one individual man. Even the

concurrence of Ihe Bundesrat in a declaration of war is

insufficient to guarantee a people, who are of full age,

against a repetition of catastrophes such as we are now
experiencing in horror. Even to-day it has not become

I i'^
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All the defects and the faults inherent in the Prussian

ccnstituticn exert their influence, like contagious dis-

eases, on the body politic of the Empire. The privi-

leges of the governing social classes, which from time

immemorial have skimmed the cream from the milk

in Prussip, have been extended to the German Empire.

Here, also, the nobility is dcninant in the military and

official world ; or if the rrown of nobility is wanting, its

place is taken by those of trustworthy conservative

views. The agrarian classes from the provinces east of

the Elbe have left their imprint on the laws of Germany

dealing with agriculture and taxation, and have most

ruthlessly made them subservient to their interests at

the cost of the other classes of the population. The

Prussian land-councillors, whose influence before 1870

was dominant only in Prussia, have pressed over the

Elbe, the Weser, and the Rhein as far as the Vosges,

and Herr von KoUer and Herr von Dallwitz' have been

called to impart true Prussian discipline and efficiency

of tho'ight to the inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine. The

ChanceL r shows towards the resolutions of the Reichs-

tag the same sovereign indifference which Presidents of

the Prussian Council, in accordance with an ancient

tradition, have always hown towards Parliamentary

resolutions—although they have had no reason what-

publicly known whether the Bundesrat was consulted with

regard to the declaration of war against Russia and

France. Reasoning from the false assumption that an attack

on the territory of the Union had been committed, the consent

of the Bundesrat would not have been in any way required.

Nevertheless in future it will and must be arranged that war

will be declared in the name of the Empire only by an Imperial

law, that is to say, by concurrent resolutions of the Reichstag and

of the Bundesrat.
1 [E. M. von Roller, a native of Pommem, Staatssecretar

for Alsace-Lorraine 1901-8; Johann von Dallwitz, bom in

Brealau, became Minister of the Interior in 1910.1
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ever to complain of Parliamentary resolutions in

Prussia, at least since the time of the conflict ; here, also,

the Chancellor means to be nothing more than the
faithful servant of his lord.

Thus, then, there is Absolutism in both cases—in

Germany, Absolutism ashamed; in Prussia, unashamed.
There is only this difference, that Prussian absolutism,
with its complaisant majority, achieves evil according to
its arbitrary will, whereas German absolutism, face to
face with a majority of a different character, is obliged
in most cases to restrict itself to preventing the good.
Equal rights of religious confessions is in Prussia and

in Germany alike, merely a provision on paper, which
is daily violated

!

Ministerial responsibility in Prussia has not yet been
introduced, notwithstanding solemn promises for sixty-
four years ; in Geru • it has not even been promised !

The Prussian eiecv^ral law is still unaltered, notwith-
standing a solemn promise in a speech from the throne

;

and no effective alteration can be hoped for, if we are
to judge from the most recent utterances of conservative
party-leaders and ministers ! On the other hand there is

the imperial electoral law, which is already undemocra-
tised by an atrociously unjust arrangement of consti-
tuencies, and which is constantly in danpor of being
assimilated to the Prussian law, so that in this respect
also Prussia and Germany may, as far as possible,
pursue the same paths !

It is superfluous and impossible to enumerate here
all the points in which Prussia is behind the times ; they
are only too well known to all the world. The only
question which is of interest to us in this connection is

whether a State which is still politically in a primitive
condition is capable of grasping great aims, which
extend far beyond its black and white frontier posts,

% ,

','i
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and are designed to bestow a blessing on the whole of

civilised humanity, and whether its leaders will be

prepared unerringly to pursue sucii aims as may be

recognised as true, in opposition to all the internal

resistance of the governing classes and cliques.

These aims could have been attained before now

without the policy of the mailed fist, without the

insanity of military preparations, and without the out-

break of the present world-catastrophe. They could

have been attained by a radical change in those views

which have hitherto controlled Prussian-German policy.

The German Government had only to grasp the hand

so often offered by England—from the first Hague Con-

ference down to the last proposals of Grey at the end

of July, 1914—and all that we are to-day hoping, long-

ing, and striving for would have been gained before now

without shedding a drop of blood, without kindling a

spark of fire, without spreading death and destruction.

Europe would have stood ir unity to-tlay, prosperous,

wealthy, and happy, with a brilliant present, a still

more brilliant future, if it had only pleased the German

Chancellor to listen to the English Minister's exhorta-

tions to peace, and to consider that the proposed

alliance of peace at least merited a trial.

Thir alliance of peace which was proposed by Grey

was the embryo out of which the Kantian League in

the service of peace would have issued, without the pains

and the dangers of travail, in the normal course of

development.

It was not to be so. The itch for world-power had

seized our leaders and governors; the aims of their

ambition—which were at the same time the aims of our

privileged classes, since they held out to these classes a

prospect that their privileges, endangered through the

rise of new national forces, would be maintained intact
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—these aims could only be achieved by force, and on this

" rocher de bronze " ail the barks of peace were bound
to encounter hopeless shipwreck.

Those, however, who by cheir lack of comprehension

or their evil will, by their nrndness or their criminahty,

prevented the work of peace before the outbreak of this

war must take care, after the fearful storm is overpast,

that they do not deny the sunshine of a lasting peace

to the nations panting for rest and happiness. Let

him who bears the responsibility of having provoked
this war, let him who has committed a crime for which

no punishment on earth or in heaven offers sufficient

reparation, be warned against taking upon his head the

further curse of having denied unhappy nations the

blessings of an enduring peace—a peace which, no
matter who is victorious or defeated, can never be built

on force, but only on the free will of free peoples.

The man who treads this pathway to an enduring

peace cannot recall the past, but he can at least make
the uni'ading palm of peace spring from the blood-

drenched fields ; he will not free himself from his guilt,

but many will think in extenuation of his offence that

he at least showed himself to be a " part of that force

which aye wills evil, but brings forth the good."

'

Shoui.d it Happen Otherwise.

Should, however, it happen otherwise, liliould those

who counsel the German Emperor again fail, should the

hopes and expectations of the nation once more be
deceived and the reaction within bepin anew, perhaps

stronger than ever—and of this there are already many
indications—should per without once more be suf>-

ported on cannons and ...dyonets, then—we miiy safely

say—as Bebel prophesied, the great general march will

» [Go&xho—Fauat.]
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be followed by the great crash, then the death-knell teill

have Btruck, not for the Government alone, but al$o

for the monarchy.

" Destruction and blood have ne'er blcs.«Ml a nation !

The curse of the down-trodden vanquisiied—appalling

—

Will rest on the victor, exalted in .station,

Hi8 forehca I a(l()rne<l with the gretii laurel wreatli.

Hut the strong arm of vengean<( is not swift in falling.

To smite and doistroy the n'isfiiiided mortal ;

She waits long and watches, anil htands at his portal

And appears to his eyes as he wrestles with death." *

The nations have long seen the horrible thing drawing

near, they have long urfrently warned the mighty ones

of the earth against the c.-»me of a European wr*- of the

nutions, which, for those guilty of the outrt •
. ust

necessarily bring in its train the punishment of ae:....uc-

tion. This warning was nowhere uttered so insistently

and so passionately as in the great peace manifesto of

the International Party, adopted at Basel on November

25th, 1912, in which it is stated :

—

" The great nations of Europe are constantly on

the point of being urged against each other, while

it is impossible to advance the slightest pretext of

national interests in justification of these attacks

against humanity and reason.

" The Balkan crisis, which has already produced

such a terrible tale of horror, would, if extended

still further, constitute the gravest danger for

* [" Kein Volk noch begliJckten

Blut und Pliind'rung 1 der Fluch fallt entsetzlich

Auf den machtigen, lorbeergeschmuckten
Sieger von dem Besiegten zurQck !

Wohl ercrreift den Bethorten nioht plotzUch

Eh'men Annes die ewige Rache,
Doch sie wartet, sie folgt, pie halt Wache,
Sie triit ernst vor des Sterbeuden Bhck."]

m'
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civilisation and for the proletariate. It would also
be the greatest crime in history in view of the
glaring contrast between the magnitude of the
catastrophe and the insignificance of the interests
involved.

"The Congress therefore notes with satisfaction
the complete unanimity of the Socialist Party and
of the working classes of all countries in conducting
War agaiiist War. ... A war between the three
great leading civilised nations on account of the
dispute about a harbour between Serbia and
Austria would be an act of criminal madness. . . .

The Governments should not forget that in the pre-
sent condition of Europe, and in view of the attitude
of the working classes, they cannot, without danger
to themselves, embark on a war. ... It would be
madness if Governments should fail to realise that
the mere thought of the enormity of a world-tear
must in itself arouse the horror and the indigna-
tion of the working classes. The proletariate feel
it as a crime to shoot against each other in the
interests of the profits of capitalists, the ambition
of dynasties, and for the greater honour of diplo-
matic secret treaties.

" If the governing powers cut oft the possibility
of normal continued development, and thereby
incite the proletariate to desperate measures, they
would themselves have to bear the whole responsi-
bility for the consequences of the crisis provoked
by them."

The speeches delivered to the assembled multitude in
the venerable minster at Basel by the representatives
of the working classes of all countries, Germany,
Austria, England, France, with Jaures at their head.
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were in agreement with the spirit of this manifesto. It
was not merely socialist leaders, but also strictly ortho-
dox preachers, and 5wiss Government officials, who
uttered earnest words of warning against the folly of a
European war, against this inexpiable crime agamst
humanity. It was urged that no treaty of aUiance could
oblige Germany to shed even a drop of German blood
for the foolish and ambitious policy of certaip Austrian
cliques. All the consequences would recoil on the heads
of those guilty of engineering a butchery such as the
world had never seen. Jaures clearly prophesied that
the more terrible the European war, the greater and
more terrible would be the revolution which would
ensue.

The Twilight of the Gods.

And now that has come to pass against which
the representatives of the people of all countries raised
such insistent warnings. Then the warnmg could still
achieve success; to-day, however, it must fail because
their tongues are paralysed, their hands are bound, their
footsteps are hampered. It is not because of a squabble
between Austria and Serbia about a harbour, but
because of other trifles, which are far more petty in
character, that twenty million men in the flower of their
age are to-day rending each other's flesh. It is because
of a misunderstanding, a question of legal interpreta-
tion, which could have been solved by half an hour's
consultation between experts. Had we not experienced
all this, it would have been regarded as the insane
product of a brain in the last stages of advanced para-
lysis. Whether it was ^o be an enquite judidaire or
poUcicre, whether the Austrians should be allowed to
collaborate in Serbia in judicial or police investigation
—these and simUar world-shaking questions—according

E B I
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to the assertion of the guilty parties themselves—for they
do not yet acknowledge their secret intentions to make
war—it is such " vital " questions as these which have
enabled death to reap her harvest to-day and to pile up
mountains and mountains of bodies. Confronted with
such a situation, even the most placid of our " contem-
poraries " cannot fail to become revolutionary. Even a
Philistine must say that a political or social organisation
which leads to such results is ripe for destruction. Even
his love for the governing powers must be transformed
into hatred; even in his atmosphere Herwegh's words
of a " Living Man " must penetrate :

—

" Love cannot help us ! Thrust behind
Love's vision of salvation !

Hatred ! Break thou these chains that bind
;

Judge, and speak forth damnation !

And if proud tyrants still hold sway,
We'll hurl them to disaster.

Love long enough has had her day
;

New, Hatred, be our master."^

From the International of Labour there was bound to

arise, and there must now arise, the International of

hatred, hatred against imperialism and the doctrine of

blood, hatred against the policy of blood and con-
quest. The voices of the people are still paralysed and
suppressed, the sparks are still glowing under the ashes,

* [" Die Liebe kann uns helfen nicht.
Die Liebe nicht erretten

;

Halt Du, O Haas, Dein jiingst Gericht,
Brieli Du, O Hass, die Ketten !

Und wo es noch Tyrannen gibt,

Die lasat uns keck erfnssen
;

VVir haben lang genug geliebt

Und woUen endlich hausen."]
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but the tongues will be released, the flames wUl leap up,
and the corrupt building of our present-day State will
perish in fire, like so many other glorious works of man
which have been less deserving of a fiery destruction.
The blessing wiU come, not, however, from above, but
from below, and there will pass into fulfilment Bebel's
prophetic word, the swan song which he uttered shortly
before his death :

" They will reap what they have sown,
the twilight of the gods of the civil world ia breaking."
Once before in the history of mankind deliverance came
from the depths of the people in Jesus of Nazareth, the
Carpenter's Son, the Preacher of Love and of Compas-
sion in a time of bloody conquest and oppression, the
protector of all the weary and heavy laden, the eat
revolutionary o/ feace ; to-day He also would have ato >d
in the ranks of those fighting for peace, and would have
turned away with sorrow and indignation from those
who call themselves by His name and yet so contemptu-
ously despise all His commands.

If the prophecy of Bebel has not yet been reaUsed
to-day, will it be realised to-morrow? It will the
more certainly be realised the more our leaders

continue to pursue, after the war is over,
the criminal blindness which has misled them to this
war. I'adical repentance within, organised assurance
of peace without, these are the means which perhaps
may even yet postpone the day of vengeance and of
retaliation. But as matters are with us in Germany
it is impossible to imagine such a repentance or such a
change. The system which has led to the war, the con-
sequences of which were prophesied, not only by repre-
sentatives of the labouring classes, but also by many
men of penetrating vision from other social ranks—this

E E 2
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system wUl be pursued with increased energy, and will
not end until the people utters its word of might

Then, indeed, and only then, will an enduring condition
of peace be assured among the nations, as the presup-
position of which the sage of Konigsberg stated a hun-
dred and twenty years ago that the civil constitution
in each State must be republican. For him the institu-

tion of a monarchy was necessarily and inevitably con-
nected with the danger of ever-renewed unholy warfare.
The grounds for this thought hold to-day with undimin-
ished force :

—

" Now the republican constitution, apart from the
soundness of its origin, since it arose from the pure
source of the concept of right, has also the prospect of
attaining the desired result, namely, perpetual peace.
And the reason is this. If, as must be so under this
constitution, the consent of the subjects is required to
determme whether there shall be war or not, nothing is

more natural than that they should weigh the matter
well before undertaking such a bad business. For in
decreeing war they would of necessity be resolving to
bring down the miseries of war upon their country. This
implies : they must fight themselves ; they must hand
over the costs of the war out of their own property;
they must do their poor best to make good the devasta-
tion which it leaves behind ; and finally, as a crowning
ill, they have to accept a burden oi debt which will
embitter even peace itself, and which they can never
pay oft on account of the new wars which are always
impending. On the other hand, m a Government where
the subject is not a citizen holding a vote (i.e., m a
constitution which is not republican), the plunging into
war is the least serious thing in the world. For the ruler
is not a citizen, but the owner of the state, and doea not

^l^^i^-
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lose a whit hy the war, while he goes on enjoying the
delights of his table or sport, or of his pleasure pdacet
and gala days. He can, therefore, decide on war for the
most trifling reasons, as if it were a kind of pleasure
party. Any justification of it that is necessary for the
sake of decency he can leave without concern to the
diplomatic corps, who are always only too ready xvith

their services.*'

So said Kant. . . .

Was he ri£»ht ? It is for the German people to decide.

But if he was right, what follows?
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EPILOGUE.
"They w'10 do not feel the darknew will

never look or the light."—BncKLi.

The man who wrote this book is a German.
He is not a Frenchman, a Russian, or an Englishman.

He is a German who is uncorrupted and incorruptible

;

who is not bou<,'ht, and is not for sale.

A German who loves his Fatherland like anyone else,
but, just because he loves it, wrote this book.
Born on German soil, trained in German culture,

German in his ancestry, his speech and his thought, he
knows all the virtues of the German people, but he
knows also their failings and their weaknesses. In the
German people, as everywhere, virtues produce weak-
nesses. From the virtue of fidelity there springs the
blind confidence which does not inquire whether the good
faith of the nation has been deceived, and from the
virtue of attachment there springs the unconditional
adherence which does not ask whether the path pointed
out leads to guilt and destruction.

The confidence of the German people has been basely
abused by its leaders and rulers. Their eyes, which once
saw so clearly, have been wrapped in the gloom of
ignorance. Her citizens who loved peace have been
transformed into combatants full of hatred and ven-
geance

;
the representatives of high culture and of intelli-

gence have been changed into blind and benighted wor-
shippers of success ; men whose vision comprehended the
universe have become narrow-hearted, clinging to the
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soil of their country ; the lights of art and of science have

been replaced by " the spirits of the barrack-yard

tricked out in academic freedom."

The German people has been corrupted and blinded

that it might be driven into a war which it has never

foreseen, never intended, and never desired. In order

that it might be liberated, it has been put in chains.

It was to break this charm, to liberate the people from

its " liberators," to fight against falsehood, that I wrote

this book of Truth.

From the populo male informato I appeal to the

populum melius informandum.

A true son of Germania, I see my blinded Mother
tottering to the abyss ; I leap forward to save her from

the fatal plunge.

• •••••
May truth still be spoken in the Germany of to-day?

Or have things already advanced so far that it is counted

moral to utter falsehood, but immoral to speak the

truth ? Does the good old song, which we used to sing

to the sound of the rapier, no longer hold :

" A pitiable ^Tetch is he
Who knows the truth and yet can silent be." ^

Has this ancient glory for ever departed ? Should it

now read

:

" A pitiable wretch is he
Who knows what's false and cannot silent be." *

Do you dispute what I have declared to be the truth ?

First let me speak, and then disprove what I say. If

you can do so, so much the better for you ! But bear

' [Wer die Wahrheit kennet und saget sie nicht,
Der ist fiirwahr ein erbarrclicher Wicht.]

* [Wsr die Liige kennt und verheimlicht sie nicht,
Der ist fiirwahr ein erbarmlicher Wicht.] I

I
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this well in mind: the spoken w„rd is sometimes dan-
germis; more dangerous at all times is the suppressed

Your security within?^ Must the peace within endure
until It becomes the peace of a churchyard ? " Not now

later," you exclaim. "Precisely now-only now," I
tell you. What is later but a word, an unavailing word
IS now an act, an act of salvation. Hundreds of
thousands could be saved from death, the German people
could be saved from destruction-even now, even at
this very moment- if Truth could but force her way into

Ti r"!^'.
''^''P'^' '°' ^""^^ "^''"''^ "'*"« « P«««^. but

halsehood IS an advance on the path that leads to
destruction.

You say that the Truth helps our enemies ? You great
children, who shut your eyes to escape danger. Longago the enemy knew the truth; there is no one in thewhole world who does not know it. It is everybody's
secret.

j^^^iy a

But you, Germany, you incorrigible, trusting dreamer,you alone still slumber, you alone continue to sleep, in
all your unrighteousness, the sleep of the righteous It
IS long since the sun rose and spread her beams. But

closeri n ' 'V"""
'*"^""^ "' y^""- "'g^*' behind theclosed shutters of your citadel.^ ... How long mustIruth stand outside begging and shivering before the

while within Falsehood sits at the garish table? Openhe doors! Long enough has Truth been waiting. It
IS time to admit her, and to prepare for her the place

' [Burgfrieden. See footnotejp. 108.1
* [Burgfrieden.]

i
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of honour. In admitting such a guest, you Avould
honour yourself.

Make peace without, and within you will not need
peace. Open the doors to the free word, to the light

that it may illumine your darkness, to the air that it

may blow away the unclean vapours ! You are choking
within. Throw open the doors

!

Do you believe that the sun would not rise if you were
to wall up your windows ? Do you believe that the day-
star would not shine because your bat's eyes cannot
endure its radiance ? Be sure that Truth, in spite of all

obstacles, will penetrate into your closed dwellings,

through chinks and crevices, like motes of dust ; she will

force her way into the house by the chimneys or the
keyholes ; she will gnaw the floor from under your feet

;

she will strike away the roof from over your head. Open
and let her in; thus at least your house will be saved.

If, however, you do not hear, if you will not hear

—

even now—your house will fall, and you will be buried
under the ruins. For I tell you that if Germany con-
tinues to gain ''victories" such as she has attained up
till now, her victories will lead to her death. . . .

To prevent this I wrote my book, a book of enlighten-
ment for the German people.

History, which weighs guilt and innocence in its iron
scales, will, I am firmly convinced, confirm the judg-
ment which, with pain and shame, I as a German have
been compelled to pass on Germans, in honour of truth
and for the well-being of the German people. History
also with letters of flame will inscribe the verdict

:

weighed in the balance and found wanting.
So I finish my book as I began it, with a clean con-

science, with the sure feeling of having done a good
work, and, if justice is done, of having deserved the
thanks of my country.

ill

R ill
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APPENDICES.

I.

Speech Delivered by the Chancellor, Dr. von
Bethmann-Hollweo, in the Sitting of the
German Reichstag, on August 4th, 1914.'

A stupendous fate is breaking over Europe. For
forty-four years, since the time we fought for and won
the German Empire and our position in the world, we
have lived in peace and have protected the peace of
Europe. In the works of peace we have become strong
and powerful, and have thus aroused the envy of others.
With patience we have faced the fact that, under the
pretence that Germany was desirous of war, enmity has
been awakened against us in the East and the West,
and chains have been fashioned for us. The wind then
sown has brought forth the whirlwind which has now
broken loose. We wished to continue our work of
peace, and, like a silent vow, the feeling that animated
everyone from the Emperor down to the voungest soldier
was this: Only in defence of a just cause shall our
sword fly from its scabbard.
The day has now come when we must draw it, against

our wish, and in spite of our sincere endeavours. Russia
has set fire to the building. We are at war with Russia
and France—a war that has been forced upon us.
Gentlemen, a number of documents, composed during

the pressure of these last eventful days, is before you.
> [As translated in Collocted Diplomatic Doci'ments.J
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Allow me to emphasise the facts that determine our

attitude.

From the first moment of the Austro-Serbian conflict

we declared that this question must be limited to

Austria-Hungary and Serbia, and we worked with this

end in view. All Governments, especially that of Great

Britain, took the same attitude. Russia alone asserted

that she had to be heard in the settlement of this

matter.

Thus the danger of a European crisis raised its

threatening head.

As soon as the first definite information regarding the

military preparations in Russia reached us we declared

at Petrograd in a friendly but emphatic manner that

military measures against Austria would find us on the

side of our ally, and that military preparations against

ourselves would oblige us to take counter-measures

;

but that mobilisation would come very near to actual

v.'ar.

Russia assured us in the most solemn manner of her

desire for peace, and declared that she was making no

military preparations against us.

In the meantime. Great Britain, warmly supported by
us, tried to mediate between Vienna and Petrograd.

On July 28th the Emperor telegraphed to th.' Tsar

asking him to take into consideration the fact that it

was both the duty and the right of Austria-Hungary to

defend herself against the pan-Serb agitation, which

threatened to undermine b • xistence. The Emperor
drew the Tsar's attention to the solidarity of the

interests of all monarchs in lace of the murder of Sera-

jevo. He asked for the latter's personal assistance in

smoothing over the ditiiculties existing between Vienna

and Petrograd. A.bou* the sanie time, and before receipt

of this telegram, the Tsar asked the Emperor to come to

P
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his aid and to induce \ .ennn to moderate her demands.
The Emperor accepted the role of medi/itor.
But scarcely had active steps on these ines begun

when Russia mobilised ,11 hf .• forces directed against
Austria, while Austria j I m- ry had mr oilised only
those of her corps whir), ^er directed agaiiist Serbia,
lo the north she had rK,in.,t,j onlv two of her corp-?
far from the Russian .ntier The Emperor immedi-
ately mformed the Ts< r tlu/ Un. muMlisation of Rus-
sian forces ntroinst Ausfua r , !ered the role of media-
tor, vhich he had ac; -pted it the Tsar's request
difficult, if not impossible.

In spite uf this we continued our task of mediation
at Vien;.

. and carried it to the utmost ;,oint which wa*
compatible with our position as an y.
Meanwhile Russia of her owt, ,m, cord --new he-

assurances that she was making n( military preparation,
agamst us.

We come now to ,T ily 81st. Tk.- de/ isi< n was u-. b,
taken at Vienna. Through our repres. u at.ons u had
already obtained the resumption ..f direct onvers ons
between Vienna and Petrograd, after they ,md be. n for
some time interrupted. But before t ,e finHJ decision
was taken at Vienna, the news anive. that Russia had
mobilised her entire forces, and thai lu < Mobilisation
was ihe fore directed against u^ also. T}:, Russian
fiovernment, who knew from our repeated sraements
what mobilisation on our frontiers im-ant, did n. r notify
us of this mobilisation, nor did lev even - er any
explanation. It was not until thr afternoon ..f uly 81st
that the Emperor received a telegram from th^ Tsar n
which he guaranteed that h s armv would n- assume
a provocative attitude towards us. Rut mobi!. -ation on
our frontiers had been in full swing since tl ig! ^

July30th-3/^
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While we e ri,edifttmg at Vieni.a in compliance
with Ui.ssia" -f-qucst. R issia'^ rctn wen appearing all

along our exiendeil n.l aln - ntirely open frontier,

and France, tliough > !";d ot actually mobilising, was
admittedly making n ufary

i
ep^ rations. V hat was

our position? .or tla shIc? o) tht i>eace of Lurope wt
hud, up ' .: iL n. ('plibt •

y

a single servis VV. we
pntuife uiit ! th !!atic>.i^ t?

luom t for tliiir I tack - *

to sm p»

P SSla

>tiU

I lie

f

to exfiiH*' G<"iaaii

31st Wu ailed "ip

raeasurt whit h >u\

Tiie Imi ri

instructs

cast our ian<

fon.-- ler i, a vit

Th 'niperii. xiiih 'm>

tions. e hav not yet

our d( lani r ai-n obi

•his (• K loi v nci

still ai mitted ,

Tl,' :efore, the t

the i iiiperor wa-

A -' 1st .5 p. a,

V lae san ini--

Ic ^' !C' uld
ifthe h«

!ssn-«,e an V» «r

w
' Oi

hav>

aUing up
ufther in

1 chose the

en a rrime

re, or July

th nly

of J »pe.

igts.d watt iiso

v'ermient th, in

we s juld have to

Kriegazustand) existed.

n is executed these mstruc-

imt vhat Ku.tsia answered to

tion. Telegraphic reports on
led » ••'-en though the wires

'•irtimi- information.

:ig intifs sine* expired.

«<»biiise our forces or

'efuH.

!'

lut h

•d to

hh to m»»ce certain wha* atti-

issum< To )ur dirt -t question,

emain neutral m the event of a

J ince replied that si . \/ould do
^'^1

! I atero' a-manded. That was an evasion, if

no! ifusal.

In spiu of this -- coiipero ordered that the French
frnntier was to be inc^sdi* <nally respected. This order,

wi h one single exception, was strictly obeyed. France,

who mobilised at the same time as we did, assured us

^gal
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that she would respect a zone of 10 kilometres on the

frontier. What really happened ? Aviators dropped
bombs, and cavalry patrols and French infantry detach-

ments appeared on the territory of the Empire ! Though
war had not been declared, France thus broke the peace

and actually attacked us.

Regarding the one exception on our side which I

mentioned, the Chief uf ilie General Staff reports as

follows :

—

"Only one of the French complaints about the cross-

ing of the frontier from our side is justified. Against

express orders, a patrol of the 14th Army Corps, appa-

rently led by an officer, crossed the frontier on August
2nd. They seem to have been shot down, only one man
having returned. But long before this isolated instance

of crossing the frontier had occurred, French aviators

had penetrated into Southern Germany and had thrown
bombs on our railway lines. French troops had
attacked our frontier guards on the Schlucht Pass. Our
troops, in accordance with their orders, have remained
strictly on the defensive." This is the report of the

General Staff.

Gentlemen, we are now in a state of necessity {Not-

wehr), and necessity (Not) knows no law. Our troops

have occupied Luxemburg and perhaps have already

entered Belgian territory.

Gentlemen, that is a breach of international law. It

is true that the French Government declared at Brussels

that France would respect Belgian neutrality as long as

her adversary respected it. We knew, however, that

France stood ready for an invasion. France could wait,

we could not. A French attack on our flank on the

lower Rhine might have been disastrous. Thus we were
forced to ignore the rightful protests of the Govern-

ments of Luxemburg and Belgium. The wrong—I speak
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openly—the wrong we thereby commit we will try to
make good as soon as our military aims have been
attained.

He who is menaced as we are and is fighting for his
highest possession can only consider how he is to hack
his way through (durchhauen).

Gentlemen, we stand shoulder to shoulder with
Austria-Hungary

.

As for Great Britain's attitude, the statements made
by Sir Edward Grey in the House of Commons yester-
day show the standpoint assumed by the British
Government. We have informed the British Govern-
ment that, as long as Great Britain remains neutral,
our fleet will not attack the northern coast of France,
and that we will not violate the territorial integrity and
independence of Belgium. These assurances I now
repeat before the world, and I m; add that, as long as
Great Britain remains neutral, we would also be willing,

upon reciprocity being assured, to take no warlike
measures against French commercial shipping.
Gentlemen, so much for the facts. I repeat the words

of the Emperor :
" With a clear conscience we enter the

lists." We are fighting for the fruits of our works of
peace, for the inheritance of a great past and for our
future. The fifty years are not yet past durmg which
Count Moltke said we should have to remain armed to
defend the inheritance that we won in 1870. Now the
great hour of trial has struck for our people. But with
clear confidence we go forward to meet it. Our army is

in the field, our navy is ready for battle—behmd them
stands the entire German nation—the enture German
nation united to the last man.
Gentlemen, you know your duty and all that it means.

The proposed laws need no further explanation. I ask
you to pass them quickly.
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Speech Delivered by the Chancellor, Dr. von

Bethmann-Hollvveg, in the Sitting of the

German Reichstag on December 2nd, 1914.

Gentlemen, His Majesty the Emperor, who is at the

front with the Army, has requested me to convey his

best wishes and heartiest greetings to the representa-

tives of the German people, with whom he knows that

he is at one until death, in storm and danger, and in

the common care for the well-being of the Fatherland,

and he has asked me at the same time to express to the

whole nation in his name and from this place his thanks

for the unexampled sacrifice and devotion, for the

stupendous task which is being achieved at the front

and at home, and will still further be achieved, by all

ranks of the nation without distinction. Our first

thought, also turns to the Emperor, to the Army, and

the Navy, to our soldiers who on the battlefield and

on the high seas are fighting for the honour and the

greatness of the Empire. We look up^n them full of

pride and with firm confidence, but at the same time

we look upon our Austro-Hungarian brothers in arms,

who faithfully united with us fight the great fight with

brilliantly maintained bravery. In the struggle which

has been forced upon us we have recently been joined

by a new ally, wiio knows quite well that with the

destruction of the Genuan Empire her political inde-

pendence also will come to an end ; I refer to the Otto-
4Si
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man Empire. If our enemies have summoned up against
us a powerful coalition, it is to be hoped that they will

also have learned that the arm of our courageous allies

rcuches to the weak points in their world-position. On
August 4th the Reichstag showed the unyielding will

of the whole people to take up the struggle forced upon
us, and to defend our independence to the uttermost.

Since then great things have happened. Who will count
the acts of glory and of heroism of the armies, the
regiments, the squadrons, and the companies, of the
cruisers and the submarines, in a war which flings its

battle-line over the whole of Europe and over the whole
wox-Id? Only a later age will be able to tell of these
things. For to-day it must suffice that in spite of the
enormous superiority of our enemies, the war is being
carried on in the enemies' country, thanks to the uncon-
querable bravery of our troops. There we stand firm

and strong, and we may with all confidence look to the

future. B.4I the enemy's power of resistance is not
broken. We are not yet at an end of our sacrifices. The
nation will continue to bea- these further sacrifices with
the same heroism which it has hitherto shown, for we
must, and we will, conduct to a happy end the struggle

which, surrounded as we are by enemies, we are waging
for right and freedom. Then, also, we will remember
the wrongs, some of which have been in violation of all

the dictates of civilisation, done to those of our defence-

less countrymen living abroad, for. Gentlemen, the

world must learn that no one can touch unavenged so

much as a hair of a German.
When the nr ting of August 4th was at an end, the

British Am- r , or appeared here to deliver to us an
ultimatum f. jl^ngland, and, in the event of a refusal,

a declaration of war. I was not then able to express

myself on the position finally assumed by the British

F F
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Goven'airnt, and I propose to-day to offer some obser-

vations on the point.

Where the responsibiUty rests for this, the greatest

of all wars, is, for us, clear. The external responsibility

is borne by those me i in Russia who mspired and

carried out the mobilisation of the entire Russian Army.
The inner responsibility, however, lies on the Govern-

ment of Great Britain. The Cabinet of London could

have made this war impossible by declaring without

ambiguity in Petrograd tliat England was not prepared

to allow a continental war in Europe to develop out of

the conflict between Austria and Serbia. By speaking

thus, France would also Lave been compelled energeti-

cally to advise Russia to desist from measures of war.

This would have smoothened the path for our action

of mediation. England did not do so. England knew
the intrigues for war of a small clique, of an irres|X)n-

sible but powerful group about the Tsar. England saw

how things were moving, but did nothing to spoke the

wheel. In spite of all protestations of peace London

gave it to be understood in Petrograd that she was

taking her stand on the side of France and Russia. This

is proved clearly and incontestably by the publications

of the various Cabinets, and especially by that of the

English Blue Book itself. Then, indeed, it was impos-

sible to hold things back in Petrograd.

On this question we possess a witness who is entirely

above suspicion, the report of the Belgian chargi

d'affaires in Petrograd, written on July 80th. He
reports: ''To-day in Petrograd the people are firmly

convinced, indeed they have assurances, that England

will stand by France. This support has an extraordin-

ary influence, and has done not a little to gain the upper

hand for the war party."

Up to this summer the English statesmen have re-
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peatedly assured Parliament that there was no treaty,
no convention, no alliance which bound the freedom of
action of the English Government in the event of war
breaking out. England could freely decide whether it

would or would not take part in such a war. It was,
then, no fraternal duty, no compulsion, not even any
menace of their own country, which caused the English
statesmen to stir up war and then participate in it

themselves. There thus remains only one other possi-
bility : the Cabinet of London allowed this world-war,
this enormous world-war, to arise because it appeared
a favourable opportunity, with the help of her comrades
in tne Entente, to destroy the vital nerve of her greatest
economic competitor. Thus, then, England and Russia
bear the responsibility for this world-war, for this catas-
trophe which has broken over Europe and over the
world. And Belgian neutrality, which England pro-
fessed to protect, is a mask. At 7 o'clock in the evening
on August 2nd we communicated in Brussels the fact
that the French plans of war, -.vhich were known to us,
compelled us in self-defence to march through Belgium.
But even on the afternoon of the same day, August
2nd, that is to say before our dimarche was or could be
known in London, England had promised France her
support, unconditionally promised it m the event of an
attack by the German Fleet on the French toast. There
was no mention of Belgian neutrality. This fact is estab-
lished by the declarations made by Sir Edward Grey on
August 8rd in the House of Commons, and which was
not known to u\e on August 4th. This fact is confirmed
by the English Blue Book itself.

How could England maintain that she had seized the
sword because Belgian neutrality was violated by us ?

This is said by English statesmen to whom the past
history of Belgian neutrality was known. Waen on

y f '2
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August 4th I spoke of the wrong that we were doin^

in invading Belgium, it was not then clear whether the

Government in Brussels might not in the hour of need

agree to spare their country, and to withdraw under

protest to Antwerp. You will remember that after

Liege was taken, on the proposal of the Army Authori-

ties, a renewed request in this sense was directed to

Brussels. On military grounds the possibility of such

a development had, in all circumstances, ' be kept

open on August 4th. We had, indeed, indicutions that

the neutrality of Belgium had fallen to pieces, but

positive proof in writing was lacking. English states-

men, however, knew these proofs quite well. As a result

of the documents found in Brussels it has been estab-

lished how and how far Belgium gave up her neutrality

in favour of England, and two facts, consequently, are

now well known to all the world. When our troops

marched into Belgium in the night of August 8rd to 4th

they were in a country which had long ago riddled its

neutrality, and the further fact is clear that it was not

on account of Belgian neutrality, which she had herself

broken long ago, that England declared war against us,

but because she believed that with the help of two great

military continental Powers she could become our
master. Since August 2nd, since she promised to support

France in war, England was no longer neutral, but was,

as a matter of fact, in a state of war against us. The
reasons advanced by English statesmen for this declara-

tion of war were of the nature of a spectacular show,
intended to confuse their own country and neutral

States with regard to the true grounds of the war. Now
that the Anglo-Belgian plans of war have been unveiled

in all their details, the policy of English statesmen is

characterised for all time in the history of the world.

English diplomacy has, indeed, accomplished one other

jB53aSCi-SV-3«^
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achievement. On her summons, Japan tore from us
the heroic Tsingtau, and thereby violated Chinese
neutrality. Did England take any steps with regard to
the violation of this neutrality ? Has she shown in this
case her concern for the maintenance of the rights of
neutral States ? Gentlemen, when I was called to my
present office five years ago, the Triple Entente stood
firmly opposed to the Triple Alliance. This was the
work of England, intended to assist in giving effect to
the fundamental pnnciple of English policy, pursued for
centuries, that is, to oppose the strongest Power on the
continent for the time being. In this fact lay from the
outset the aggressive character of the Triple Entente
as opposed to the purely defensive significance of the
Triple Alliance

; for a nation as great and as strong as
the German cannot be hampered in the free develop-
ment of its forces. In view of this political constellation
the way to be followed by German policy was clearly
indicated. We had to endeavour, by arriving at an
understanding with the individual Powers of the
Entente, to banish the danger of war; we had at the
same time so to strengthen our defensive forces that,
if war should come, we would be strong enough to carry
it through. As you know, we have done both. In the
case of France we always encountered the old thoughts
of revenge. Nourished by ambitious politicians, these
thoughts showed themselves to be stronger than the
dej,ire for neighbourly relations with us which was
doubtless entertained by a part of the French people.
In the case of Russia it is true that we arrived at parti-
cular agreements, but the firm alliance between Russia
and France, the opposition of Russia to our ally Austria-
Hungary, and a hatred of Germany nourished on Pan-
Slav ambitions prevented any understanding designed
to avoid the danger of war. The freest position, com-

4
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paratively speaking, was occupied by England. Speak-

ing in Parliament, EnRlish statesmen have again and

apain with the greatest emphasis defended and boasted

of the freedom enjoyed by the British Government in

arriving at a decision. This was the first place in which

an understanding could be sought, which would then, in

fact, have guaranteed the peace of the world. In this

direction I was bound to exert my efforts, and I did so.

The way was strait, as I well knew. In the course of

centuries the insular manner of English thought has

established a political principle with the force of an

axiomatic dogma, the principle that an arbitrium mundi

belongs to England, which can only be maintained by

the uncontested control of the seas on the one hand,

and on the other by the balance of power on the con-

tinent, which has been so often mentioned. I never

hoped to be able to break this ancient English prin-

ciple by force of persuasion. What appeared to be

possible was that the increasing strength of Germany,

the increasing risk involved in a war, would have

enabled England to see that this principle, so long repre-

sented by English policy, had become out of date, and

was no longer practicable, and that a peaceful settle-

ment with Germany was to be preferred. This dogma

was, however, so firmly rooted that it paralysed all

efforts to arrive at a decisive understanding. The nego-

tiations received a new impulse in the crisis of 1911.

The English people recognised overnig-il that it had

been standing before the abyss of a European war. Com-

pelled by popular sentiment, the English statesman

desired to approach Germany. By long and painful

labour it was pospb'e to arrive at agreements with

regard to economic interests, which, in the first place,

affected Asia Minor and Africa, and were intended

tc diminish possible sources of political friction. The
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world is wide, it has room enough for the free develop-
ment of both nations side by side, if only the attempt
is not made to hinder and restrict them in their free

development. That is the principle which our policy
has ulways defended. But, Gentlemen, while we were
so negotiatinpr, England was incessantly intent on draw-
ing closer her relations to Russia and France. The most
decisive point in this is that, apart from the sphere of

politics, closer military afjreements were being concluded
to meet the case of a continental war. England con-
ducted these negotiations as far as possible in secret.

When anything of this nature trickled through to the
public, as tias happened more than once, the English
Government endeavoured to represent the matter to
Parliament and in the Press as entirely innocent. We
did not remain ignorant of these agreements of England.
I have laid papers on the subject. The whole situation

was, in fact, that England was ready to come to an
understanding with us on particular questions, but the
chief and the first principle of English policy remained
unaltered : in the free development of her powers Ger-
many had to be kept in check by the balance of power.
That represents the frontier line of friendly relations

with Germany. For this purpose the Triple Entente was
elaborated to llie utmost. As her friends desired mili-

tary assurancefi, the English were at once ready to give
them. The ring was thus completed. England is sure
of France's adherence, and therefore of Russia's also.

But as e result of all this, England also binds her will.

If France or Russia, where the existing chauvinistic

circles find their strongest support in the military con-
nivance of Epgland, if France or Russia desire to strike,

England is morally delivered into the hands of her
friends. And whot is the object of all this ? Germany
must be kept down. We have not been remiss in warn-
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inp the English Covernment. Even at the beginning of

July of this year I indicated to the English Government
that their secret negotiations with Russia with regard

to a naval convention were known to me. I drew their

attention to the serious dangers which this policy on the

part of England involved for the peace of the world.

Fourteen days later my prophecies were fulfilled. From
all these facts bearing on the general situation of affairs

we drew the consequences. In rapid sequence 1 brought
before you the greatest defence p'^pposals known in

German history, ;.iid in full knowledge of the dangers

which surrounded us you have willingly and in a spirit

of self-sacrifice granted to our eountr>' what was needed
for her defence. As soon as the war had broken out,

England threw aside all external show. It was openly

and loudly proclaimed that England would fight \m\\\

Germany was crushed economically and by force of

aims. The hatred of Germany nourished by the Pan-
Slavs exultingly applauds the sentiment ; France, with

the whole strength of an old soldierly nation, hopes to

be able to wipe out the stain of 1870. Gentlemen, on
this we have only one answer to give to our enemies

:

Germany cannot be annihilated.

Like our military forces, our financial forces also have
given a brilliant account of themselves, and have with-

out any reservations placed themselves in the service

of our country. Our economic life has been maintained

;

unemployment is relatively small. Germany's power
and skill in organisation constantly seek in new ways to

avoid coming evils, and to wipe out existing injuries.

No man and no woman seeks to avoid sharing in the

common and voluntary task ; no recruiting drums need

to be beat for this purpose. Everything in life and in

wealth is s.irrendered for the only, and the great object,

lor tht land of our fathers, for the hope of our children
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nnd descendants. A spirit is being manifested, a moral
greatness of the nation, such as has hitherto never been
known in the history of the world. If this spirit of

sacrifice shown by millions of our nation in arms against

a world of enemies is despised by our opponents as mili-

tarism, if they abuse us as Huns and barbarians, if they
scatter cursed lies throughout the whole world—we are

proud eaough to remain unconcerned. This wonderful
spirit, which glows throufjii the hearts of Germany in

unprecedented unity, in the unquestioning surrender of

each to each, this must pnd will be victorious. When
a glorious and a happy peace has been achieved, we
will maintain this spirit as the holiest inheritance from
this fearfully earnest and great time. As if by the power
of magic the barriers have disappearetl which during
a barren and dull age have separated the various parts

of our nation—the barriers which we reared together in

misunderstanding, in envy, and distrust. It brings a
sense of freedom ai >1 of bliss that at last the whole of

this rubbish and trash has been swe{)t away, that only
the man counts, each equal to the other, each holding

out his hand to the other in a single and a holy cause.

I again use the words of the Emperor on the outbreak
of war

:

I no longer know any parties. I know
only Germans." Gentlemen, when the war is past

parties will return; for without jarties, without politi-

cal struggle, there can be no pol tical life, even for the

freest and the happiest nation; but, Gentlemen, we will

struggle to see—and I for my part promise to do so

—

that in these struggles there may be only Germans.
I bring to a conclusion my few observations ;—this is

no time for words—I cannot discuss all the questions

which move most profoundly the nation and myself.

One word more : faithfully and with a feeling of warm
gratitude we think of the sons of Germany who on the

li
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battlefields in the east and the west, on the high seas,
on the shores of the Pp^iti

, and in our colonies have
given up heir ' fe for fhe Fatherland. Before their
heroisrr which is now stilled, we unite ourselves in the
vow to endure till the last breath, in order that our
'lescendants and our sons ma\ be able to labour in the
service of the greatness of the Empire in a stronger
Germany, free and assured from foreign menace and
force. This vow will ring out to our sons and brothers
who are still fighting against the enemy, to the heart-
blood of Germany which springs up in countless and
nameless acts of heroism, for which we are prepared to
give up all that we have ; it will ring out to our country-
men abroad, to thosr kept back, to those in peril, tr,

those who cure for us afar off, to those who are in prison
and to those abused. We will p- rsevere. Gentlemen,
and I ask you to confirm this by accepting these
measures. We will persevere, until we have the assur-
ance that no one will again diss irb our peace, a peace in
which we mean as a free nation to tend and develop our
German character and our German strength.

mm^^
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Circular Note ok theChanck ,or. Dr. von Hkthmann-

HOM.WEO, TO THE ImPERFAL AmBASSADORH, DATED

December 24th, 1914.'

Headquarters.
December 2ith, 1914.

In the si ech made by Minister President Viviani in

the French Cha! 'er is rontained a passage that France

and Russia had on July 81st agreed to the EngUsh pro-

posal to stof» military preparations and to befrin negotia-

tions in London. If Germany had given her assent,

peace could have been maintained even at this last

hour.

As I can 't at the present mom*-:

t'le Tribune f the German Reichst«

ment made in the French Parliam. »

compellt d to send the following expo i

th*' request to make an extensive use o: u.

he British proposal for a conference which is printed

in the English Blue Book, No. 86, arises on July 26th.

Its contents say that representatives of Germany,

France, and Italy should meet with Sir E'^^ > rd Grey

in London for the purpose of discovering ai ;^sue from

the difiioulties which had arisen in the Serbi.m matter.

From the beginning Germany took its stand on the

point that the Serbo-Austrian confiict was an "ffair

which only concerned the two States immediately iiidi-

» [As traiiKlatwl in th' Appendix to Mr. .f. W. Headlan i

The Hiftlory of Twlve Dayn]

contradict from
* vise state-

rayself

'.
. i. ,^ou with

1 t
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cated. Sir Edward Grey himself also later recognised
this point of view.

Germany was obliged to reject the English proposal
for a conference, for it could not allow that Austria-
Hungary should be subjected to a tribunal of the Great
Powers in a question which concerned its national exist-
ence and whi-h only concerned Austria-Hungary. It is
clear from the German White Book that Austria-Hun-
gary looked on the proposal for a conference as un-
acceptable. By the declaration against Serbia it gave
evidence of i' firm will to regulate the Serbian question
alone without the intervention of the Powers. At the
same time, however, it declared, in order to satisfy all
just claims of Russia, its complete territorial disinte-
restedness as regards Serbia. As Russia was not satisfied
with this assurance, European questions sprang out of
the Serbian question, and this first found its expression
in a difference between Austria-Hungary and Russia.
In order to prevent a European conflict developing out
of this difference, it was necessary to find a new basis
upon which immediate action of the Powers could be
begun. It was Germany to whom belongs the merit of
having first trod this ground.
The Secretary of State, von Jagow, in his conversa-

tion with the British Ambassador on July JTth pointed
out that in the wish of Russia to negotiate directly with
Austria-Hungary he saw an improvement of the situa-
tion and the best prospect for a peaceful solution. From
the day on which it was first expressed, Germany sup-
ported in Vienna with all the energy which stood at its
command this desire by which the English conf rence
idea was according even to the Russian opinion for the
time put aside. No State can have striven more honestly
and with more energy to maintain the peace of the world
than Germany had.
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England also now gave up the idea of pursuing her

conference idea and on her side supported the concep-

tion uf direct negotiations between Vienna and Petro-

grud (Blue Book, No. 67).

These negotiations, however, met with difficulties,

and difficulties which did not arise from Germany i\nd

Austria-Hungary, but from the Entente Powers.

If Germany's endeavour was to be successful, it

required good will on the part of the Powers who were

not immediately engaged ; it required also that those

who were principally engaged should hold their hand,

for if either of the two Powers between whom n.ediation

was to be made interrupted, by military operations,

action which was proceeding, it was from the beginning

clear that this action could never attain its end.

Now how did it stand with the good will of the

Powers ? The attitude of France is clearly shown in the

French Yellow Book. She did not trust German assur-

ances. All the steps of the German Ambassador,

Freiherr von Schoen, were received with mistrust. His

wish for the mediating influence of France at Petrograd

was not regarded, for they believed that they must assume

that the steps taken by Herr von Schoen were intended
** a compromettre la France au regard de la Russie."

The French Yellow Book shows that France did not take

a single positive step in the interest of peace.

What attitude did England take in the diplomatic

conversation ? She gave the appearance of mediating up

to the last hour, but her external actions were directed

to a humiliation of the two Powers of the Triple Alliance.

England was the first Great Power which ordered mili-

tary preparations on a great scale and thereby created

a feeling, particularly in Russia and France, rhich was

in the highest degree adverse to mediatory action. From
the report of the French Charge d'Ailaires in London on

I !
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Jt'ly 22nd (Yellow Book, No. 66), it follows that as
early as July 24th the Commander of the English Fleet
had discreetly taken steps for the collection of the Fleet
at Portland. Great Britain, therefore, mobilised sooner
even than Serbia. Moreover, Great Britain refused just
what France did, to act in a moderating and restraining
manner at Petrograd.

On the warning from the English Ambassador at
Petrograd from which it was clearly to be seen that
only a warning to Russia to hold back her mobilisation
could save the situation, Sir Edward Grey did nothing
but let matters go their own way.
At the same time, however, he believed that it would

be useful to point out to Germrtny and Austria-Hun-
r:ary, if not quite elearly. si II sufHeitntly so, that
England could also take i)arf in a European war. At
the same time, therefore, when England, though letting
drop the idea of a oonference, gave the appearance of
wishing that Austria-Hungary should show itself con-
ciliatory under the mediation of Germany, Sir Edward
Grey directs the attention of the Austro-Hungarian
Ambassador i". England to the mobilisation of the
English Fleet (Blue Book, 48). gives the Russian Am-
bassador to understafid that England also could take
part in a war, and at once informs the Ambassadors of
the Triple Entente of this warning which he had ad-
dressed to Germany, by which action the victory of the
war-party in Petrograd was sealed.

This was just the attitude, which according to the
better informed opinion of the English Ambassador
Ptichanan was the worst adapted for bringing about
good feeling between the Powers.
Under these diOiculties it would be regarded as a

special success that Germany succeeded in making
Austria-Hungary inclined to follow the wish of Russia
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and enter irto separate conversations. Had Russia,
without on her side taking military measures, continued
the negotiations with Austria-Hungary which had only
mobilised against Serbia, the complete prospect of

maintenance of the world's peace would have been
raamtained. Instead of this Russia mobilised against

Austria-Hungarj', by which Sazonof was quite clear

(see Blue Book, 7H) that with this all direct understand-
ing with Austria-Hungary fell to the ground. The
laborious result of the German negotiations for media-
tion was thereby overthrown by u single blow.
What happened now on the part of the Entente

Powers in order to preserve peace at this last hotir ?

Sir Edward Grty again took up his conference pro-
posal. In accordance also with the view of M. Sazonof,
the suitable moment had now come in order, under the
pressure of Russian mobilisation against Austria-Hun-
gary, again to reconimend the old English idea of

quadruple conversation (German White Book, page 7).

Count Pourtal^s did not leave the Minister in doubt,
that according to his view the Entente Powers thereby
were requiring from Austria-Hungary just what they
had not been willing to suggest to Serbia, namely, that
she should give way under military pressure.

Under these circumstances the conference idea could
not possibly be sympathetic to Germany and Austria-
Hungary. Notwithstanding this, Germany declared hi

London that she accepted in principle the proposal for

the intervention of the four Powers, but that it was
merely the form of the conference which was disagree-
able to her. At the same time the German Ambassador
at Petrograd pressed Sazonof on his side also to make
concessions in order to render a compromise possible.

It is well known that these efforts remained fruitless.

Russia herself seemed to take no more interest in the
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further mediatory activity of Germany at Viemia, which
was continued untU the last hour. She ordered the
mobiUsation of all her forces in the night between July
80th and 81st, which must have the mobilisation of
Germany and the later declaration of war as its conse-
quence.

In view of this course of events it cannot be under-
stood how a responsible statesman can have the courage
to maintain that Germany, who found herself con-
fronted by Russian mobilisation, military preparations
of France, and the mobilisation of the EngUsh Fleet,
could on July 31st still have saved peace by the accept-
ance of a conference which was to be conducted under
the arms of the Entente Powers.

It was not Germany, who continued to mediate at
Vieima up to the last hour, who made the idea of media-
tion by four Powers impossible; it was the military
measures of the Entente Powers who spoke words of
peace while they determined to make war.

V. Bethmann-Hollweg.
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